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PREFACE
The history of ancient and early mediaeval times requires

to a far greater extent than more recent history the aid of

various other sciences, not the least of which is the science

of language. And, although the first object of these Studies

was to demonstrate to specialists various unrecognized or

imperfectly recognized linguistic facts, the importance of those

facts in themselves is much less than that of their historical

consequences.

The main historical result of this book is the settlement of
1 the Pictish question ',

or rather of the two Pictish questions.

The first of these is
' What kind of language did the Picts

speak?*. The second is 'Were the Picts conquered by the

Scots?'.

The first has been settled by linguistic and palaeographical

methods only : it has been shown that Pictish was a language

virtually identical with Irish, differing from that far less than

the dialects of some English counties differ from each other.

The second has been settled, with very little help from

language, by historical and textual methods : it has been

made abundantly clear, I think, to any person of impartial

and critical mind that the supposed conquest of the Picts by
the Scots is an absurd myth.
The Highlander, as we call him—the Albanach as he calls

himself in his own Gaelic—is, indeed, in the vast majority
of cases simply the modern Pict, and his language modern

Pictish. To suppose that the great free people from which

he is descended were ever conquered by a body of Irish

colonists, and that the language he speaks is merely an Irish

colonial dialect, are delusions which, I hope, no one will regret

to see finally dispelled.

The next most important results of these Studies are the

demonstration of the great prominence of the Belgic element

in the population of the British isles, and the evidence that

so many of the tribes known to us as inhabiting England and
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iv Preface

Wales in Roman times spoke not Old Welsh, as has hitherto

been supposed, but Old Irish. Particularly notable for wide

dispersion and maritime venture are the Menapians, and it is

a pleasure to me to have traced to them the origin of the

Manx nation and language.
As regards Continental history, the great Goidelic element

is now shown to have extended with more or less continuity
from the Danube to the mouth of the Loire, and from the

Tagus and the Po to the mouth of the Rhine.

And here let me add a very necessary caution. Names
which have not been purposely invented to describe race must
never be taken as proof of race, but only as proof of com-

munity of language or community of political organization.
We call a man who speaks English, lives in England, and
bears an obviously English name (such as Freeman 1 or

Newton) an Englishman. Yet from the statistics of 'relative

nigrescence
2 '

there is good ground to believe that Lancashire,
West Yorkshire, Staffordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire,

Leicestershire, Rutland, Cambridgeshire, Wiltshire, Somerset,
and part of Sussex, are as Keltic as Perthshire and North

Munster
;

that Cheshire, Shropshire, Herefordshire, Mon-

mouthshire, Gloucestershire, Devon, Dorset, Northampton-
shire, Huntingdonshire, and Bedfordshire are more so—and

equal to North Wales and Leinster
;
while Buckinghamshire

and Hertfordshire exceed even this degree and are on a level

with South Wales and Ulster. Cornwall, of course, is more
Keltic than any other English county, and as much so as

Argyll, Invernessshire, or Connaught.
What is sauce for the ' Saxon '

is sauce for the Kelt \

The Keltic-speaking peoples of antiquity may have incor-

porated other Aryan or non-Aryan tribes, and the Keltic

language of any given region may have been introduced by
quite a small minority of conquerors—like the English

language in Ireland. Even as between the Irishman and the

Welshman, the language-test is not a race-test : both in North

1 No one was more intensely
'

English
'
in his sympathies than the great historian

of that name, and probably no one would have more strenuously resisted the sug-

gestion that he might be of Welsh descent : yet I have met his close physical

counterpart in a Welsh farmer (named Evans) living within a few miles of Pwllheli.
9 See W. Z. Ripley's map {Races of Europe, 318) and his accompanying text,

particularly the top of p. 323.
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and in South Wales many scores of thousands of the Kymry
'

are probably descended from ancestors who spoke Irish
; and

it is equally possible
—though I know of no evidence for the

supposition
—that the Goidels of Ireland may have absorbed

tribes, or portions of tribes, which originally spoke Kymric.

If, therefore, I have anywhere referred to any people, or the

users of any given language or family of language, in terms

which might be thought to imply that they were all of one

primeval physical stock, I must disclaim that interpretation.

In other words, such a term as Goidels
'

is to be taken as

meaning nothing more than an aggregate of people who speak

Goidelic, or whose ancestors spoke it.

The chief linguistic result of the Studies (apart from the

determination of the nature of Pictish and of the parentage of

Highland Gaelic) is the fact that the loss of original /, a loss

supposed to be the distinguishing feature of the Keltic family
of language, is of comparatively late date in the Goidelic

branch— that, in fact, p was normally kept (see p. 205) for

centuries after the Christian era, at Bordeaux till the 5th

cent., in Pictish probably later still. I strongly advise those

who read these Studies chiefly for linguistic purposes, or who
would satisfy themselves of the soundness of the linguistic

foundation, to pass to the Appendixes immediately after

reading the first 8 pages. Two of those Appendixes have,

indeed, been published before—'

Sequanian
'

as a pamphlet,
* Pictavian

'

in the Zeitschrift fiir celtische Philologie ; but the

former has been largely revised and corrected, and the

demonstration that the Rom tablet is in rimed metre is an

important addition to the revised reprint of the latter.

My constant references to living scholars are themselves

recognitions of indebtedness, yet I cannot help adding that,

but for the Urkeltischer Sprachschatz
x
of Dr. Whitley Stokes,

' the grand old man '

of Keltic philology, this book could

never have been written.

While it was passing through the press, Prof. Anwyl sent

me a paper of his own which was likely to interest me. I sent

him in return a sheet or two of my proofs and offered to send

the rest. He has very kindly glanced through them all, and

1

tlbersetzt, uberarbeitet und herausgegeben von Adalbert Bezzenberger. Gott-

ingen, 1894.
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has sent me notes on them : two or three have been correc-

tions of small slips, some have been cautious counsels to be

occasionally less positive in statement, and others have been

new facts and suggestions, always interesting, sometimes im-

portant, which I have made use of with due acknowledgement,
and almost all of which will be found in Appendix VII.

But, while congratulating myself on this kind service, I should

be sorry if the reader considered Prof. Anwyl as endorsing

any mistake which has escaped his attention. In a work of

the extent and character of this, even a trained Keltic philo-

logist would find it difficult to avoid absolutely all error of

statement or of inference : in my case, I can only hope that

such errors may be few and unimportant—I dare not dream

that they have been escaped altogether.

The body of the book, that is to say pp. 9-1 11, was begun
in Dec. 1900, and was meant to be quite a short paper on the

Menapii, Parisii, and Belgae, in England—to be offered to the

Zeitschriftfilr celtische Philologie as a sequel to my Language
of the Continental Picts \ I was led on, however, from point

to point till, at the end of September 190T, the * short paper
'

would have filled 90 pp. of the Zeitschrift ; and, on my
informing the editors, they very reasonably told me that

they could not spare the space. In order to fit the material

in some degree for another periodical, I then wrote the intro-

ductory matter on pp. 1-8, and was on the verge of completing
it when a great breakdown of the heart prostrated me. On

recovering sufficiently, I sent an analysis to the editor of

a well-known Keltic society's journal, asking if it would be

of any use to forward the paper itself; but the favourable

answer did not come for some seven months, and meanwhile

I had thought best to print for myself. I mention these

things for two reasons. Firstly, that the reviewer and the

general reader may understand that the book was written

simply to prove certain facts, in the smallest space, to

a limited scientific circle. Secondly, that my friends, and the

University to which I owe serious duties, may know that

since the illness referred to I have not been guilty of writing

more than about the last 34 pp.
—besides the index, in which

my daughter Myrtle has helped me. I have, indeed, not even

read my own proofs more than could possibly be helped, but
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have been glad to avail myself of the aid of Mr. Strickland

££ Mlof*?^g??££S^l
Zntsdes anciens idiomesgaulois, to

whieh I owe my knowledge

of the Amelie-les-Bains tablets

I must thank Mr. Hugh W. Young, F.S A. Scot the

owner of Burghead, for letting me reproduce^ *J
had given me of the Burghead stone ;

Mr James Mitae of

tbroath for letting me reproduce three photographs£^
St Vteean's stone, taken by his late father ;

and Prof. Camille

fS: sending me two photographs of the Rom
tab^for

he same purpose.
M. Ernest Leroux, the present _publ

«

of the Revue**^£^™£££ZZZ
;S,:U

y
tlTa^\Lt\irn

e

evertheless for making no

^tZriT^TL made against time. Using

£S^mission; and have finally obtained rom Messrs.

D rb shJand Stanford, of Oxford, the senses of a draugh
-

man Mr E. R. Bryant, to make a fair copy on duplicate

Sue maps, whic/the Clarendon Press have reduced and

COl

it wo
P
u

e

id be very ungrateful
of me not to add the expres-

sion Ifmy ob"gTtionf to the Controller, Mr. Horace Hart,

and the Sff of fhe Clarendon Press, for the great pains they

Tavetken to produce a most troublesome volume exactly to

Th^STLt volume a shorter and wider heading, as

and citation, but partly also because, if^,^f^^
some future year issue another volume of Keltic Re earche

containing many separate studies on obscure points in British

history and antiquities, chiefly between the Roman and Danish

in

?
S

s°ho

S

uld have liked to add much on the vastness and
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richness of the harvest which awaits labourers in the fields of
Keltic philology and Keltic antiquarian research. But until
I know a University which could-or a rich man who would-do something to provide the labour, I fear that I should
only be wasting time.

But it may perhaps be of some little help to another cause
which many more than myself have at heart-the preservationof the surviving Keltic languages-if I add here an extract
from my own book 'Golspie'. And what I have there said
with regard to the languages of the British isles applies
equally, mutatis mutandis, to Breton.
' 'No sensible man who wished the Highlander to live in
intimacy and friendship with the other races which inhabit
these isles, or who wished to see him cultivated and prosperouswould do otherwise than wish him to speak and read Englishwell. But I hope the day will never come when Gaelic will
become extinct in the Highlands, as unhappily Cornish was
allowed to become extinct in the eighteenth century. In it
are imbedded no small part of the Highlander's history-the
history of h,s settlements, the history of his descent, the
history of his thought, the history of his culture. It is not
only bad for a race to forget such things, but it is bad for

ITT^TL
"°
f"J*

7 °f a dCad kngUa?e can fecwe' for «*
all of that knowledge which would have been transmitted byUs preservatton Every Highlander, every Irish Gael, every
Manksman, and every Welshman, should know and speakthe speech of his fathers, and should see that his children alsoknow and speak it. And every government should show for
all such healthy developments of

race-feeling that sympathywhich is the best bond of union.'
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1 ^'Sgr

STUDIES
IN THE HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION

OF THE ANCIENT GOIDELIC

LANGUAGE AND PEOPLES

Our present knowledge of the division and distribution The

of the Keltic languages.—The modern Keltic languages— ™K™
that is, Irish, Highland Gaelic, Manx, Welsh, Breton, and the languages,

recently extinct Cornish—differ from all other languages of the

Indo-European family in one very curious respect. Where

the dead ancestor-speech of the entire family had the sound of The

p, tindoubled and unaccompanied by any other consonant, the JjEKJ
modern Keltic languages have regularly

1 lost it altogether

(save in borrowed words), while the other living members of

the Indo-European family have either preserved it intact or

at least represent it in some other way. For instance, the

primitive word for father
'

must have been p$ter (Brugmann,
Grundriss d. vergl. Grammatik d. indogerm. Sprachen, § 55 l

)>

and the / is kept by modern Greek in pate'ras, by Italian in

padre, and by all the other Romance languages ;
in English

father and German Vater it has become aspirated into the

sound of/; and in Armenian hair it has sunk to the fainter

aspiration h
;

but in Irish and Highland Gaelic athair and

Manx ayr the original initial p is entirely unrepresented
2

.

Among themselves, the modern Keltic languages are sharply Two

divided into two groups by their treatment of that combination
^g^hfd"

of guttural consonant and labial semivowel which in Latin by their

and English is usually written qu, and of which the English 7JiT*"

pronunciation is kw. In Irish and Highland Gaelic qu is

normally represented by c or its aspirate ch, in Manx by q, c
y

1 See p. 171 for the very few known exceptions.
2 In Welsh, Breton, and Cornish this particular stem is not extant, having

been superseded by the tato- stem : otherwise the same thing would have happened
in those languages also.

B



2 The two modern Keltic groups

or the aspirate gh. In Cornish, Breton, and Welsh it is

normally represented by p. Thus the ancient stem qttenno-
1

head,' is ceann in Irish and Highland Gaelic, kione in Manx,
but pen in Cornish and Welsh, while in Breton the ff of the

compound gour-ffen shows it to have been pen there also.

The Gaelic, The three languages of the first group are all called Gaelic *,

Goidelic

0r
tnat * S} t ^le sPeecn °f tne Gadels or Goidels—a race-name of

group. uncertain derivation. Hence that primitive form of Keltic

which we must presuppose as the parent of this group is

called Gadelic or Goidelic, and the latter form, which is the

more commonly used, will be employed in this book.

The For the three languages of the other group the term

croup"
1^10 '

Brythonic
'

has of late years been invented. We shall even-

tually see that this term is open to very grave objections,

and instead of it I shall use the term Kymric. Cornish,

Breton 2
,
and modern Welsh are all dialects of the language

spoken by inhabitants of Britain who must have called them-

selves by the name of Commroges,
'

co-markers
'

i. e.
' fellow-

countrymen ', or by a later form of that word : it survives in

Cumfier-hxid, and in the vernacular names 3 of the Welsh

1 Irish Gaoidhilig, Gaedhilig, Highland Gaidhlig, Manx Gaelc.
2 But it is unknown how far, if at all, Breton is a compound of the dialect

of the colonists from Britain with any native Aremorican dialect of Keltic.

Our earliest authority as to the origin of the Bretons is Nennius, who, writing

in or about 796, says they are descended from British troops who followed Maxi-

mian or Maximus to the Continent, and to whom he gave lands.

The idea of M. le Moyne de la Borderie that they were fugitives who began

coming over after the Saxon victory at Crayford in Kent in 457 is incredible. He
has himself pointed out that they had a bishop at the Council of Tours in 461,

which is barely conceivable on his theory : but there is a more decisive argument

against it. Brittany consisted of five provinces, of which two (and two only) were

named after districts of England, and those two were Domnonia, occupying almost

the entire N. coast, and Cornubia, occupying almost the entire W. coast. Nothing
can be clearer than that the colonists were mainly from Devon and Cornwall, and

if they were military levies this is likely enough. But Devonians and Cornishmen

had no cause to flee from the Saxons in 457-61. Cornwall was ruled by a native

king as late (at least) as the 9th century, and Devon as late as the 8th, while

till the 7th century the Saxon dominion never even reached the borders of Devon.

The extreme promontory of Brittany (for a time one of the five principalities,

but afterwards united to Domnonia) was known as Leon, which may represent

Lyonnesse (
= Lyon promontory?), a traditional extension of Cornwall overrun by

the sea. But the depths of the soundings forbid us to suppose any great district

swallowed up.
8 Pronounced K9m{in)ry, Kdtn{ni)ry, and K9m{m)rdeg, the 9 being sounded

like a in India, e in father, i in birch, in sailor, or u in purple ;
but not as u in

plump. I spell Kymric
' with K to prevent it from being pronounced Simric or



Keltic languages of the British isles 3

people (Cym{m)ry\ their country (Qym(m)ru), and their

language (Cym(ni)raeg).

Of all the modern Keltic languages, except Manx, some Mediaeval

mediaeval literature has survived; but of Middle Manx weianguages:

have apparently nothing, and of Old Manx only a few ogam- deficiency

inscriptions, which may belong to the early middle ages, but

(if so) preserve the language of a more ancient period.

In Old Irish literature, and even (though very rarely *)
*°

'^J*
™

in Old Welsh and in Cornish, we have cases of words being place of/,

spelt with initial h which in primitive Indo-European must

have begun with /, and this h has in consequence been sus-

pected of being the worn-down representation of/, descended

from it through an intermediate/^ (f).
For our knowledge of the state of these languages in Keltic

Roman times we are dependent solely on the names of oTthe^
S

places and persons contained in ancient authors or in con- British isles

.
in Roman

temporary Latin inscriptions, with the addition of the few times.

Old Manx inscriptions already mentioned and a large number

of Old Irish ogam-inscriptions, which, though none of them

can certainly be dated within Roman times, preserve many
of the ancient grammatical forms.

In ogam-inscriptions found in Ireland there are some P in Irish

13 instances of p. Hitherto, however, not one of them ga

has been admitted to represent single Indo-European /,

but all have been explained by some other hypothesis
—for

example, as being degraded 3's, or as being in the language

(by Germans) Tsimric or (by Italians) Tshimric : in the older literature of the

Kymric languages k and c are used indifferently.

The common idea that it is
'

English
'

to pronounce c as s before e, i, y is based on

a complete misconception. Save in corruptions (of Norman origin?) of the name

Cirencester, English never changes its own sound of c (k) into that of s, but only
into that of ch (e. g. kirk into church) : all the words in which it pronounces c

as s are either misspellings (as once for ones) or are words borrowed from Romance
or classical languages. As a large stock of classical words had come into English

through French, the practice of sounding c as s before e, i, y in classical words

became established. But for English c in the like case our ancestors eventually

wrote k, and so we spell kitten with a k though cat with a c.
' Celt

'

and ' Celtic
'

probably came to us through French, so that the pronunciations Selt and Seltic are

from that point of view right. But we are at liberty to re-form them either from

classical Latin or the still earlier Greek stem Ke\r-, and the pronunciation of c as

s is so abhorrent to the Keltic languages themselves that I prefer to follow those

writers who use the K-form.
1 '

acymr. hedant „ volant " = ttctovtcu
'

(Stokes, Urkeltischer Sprachschatz, 27),

and 'corn, hethen' (28) = 'bird'.

B %



4 Pictish

of supposed Kymric settlers and representing original ^'s,

or as being in that of a non-Keltic race.

Pictish. Nothing has yet been said about the language called

Pictish, spoken by the Picts in Scotland, and presumably
also in Ireland, in and before the early middle ages. Of

the period during which the name Pict is in use, that is

from about 297 to about 878, we have neither a single

book nor even a single sentence in a book professedly or

certainly written in Pictish. For our knowledge of it we

are almost entirely dependent on the geographical and

historical names transmitted to us (often grossly corrupted

by scribes) and on some two dozen inscriptions
—none of

them completely divided into words, most of them absolutely

undivided, and nearly all in that peculiar alphabet of strokes

known as the ogam alphabet, which in a state of decay is far

more difficult of decipherment than are ordinary letters.

Maqq on As these inscriptions contain examples of the Irish ogam

stones

1

stem ma44 ~* wmcn gives Irish and Highland Gaelic Mac, and

suggests it actually with the q spelling (which in Old Irish is not found

even as late as the time of Adamnan, who died in 704),

it might have been regarded as certain that Pictish was one

of the Goidelic group of languages (which preserved q or

at a later period turned it into
c).

In fact it might have

been regarded as certain that Pictish was simply an earlier

state of Highland Gaelic.

This view of Pictish was, indeed, plausibly advocated by the

late Dr. W. F. Skene, whose
'

Celtic Scotland
'

shows historical

insight much in advance of his work as an editor of manu-

scripts or of Keltic texts. It did not, however, find accept-
ance with philologists, partly perhaps because the Picts were

supposed to have been conquered by the Dalriad Scots, and

Highland Gaelic to be descended accordingly from Dalriad

Supposed Scottish, but mainly because a Pictish place-name Peanfahel

IptaSief was suPPosed to mean ' head of the vallum \ with pean =
would Welshpenn

' head '. If pean was true Pictish for 'head
',
Pictish

Kymric.
could not possibly be Goidelic, and all the names with

Mac or Maqq found in the Pictish inscriptions, together
with all other obviously Goidelic names among the Picts,

must either be names of Irishmen and Dalriad Scots, or

must else have been borrowed from Irish or Dalriad Scottish.
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Another obstacle was the large number of place-names Pett, Pitt.

in Scotland beginning with Pet(t) or Pit(t). On the principle

that Keltic never preserves single Indo-European p, the p
in these names should be either a degraded b or a degraded

qu, and in the latter case Pictish must have belonged not

to the Goidelic but to the Kymric branch. The name of The name

the Picts themselves presented the same difficulty ;
for

Prof. Rh£s plausibly urged that the forms which it takes

in Welsh, O. Norse, and Anglo-Saxon showed that it was

not derived from the Latin pictus.

Accordingly the majority of Keltic scholars regarded Kymric

Pictish as Kymric, or intermediate between Kymric and mediate'"

Goidelic : these explained pett and pitt as equivalent to theories of

Welsh peth,
'

portion ', and Old Irish cuit (Highland Gaelic

add), and they explained the name Pict itself as equivalent

to Old Irish cicht,
' carver \

Prof. Rh£s on the other hand sought to find in the stone Basque

inscriptions evidence that Pictish was not a Keltic or Indo-
* eoryo lt#

European language at all, but represented the speech of

the inhabitants of Britain before the arrival of the Kelts

(Proc. of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, XXVI. 263-351,

411-12). In recasting his former paper on the subject (ib.

xxxil. 324-98) he says
'
I attempted then to prove the

Pictish language related to Basque ',
and adds with splendid

candour 'but whether it is related or not, my attempt to

prove that it is has been pronounced, and justly pronounced,
a failure'. By his extremely acute, patient, and cautious

investigation of the surface of the inscriptions, he has, how-

ever, greatly advanced the study of them, and it would be

unjust not to recognize the service done by Lord Southesk

in the same direction.

In 1896 I myself, having been led by Prof. Rh^s's paper My own

to the study of the inscriptions, published a translation
jg^

and glossary of them. While confessing the slightness of my
acquaintance with the Keltic languages, I insisted that the

Pictish inscriptions were Old Highland Gaelic, and, adopting
a suggestion of the Rev. Dr. J. M. Joass that dettde or ehte

was the same word as Highland Gaelic dite, declared them

to be almost without exception boundary-stones. But

I knew at that time much too little of Old Irish phonetics
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'

Gaulish
*
not a single language

and grammar to be able to avoid some elementary errors,

and probably I produced little or no effect upon trained

Keltic students. My attempt to explain the p's as degraded
£'s was a hopeless failure.

The Keltic Let us now pass to the consideration of the Keltic languages

Keltic-speaking tribes occupied Belgium,of

n
the

aS
1 in Roman times -

Gaulish

Continents almost all France, great part of Spain and Portugal, most

times. °f North Italy, Switzerland, Austria-Hungary as far east

as the long southward bend of the Danube, and Galatia.

They have left only a few dozen inscriptions, but an abund-

ance of their place-names and person-names, and a certain

number of ordinary words, have been preserved to us.

/
' Gaulish

'

itself has been commonly regarded as a single

supposed\ language, and of the Kymric type. There is, indeed, abund-

single ant evidence that a language of that type was spoken
Kymric / „ _ ,

- _ , , * . , r

language,
in Gaul, ror instance, we know that petomtum, 'a four-

wheeler
',
was a Gaulish word, and the initial p, standing for

original qu y stamps it as Kymric : for, while Welsh has pedwar,
Breton pevar, and Cornish pesvar, the original qu, preserved
in Latin quattuor, is represented by c in Old Irish cethir,

cethar-, Modern Irish ceathair. Highland Gaelic ceithir, and

by k in Manx kiare.

The idea that all Gaulish was of the same type was

probably in great measure due to the influence of the
' Grammatica Celtica '. In Ebel's grand recast of that monu-

ment of Zeuss's labour, erudition, and insight, we find it

stated that qu is absolutely unknown in Gaulish names 1
;

and yet it exists in the name of the Aquitani, mentioned

in the very first sentence of Caesar's '

Gallic War '

as inhabiting

one of the three divisions of Gaul (Aquitania). It exists

also in the name of a river which crosses almost the entire

breadth of France—the Sequana, our Seine—and in the re-

lated name of one of the chief tribes of Gaul, the Sequani.
As far back, indeed, as 1847, Jakob Grimm had shown that

of

S

fakob
6S

\^e charms contained in the work of Marcellus of Bordeaux,
Grimm and Sa physician who wrote soon after 400 A.D., were in a language

Virtually identical with Old Irish. And, in a communication

to Grimm, Pictet afterwards proved that Indo-European/ was

1 ' Qv etsi nee in gallicis nee in britannicis (aut vetustis aut recentioribus)

nominibus vocabulisve unquam invenitur,' p. 66.

But qu is

found in
• Gaulish

Ignored
discoveries

Pictet.
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retained by one of these, charms in the combination pr
1

,
in Goidelic

which all the mediaeval and modern Keltic languages have Eur./ at

lost it. In fact, the inference was that Indo-European p Bordeaux
' r r in the 5th

was not lost in Goidelic till the 5th cent, at earliest. Yet cent,

this evidence of the preservation of p, vitally important as it

was to the history of Keltic, seems to have been of late com-

pletely overlooked or forgotten, and was quite unknown to

myself until after I had written out the whole of the studies

to which these present remarks are an introduction.

In 1 896, however, Macbain in his Gaelic Dictionary inserts Macbain

among the Q group by the side of Gddelic ' Dialects in Spain possibie

and Gaulf?) ', and towards the end of 1807 a bronze calendar Goidelic

» , « . , , . ; 1 . - . , . . dialects m
was found * in or close to the territory of the bequani which Spain and

made it useless to explain away any longer the inference Gaul#

suggested by the q in their name. The calendar had a month

called Equos answering approximately to February, and it

seemed as if this might mean the same as Lat. aequos
' tem-

perate ', and so might contain a qu- stem. The calendar like-

wise had a sentence containing the word quimon, or at any rate

the consecutive letters qui Remarkable also was the word Sequanian

ciallos, apparently in the sense of Ir. ciall
*

total ', which is
calendar)

probably from a qu- stem. Finally, there were three words w
*!

beginning with /, in all of which it was capable of being with

explained as Indo-European. The date was apparently about
i^Eur.A

the middle of the ist century A.D. .

But in the same number of the Revue Celtique which con-

tained the Coligny calendar (Apr. 1898) was printed an inscrip-
Pictavian

tion destined to have much more decisive results. It was
tablet) was

a lead tablet, inscribed on both sides in Roman cursive, found
Goidelic

'

m

' with cer-

in a well at Rom in Poitou, and deciphered with monumental tain Ind.-

industry by M. Camille Jullian. Following up a previous
Eur' ^'

pamphlet on Sequanian \ I was able to publish in 1900 in the

Zeitschrift fiir celtische Philologie a complete translation of

the Rom tablet 3
. Its Goidelic character was shown by the

genitive cialli, of which the nominative ciallos had already

been found in Sequanian, and it had a remarkable number of

1 See Appendix I, 'On an Old Goidelic (Biturigan) charm in Marcellus of

Bordeaux'. The proof is prosag — 'come forth', imperative of the verb which

appears in Irish as rosagim.
2 See Appendix II,

'

Sequanian '.

3 See Appendix in,
• Pictavian'—particularly p. 133.
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words beginning with Indo-European /. It might indeed be

suggested that some of these were from Latin
;
but priavimo

' we have loved
' and compriato \

beloved
'

are from a stem

not found in Latin at all, but found (with / lost) in Keltic :

the writing could not be placed before the late 3rd cent. .

Tattooing I went on to show from coins that the Sequanians, Picta-

Goidds- vians,and various peoples in N. W. Gaul tattooed themselves ;

meaning I suggested that among the Kelts this might be a sign of the

Goidelic branch
;
and I derived the names of the Plctones,

Pectones, Plctavl, or Pectavl, together with that of the insular

Picti, from the Indo-Eur. stem peik-
'

tattoo \ And, instead

of treating the p's in insular Pictish as degraded #'s, I now

explained them as relics of Indo-Eur. p.

Goideis I furthermore equated the first element in the Pictavian

Eur ^ at
name VllPGTALO(s) and in the name VEPISONES found in the

Verona. Verona inscription ; produced other grounds for believing that

the Cenomani of Verona preserved Indo-Eur. p ;
and main-

tained that the entire Keltic-speaking area of the ancient

world ought to be examined afresh from this new standpoint—that / was not necessarily a mutated qu or b, but might be

original, and a sign of Goidelic occupation.

Traces of/ It should be added that even in the non-Goidelic branch
X

HduU
tlh some traces of/ have been suggested. The forms Heluetii,

Haedui. Heluii, Haedui are of constant occurrence, beside Eluetii and

Aedui. In the first two we may have the Keltic stem '(p)elu-

viel' (Stokes, Urkelt. Sprach. 41); in the last we seem to have

the '

Gallica p(a)eda
'—a short cloak—of Martial I. 92, 8 l

. See

also p. 171 for the h of * Hercunia silva \

In the studies which follow, and which are written down in

the order in which they were made, I have limited myself to

the British isles and N. Gaul, with only incidental references

to S. Gaul, Spain, and N. Italy. I myself may never have

time to pursue the subject further, but whoever works at his

ancient atlas and his Holder from this new standpoint, can re-

construct the Keltic ethnology of Western and Central Europe.
Goideis He will find, for instance, that the /-preserving Goideis were

1 I owe my knowledge of this word to Prof. W. M. Lindsay, who gives peda in

his edition but now writes that it » Gothic paida and should be spelt paeda. For

the termination of Haeduus cf. such Latin examples as mutuus, riguus, vacuus,

beside mutd-re, rigd-re, vacd-re.
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The Menapian settlements in Ireland and Man 9

settled quite as far east as the neighbourhood of Budapest,where and Ind.-

close to each other he will find Aquincum
1 and Campona, the Hungary

former with qu, the latter an adj. (with the common Keltic

termination -on-) from the stem seen in Lat. campus.

The Menapian settlements.—After proving that the Picta- When did

vians of the late»3rd or 4th cent spoke a Keltic language w-"n "J'be

bristling with Indo-European/, I asked myself
c What is the lo

f
l in

proof that Irish did not retain Indo-Eur. / up to the beginning
of the 4th cent. ? '.

I turned to Ptolemy, who is believed to have written about The

A.D. 120, and found that he mentions the Mavd-moi as dwelling f e. £©
on the E. coast of Ireland (il. % § 8). He also speaks of land-

MavaTrLa tto\is (§ 7), which is identified with Wicklow, and

only a few miles N. of Wicklow is Clonmannan {Clon =
meadow). There is also a Carrigmannan on the Slaney
about 5 miles above Wexford (Joyce, Irish names of place's,

2nd S. 294).

Next I note that the Isle of Man(n) is called Monapia Monapia

by Pliny (iv. 103). And the name Movapiva given to it in (Lof Man)-

our text of Ptolemy (11. 2 § 10) represents, I suspect, a scribal

error for Movairva 2 the Monapian isle '. The native Manx
name of it is Mannin. The stem in Irish is Manann giving

Manann, Manand in the gen., Manainn in the dat., Ma-

naind, Manaind in the ace. 3
.

Now the Isle of Man is in Caesar Mona and in O. Welsh Manau

Manau. But there is another Manau distinguished from it in ^Scof."
1

O. Welsh literature by the name of Manau Guotodin, i. e. land.

Manau sub Otadinis,
' Sub-Otadine Manau V In Highland

1 Also Acincum. -inco- is a common Keltic suffix— see Holder, who likewise

gives a proper name Acinco-vepus, i. e.
' water (?)-crow ', in which we have another

instance of Indo-Eur./.
3 A defective TT being read as PI. The alternative reading MONAOIAA

is obviously impossible, and is derived from MON API N A through the loss of

the first stroke of the P and the last of the second N . Losses of this kind were

probably caused not so much by original faintness of ink as by its corrosion

through the excessive amount of vitriol contained in it. Many MSS. of the 6th cent.,

both Latin and Greek, become in places almost illegible from this cause. The
vitriol eats the ink out of the parchment and often pierces the parchment itself.

3 See Zeuss-Ebel, Gram. Celt. 265
b

, 267*, the Four Masters under 1060, 1096,
1 154, and Tigernach under 1061.

* Guotodin is compounded of the preposition gu(o) = vo
}
and the name of

Ptolemy's Otadinoi.



io The Menapian settlements in Scotland

Gaelic this is said to be Manann. One of its boundaries was

Clac(k)mannan, i. e. (boundary-)
' Stone of Mannan '. Slaman-

nan doubtless also contains the name \ Stokes (Bezzen-

berger's Beitrdge, XVIII. 104) gives Irish forms of the gen. as

Manond, Manand, Manonn, Manann, and of the dat. (loc-

abl.
?) Mano.

Meneted The same stem may perhaps underlie Menteith, the name of

in^Scot-

1^ ^e Sreat district W. of Clackmannanshire. That has nothing
land. to do with the river Teith, which is Taich in Gaelic, and the

earliest form (before 1200) is Meneted (Johnston, Place-names

of Scotland). Macbain {Gaelic diet, xxxv) holds that initial / is

represented by / in Highland Gaelic tore, turlach, &c, and we
have fitheach — fiach= veipakos (see Appendix III, p. 145).

That the t between vowels has not become th would be due

to its representing t-t—p-p, Menepped,
'

Menapia(n) plain
2

',

where ped would be 'E. Ir. ed, root ped\ Gr. 7re8ioi>, a plain
'

(Macbain, 134).
' The / of a root is preserved when the

suffix begins in /, as in . . . ite
%
O. Ir. ette, *pet-tia

'

(id.

xxxvi)
3

.

Prof. Rh£s has directed me to certain other apparent traces

of this Manann in North Britain. According to Skene {Four
ancient books of Wales, I. 452) Dalmeny on the Firth of Forth

was formerly Dumanyn, and I find it given in Johnston's

Place-names of Scotland as '
c. 11 80 Dumanie; 1250, Dun-

Dun- manyn
'

: I believe that Dumanie (= Dunmanine) must be the

correct reading for the former. Skene also says that ' In an

old list of the churches of Linlithgow, printed by Theiner,

Gumanyn. appears
" Vicaria de Gumanyn

"
. This name might = gu-

Manyn,
' at Manyn '. Skene suggests that it is the ' kaer

gofannon
'

of a Welsh poem (il. 303), and this may be so : but

Welsh go = Gaelic fo, not gu, and Gofannon would == ' below

Mannon '

(just as Guotodin = ' below the Otadini
'). Gofannon

seems to me more likely to = Gobannion, i. e. Abergavenny.
Mona Next we have another Mona, namely Anglesey. Pliny
( ngesey). ^ jg^ ^ io^ ^^ Tacitus (Agr. 14, 18, Ann. XIV. 29) call

1 It does not = Sliab Manann : the maps show no sign of a Sliab, and the oldest

known form, Slethmanin (1250) is practically decisive. See now p. 172.
2
Perhaps the Campus Manand of Tigernach, where the Saxons defeated the

Picts, about 710. See further p. 171.
3 See also Pedersen {Aspirationen i Irsk, 146, &c), for t = th + th, th + 1, and

t + th.
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it Mona, Ptolemy (II. 2 § 10) M6va. The printed text of Dion

Cassius (lxii. 7 § i, 8 § i) calls it M&va, and in Welsh it is

Mon. But Dion is a century later than Ptolemy, and Kymric
Mona would have given Mun in Welsh (see Zeuss-Ebel,

Gram. Celt. 99). I can only suppose that Mon has arisen out

of Mon as son out of son (Lat. son-ns) ;
that Mon itself is

from Lat. Mona, and that this is from an older Mona(p)a.
Remarkable also is the name of the waterway between The Menai

Anglesey and the mainland. Now called the Menai Straits,
Stralts-

in the Book of Taliessin (Skene, Four anc. books, I. 299, 301, II.

199, 150) it is simply Menei. I believe this to mean the

Menapian
1 channel : for the vowel-infection cf. Welsh meneich

= monac/it, and menegi from root manac (Zeuss-Ebel, 82, 83).

The Menapii were Belgae, and we shall later on in this The

book find abundant evidence of their settlement in Ireland b^w!*
and Scotland in place-names and person-names containing the

word bolg}
which means both a bag (Lat. bulgd) and a Belgian

(Lat. Belga), Now in Welsh bolg,
'

bag', has become first boly

(Zeuss-Ebel, 140) and then bol.
' In Wales, where the word Bol in

takes the same form of bol as the Welsh for belly, we have
p\^Q.

sey

a well-established group of such place-names in the middle of names=

Anglesey, as Cors y Bol, the swamp of the Bol, Rhos y Bol,

the moor of the Bol, and Pen-bol; also Llanol, formerly

Llanvol, the church of Bol '

(Rh£s, Celtic Britain^ 265). In

such names we have abundant evidence that Anglesey was

once inhabited by Belgae.

Passing to S. Wales, we find that St. David's was called Meneu (St.

Meneu, which in the early 12th cent. MS. of the Annales
Davl s^'

Cambrie has become Miniu 2
. And Ptolemy's name for

St. Davids Head, 'OktclttCtclpov or 'OKrairoTapov, meaning
'

Eight-armed ', from the stems of okto (Stokes, Urkelt.

1
Possibly from one side or other of the Menai Straits came the emperor

Carausius, a pilot by training, and '
civis Menapiae '. There was a much later

Carausius Caesar whose name is on a barbaric coin, probably of the year 409,
found at Richborough (A. J. Evans in Arch. Catnbrensis, 5th Ser., v. 138). The

only other instance of the name is on a barbaric Latin tombstone at Penmachno,

Caernarvonshire, less than 20 miles from the Straits, which I take to be the

tombstone of this later king.
2 It is also commonly stated that the Annales call it Moni Iudeorum. The

passage is as follows:—'[601] an'. Sinod«/" xxxbif legion. Gre-goriw/
-

obiit in

chri/to. Dauid epiCcopu[ moni iu-deoruw.' To state and discuss the difficulties

attending it would take too long. On Meneu see further p. 172.



i2 Widely scattered traces of the Irish Menapians

Belgian

Menap(i)i.

Phonetics
of the

various

forms.

Manannan.

Other

Menapian
traces in

Ireland.

Sprachschatz, 48) and
'

*(p)ete ausbreiten
'

(id. 27), was certainly

given by /-preserving Aryans.

Lastly, we have the Menap(i)i on the coast of Belgium.
The history of the Goidelic and Kymric forms appears to

me this. In the first syllable the vowel (when unaffected by
a following i) varies from e (1st cent. B. C.) to (1st cent. A.D.)

and a (2nd cent. A.D.). Kymric made Mana(p)a into Mana,
whence (regularly) Manau. Goidelic used the adjectival stem

Manapn-, whence by assimilation Manann (through inter-

mediate Manafn and Manahn 1
).

The same Goidelic stem is of course preserved in the name

Manannan 2
. The ' Yellow book of Lecan

' 3 names four Manan-
nan's or Manandan's :

—
(1) Oirbsen (Orbsen) mac Alloit, a

druid of the Isle of Arran, killed on the W. coast of Ireland :

from his grave sprang Loch Oirbsen (Lough Corrib). (2) Mac

Cirp, king of the Isles and of Manann. (3) Mac Lir :

' a cele-

brated merchant . . . between Erin, and Alban, and Manann,
and a Druid . . . and . . . the best navigator that was fre-

quenting Erin . . . Et ideo Scoti et Britones eum dominum
maris vocaverunt et inde filium maris' i.e. mac lir

'

esse dixe-

runt': he was worshipped as a god. (4) Mac Atgnai,
1 that had sustained the children of Usnech in Alban, and

they had conquered what was from Manann northwards

of Alban '.

There are many other places in Ireland with names suggest-

ing Menapian occupation. There is a Carrickmannon in Co.

Down, a county on the E. coast. In Co. Galway, which is on

the W. coast, we find Mannin, Manninard (High Mannin),

Manninbeg (Little Mannin), Manninmore (Great Mannin).
There is also a Mannin in Co. Mayo, and one in Queen's County—both inland districts—and a Mannin Island on the S.E.

1 In Ir. fairche (O. Ir. pairche, from parochia) p has become f, but this may be

due to the influence of syntactic aspiration, which may also account for the loss of

/ itself (through silent //&) in Ir. iarmailte, Highland Gaelic iarmailt = Middle Ir.

firmeint = O. Ir. firmdmint, Lat. firmamentum. But original initial p is very

frequently represented by h in O. Irish (e.g. in haue). Other instances of/- for p-

given by Stokes (Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XVIII. 73) are paillium andfaillium from

Lat. pallium and falmaire from Lat. palmarius.
3 Also Moninnan, and (without the diminutive termination) Monann (Rh^s,

Proc. of Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, xxxil. 350). And see p. 172.
3
Skene, Anc. books of Wales, I. 78 : see also Cormac's glossary, ed. Stokes, 114.

The Irish text is on pp. 177-8 of the facsimile-edition.
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coast (Co. Cork). Finally there are a North and South Manna
in the inland county of Tipperary. ^-

—
]

Here, then, is evidence of a single people whose name- Summary.

stem is Menap-, Monap-, or Manap- settling (1) on the

Belgian coast, (2) in Pembrokeshire, (3) in Anglesey, (4) on

the S.E. coast of Ireland, and possibly in other parts of it, (5)

in the Isle of Man, (6) in Arran and the Isles, (7) on either

side of the Forth estuary. From the position in which they
are constantly found, it is clear that they were largely sailors.

The language of the Isle of Man, both as extant in ogam-

inscriptions and as still spoken, is evidence that they were

Goidels *. And their name contains Indo-European / !

For, if this / were not Indo-European, it must be either The/

a mutated q or a degraded b. But Goidelic does not mutate ind.-Eur.

q to /, and neither a mutated q nor a degraded b could have

produced Mona, Caesar's name for the Isle of Man.

As regards the meaning of *

Menapii ',
I suspect it to = Derivation

* Watermen
',
from the stems l *men denken, meinen

'

(Stokes,
°

Urkelt. Sprachschatz, 209) and ap- 'water', found in Sansk.

and Zend dp-, ap-> O. Prus. *

ape Fluss
', and according to

Fick
(i. 173) perhaps

'

Lat. aqua = got. ahva = ap-ka?'. I find

that Holder (11. 165) gives the same interpretation to the -ap-

in their name.

Two considerations affecting British and Irish history arise

out of what has been said.

(1) At the beginning of the 5th cent, the Goidels of Bearing on

N. Wales were conquered by the Kymry sweeping down
history.

from the north : their last stand was in Anglesey. In

1 For the ogams see Kermode's Manx crosses, 58-60. They contain maqi and

inflexions identical with those of the Irish ogam-inscriptions. There is also an

inscription AVIThh MONOM ENTh-i = Aviti monomenti (p. 55), drawn in

Hubner's Insc. Brit. Christ., p. 60.

According to Tigernach, the Ulaid (men of Ulster) were expelled into Man by
Cormac the grandson of Conn in 254. We shall see later that Ulster had been

occupied by Dumnonii, who were traditionally of the same stock as the Belgae and

Picts, both of them tribes of/-preserving Kelts.

The early 5th cent, writer Orosius says 'a Scottorum gentibus habitatur' (1. 2,

81
; Holder, 11. 622). He calls it Mevania, which Holder rightly takes ' fur Menavia

od. Manavia', and which shows that he got his information from Kymric sources.

Mr. A. W. Moore, in his recently published History of the Isle of Man (1. 46),

has pointed out that Cormac in his Glossary represents a woman in that isle as

talking Irish to Irish visitors about the years 649-662 : she is called the daughter
of Hua Dulsaine.



14 The Goidels in Wales

Caernar-
von

Belgic ?

The
Demetae,

S. Wales Goidelic rule went on long after. The question

has been argued whether these Goidels were invaders from

Ireland who fastened on the outskirts of the tottering Roman

empire, or natives. I feel that Prof. Rh^s's theory that there

was some much earlier Goidel population in N. and S. Wales x

cannot be gainsaid. It is clear to me that from the 1st cent.

B. C. Anglesey was a Menapian country, and almost certain

that Pembrokeshire was Menapian from the 2nd cent. A. D. .

There is also reason to suspect that the S. side of the

Mena(p)i Straits was occupied by Belgians
2

. Caernarvon suc-

ceeds a Keltic Segontium, and Caesar, who never got far N.

of the Thames valley, speaks of the '

Segontiaci, Ancalites,

Bibroci
'

as among the peoples who submitted to him (B. G.

V. 21 § i). Now the Bibroci probably inhabited Berkshire

(which seems to derive its name Bearruc-scfr from them),
and when we find at Silchester on the borders of Berkshire

a statue Deo Her{cult) Saegon ... we assume that the Segon-
tians were a branch of those Atrebates from whom Silchester

derived its name of Calleva Atrebatum. But the Atrebates

were Belgians, and, as we shall presently see, Goidels.

In a recent volume of Y Cymmrodor (xiv. 102) Prof.

Kuno Meyer
3

points out that in the Irish story of the

expulsion of the Dessi we have l an account of an Irish

settlement in Wales during the third century (§ n)\ The
exact words as translated by him are '

Eochaid, son of

Artchorp, went over sea with his descendants into the

territory of Demed, and it is there that his sons and grand-
sons died. And from them is the race of Crimthann over

there', and the story gives a succession of 14 generations
descended in the male line from Eochaid. In ' The Language
of the Continental Picts' (see Appendix iv, p. 137) I pointed
out the obvious connexion of ' Demetae' with Pictavian demtios

1

Possibly such forms as '

acymr. hedant „ volant" = ireTovrat
1

(Stokes, Urkdt.

Sprach. 27) and 'corn, hethen' (id. 28) m 'bird' are due to the influence of

Goidelic neighbours with whom p had passed into h before final disappearance.
I suggest that the Fr. harnasquier, Eng.

' harness ', which Thurneysen has derived

from (p)arei-nasko binde vor
'

(id. 36), may have come in the same way through
Goidelic.

2 See likewise my note x on p. 11.

3
I find that Prof. Rhys in The Welsh people (30) had previously referred to this

immigration, and had mentioned that Elen, wife of the 10th cent. Welsh king
Howel the Good, was descended from the immigrants.
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'servant', from the stem which gives Gr. h-hanaros, Lat. domztzis:
1

they were the subject-race \ I said. Now, however, I believe

that the name is a masc. #-stem with active sense, correspond-

ing to Gr. -ras, -rrjs. Stokes (Bezzenberger's Beitr. XL 154)

accepts such names as Belgae, Volcae, Celtae as masc.

^-sterns and attributes (79) a number of O. Ir. names to this

declension. The name Demetae would then mean Binders or

Tamers or Subduers or Slavers, and it seems quite possible for

the last to be the true sense : we know from Caesar that real

slavery existed in Gaul, and from the Confession of Patrick

that it existed in Ireland.

(%) The Menapians were Belgae. According to Caesar

(B. G. V. 12 § 1) the interior part of Britain was inhabited

by natives, the coast by invaders from Belgium, almost

all of whom were called by the names of the continental

states from which they came.

The Belgae. Three l such names are known to us. That Belgae of

of the Belgae of S. England, from whom Winchester (Venta \

ngan '

Belgarum) was called 2
. That of the Atrebates, from whom

Silchester (Calleva Atrebatum) was called. And that of the

Yldpiaoi, who clearly lived at the Humber's mouth (irapa rov

EvXifxevov koXitov, Ptol. II. 3 § 10).

That the Belgae were Kelts would be plain from their word Belgae

covinnus alone (see Holder) : did they preserve Ind.-Eur. p?
Pliny (xv. 51) says '(Mala) a conditione castrati seminis, Their

quae spadonia appellant Belgae' (Holder, I. 376). This is in fborrowed

a passage on the varieties and names of apples, and the word?

most natural inference from it is that they had the word

spadom^ formed from the same stem as Gr. o-irabov-, Lat.

spadon-. But Diefenbach (Orig. Eur. 421) has given instances

of the borrowing of the Latin spad- stem in Welsh and

Breton, while Irish and Highland Gaelic also have a spadan-
stem (see O'Reilly, Highland Soc. Diet., and Macbain) : and

spadonia may have been a similar borrowing.

1 Let me add that the name of the Ancalites looks like the negative to that of

the Caletes, and suggests original neighbourhood.
2 Holder's idea that Belgarum = '

belgischer hilfstrupper
'

(1. 378) is negatived

by his quotation (377) from Ptolemy, II. 3 § 13, Bi\yai teal trdXeis "la/caKis, "TSara

Qepfia, Ovivra. Venta I take as a rustic Latin word for 'market', it is a Low
Latin and Spanish one : cf. Venta Icenorum, Venta Silurum, and a crowd of Venta's

(e.g. V. del Moro) in Spain and Portugal. "TSara Qepua is doubtless Bath.
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But Bratu

spantium
has Ind.-

Eur. p ?

Atrebates.

The
Silchester

ogams.

Paris(i)i :

the name
has Ind.-

Eur. /.

There is, however, another Belgic word containing sp which

cannot conceivably be borrowed from Latin—the place-name

Bratuspantium. It appears to mean * land awarded by
arbitration '. The first part of it is

'

bratu- Gericht. gall.

Bratu-spantium, Mandu-bratius . . . ir. brath . . . acymr. braut
'

(Stokes, 169), and it is found with abl. suffix -de as ftparovhe

in 8 c Gaulish
'

inscriptions, with the meaning
'

ex iudicio^ ex

imperio, iussu, ex decreto, by order, by decree
'

(Holder, I. 514).

The latter part I derive from a stem spen(s)t-, spon(s)t-, or

span(s)t-, from the root of Gr. o-irivboixcu, (movbij, Lat. spondeo,

spepondi (Lindsay, Lat. lang. 503), sponsum. Cf. Cantium,
so called (I hold) on account of its chalk-cliffs, from

'

kn(s)tos

weiss.gall.Canto-bennicus Name eines Berges in der Auvergne',
which again is from ' *kond *knd

'

(Stokes, 90). If this

derivation of Bratuspantium is correct, the / in it is of

course Indo-European
1

.

The Atrebates we know from their name to have been

Kelts (Holder, I. 268), and there were Atrebates in ancient

Belgium. That they were Goidels is also suggested by
a very singular fact. With one exception, no ogam-inscrip-

tion has ever been found in these isles outside territory which

is known to have been once in Goidelic occupation. The single

exception is that of the stone found at Calleva Atrebatum

(Silchester). Prof. Rh£s reads it as Ebicato(s) (Maq)ui

Muco(i), taking the left line first
;

I as {Maq)ui Muco(i)

Ebicato{s), taking the right line first, as on the Pictish stone

(see p. 73) found at Culbinsgarth in Bressay (Shetland). In

either case the Calleva inscription is purely Goidelic 2
.

The Paris(i)i. I believe that the name of the Parisi pre-

serves Indo-Eur. / and means ' Streamsiders
',
the roots being

found in
'

(p)ara vor „ante"' (Stokes, 55) and 'eisd gleite,

1 Let me also call attention to Arquennes in Hainault as possibly preserving the

Goidelic stem whence Ir. airckenn: see Stokes (17) under '

ara-quendo-s, ara-

quendi-s ein Ackermass '. Moreover Argenteau (between Liege and Maastricht) is

found as Arkentell, Archenteyl (in 12 19), and Erckentel (Grandgagnage, Vocabu-

laire, 5).
2 In case any one should quote against me Eppillus, the name of a son of

Commius the Atrebat, as derived from epos for equos, let me say that in that case

it ought to have only one p. I believe it to be compounded from a stem pill-, which

perhaps = Ind.-Eur. 'pislo- driicken' (Fick, I. 482), preceded by the preposition

ep- m either epi or en (cf. Boeotian ewnaais). Cf. At-pillos, Ate-pilla, Co-pillos,

Em-pilles, E-pillos.
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strome
'

(Fick, I. 359). In Gaul they lived on both sides

of the Seine, with their city in the middle : in Britain they

clearly lived on the Humber estuary.

Their one city TleTovapia, with Latin adj. Petueriensis, was Their town

at or near Patrington
—

i. e. the town of the Pat(wa)rings or "m inT-°

men of Petuaria—a place with a harbour, on the N. coast of Eur./,

the Humber. Holder makes it come from f

*petuar-io-s
" der

vierte
"

', connecting it with Welsh pedwar,
' four

'

: but why
should it be called

' Fourth
'

? The fact is that this is another

case of Indo-Eur. /. The stem is that of Irish (p)it/i, gen.

(p)etho,
' corn ', found in the Sequanian word petiux, associated

in the Coligny calendar with the reaping-month
' Rivros

'

(see Appendix II, pp. 118, 123-4), petiu- passing into petu-.

The termination = that of Latin feminines in -aria, like

arenariae, argentaria, ferrariae, sulpuraria, or more probably
that of Latin neuters like boarium, cibaria

y columbarium,

granaria^ pomarium, viridarium, vivarium. In fact it means

'The granaries', and the district round Patrington is described

in Murray's Handbook for Yorkshire (114) as 'one sheet of

rich grain in the autumn'.

The frequency of ' de Paris
',

' de Parys ', and ' de Parisius
'

Survival of

as English surnames in the 13th cent., especially in Lincoln-
j|j

e

En
n*me

shire (Sir F. Madden, pref. to Math. Parisiensis Hist, Angl. land?

III.) has led Sir J. H. Ramsay {Foundations of England, I. 61)

to the ingenious inference that the name of the Parisi persisted

as that of a district of N. Lincolnshire till that late period.

To these three peoples, the Belgae, Atrebates, and Parisi,

let me add, as apparently /-preserving Kelts, the lceni.

The lceni may once have lived on the river Itchin in The lceni.

Hampshire (as the Sequani once on the Sequana), but are

found by us in the region of Norfolk. The name of their Prasu-

1st cent. kingjPrasutagus
1—the husband of Boudicca—I regard

tasus '

as containing Ind.-Eur. p. \

The Coritani.—Between the lceni and Parisi come the The Corit-

Kopircwot or Kopiravoi
2 of Ptolemy (il. 3 § 11). From their fetj

1
It probably means 'Very good raider', from Ind.-Eur. pro, Sansk. and

Lithuanian pra y
Irish ro, ru, ra,

'

very
'

;

' su- wohl, gut
'

(Stokes, 304) ;
and *

*tag

nehmen '

(id., 121).
2 Minuscule v was ordinarily written like v with a tail to it : the latter of these

two readings arises from this tail having been eaten away or faintly written.

C
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Oppidum \ Tribes named from numbers ?

position on the coast they should belong to the same Picto-

Belgic family, and I submit that their name is simply

Qrtanoi, Cruitni (see Appendix III, p. 348). The names

Their of their cities were Lindon and Ratai. The only other

Lindon Keltic Lindon was a town of the Damnonioi north of the

and Ratai. Forth, and Ratai is obviously from the rat- stem
('
earth-

wall
')

so well known in Goidelic (Stokes, Urk. Spr. 226) but

not nearly so well in Kymric.
There are two conjectures which I have to add respecting

tribes in the south of England.
The word ' Oppidum '.

—Caesar (B. G. V. 21) says that he received

Keldc^' embassies from the Cenimagni, Segontiaci, Ancalites, Bibroci,

with Ind.- and Cassi :

' ab iis cognoscit non longe ex eo loco oppidum
Cassiuellauni abesse . . . oppidum autem Brittanni uocant cum
siluas impeditas uallo atque fossa munierunt \ The natural

interpretation of this is that some at least of these tribes were

^-preserving Kelts who used a word similar to Lat. oppidum.
The original meaning of oppidum was certainly a barred place ;

for Naevius (3rd cent. B. C.) called by that name the part of

the circus from which the chariots were let loose, afterwards

known as the carceres. It is possible that Caesar's '

impedi-

tas', containing the same ped- stem as oppidum
1

, gives his

idea of the derivation of the Keltic word. And I submit

the following from Stokes's Urkelt. Sprachschatz, 28-9,

**<p)ed fassen ... (p)ada6 etwa "festige" ir. f-adaim ich

schliesse ', where the Irish word represents epipad- : epi and

op are apparently the same preposition (Lindsay, Lat.

language, 585).

Novantes, The Novantes and Galloway Piets.—In S. E. England we

vantS
^ave t^ie Trinovantes 2

,
in S. W. Scotland the Novantes or

Dekantai: Novantai 3
,

in N. Wales the Decanti 4
, in N. Scotland the

names? Dekantai. Is it an accident that these names appear to con-

tain stems meaning 'thrice 9',
'

9 ',

* 10 '

? I hold not. Many
reasons for their names might be guessed. For instance, these

1 Other forms of the Latin word are opped- and oppod-.
8 So Tacitus : Caesar's Trinobantes probably indicates that the v was English v,

not Latin (
= Eng. «/).

8 The name is found only in the ambiguous gen. pi. .

* See Rhys, Rhind lectures, 68. The oldest MS. of the Annales Cambrie mentions

the Arx Decantorum = Degannwy, which represents Decantovi-on or -a.
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tribes may have been divided into 27, 9, and 10 clans respec-

tively ;
or may have been ruled by so many chiefs. And, if

it be presumable that they belonged to the same branch of

the Keltic family, that branch would be Goidelic. Gaelic is

vernacular in the Dekantai district, and we have no evidence

that it was ever not so. We have no evidence that the Tri-

novantes were Kymric. The Novantes occupied a country in

which we afterwards find the Galloway Picts : in the Annals The

of Ulster under 1199 and 1234 the inhabitants are called
Pi

*

t

°way

Gallgaidhel i.e. Foreign Goidels (Skene, Chronicles of the

Picts, lxxx), and in Welsh the Book of Taliessin gives us

Gallwydel (Skene, Four anc. books, II. 301) : it is from Latin-

ized derivatives of this latter (Skene has pointed out) that the

name Galloway is derived, and the prae-English place-names
are Gaelic. As late as n 38 the Galloway Picts appear in Mentioned

history. Richard of Hexham describes the army of William,
ln II38,

king of Scotland, in that year as made up
* de Normannis,

Germanis, Anglis, de Northymbranis et Cumbris de Teswet-

dala et Lodonea, de Pictis qui vulgo Galleweienses dicuntur et

Scottis
'

; during a dissension in that army
'

Picti ipsum regem
cum suis extinguere minabantur '

;
while at the Battle of the

Standard ( In fronte belli erant Picti \

From the Picts, however, I must turn for a while to the

E. coast of England north of the Humber.
The Brigantes.—Beyond that river we find coins with the The

legend VEP CORF i. e. VEP. COR. FILIVS, which may have been
ngantes'

struck either by the Parisi or by the Brigantes
1

;
and I hope

that my '

Language of the Continental Picts
'

has established 2 Ind.-Eur.

that VEP (=' Raven') is from Ind.-Eur. veip-. There were

Brigantes on the E. coast of Ireland (Ptolemy, II. 2 § 6—Holder,

1 Prof. Rhy^s, no doubt rightly, has derived from them that part of Northumbria,
N. of the river Wear, which was afterwards called Bernicia. He regards 'the

Anglo-Saxon Baernicas
'

as ' the English pronunciation of the Welsh equivalent

Breennych or Brenneich' {Celtic Britain, in). But the transposition in the first

syllable seems to have taken place in Welsh itself; for the MSS. of Nennius c. 61

have ' Guurth Berneich ',
' Gurd Birnech ', and '

Bernech, Anglice . . . Bernicia '.

The sequence -ant- in the names Brigantes, Trinovantes, Novantae, Decantae, is

no ground, at that date, for maintaining them to have been Kymric: we have ant

and ont in Pictavian, and the Goidelic-speaking Marcellus of Bordeaux writes

« sive etiam vermiculos habeant aut brigantes, qui cilia arare et exulcerare solent
'

(8. 127).
2 See Appendix in, pp. 143-5.

c a,
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L 535)- And on the E. side of Hadrian's wall we have the

Corsto/>i- Roman station Corstopitum, which I take to mean ' Crooked
turn,

Pine', from a participial corsto-> related to '

q'erso- verquer
'

and (Fick, I. 386), and 'pitu-s Fichte
'

(id. 481). Not far off is

Procolitia. Procolitia, the name of which seems to be a non-Latin forma-

tion, but nevertheless suggests the same Ind.-Eur. stems as

those of pro and colere, cultus : for the certainty of pro in

Goidelic seeprosag in Appendix I, p. 113.

Northumbrian Goidelic.—Goidelic was spoken in North-

umbria as late as the early 8th cent. . For Bede says that

Paegna- bishop Tuda was buried '

in monasterio quod dicitur Paegna-
laech '

laech' (Hist, eccl III. 27—Holder, II. 921), and the context

makes it clear that this was in Northumbria l
. This Paegna-

laech is simply
'

Laymen's (? kiss of) peace
'

or
'

Warriors'

(? kiss of) peace.' Na laech
y

i

of the laymen
'

or 'of the

warriors', is absolutely identical with Irish. Paeg^'LaX. pax,
which gives in O. Ir.poc

i

kiss
',

'

i. pac quasi pax i. e. a pace
'

(Cormac's glossary), in Highland Gaelic not merely pbg but

pag (gen.pdzg), and in Manx paag only. Hence locative-dative

paig oxpaeg.
The Picts.—Now we know that in this same Northumbria,

and at this very time, Pictish was spoken. It was spoken, of

course, by the Galloway Picts, and it was also spoken, as we
shall see, near Abercorn in Lothian. When I published, in 1896,

a little book on Pictish inscriptions, I did not know enough to

avoid elementary errors, partly due to following O'Reilly;
I gave some quite impossible derivations

;
and I explained all

the p's as degraded #'s. But the main theory, and the ex-

planations themselves, were substantially true, and insular

Pictish Pictish, like Pictavian, was a Goidelic dialect—only with

direct of, Indo-European / preserved to historic times (as in Pictavian)
Goidelic \ ancj in a certain class of ancient place-names even to

Perhaps \ our own day. It was as near as possible to contemporary

Eu^/to^i
Irish

5
but

»
if it: kePt any /s t0 Columba's time, that one

Coiumba'sj difference of itself might make him sometimes need an
time.

1 The place has never been identified :

' Finchale
'

is phonetically impossible.

The Peterborough Chronicle, written in 11 16-23, using the /-shaped A.S. form of

w, calls it
'

Wagele
'

by mistake for Pagele ; Gaimar has '

Paggle
'

; Henry of

Huntingdon
' Wemalet '

or *

Weinalet', which Plummer (Bede, 11. 196) rightly takes

to be a corruption of Peinalec.
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Peanfahel
*

21

interpreter
l
. For, although every Englishman knows the line

Peter Piper pick'd a peck of pepper,

what Englishman would understand

Eter Ier ick'd an eck of eer ?

I shall now place the character of the language beyond Stands to

dispute, and shall show that it stands to Highland Gaelic in Gaefoas

exactly the same relation in which Anglo-Saxon stands to Anglo-
, .,-, ... Saxon to

modern English. English.

And I shall begin with the place-name
* Peanfahel

',
which

is supposed to mean ' Head of vallum
'

and to prove it to

have been a Kymric or semi-Kymric dialect.

Peanfahel.—Bede (Hist eccl. I. 12) describing the northern

Roman wall says
'

Incipit autem duorum ferme milium spatio
a monasterio Aebbercurnig ad occidentem in loco qui sermone

Pictorum Peanfahel, lingua autem Anglorum Penneltun appel- Peanfahel.

latur'. The Welshman Nennius (c. 796) says that this wall t^e

'vocatur Brittannico sermone Guaul'. And MSS. C and L
of Nennius have this further statement— '

id est a Penguaul Penguaul.

quae villa Scottice Cenail, Anglice vero Peneltun dicitur, usque Cenail.

ad ostium fluminis Cluth et Cair Pentaloch 2
, quo murus ille

finitur rustico opere \

Penguaul certainly may=' Head of vallum ',
and Cenail may

1
Adamnan, Vit. Columb., I. 33 ; II. 32. Bnt Reeves points out that on four

other occasions no interpreter is mentioned (11. 33, 34, 35 ;
ill. 14).

In I. 33, when Columba is in Skye, an old man arrives in a boat and receives the

word of God from Columba *

per interpretem ',
*

fluviusque eiusdem loci in quo idem

baptisma acceperat, ex nomine eius, Dobur Artbranani usque in hodiernum nomi-

natus diem, ab accolis vocitatur*. Of course Dobur= Ir. dobar, O. Welsh dubr,
1 Water ', and of course Artbranan is a derivative of Artbran ' Rock-raven ',

an O. Ir. name compounded of art ' stone
' and bran ' raven '. Now art * stone

'

is

not found in Welsh, nor do I suppose any one holds that Skye was inhabited by

Kymry. That it was inhabited by Irish is also unlikely seeing that '

nauigatio

filiorum Gartnaith ad Ibemiam cum plebe Scith \ is recorded by Tigernach under

667, Gartnait being a common Pictish name, but not, so far as I know, an Irish one.

The Gartnait in question may have been the Pictish king so named who died about

663. Rhys (Rhind lectures, 84) says
' In 581, Baedan mac Cairill died, who was

king of the Ulidians or Irish Picts, and ... is referred to ... as deriving tribute

from Munster, Connaught, Skye, and Man*.

Of course, if Stokes's theory (followed by Macbain) that -an, ogmic -agn- m

a(p)ogn- were proved, it would follow that Ind.-Eur. p had at any rate begun to be

lost in Skye in the latter part of the 6th cent. . But see p. 173.
8 Kirkintilloch. Here also we have a place in which the Gael uses kin where

the Kymro uses pen. In each language the name means ' Fort at the head of the

mound '
or ' Fort on top of the hillock \
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i

Peanfahel
'

The old

argument
from

Peanfahel,

which =
Lat.

Pinnaie)
oxPenna(e)
valli.

Peanfahel

cannot be
Kinneil.

It must
have been
Blackness.

Explana-
tion of

Kinneil.

1 Penlrou
and
* Ritnin-
daca '.

do the same : for ail may=(fh)ail,fh being silent
' Scottice '.

And, as the fahel of Peanfahel obviously represents
' vallum ',

it is inferred that pean— Welsh pen= Gaelic cen,
' head '. Now

pen and cen are from a quenno- stem : Goidelic (regularly) pre-

serves the qn as c, Kymric (regularly) changes it to p : ergo,

Pictish by using initial p shows itself to be partly or wholly

Kymric. Can any argument be simpler or more conclusive ?

Men have certainly been hung on evidence no stronger. Yet

all the time Peanfahel is nothing but an equivalent of the

Roman military term '

Pinna(e) valli
'

or '

Penna(e) valli
'

!

It is undisputed that Aebbercurnig is Abercorn, a seaside

town on the Firth of Forth. It is also assumed, no doubt

rightly, that Cenail= the modern Kinneil. But in that case

Peanfahel cannot possibly= Cenail. For(i) the latter is over

6 English miles from Abercorn, instead of c ferme
'

2 of the

shorter Roman ones
; (2) the Ordnance Survey carries the site

of the wall far E. of Kinneil. And the two MSS. which men-

tion Penguaul and Cenail are 500 years later than Bede !

Any one who looks at the Ordnance map of Linlithgowshire

will have little doubt that the wall ended on the rocky pro-

montory now called Blackness—the military value of which

is shown by the fact that on it stands a castle
' which is sup-

posed by some antiquaries to mark the eastern extremity of

Antoninus' Wall, and was long one of the most important
fortresses in the S. of Scotland . . . was one of the chief forts

of Scotland guaranteed by the Act of Union to be maintained

permanently as a national strength . . . and in 1870-74, was

transmuted into the nucleus of extensive works to serve as the

central ammunition depot of Scotland
'

(Groome's Ordnance

gazetteer of Scotland). It is exactly the distance W. of
Abercorn mentioned by Bede.

The fact is that in the 500 years or more which elapsed
between Bede's History (finished in 731) and the appearance
of Kinneil (found in 1250 as Kinel) a large part of the W. end

of the wall had doubtless disappeared, and it was quite

possible to call a new farm or village
' Vallum-head

'

which

was several miles from the original terminus.

One of the very two MSS. which contains the addition to

Nennius says elsewhere 'Anglice vero dicitur Penlrou a flu-

mine Kaldra usque ad Rimindaca \ Here Rimindaca obviously
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stands for Rinn ind aca,
'

Promontory of the mound ', i. e.

Blackness. Does Penlrou stand for something like Penelroa

= pen (fh)el Roma} Or is it miscopied for Peneltou ? No
river now known as the Calder comes within miles of any

part of the Vallum, but perhaps the Black Burn, flowing

into the sea just E. of Blackness, is meant : for the Kinneil

river no older name is known than its present one, the Avon.

We have nothing, then, to do with the 13th cent, names of

another place, but only with Peanfahel and Penneltun. The Pennel-

latter is obviously composed of a vernacular Pennel (which is
tun '

not English) + A.S. tiln. The vernacular of the locality when
Bede wrote was certainly Pictish, for he would otherwise have

had no reason to mention the Pictish name of Penneltun at

all : I may add that in 685 Abercorn was the seat of Trumuini,

bishop of the Picts on the opposite coast of the Forth (Bede,
IV. 26). Consequently we seem to have two Pictish names,
one Peanfahel, the other spelt in A.S. Pennel : as Penn

obviously corresponds to Pean, one would expect el to corre-

spond tofahel. It does so, and the manner of the correspondence Pennel =

is evidence that Pictish was a Goidelic language. ^Goidelic

The Irish equivalent to vallum is fdl ;
the gen. might becorrespon-

fail, fdel, orf/I. But in certain cases (e.g. when it begins the
ence *

second element of a compound name, as here) initial f is

'

aspirated ', and is then absolutely silent : in such cases, it is

(1) omitted altogether, or (2) written with a '

punctum delens'

above it, as in modern Irish, or (3) written in the ordinary

way. Consequently Pennel stands for Penn(fh)el. This

cannot be Welsh, for in the Welsh of Bede's time Lat. vallum

would have been vdl, vaul, gudl, or guaul, and, although the v

or gu might have been got rid of, the a would not have

become e.

The Highland Gaelic equivalent of vallum is fdl, gen. Fahel

fail. The Pictish inscriptions show us that the gen. of^l^y
maqq (which is of the same declension in Irish) was {m)aiq, vain.

{m)dec, meqq, and mqq \ In Highland Gaelic initial / suffers

1 The first two are on the Shevack stone, and m is lost by aspiration as in

modern Mac Ic for Mac Uic = Mac Mhic. The third is on the St. Ninian's stone

and the fourth on the Kilmaly stone. In the inscriptions e for ai is incessant,

e.g. ett and H for aitt, Drosten for Drostain, Nehhtonn for Naihton (Bede's Naiton),

Oddre{v) for Odraiiph).
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Pean and

penn =
penna or

pinna.

aspiration as in Irish, but this loss is always expressed, and

expressed not by a '

punctum delens
'

but by fh. Conse-

quently the sound of the genitive in Pictish might be el

and the writing fhxl or fhaeL And it is possible that Bede,

or his authority, or his scribe, had before him fael and

brought down the h after the wrong letter \ Stokes (Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, xvill. 114) has taken the ahe to represent

'the umlaut of long #': in the two dozen or so of insular

Pictish inscriptions known to us h always represents an

aspirated consonant, but in Pictavian it seems to have been

used to prevent hiatus in the combinations eti heiont, poura
heiont. And compare Pictish Ehirb for Eirb (pp. 108,

178).

We are now sure that fahel and el mean '

of (the) vallum
'

:

what do pean and penn mean ? These are almost certainly

a single word, and that a substantive. It is a Goidelic

borrowing from the Latin penna or pinna. See Caesar,

B. G. VII. 72
'

Aggerem et uallum exstruxit : huic loricam

pinnasquQ adiecit ', Vergil, Aen. VII. 159
' Castrorum in morem

pinnis
2
atque aggere cingit'. Pinna and penna are double

forms of the same word (Lindsay, Lat. language, 229) and
'
in veterib. libris promiscue unum pro altero ponitur

'

(Forcel-

lini, Lexicon). And in the sense of '

pen
'

it survives in Irish

and Highland Gaelic to this day: see Macbain (246)
'

peann,
a pen, so Ir., E. Ir. penn, W. pin ;

from Lat. penna \ The
Goidelic forms could be equally derived from pinna. Of the

two forms preserved by Bede, penn represents the pronuncia-

tion when the English first borrowed the name from the

Picts, and pean the Pictish pronunciation of Bede's own
time.

Materials Pictish geographical names.—From the destructive I pass

tainingthe
to tne constructive. We have abundant materials for deciding

affinities whether Pictish was or was not (1) Aryan, (%) Keltic, (3)

Goidelic, in (a) the place-names recorded by ancient geo-

graphers and one or two mediaeval documents, (b) the

person-names given by one or two ancient historians and

in mediaeval chronicles, (c) the inscriptions. For me the

1
Superposed h for h is as early as Isidore of Seville (7th cent.).

3 Cf. Ptolemy's Ylnponbv arparo-nilov (? the Pinnatis of Geog. Rav. p. 535, 21),

a town of the Vacomagi of N. Scotland, probably a deserted camp of Agricola's.
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inscriptions are all-sufficient, but unluckily they are not

divided into words, and, when you can divide an inscription

in any way you like, it is wonderful what results—at least

negative results—you can get. Take the very words I am
zvriting. Run them together, and then divide them thus :

—
Ta kethev erywor dsi amzvri ting. Are they English, or

Teutonic, or even Aryan ? And may they not have actual

equivalents in some non-Aryan language? But the names

of places and of persons do at least offer us single words,

or short compounds ;
and consequently I shall prove the

character and affinities of the Pictish language from these

before interpreting the inscriptions written in it.

The geographical names antecedent to the first conflict Earliest

with the Romans are very few, and two of them are either fc
e

a°^name"s

not Pictish at all or are altered to suit the language of Gaulish

sailors of the Kymric branch who communicated them to the

Greek geographers. These (Massilian ?) sailors called the

British isles after the leading race in them—the Qrtanoi ;

but in their Keltic all ^'s became /, and so the isles appeared Nifcoi

in Greek as vijaot npe7-(r)azuKcu
l
. See also p. 173. 2T

Not very different is the case of the Orcades. The Orcades,

termination is due to the Greek geographers and the analogy
of the Cyclades and other insular groups, and the real name
is seen in fecht Ore, belluni for Orc-aib (quoted by Stokes

from the Annals of Ulster, 579, 708). There is an Irish ore
1

pig ',
with diminutive orcan, and it is agreed that the Ore

isles were the (P)orc isles : indeed the h in Holder's Innsi

h Ore is probably a relic of the p. Macbain takes them
to be named from an abundance of the marine (p)orca in

1 The later Greek spelling was with B, not P, and the Romans called Britain

Brittania, Brittannia, or Britannia. Most Keltic scholars derive the Roman forms

from the Britanni of N. Gaul (Pliny, IV. 106) whom they suppose to have conquered

part at least of the isle : and the later Greek form in Bper- they believe influenced

by the Roman. Macbain, however, takes the Latin name to be blundered from

the earlier Greek one. In neither Greek nor Latin is p- known to pass into b->

and in both languages the words beginning with pr are so much more numerous
than those beginning with br that there was no temptation to make the change in

this case. Nor in ' Gaulish ' or Old Kymric is there any trace of p- becoming 5-.

As even in the earliest Welsh ct has become id or ith (Zeuss-Ebel, 150-1), is it

possible that Brit(t)ones and Brit(t)ani come from Stokes's ' mrkto bunt . . . acymr.
brith (gl. pictam)' (221), and that the Britons, strictly speaking, were the Kymric
branch who painted themselves, as distinguished from the Goidelic who tattooed?
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Agricola
*

their seas ;
but there is no adjectival termination. In my

i.e. the belief the Orkneys themselves are 'the pigs', because the

Plgs? cluster of small isles round the large one now called Mainland

reminded sailors of a sow and her litter. Indeed a single

The isle isle Orca (= florca, 'sow') is mentioned in the late 8th cent,

chronicle contained in the Chartres MS. 98 (and copied by
Nennius in 796) as Ore : and the great Pictish tumulus of

Maeshowe in Mainland is called in Old Norse Orkahaugr
i. e. Orka-how. But, whatever is the derivation, the Gaulish

mariners of Massilia were not of the /-preserving branch of

Kelts, and so the name entered classical geography /-less.

Cdleddnes. We are on neutral ground with the name of the Caledones,

from whom Caledonia was named, whence again Caledonil

and KaX-qbovLOL (with occasional Calid-, Calyd-), Greek and

Latin poets being unanimous as to the length of the second

syllable. I have seen no satisfactory derivation : the name

looks to be made up of Cat-, which we shall find as the

name of a prae-Roman king, and the suffix -edon- seen in

so many names in Gaul. The connexion of this suffix with

white (Candiedo, Vindedo), green (Aunedo, Viredo), and

brown or some other dark colour (Donnedo), suggests a rela-

tion to personal adornment or appearance, and there may
have been a Keltic analogue to the Greek /caAoj,

' handsome '.

Names in As regards the names first occurring in Tacitus's Agricola^

Agricola. the published text is derived solely from 3 MSS. of the later

15th cent., two of them apparently copied from the same

original. But I have to thank Prof. Cesare Annibaldi for

sending me the readings of the newly discovered 9th or

10th cent. Jesi MS. .

ciota. Clota
y
the Clyde, belongs to the root found in Gr. KXv-bov,

kXv-Coo, Lat. clu-o (= purgo), cloaca (also clouaca) : see Stokes,

102; Holder, I. 1046. And in Pictavian we have the ad-

jective c!otu-vla> flow-strong ',
of a fountain-goddess : see

Appendix III, pp. 133, 136. Tacitus speaks of
c Clota et

Bodotria diuersi maris aestibus per immensum reuectae
'

(§ 23): as the normal Latin river-gender is masculine, and

that of aestuarium is neuter, we may be sure that we have

in these feminines the natural Keltic gender, which agrees

with that of Ir. abann, 'river'.
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Bodotria (fern.), the Forth, is found thrice, but in Ptolemy Bodotria.

we have Boderia (once). It may arise, by dissimilation

from Bod-odria, from the root which gives 'bodio-s gelb.

ir. buide' (Stokes, 176) and ' odro-s dunkelgrau. ir. odar'

(id. 50) \ It would then mean {

Yellow-gray
'

: cf. the river-

name Dubglas, modern Douglas—which is also a compound
of two colours. The Jesi MS. once has Uodotria.

1

Usque ad Tanaum (aestuario nomen est)'. Three MSS. 'Tanaum'

(including the first hand of the Jesi one) have Taunt in the

margin, and one has ' Taus sive Tanaus' in the marginal index.

The Firth of Tay, Ptolemy's Taova daxvcns, is certainly meant.

Possibly Tacitus wrote Tauam, a scribe put u above-the line A con-up-

as a correction to suit the gender of aestuario, and another 4 Tauam* I

mistook this for an addition and misread the u as n: hence

Tanaum. The name Taua apparently means 'Junction of

rivers', from to-, /
, = { to

,

(Stokes, 132) and 'avo-s, ava...

Fluss' (Stokes, 23, quoting the Gaulish river-name
v
Avos

and the Breton Ava), or (rather, perhaps) from a verbal

stem av = i *ab fliessen
'

(Stokes, 11)
2

;
for 'the many-

headed Tay' first bears that name as it flows out of Loch Tay.
The Mons Graupius is suspiciously like the Dorsum Crup Mom

of the
'

Pictish chronicle
'

(Skene, 10), which was obviously pius \

in the same neighbourhood, since the abbat of Dunkeld and

mormaer of Athol are the only two mentioned as falling

in the battle fought there. And it reminds me also of the
' Monid chroibh

'

(Annals of Ulster) or ' Monaidh Oaebi '

(Tigernach
—both genitives) where the Picts fought among

themselves in 727, and which Reeves (Adamnan, p. 383) has 'Graupius'

identified with Moncrieffe (or Moncreiffe) Hill, 3J miles SSE. perhaps be

of Perth. I suspect the name to be Craupius. . Craupius.

The Boresti were between the scene of the battle with Borestu

Calgacus and the winter-quarters of Agricola, and apparently
on the shores of the Firth of Tay or Firth of Forth : for

while among them Agricola gave orders to his admiral (§ 38).

The name is otherwise unknown, and may be corrupt.

1 Of course bodio- would be a modification of dodo-, and odrio- of odro-. Rhys
thinks Bodotria connected with Welsh budr,

*

dirty
'

:
' It is probably the muddiest

river in the kingdom' {The Welsh people, 113).
2 Cf. Pliny's Abobrica and Ptolemy's 'Aovofipiya, together with b = final v in

Irish (Zeuss-Ebel, 54), and Tarb-=Tarv- in Pictavian (see p. 131). And see

pp. 158-9, 163, for au,
' flow
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Ptolemy's
place-
names.

The Ptolemaic Pictish nomenclature is so extensive that

I must be excused from discussing it name by name, partly

because this has already been done by Macbain {Trans, of
the Gaelic Soc. of Inverness

',
XI. 267-88) and Stokes (Bezzen-

berger's Beitr. XVIII. 86 &C. 1

), partly because many of the

readings are so uncertain, and partly because experience has

taught me the importance of knowing all about a place

before trying to explain an obscure name. But I will give

a selection that shall include every name which appears at

first sight opposed to my own theories.

Kopvavioi.

^JxtpTCU.

Ovatco-

fxayoi.

AcKavTai,

Ptolemaic names certainly Aryan and potentially Keltic.

(a) Tribes.—Kopvavioi, in the furthest North, the name also

of a tribe in the West Midlands of England : they may have

carried horns slung round them, or have worn head-dresses

decorated with horns. Sjz^prai, in Sutherland, who probably
smeared themselves with whale-oil either to polish their

skins or to keep out the cold : see Stokes, 317, under ' smeru- \

QvoLKoixayoi, who inhabited empty (i.e. treeless or sparsely

peopled) lands : see Stokes under ' *vak' (260) and 2 f

magos-'

(198)
—both Bradley (according to Macbain) and Rh£s have

already given the same derivation. The name of the

AtKavTciL I have previously dealt with. It not only equates

with that of the Decanti in N. Wales, but also (Rh^s, Rhind

lectures, 68) with the gen. sing, found in Maqui Decceti

(Ireland), Maccu Decceti (Anglesey), Macco Decheti (Devon)—in all of which it is preceded by a Goidelic word. This

latter name (in which earlier ant is represented by el) is

c a great name '

in Ireland,
'

especially in Munster, as the

Ogam inscriptions of that province go to prove' (Rh£s).
' It is very remarkable that a people in the part of the

island
'— Britain— ' which was the most certainly Pictish

should have been called Decantae, that is to say Decheti,

and that a powerful people of southern Ireland should have

had as their chieftains men styled individually Macco

1 I shall refer to this article in future as ' Stokes (B. B.)
•

: such references as
' Stokes (25)

'

will be to his Urkeltischer Sprachschatz.
2
This, however, is an -s stem, and unless Ptolemy's form is incorrect we must

suppose an earlier stem mag-.
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Decheti
'

(Rh£s, ib. 69): but we shall find the explanation
later on.

(b) Rivers.—(1) Masc. a- stems, as shown by Ptolemy's Ar}ova(s),

genitives in -a *, Arjova (gen.), the Dee, bright \
'

sparkling
'—

see Holder under Deva. A6£a (gen.), the Lossie 2
,

' crooked \ ^a(s),
the Lossie.

from ' *lek . . . biegen
'

(Stokes, 244) whence Gr. \6£os, 'Gaulish'

Lexovio-, Irish lose : it flows first North, then East, then

North. (2) Masc. 0- stems. Aoyyov (gen.), from '

longo-s A0770?.

lang
'

(Stokes, 245). Nafidpov (gen.), the Naver,
'

divided ', ^ Na°ver.

from ' nebho- sich spalten
'

(Fick, I. 502) whence ' an. nafarr

Bohrer ... an. nef n. Nase („ gebohrt
"
?)

'—this river being
divided at its mouth by a high bank, nearly half a mile

long and broad (containing abundant Pictish ruins), on both

sides of which it still runs when in flood. (3) Stems in i~,

Tovevis, admittedly the Spey,
'

swelling ', from ' tevo- : tu Tot*™,

schwellen' (Fick, I. 445), whence Pictavian Ten! and Sor-
the Spey*

donic (?) Tin !
' swell !

'

in invocations to fountain-goddesses

(see pp. 133, 141, 156, 160), and perhaps Ir. tuile, 'flood': this

river is notorious for the rapidity of its rises and destructive-

ness of its floods. Its later name Spe, Spey, seems an Its present

example of that persistence of initial sp- for sph- pointed out
n"

by Stokes (302) in Irish (coin-speach,
' hornet

')
and Highland

Gaelic (speack,
'

wasp
'

: cf. Gr. 0-^)77^) : it appears to come
from 'sphe . . . gedeihen' (Fick, 1. ^73) which gives Lat.

spatitinty Eng. speed
—and, I suspect, Scottish spate, a river-

flood, and Ir. speid with the same meaning.

(e) Isles.—Sk^ti?, Adamnan's Scia, Tigernach's Scith,
' the 2*?}™,

wing-shaped Isle of Skye . . . means •

wing/ Ir. sciath \
ye *

(Stokes, B. B.) : the root is skeito- (Stokes, 309). Aovfiva is Aodfxva,

placed between Skye and the Orkneys ;

{

It may be the Long j^f. ^
ong

Island
', i. e. the chain of the Outer Hebrides, says Mr. Macbain

—and indeed there is no other 3 which it can be, unless Ptolemy
has blundered. The name appears to be the fern, of

' dubno-s

1 Cf. his rod ^ijKoava and tov ^rjtcoavav. That the nom. was -as is probable
from his Ovokas koXttos, some loch on the W. or N. of Scotland.

a The -ie may be the phonetic representation of an adjectival suffix -idh.

8 Of course it might be not the entire chain called the Long Island, but the single

I. of Lewis, which is 45 miles long. It is, however, quite certain that at no very
distant geological period the entire chain formed a single isle : apparently a rise of

about 5 fathoms in the sea-bed would reunite it, and it seems quite possible that the

name Aovpva may antedate the disruption— see note on next page.
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Bavvaria.

Aijovdva.

'Em8iov

&KpOV y

'Eiridioi,

Cantyre.

Three
Latinized

names of

capes.

tief. gall, dubno-s, dumnos' (Stokes, 153), but with the mean-

ing
'

long
'

: depth, height, length are easily convertible ideas,

and we have Dumno-talus,
*

Deep-browed ', Doman-gart,
1

Deep-headed '.

(d) Towns.— Bavvaria i.e. the town of the Bann-ates,

possibly a by-form of Benn-ates, as by the side of Ir. benn,

Highland beinn F., we have Welsh bann M. (Stokes, 168), and

I suspect Bann-aventa to mean Spring Hill
(i.

e. Borough Hill

near Daventry). Arjovdva may well mean the town on the

river Ar]ova(s)', but Macbain connects it with the Dian or Deon

(now the Don), being equivalent to Divona and the name of

Cahors in Gaul, which is called Aovrjova in Ptolemy (II. 7 § 9)

by mistake for Arjovova, In any case the stem deiv- is beyond
doubt.

Names presenting phonetic difficulties.—Cantyre, or the

end of it, is called 'E*&oy aKpov, and the people 'Eiribioi. In

the description of Ireland 'Embiov is the name given to one

of the Opposite isles, the 5 "Efiovhai
1 or AZftovbai (Pliny, IV. 104,

H{ci)ebudes ; Solinus, Ebudes\ and the -n might conceivably be

a degraded /3, as in carpentum and Atepodua (see Holder, II.

900). Otherwise Epidio- may be a compound of the preposition

epi (see Stokes, 24), e. g. of epi and
; *id brennen

'

(Stokes, 45) :

there may have been a beacon at the end of the promontory,
or the population may have been wreckers who lured ships by
lights (a practice traditionally as old as the Trojan war).

Three non-Pictish forms we certainly have in the names

of three other capes, Tapovebovfx, Ovipovebpovfx, and Ovepovfiiovp.,

all of which, as Stokes has remarked long ago, are Latinized.

Still, the passage of Pictish vessels to and from the Orkneys
makes it virtually certain that these particular capes must

have had some Pictish names. And, so far as the name of

a cape is descriptive of shape and other physical character-

istics, obviously it is the sailor who is best qualified to give

that name.

1 I cannot offer any derivation of this name with confidence. But I think it

may come from Fick's ' ebho : ebho etwa : niederstrecken, intrs. niedersinken
'

(1. 362), with which he connects 'nhd. Abend, nhd. Ebbe', and that it may
indicate a partial submergence : see note 3 on the last page. In Pliny's time a

Keltic H- would only represent P-, which gives no derivation. His form may
be due to Al BOYA A I NHCOI in some Greek MS. having been erroneously

aspirated as if = at BovSai vrjooi.
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Tapovebovfj.
—also called r\ 'Op/casa/cpa, 'the Orcadian cape

'—
Tap-

is, by almost universal consent, Dunnet Head. The name punnet'

is compounded of Ir. tar across', and the stem of 'vedo ich Head?

bringe, fuhre . . . ir. fedim ich fiihre, bringe
'

(Stokes, 269), and

means '

Passage
'—Dunnet Bay doubtless being the favourite

point of departure for, and arrival from, the Orkneys. The
obsolete Welsh '

tarwedd, pervasio' (Zeuss-Ebel, 789) is ap-

parently the very word.

The name of cape Ovt(e)pov€bpov[jL
2

is almost certainly, and ovi(e)P-

that of cape Ovepovfiiov\x
2 or BtpovftLovp. very probably, a com- 0^™%'

pound of u(p)er-,
'

exceedingly ',

' Gaulish
'

ver- ;
and in that ovu or Be/>-

case the dropped / at first suggests them to be non-Pictish. ov0iovfi'

Pictish, however, may have dropped p between vowels before

dropping it initially ; and, although at a much later date p
between the vowels a and e is preserved in Pictavian (see

p. 134), and apparently (as we shall find by and by) in Irish

ogam-inscriptions, yet as a labial consonant it may have

been dropped after the labial u 3 earlier than after a, e, i, 0.

A few names of the later Roman period remain. Dion

Cassius, writing in the early 3rd cent, of the events of 208

(j6 § 12), says that the two largest tribes of the Bperrcwoi are

the Ka\r]b6vLOL and the Maiarcu, the latter of whom lived next KaXrjUviot.

the wall, and the former beyond them. And Adamnan in his j/^™'
life of Columba mentions them once as the Miati and twice

as the Miathi. Their name (see Rh£s, Welsh people, 98) is

1 Vervedrum is by almost universal consent Duncansby Head. It is eaten into

by deep narrow ravines, and isolated ' stacks
'
of rock standing out in the bay to the

S. show what havoc the waves have wrought on the original coast : the -vedrum

might be from ' vedh- stossen, schlagen
'

(Fick, I. 1 29), or the stem may be the same

as that of Germanic ' vedra n. Wetter' (Fick, ill. 307), and the name may mean
•

very stormy \
a Stokes (B. B.) suggests a connexion with Ir. ubh '

sword-point ', and '

very

pointed
'

would well suit the shape of Tarbert Ness, if we could suppose that, and

not the Noss, to be the cape meant.
3 The prepositions vo (later fo) and ver (laterfor) almost certainly = u(j>)o and

u(p)er. Yet the instances kindly sent me in advance by Dr. A. Holder contain no

certain evidence of the preservation ofp in either word, and I cannot help suspecting

that the immediate precedence of a labial vowel caused its early loss. See further

pp. in, 115. Ptolemy calls the Beauly estuary Ovapap ita\vais, a name preserved
in that of the Farar, one of the streams forming the Beauly river. I cannot

seriously doubt that this is the Gaulish river-name Arar with prefix v\ /' = vo,fo t

and that it means ' somewhat sluggish
'

(see Holder s. v. Arar).
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Picti,

i.e.
* Tattooed
from Ind..

Eur. peik-
stem.

Di-

calydones.

Ver-

turiones.

preserved in Dun-Myat and perhaps in May, an isle off Fife.

Its termination -rat we have already met in other tribal

names.

About 296 we have the Picti mentioned in the Panegyric
to Constantius Caesar (11), and apparently even earlier in

the Laterculus Veronensis (of which Holder gives no date).

And the Panegyric to Constantine of 310 speaks of 'Caledo-

num aliorumque Pictorum
'

according to the more rhetorically

probable reading
—

according to the other 1
}

' Caledonum Picto-

rum aliorumque '. I have fully shown in Appendix III (see
'

pp. 147-50) that this name is Picti or Pecti, from the root

peik-
' tattoo ', with Ind.-Eur. p preserved : to the evidence

there given that the Picts did tattoo, I need only add a

passage in Holder which I then overlooked. Claudian, De
cons. Stil. II. 247-9, tnus personifies Britain :

—
Inde Caledonio velata Britannia monstro

ferro picta genas ;
cuius vestigia verrit

caerulus Oceanique aestum mentitur amictus.

Her head is covered with the skin of a Caledonian monster

(boar or bear 2
?),

her cheeks are tattooed, and she wears

a wrap
3

sweeping her footprints. That the Pictavians,

Sequanians, and others tattooed their cheeks, will be seen

on pp. 150-1.

Ammianus Marcellinus, late in the 4th cent., writes c Eo

tempore' (in 368) 'Picti in duas gentes divisi, Dicalydonas
et Verturiones

'

(XXVII. 8 § 5). With the former name cf.

Ptolemy's &K€avos KaXovfxevos AovrjKaXrjbovios (il. 3 § i) and

his misspelling of Aovrjova for A-qovova : further on, we shall

meet, in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, 4 Pictish kings whose

names are compounded with Deo- (see pp. 54-7). I have

consequently very little doubt that the Caledonians affixed

to their name the honorific adjective deivo- and that its

full form was A-qovoKaXriboves or Dluocalldones. As regards
the Verturiones, Prof. Rh£s has long since equated them

with the ' men of Fortrenn
'

of later history [Celtic Britain,

158, 308) and has connected their name with the root of

1 Holder adopts each in turn, but without indicating the existence of the other :

see 1. 691, 11. 994. Calidonum is a better reading than Caledonum.
a
Martial, Sped. 7. 3,

' Nuda Caledonio sic viscera praebuit urso'.

3 Sea-blue? blue and sea-green ? blue with white wavy lines?
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Verterae, Stokes's ' *VerD umschliessen . . . vertra Schutzwehr.

cymr. gwerthyr F. Festung
'

(271)
—so that their name would

mean ' Enclosure-builders
',

' Fort-builders '.

Adamnan's Life of Columba.—We come next to the Pictish

names 1 in Adamnan's Life of Columba. Columba died

in 597, Adamnan in 704, and MS. A was written in 713. Con-

sequently the evidence of the form of these names is extra-

ordinarily good. It is almost decisive as to Pictish having been

Goidelic, but suggests that Ind.-Eur. / was normally dropped.
In I. \% we have Columba 'per asperam et saxosam Artda-

regionem iter faciens, quae dicitur Artdamuirchol
',
since cor- JJJJ^

'

rupted into Ardnamurchan 2
. It is opposite the isle of Coll, murchan.

the sea between them being called the Passage of Coll. The
name is Artda-muir-Chol,

(

Col-sea-heights \ Artda (MS. B

arda)
3

is pi. oiardd (ard) n. a height
'

(K. Meyer), the neuter

of drd,
'

high
'

: cf.
' ardda (gl. sublimia) Cr. 1 8b

'

(Zeuss-Ebel,
60 b). Muir and Choi are either used adjectively in composi-
tion or are uninflected genitives, of muir 'sea' and Col

respectively: of such genitives both in Pictish and Irish we
shall have certain examples further on.

In 11. 10 we are told of a child who was baptized by Ligu

Columba and lived to old age.
' Hie erat Ligu Cencalad, ^rtdaib

cuius parentes fuerant in Artdaib Muirchol '. Here Ligu Muirchol.

Cen(n)calad,
' Hard-head 4 minor ', is about as Irish as any-

thing can be, and the ligu (MS. B lugu) suggests that his

father or grandfather bore the same name. Artdaib (MS. B

ardaib) is of course the loc.-dat. pi. governed by in.

In II. %% an incident is related which happened 'in loco

qui Scotice vocitatur Ait-Chambas Art-muirchol \ So Reeves,

professedly following A ;
but hyphens were unknown in the

West for some centuries later. Ait-Chambas is
' Pleasant

bay
'

: there are many Camas's on the Ardnamurchan coast.

And Art is a correct gen. plural. The name means ' Pleasant

bay of Coil-sea height ', but is avowedly not Pictish.

1 As some of Adamnan's person-names are mixed up with his place-names, I have

thought it convenient to treat them both together.
2 It is right to add that I cannot prove it to have been outside the territory of the

Dalriad Scots, though Skene so places it.

3 See M. d'Arbois de Jubainville in the Rev. Celt. xvil. 292, correcting a partial

blunder of mine in 1896.
* Or 'Hardskin', from 'kenni- Haut, Fell' (Stokes, 78).

D
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Airchart- In in. 14, however, we are told that Columba was travelling

!fe x on the other side of the Britannia? Dorsum, near Loch Ness
(Glen)

'

Urquhart. ('
secus Nisae fluminis lacum ')

and '
in ilium devenit agrum

qui Airchart-dan nuncupate'. Here the text of A is not

quoted, and the hyphen is impossible ;
the text of B is

quoted as aircardan. The name is Airc{h)-artdan,
* Hill-

grazing \ Airch! is Ir. airge, 'a place for milking cows'

(K. Meyer), modern Irish airghe
* a place for summer grazing

in the mountains' (O'Reilly): for 'CH = G infecta' see Zeuss-

Ebel, 63. And artdan is the diminutive of arid, 'height'.

The place meant is Glen Urquhart, locally called (Reeves)

Arochdan (i.e. Aroch(art)dan), aroch being
' a summer grazing

'

(Highland Society's Dictionary), obviously kindred to airghe \

Emchatus* At this place an old man Emchatus was baptized by
Columba '

Emchat(us) ... = Ir. Imm-chath '

(Stokes, B. B.) :

the stems are embi '

ganz
'

(Stokes, 34) and '

kato-s weise
'

(id. 67), and the meaning
'

Very shrewd '.
' Kato-s

'

seems

not to be found in Kymric, but if it were it would normally
make in composition not Emchat but Emgat.

Virohcus. For the name of his son Virolecus (MS. B virolicus) we
must examine all Adamnan's names beginning with U-r and

F-r. We find Feradachus in I. 12, 29, II. 23, without variant
;

but Stokes takes this to = Ve-redacos and Macbain takes

it to = Ver- i. e.
' man ' + -adach 2

. We find Ferguso (gen.)

in the second Preface, and Forcus in I. 7 ; and here Fer-,

For-, certainly = ti{p)er i
Ir. for, Pictish uur. Lastly, we

have Fergnoi (gen.) in I. 26 ;
but Fergna Brit(t), abbat of

Hi in 605-23, is called Virgnous (in various cases) 7 times

in III. 19 ; and in III. 26 another person is called once

Fergnouo (dat.) and thrice Virgnous. It is clear that at

Hy the form with Vir- lasted till 623 at least before becoming
Fer-, and the name seems to be a compound of u(p)ir-

found in U(p)irvedrum and gnoe
'

beautiful
'

(Cormac, and

see Windisch). The second element in Virolecus looks like

Ir. Slack 'drunken ', Highland Gaelic black *

hospitable', from

a. poll- stem (Stokes, 46 ; Macbain, 241-2): so that the name

appears to mean '

Very hospitable
'

or '

Very tipsy
3

', and in

1 See my derivation of this last word on p. 94, note.

3 See p. 58.
s Cf. the Irish surname Mor-olach, 'greatly bibulous' (Stokes in Irische Texte,

III. 289).
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Glen Urquhart initial p seems to have been normally dropped
in the latter half of the 6th cent., as well as medial p after u.

The passage relating to Dobur Artbranani '

in insula . . . Dobur

Scia
'

has already been discussed ;
the names of Brudeus and hranani.

Tarainus will be explained when we come to the Pictish

kings (pp. 49,54) ;
those of Irish Picts on pp. 61 and 101

;
and

the only other certainly Pictish names in Adamnan are those

of the river Nesa or Nisa (Ness), the magician Broichanus,

and the * Geona cohors '.

Stokes (B. B.) has derived Nesa and Nisa ' from *nes-ta, Nesa.Msa,
the Ness

*ned-ta, cognate with Ne8a and Skr. nadi '

river . In that

case it would be an Irish form, for Pictish preserved final

-st
1 to the 9th cent. (e.g. Uurgust). But * *nad nass sein'

(Stokes, 189) gives am-nass in Irish, not am-nes or am-nis.

I suggest that Ness, Nes-a, Nis-a = Nig-sa, Neg-sa, from the

stem of *nig6 ich wasche
'

(Stokes, 194), cf. nikto-s, 'clean',

Ir. necht, and Pictish Nechtan (ib.).

Stokes (B. B.) has also suggested that Broichan(us) is Broich-

4 from *Vroichan = Ir. Froechan \ The name seems to be
an

^
us '-

a derivative from the stem vroiko-s Heidekrant, Heide. ir.

froech 2
. . . Gen. froich

',
whence late Lat. brums (Stokes, 287).

For b = initial v in Irish cf. brail, \ raven
'

(Zeuss-Ebel, S3 b),

and barn '

yours
'

by the side of farn (ib. 54), perhaps also

bresn- by the side of fresn- (ib. $$). Adamnan's Broichan,

moreover, was a magician who opposed Columba at the

Pictish court, and Tigernach and the Four Masters tell us

under the year 555 of a battle in Ireland in which Fraechan

son of Teniusan made a 'druid's fence' for the one side

but the prayer of Columba brought victory to the other.

Artbranan, who was baptized in Skye, was ' Geonae cohortis Geona

primarius ',
colonel of the ' Geona

'

regiment. As Pausanias
co ors

(vril. 43, 4) speaks of the Brigantes as having begun to

€7i€arj3aLV€iv . . . h tt]v Tevovviav fxoipay, vtit^koovs 'Pco/xaiW, and,

as fxolpa may = '

regiment ',
it has been suggested that we

should read Geonae = Genonae. But the words of Pausanias

seem to me to suggest not a regiment but a territory, and

1 Initial str- is preserved to this day in Sutherland in the word strath (not srath).
* Also frdech. A Fraoch king of Leinster was killed in 476, according to the

Four Masters, who likewise give under a. M. 3790 the death of Fraochan Faidh.

Prof. Rhys (Rhind lectures, 27) speaks of '

Fraech, a hero or divinity figuring in

various Irish stories . . . Fraech was the son of Buan, Queen of the Fairies \

D 2
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J

the idea of a regiment which could be described as subjects

of the Romans is very difficult of acceptance. It is equally

difficult to imagine a regiment subject to the Romans in the

2nd century and still existing in the neighbourhood of Skye
in the 5th. I can only timidly suggest that Geona represents

an adjective related to Welsh '

geian aesius^ ardor\ vehementia,

impetus \ from a stem geio- found in Geius and Geidumni

(see Holder under the latter word).
Place-names in the ' Pictish chronicle \—Necton I became

king of the Picts about 460. According to the 'Pictish

chronicle' (Skene, 6), in his 3rd year Darlugdach abbess of

Kildare came as an exile from Ireland to Britain, and in his

Abur- 5th year he offered in her presence \ Aburnethige
'

as a gift

Abernethy.
to God and St. Brigid. Necton, it is added, had been expelled

by his brother Drust to Ireland, had besought Brigid's prayers,

and had been told by her that he would reign in peace :

hence his oblation of Abernethy. And the boundaries of

the grant are stated.

The Irish Now the celebrated St. Brigid abbess of Kildare was not

Steation
born ^ about 450, and died about 523, while Darlugdach
abbess of Kildare succeeded Brigid as abbess and died after

a year. The story of the grant is an almost certain forgery
of Irish monks settled in much later times at Abernethy :

that Irish monks were settled is indicated by its being one

of the only two places in Scotland with a ' round tower '. The
other place is Brechin, and curiously enough the chronicle

as printed by Skene ends with the statement that a king
of Scots '

tribuit magnam civitatem Brechne Domino '.

But/ forgers though they might be, the chroniclers of this

grant would be careful to give real Pictish names to the

boundaries mentioned in it. These boundaries 'posite sunt

a lapide ', i. e. the boundary-stone,
•
in apurfeirc usque ad

\a.pidem\ the boundary-stone, 'iuxta ceirfuill .i. lethfoss, et

Apurfeirc%
inde in altum usque ad athan '. Apurfeirc, misread by Skene

inflow*
8 as Apurfeirt, is the apur or inflow of the Ferg, or 'Farg

water'; the stem is that of Stokes's 'verga Zorn
'

(273),

which gives Ir. fere, ferg, fearg (also Highland Gaelic) i. e.

Ceirfuill,
'

anger', and the place is
'

Aberargie '= Aber(fh)argie (Johns-
Carpow. ton piace-names f Scotland)

—see further p. 173. Ceirfuill

is
'

Carpow ', Lowland English for Carpoll = castra paludis,
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there being remains of a Roman camp there. And Stokes

(B. B.) has observed the name Kerpul in an Abernethy
charter. Poll (pool, palus) has gen. puill, which in aspirating

construction would be phuill
' = fuill : so here we have a

second distinct Goidelic genitive, as in Feirc from Ferg. Cf.

Aberfoyle and (Irish) Ballinfoyle, Ballinphuill, Ballinphull.

Lethfoss—unknown to me—probably= Lethf(h)oss,
<

Half-serf
', Lethfoss.

and signifies that the occupier held half of it under servitude

to the monastery. Athan is probably the diminutive of High- Athan.

land Gaelic dth, 'kiln', Irish dith : cf.
* Limekilns' (Dunfermline).

The name Aburnethige, Abernethy, remains, and of itself Abur-

furnishes a presumption that Pictish was a Keltic language, itselff*

It means the inflow of the Nethy. Stokes (B. B.) takes

Nedec to be the nom. represented by the gen. Nethige,

apparently connecting it with Ne'8a and Skr. nadl '
river

'

*.

Aber = Abber 2 = Ad-ber (Macbain, 2).

Now Abber or Aber is rare in Irish 3—though found in Evidence

Donegal and neighbouring counties (Joyce, Irish names of°A^er"
%

places ,
and ser. 366). And can we account for it in Highland Apur-.

names, if they are not derived from Pictish, by supposing
that it always indicates a former Kymric settlement ? There

is another Abernethy in N.E. Invernessshire, on another river

Nethy ;
on the W. coast there is Aporcrosan (inflow of the

Crosan burn, now Applecross) as far north as the county of

Ross, opposite Skye ;
and on the N.E. coast there is Aberdour

in the extreme north of Aberdeenshire. Does any one

seriously contend that these three preserve the memory of

Kymric settlements ?

Place-names in the Legend of St. Andrew.—The version

of this legend printed by Skene at pp. 183-93 of Chronicles

1 The Invernessshire Nethy is also subject to violent spates, and, as Pictish e

continually = modern at, I suggest that the name is an adjective from the stem of

f naitheas, harm, mischief for which Macbain gives no derivation, but which may
be from the same root as Lat. neco, noceo. Cf. Nehhtonn (p. 72) and Bede's

Naiton (v. 2 1), both for Necton—also -nouhten and Nachton on p. 40. And see p. 1 74.
3 Macbain quotes Abbor from the Book of Deer (12th cent.), and we have

already had Aebber (
= abber) in Bede's Aebbercurnig (8th cent.). It is the fact of

the b equaling bb which has saved it from becoming bh as in in-bher.
3 Is not ad-bar, ad-bur,

l material ', the same word—i. e. what we bring to the

making of a thing? The ordinary Irish word for ' inflow
'

is inbher, Inver.

Skene {Celtic Scotland,, 1. 221) has pointed out that as regards Scotland N, of

the Forth ' In Argyllshire alone, which was occupied by the Dalriadic Scots, there

are no Abers '.



Muckros.

' Mone-
c!aiu\
Monikie.
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of the Picts and Scots contains another record of grant, from

Hungus king of the Picts to the church of St. Andrew, which

is forged at least so far as this that the witnesses
'

are taken

almost without exception from the names of the early kings

in the Pictish lists
'

(Skene, Iviii). The entire legend is,

nevertheless, of great value for the ancient place-names
contained in it. Unfortunately the MS. in which it is found

is only an 18th cent, copy of (17th cent.) extracts made from

a lost register of St. Andrew's (which is not the one printed

by the Bannatyne Club, but has been missing since 1660).

It is in fact a thirdhand document. But in Sibbald's History
of Fife (17 10) and in Father Thomas Innes we have their

readings of the secondhand extracts from which it was made.

1 (p. 185), 'in terra Pictorum, ad locum qui Muckros fuerat

nuncupatus, nunc autem Kylrimont dictus . . . Muckros vero

nemus porcorum dicitur'. And of course Mucc-ross does

mean ' swine-wood
'

in Old Irish : the Kymric form is Moch-

ros (Stokes, 219). But, if Stokes's derivation (312) of ross is

correct, there should have been an earlier Pictish Muccphrost.
2 (ib). 'Inde perrexerunt Moneclatu, qui nunc dicitur Moni-

chi'
;
but for Moneclatu Sibbald read Monechata (pp. 15, 6j).

Skene (index) identifies Monichi with Monikie, which is

pronounced Moneeky (Johnston, i. e. Moniki). Now in the

Register of Arbroath (to which the church of Monikie be-

longed) the spelling Moniche is found in a document of 146 1,

but all earlier documents—and they are many—have not ch

but fc, and precede it not by single i but by ie. The earliest

spellings are:—1178-98, Moniekyn (p. 124); i2co, Moniekyn

(p. 155); in 1178-98, 1200, and 1214-18, Muniekkiii ; and

Muniekky in 1189-99. The first part is the not uncommon
Moni- = a peat-moss or bog (Highland Gaelic mbine, Ir.

mozn) }
for of this parish the northern district is chiefly

swampy and moorish' and only 'partially reclaimed even now'

(Groome's Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland). The second seems

to be Ir. ecen, ecin, Highland Gaelic ttginn, given as meaning
violence, compulsion, necessity (see Windisch). And that again

suggests that the older name given by Sibbald as Monechata

was Monie'chta 'moor of slaughter
'

(e'chta being gen. of Ir. echt
1

Verbrechen, Mord '—
Windisch). This seems to have become

extinct in Highland Gaelic : hence the substitution of ecin,
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3 (ib.).
' Inde transierunt montana, scilicet, Moneth, et l Dol-

venerunt ad lacum
'

[read locum]
'

qui vocabatur Doldencha, t^/f
'

nunc autem dictus Chondrochedalvan 1
. . . Rex vero locum dancha\

ilium, scilicet, Doldancha, dedit Deo '. Here Moneth = the

Mounth, or so-called Eastern Grampians : it is the plural

(—monaith) of monath, modern Highland Gaelic tnonadk 2
,

1 mountain
', found in Rig-monath, the old name of St. Andrew's.

Chondrochedalvan is Kindrochit, now Braemar (Skene, index) :

the special characteristic of its situation is that the Dee-side

road E. to Aberdeen and W. up the valley is here met by the

road S. from Blairgowrie, the junction being in the shape of

a T. Hence I take it that the Pictish name was DOLPANC0A Corrupted

i.e. Dol-(s)hanchan, 'A going this way and that', from dol/^^i'
Highland Gaelic for 'A going' (Ir. dul), and '

san-chan, kin

und her
'

(Windisch). In composition the latter would become

shanchan, and sk is pronounced simply as h: hence DOL-

DancPA, which got miscopied into Doldancha 3
.

4 (p. 186).
' Postea Rex Hungus basilicae Sancti Apostoli

in parochiam dedit quicquid terrae est inter mare quod
Ishundenema dicebatur, usque ad mare quod Sletheuma l ishun-

vocabatur
;
et in adiacienti provincia per circuitum de Largaw, fSSKLl

usque ad Sireis canum; et de Sireis usque ad Hyhatnouhten ma\

Machehirb, quae tellus nunc dicitur Hadnachten.' This is

the grant for which sham Pictish witnesses are cited.

I have just pointed out the liability to confound P and D,

and I have no moral doubt that Ishundenema represents an Corrupted

original is DUNEDENE ma i. e. is Dunedene mara
t

' seas below %
T

U
™
j

t

Dunedin '. Is is the Irish preposition is,
' below

'

; mara is m
a

a

the Irish nom. and ace. pi. of tnuir,
' sea

'

;
Dunedene 4

is

Duneden, Edinburgh. In the same way I take Sletheuma to

be corrupted from an original 's LETHCU md, i. e.
' seas below and \r

Lithgow
5

'. And I find from the Register of the priory oiLethcuma.

1 Sibbald reads Chondro-hedalion, p. 16, and Chondrohedalian, p. 68.
2

Cf. the Kymric forms given by Stokes (210) : the Highland Gaelic, to which

he does not allude, indicates that we must refer them not to an -ijo- stem, but to

a dental one, like Lat. mont-. His 'abrit. Monedo-rigi (HUbner 128)' is in my
opinion Goidelic, and I read Monedox (

= Monedos) rigi
—see Appendix VI, p. 168.

* Sibbald reads Doldancha on p. 16, and Doldanha on p. 68.
* The derivation is still unsettled : if from the Northumbrian king Eadwine, as

commonly believed, the final -e is right.
8 The earliest form given is (Lin)litcu : Lythgow and Lithcow are also found.
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St. Andrew's (Bannatyne Club) that the priory possessed the

church of Linlidchu in 1163 (p. 54) and land in Edenesburch

in 1187 (p. 64). See further p. 174.

Largaw, Largaw is Largo in Fife : the earliest known form is

argo*

Largauch= Highland Gaelic Leargack, 'steep, having many
steeps or slopes' (Highland Soc. Diet.), the adj. of learg>

Ir. lerg. For 'the coast . . . rises almost immediately,

especially behind the village of Lower Largo, to a height of

100 feet, reaches 165 at Upper Largo village, and from that

rises gradually . . . till, on the northern boundary of the

parish, a height of over 600 feet is reached
'

(Groome's
Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland).

Sireis, Sireis is the ' eccWia de syreis
'

in Fife mentioned in the

Register of St. Andrew's (p. 384) under the year 1260, and

also as Syrays (p. 34). It is the modern Ceres (Skene, index).

The derivation Sireis appears to be a compound of Ir. sir,
1

long
'

(modern Highland Gaelic .sw),and Hs which =' footstep,

trace
'

in Irish and •

delay, rest
'

in Highland Gaelic. It looks as

if the same mistaken spirit of classical comparison which has

now turned Sireis into Ceres had led some mediaeval scribe

to compare it with Sirius or Canis ' the Dog '-star, and that

some note of his eventually got into the text as \ canum '.

But Sireis may perhaps have been distinguished for some

hunting-episode, or have belonged to a Con family, and may
have been known as '

Sireis nan con
'

'

Sireis of the dogs ',

'

Sireis canum '. Sibbald writes ' Canum '.

Hy. The remaining place mentioned is now called Naughton.

(N™
U
hf

e" With this comPare the family-name MacNaughton, found in

ton) Mac- 1467 as M cNeachtain (Macbain, 368), and derived from the
hehirb.

pjctish Nectan. In Sibbald 's time the place was called

Nachton (p. 16), and Hadnachten when the legend itself was

written. But the name occurs many times in the Register of

St. Andrew's, and always without the H- : in 11 87 it is

Adanachtin. Similar cases of false aspiration
1 abound in the

Register, and the name is a compound from the same parti-

Prof. Rhys (Rhind lectures, p. 4) says 'Linlithgow . . . means the lake of Liathchii,

or Grey Dog; the word appears to occur also with the correct Goidelic genitive as

Linliathchon '. Liath (gen. LeitK) has its diphthong from earlier ei or e seen in

the place-name Leto-cetum (Middle Welsh Luitcoif). See further p. 1 74.
1 In this case it may represent the second h in Hyhatnouhten, the object of which

may have been to prevent hiatus.
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cipial stem which furnishes Nectan (Stokes, 194). The

spellings with Ada-, Ade-, Adhe-, Ady-, Ath-, Athe-, At-,

Auth- given to this place in the Register indicate that the

prefixed preposition Ad- is not ad- adk- = 'LaL ad, but is the

'ad- arising from aith- or ath-' (Macbain), originally a dis-

syllable, for which see Holder under ate, and Zeuss-Ebel, 869.

Its meaning is that of ' Lat. re-, iterum
' and the stem of

Ath(e)necht-an may consequently mean 'Repurified'. The

person so named is surnamed Machehirb i. e. son of Hehirb

or Ehirb, a name which is explained on p. 108.

The custom of calling places and districts from their present Kelts

or former occupiers was so common among the Kelts of the "J™^
British isles that it seems idle to quote instances. Of a name from per-

so given from an individual we have in Scotland the beauti- famiiies .

fully simple instance of Angus (
= Forfarshire) which may have

been called after the very king mentioned in the legend of

St. Andrew. And all over Ireland districts were called after

the Hy or / or Ui, that is the descendants, of some founder of Hy an Irish

a family : the instances in the Four Masters occupy 8 columns
p

a

r̂ x
y

"

of the index. Now in the statement that this place Hadnach- \

ten was in Pictish times called Hy Hatnouhten Mac Hehirb

we get direct evidence that Pictish localities were similarly

named, and that Hy and Mac meant exactly the same in Hy and

Pictish as in Irish. To me this is no news. Maqq, Maq, or
j^^ish**

Mac occurs in 1 out of every 4 Pictish inscriptions. And the same

some form of the substantive of which Hy is plural occurs \x%^

just as often in them, while in two at least of such cases it is

governed by the preposition in, showing that it is used as the

name not of persons but of the hereditary holding occupied by
them. And, when I come to the Pictish inscriptions, I hope
the reader will remember '

usque ad Hy Hatnouhten Mac

Hehirb, qace tellus nunc dicitur Hadnachten as overwhelming

proof that the simple and consistent explanation I shall give
of those inscriptions is also true to history.

5 (p. 188). 'Erat autem regia urbs Rymont, Regius Mons Rymont,

dicta, quern praefatus Rex Hungus . . . dedit.' The oldest £jfg£*"
form linguistically is Rigmonath,= Ir. ri, gen. rig, and Pictish Andrew's.

monath 'mountain' (
= modern Highland Gaelic monadk), of

which we have already had the plural
'

montana, scilicet,

Moneth \
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Fortevieth,

Forteviot.

Migdele,

Meigle.

Two other place-names in the legend must be taken as

certainly Pictish—namely Fortevieth and Migdele.
The bearers of the relics of St. Andrew ' ad Fortevieth

perrexerunt, et illic tres filios Regis Hungi reperierunt ',
who

' dederunt decimam partem de urbe Fortevieth' (p. 185),

and afterwards ' venit Rex ... ad Fortevieth . . . et ibi basili-

cam aedificavit \ We have other evidence that Forteviot

existed as a royal town within 16 years of the ' Pictish \

period : for Kenneth mac Alpin died '

in palacio Fothuir-

tabaicht' (Skene, 8). In the following reign it is called

Fothiurthabaicth. We also have forms beginning with

Fethir-, Fether- \ Fer-, and have to compare such names as

Fother, Dunfother, Fotherdun (Fordun), Fotherkern (Fetter-

cairn) : also Fothrif (W. Fife), which may = Fother- (Fh)if.

O'Reilly gives fothir
' a good country ',

i. e. fo-thir, which

may be only his own etymologizing : but Stokes (B. B.)

quotes from O'Clery
'

fuithir .i. fearann',= a district. Stokes

also suggests that Fother ' may be = fothir, the nom. sg. of

Ir. foithre .i. coillte 'woods". Tabaicht is the gen. of
'

tabhachd, substantiality, effectiveness, Ir. tdbachd
'

(Macbain)
2

.

The 'Pictish chronicle' states that in the reign of Kenneth

mac Alpin's successor '

iura ac leges regni Edi filii Ecdach

fecerunt Goideli cum rege suo in Fothiurthabaicth
'

(Skene,

8) ;
and it may have been a place at which each new Pictish

king and his people entered into a mutual compact.
The legend of the advent of St. Andrew's relics is ended

with the words ' Thana filius Dudabrach hoc monumentum

scripsit Regi Pherath filio Bergeth in villa Migdele' (p. 188),

after which the editor goes on ' Haec ut praefati sumus, sicut

in veteribus Pictorum libris scripta reperimus, transcripsimus \

The Pictish king mentioned is one closely preceding Kenneth

mac Alpin. Migdele is Meigle in Perthshire, and in 11 83
is found in the Register of St. Andrew's as Miggil (p. 59).

Groome's Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland derives Meigle from
'

maigh-dhail,
"
field of the plain

"
',
and the entire parish \ is

almost a dead level '. The first part Mig really does seem

1 There is a Fetherneen in the parish of Kilvamet, Co. Sligo, Ireland.
2 If it be objected that tdbh- would not have given tev- so early as we find the

vowel e in this name, let me instance Highland Gaelic tdbhairn^tdberna, tavern,

as a case of original tdbh- now represented by tdbh-.
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to = Maig, loc.-dat. of '

mag N. Ebene, das freie Feld \ for

we shall find that Pictish i often = ai (as in modern High-
land mic for maze), and the g has been kept from passing
into gh by the following d or dh. So Migmarr (now Midmar)
— Meadow of Marr, found in the same Register : it was one

of the three divisions of Marr, the other two being Brae-Mar

and Cro-Mar. And the second part of the name Mig-dele

may — modern daile, gen. of dail
(

plain
'

: for ai constantly

appears as e in Pictish, and d would be aspirated and

lost.

Here I end my examination of Pictish geographical names.

A number of others have been given by Stokes (B. B.) : but

most of them are open to the criticism that they are not

absolutely proved to be Pictish. I have no more doubt

than Stokes that, when Tigernach speaks of ' rex Athfctla ',=

king of Athol, under the year 739, he is giving the Pictish

name of that Pictish territory ; and, if so, the mere form of

the name and its representation by modern Athol are

evidence that Pictish was Goidelic. But, if any one asks
' How can you prove that the name under which Tigernach
mentions this district was not merely its post-Pictish name ? ',

I cannot prove it. The geographical names which I have The geo-

proved to be Pictish are, however, quite enough to show
SJJJJj

*1

that the language was not only Aryan and Keltic but prove
r* m 11 Pictish
GoidellC. Goidelic.

The question when the Picts dropped Ind.-Eur. / has not They

been settled by our names. The forms Muckros (for Mucc- „° °J^
e11

phrost?) and Hy (for Py) in the Legend of St. Andrew are /was

untrustworthy, since the form Hungus
1

(for Ungust) proves
roppe '

that the author or scribe adapted his Pictish names to the

forms of his own time.

Pictish historical names.—From the geographical names Pictish

I pass to an outline of the results of an investigation of Pictish
n^"

history.

The principal materials have been collected by Skene in Principal

his Chronicles of the Picts, chronicles of the Scots, and other
matena s*

early memorials of Scottish history. The chief of all is the

1 The *

Hungus
'
to whom the Legend of St. Andrew relates was the Ungust who

reigned from about 731 to 761 (see Skene, Celtic Scotland, I. 298).
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The
• Pictish

chronicle \

The

legendary
origins.

Picts

colonize

Orkneys.

Scots

colonize

Ireland.

*
Pictish chronicle', which was apparently compiled at the end

of the ioth cent, but of which the oldest copy (Bibliotheque

nationale, MS. Lat. 4126) is only of the 14th
1

. The result of

the MSS. being so late is that a chaos of misreadings has

arisen, due mainly to the unfamiliarity of the names, the

resemblances of certain Roman letters to each other, and the

resemblances of certain Irish letters to each other. A critical

restoration of the originals of all these misreadings would take

more time and research than I shall ever be able to spare ;

but a further very considerable success in emending will

doubtless attend any effort accompanied by adequate palaeo-

graphical and linguistic knowledge.
The legendary origins.—Much earlier, however, than any

of the authorities collected by Skene are the chroniclers Filius

Urbagen
2
(7th cent.?— see my paper in the Zeitschrift filr

celtische Philologie, III. 104) and Nennius (c. 796).

Filius Urbagen says that Britain was named from a certain

Roman consul Brutus, son of Rea and brother of Romulus

and Remus : from him the Britones are descended, and from

his son Siluius Posthumus the British kings were called Siluei.

Later, he makes Brutus or Brit(t)o only the great-grandson of

Rea, calls his father His(s)cion, Hission, Hessitio, or Hisitio,

and his grandfather Al(b)anus. and says he reigned when Heli

was judge in Israel (=the 12th cent. B. a).

Nennius, besides incorporating most of what Filius Urbagen

says, gives other accounts. Britain (§ 10) derives its name
from its colonist Bruto, son of Siluius, son of Aeneas. Not

less than 800 years after the priesthood of Heli (i.e. not before

the 4th cent. B.C.) the Picts colonized the Orcades (§ 12) and

afterwards wasted and occupied part of the mainland.
' Novis-

sime
' came the Scots from Spain to Ireland (§ 13). Their

first colonist was Partholomus 3 or Bartholomeus, with 1000

1 Skene (xix) says that it
' has evidently been transcribed at York, by Robert

de Populton, as there appears in folio 211 'Ora pro Popilton qui me compilavit

Eboraci', and again at folios 213 and 262 'Ora pro fratre Roberto de Populton".
Now the Popilton part of the MS. does not begin till f. 33, after the Pictish part

has been finished, and is in a quite different hand. The alleged entry on f. 262

I failed to find.

3 He is reproduced by the (imperfect) Chartres MS. 98, printed in the Revue Cel-

tique, xv. 175, and collated as a MS. of Nennius in Mommsen's ed. of the latter.

* I cannot admit that this has any connexion with the extremely rare apostolic
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souls, whose colony (when risen to 4000) was completely

destroyed by plague. Then followed (after a voyage of \\

years) Nimeth son of Agnomen or Agnon or Agenor
1

,
who

eventually returned with his colony to Spain
2

. Last came
'

tres filii Militis Hispaniae
'

(the Milesians) with 30 keels and

30 women in each. After a year's stay they saw a tower

in the sea, the occupants of which refused to speak to them :

they besieged the tower and on landing in front of it were

swallowed by the sea, all except 30 men and 30 women, whose

keel had previously been wrecked, and from whom the Irish

of Nennius's time were descended. Except for the story of

the tower, this version of the colonization might be sober

history: and it is quite clear that the entire series of events

is considered by Nennius as taking place even after the Picts

occupied the Orkneys. The scriptural and classical school of

Irish mythologists had, however, already arisen : for he goes
on to tell what '

peritissimi Scottorum
' had told him. At the

Exodus, a noble Scythian in Egypt was expelled because he

would not pursue the Israelites : his family and descendants

came to Spain, and eventually to Ireland, which they reached

1002 years after the Exodus, and which was previously un-

inhabited. The arrival of the Scots in Dalriata (in Ulster ?) Scots

was placed by these same '

peritissimi
'

in the consulship ^j^f
of the first Brutus—whence I infer that really the Scots of Dalriata.

Irish Dalriata were Lusitanians or Gallaecians (Asturians ?—
see below), fleeing in or soon after B. C. 138 from the consul

and proconsul D. Iunius Brutus.

Going back to Nennius's own account, we find (§ 14) that
' novissime

', i. e. after the Pictish immigration, Damhoctor or Damh-

Deamoctor came, and that his family inhabited Britain to
octor

'

J eponym
Nennius's own time : his name clearly = (approximately) of the

Demetos 3
,
and he represents the Demetae of S. Wales. (H)is-

toret the son of (H)istorinus occupied Dalrieta with his people.

name Bartholomaeus. Is it from an O. Keltic analogue of the Greek rraparoXyLos,
' over-venturesome

'

?

1 The sons of Agenor, father of Europa, were sent out to find their sister,
' and all

settled in foreign countries' (Smith, Diet, of classical biography and mythology).
2

Cf. the Gallaecian Nemet-ates, -ani, or -avi (Ptol. n. 6. 40).
3

Irish, Welsh, and Saxon s and r are very easy to confuse
;
so are e and c

;
while

az was constantly written for e. A few lines lower down Demetorum is written

Dimectorum in 3 MSS. .
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Builc
' Builc

(i. e. the Bulgae or Fir Bolg, as we shall see by and by)

SJSjJSs!* occupied Eubonia (Man). And the sons of Liethan settled in the

country of the Demeti 1 and elsewhere (Gower and Kidwely)
till expelled from all Britannic regions by Cuneda and his sons.

* I now pass on to Skene's collection, though I do not attempt
to deal with every variant legend to be found in it. The

Cruithne. Pictish kings are traced back to Cruithne. Now Cruithne is

the Irish name for Pict, meaning (see Appendix ill, pp. 148-9)
one who had his body decorated with cruttis or figures ;

and

this reference to a king Cruithne suggests that the name
was not merely Irish but Pictish, and (since it comes from

a ^-stem) that Pictish was Goidelic. Cruithne again (Qrtanos ?)

His father is the soft of Cing (Cinges ?),
and cing is Irish for

' warrior
'

:

mg'

the gen. cinged (see Holder) points to earlier cinges, gen.

cingetos, and the stem is very common in Old Keltic 2
.

His Cing in turn is the son of Luctai or Loichat, whose name

Lactai| rnay=Lucoteios, a derivative of lucot- 'mouse' apparently
found in the Pictavian place-name Locoteiac- (see pp. 145,

\ 174). And Luctai is the son of Partkolan, obviously

Partholan^Nennius's Partholomus. According to one pedigree, Par-

ana others, tholon was son of (Nennius's) Agnon(n), who was 5th from

Noah. According to another, built upon Vergil's 'pictique

Agathyrsi
'

and pictosque Gelonos ', he was son of His-

toirech (gen.) or \ Histoirend mac Histoirim mic Agom
mic Agathirsi ',

while the race are also called children of

Geleon son of Ercal—in accordance with the Greek tradition

(Herodotus, IV. 10) that Heracles had three sons, Agathursos,

Gel5nos, and Skuthes. Agom is doubtless Nennius's Agnon(n)
once more, and in

' Histoirech
'

and Histoirend mac Histoirim
'

1 Some MSS. insert
' ubi civitas est quae vocatur Mineu \ The *

filii Liethan
'

are the Hui Liathain, a Munster clan, of the E. of Co. Cork.
2 Other forms of the legend bring the Cruithni from Erin under the leadership

of Cat(h)luan, who is son of Cing or of Ca(i)tmind (Caitming) or of Gub, and who
is father of Catmolodar (Cathanolodar, Catinolodhor) and Cathmachan (Catino-

lachan, Catanolachan), or is succeeded by Gud.

Gud or Gub is apparently corrupted from a name we shall presently come to

among the earliest Pictish kings, namely
• Guidid ' = Guidal (i.e. Goidel). Catmind

= ' Noble in battle
'

(see Windisch under ' minn '), or (Stokes, B. B.)
' Diadem of

battle', or is gen. of Catmend (see Windisch under 'menn') 'Bright in battle'.

Catluan = '

Light of battle'. Catmolodar and Catmachan show the same stem

cat,
' battle '. The former apparently contains also that of mo/ad,

*

praise ',
and

the latter that of '

mago ich fordere, mehre . . . ir. do-for-magar „ augetur ", tor-

mach Vermehrung
'

(Stokes, 197).
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we see again Nennius's (H)istoret(h) the son of (H)istorinus.

These two names are obviously corrupted from Asturic- and

Asturin-, and indicate a colony of Asturians fleeing before

D. Iunius Brutus, the conqueror of Gallaecia, soon after B. c.

138, or before Augustus, about B.C. 25. Their capital was

Asturica (Astorga).

The Pictish kingdom.—Let us now trace Pictish history The

forward from Cruithne. But, first, when did the Pictish king- y^&Q

dom begin ? In Skene's collection many different periods are Date of its

conuT"""""

given for its duration, dating backward from 844-850. These ment

are 1061 years (p. 148
1

), 1070 (pp. 135, 298), 1187 (p. 203
2
),

1224I (pp. 330
3

, 334), 1239I (p. 287), 1360 (pp. 135, 298).

The difference between the first two of these is only that of

final I and X, and we shall see that the perplexed chronology >—.

of the early kings allows us to consider them approximately

correct, and to date the commencement of the Pictish king-
dom in B.C. 226-211. No time, indeed, was more likely for Probable

an immigration of continental Kelts : for in 236-219 Carthage p^fe fJJin

had conquered Spain up to the Ebro, and in 222 Rome Continent,

1 /-" 1 • r+ 1 C. 280 B.C.
annexed Cisalpine Caul.

Cruithne himself is almost certainly an eponymous myth
4

. Cruithne

And the same must be said of his sons 5
,
Cirec or Circan, a°meJe

eSS

Fidac, Fortriu, Foltlach, Catt, Ce, and Fib, who divided the eponym.

land, and after each of whom his own kingdom was named. sons also.

Cirec (gen. Ciricc and Cirig) means ' Crested \ i. e. with the Cirec.

hair dressed like a cock's comb: cf. Highland Gaelic cireach
'

crested
',
from the stem of cir, clor

' a comb \ Stokes derives

the corresponding Ir. cir from an earlier Kensrd (78), which

suggests Kensric- as the stem of Cirec and its diminutive

Circan (gen. Circin). The name Mag Cirgin is given in the

Irish Nennius to a district of Scotland, but that it can possibly
have become Moerne (as commonly alleged) by about 1200,

1 The Scots having reigned 260^ years before them.
1 The Scots having reigned before them from 443 b. c. .

3 The Scots having reigned 249^ years before them.
*

If, as we know, the Picts tattooed themselves with cruth's in the early 3rd cent.

A.D., it is practically certain that they did so in the early 3rd cent. B.C., and in that

case the name Cruithne would be too wanting in distinctiveness to be a likely name
for an individual.

5 The original chronicle, or one of the originals, clearly used some such form as
' Years of Foltlach xxx

', for we repeatedly get the names in the genitive case, e.g.

Circinn, Fidaich, Fortrenn, Cait : in all such cases I shall restore the nominative.
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Catt.

and so be the modern Mearns, I refuse to believe. With

Fidac. Fidac (Veidacos ?) cf. Echu . . . mac Fedaich, an Irish king of

the 3rd cent. B. c. mentioned by Tigernach {Rev. Celt. XVI.

395), and ' Fidach's daughter ', wife of an Irish king of the

4th cent. A.D. (id.,
Rev. Celt. XVII. 32): it is probably an adjec-

tive from the stem 'veido-s wild' (Stokes, 265) which gives

Fortriu. Ir.fiad,
l wild animals '. Fortriu (gen. Fortrenn) is also found

in Ireland in the mention of 'Ferg^r Foga m#c Fraechair

Fortriuin ',

' the last prince of Ulaid in Emain Macha '

(id.,

Rev. Celt. XVII. 29-30), in the 3rd cent. A.D. . Fortriu =
Verturion-, the stem-name of the Verturiones, which I have

Foltlach. already dealt with. The name of the next son is given as

Fotla, Fodla, Foltlaid, Floclaid, Foltlaig, and has been con-

nected with Fotla a name of Ireland (said to be derived from

a mythical queen), and with Ath-fhothla (now Athol) : but

Foltlaig gives an easy derivation 1 from folt
'

hair
'

-I- the suffix

-lack (whence gen. -laig, ~lig) i. e. Hairy, or Longhaired

(Valtolangos
2
? or Valtoslougos ?).

As for Catt (Cattos ?),

not only is Cat found as the name of the N. E. of Scotland

(Sutherland and Caithness, O. N. Kata-nes), but Stokes quotes
'
i Cataib, Fel. \ and at the present day the Gaelic name of

Sutherland is Catuv : these forms, which are loc.-dat. plural
of cat=Lat. felts, show that the inhabitants were called 'the

Cats' (see further p. 174), and they may have tattooed them-

selves with figures of the fierce wild cat, which is still the

badge of Clan Sutherland, or, as it is called in Gaelic,
' Clan

Cattach '. The equation of Ce (Ceios ?) with the place-name

Keith, -keith, I cannot believe in : cf. Adamnan's Stagnum
Cei = Lough Key in Ireland. In the 12th cent, we have the

earl of Fife termed c comes de Fib 3 '

(Stokes), suggesting

original veib-, vib-, and we have in Latin vibix,
' a weal

', vibia,
'

crosspiece ', Uibia gens, and vtbones, the flower of a medicinal

herb called Britannica (Pliny, XXV. 3, 6 § 21). But two lists

(Skene, 4, 396) give not Fib but Fibaid and Fidbaiid, and in

Ir. fidbad or fidbaid=
(
a. wood' (original Viduvida?—see

Stokes, 279, 264). It is said that the brothers divided the

land, that the territory of each bears his name, and that they

Ce.

Fib,

1 Or ? Fochlach from Ir. Fochla ' North ', for the Orkneys and Shetland.
3 See Stokes, 263, 321 ; Macbain, xl

; Zeuss-Ebel, 855-6.
3 Fife arises from Fibh, as Duff from Dub, Dubh : assimilation may be a factor.
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were succeeded by Oenbecan, the son or grandson
* of Cat the 'Oenbecan

first sole king
2

;
and Oen means 'one', 'single',

' alone \ fi^sole

Becan may stand for Beccan and= '

bekkano-s, klein
'

(Stokes, king.

166), or be an adj. from the stem of '

gall. Becco (gl. gallinacei

rostrum) . . . woher vermuthlich franz. bee, eng. beak (ib.)
—cf.

Cam(e)ron, 'hooked-nose'. He was followed by 'Guidid gaeth \

Guidid '

Breatnach' i.e. Guidid 'the wise Briton', but in early Irish « the wise
'

writing both al and id might be written id, so that the name Bnton '-

is almost certainly Guidal and=* goidelos . . . ir. g6idel',

Welsh gwyddel, our Goidel. He, again, was followed by
' Gest gurcich', with gloss geis and variants 'Gest gurid

' and 'Gest'ythe
' Geascuirti '. Gest is glossed as if

3 from '

*ged : god bitten ',

whence Ir. geis and geas, 'taboo': see Stokes, no, Windisch,

Wdrterb. under 'gessim', and Macbain under 'geas'. The
second part of his name should probably be gurtack (gen.

-aic/i, -ech, -ich\
'

fierce
',

•

angry ': in MSS. of the later middle

ages c and t are continually written in the same way and con-

fused, and t is supported here by the variant Geascuirti.

Then follows a series of 15 or 16 rulers who bore the title The

of Brude and ruled for 150 years. This title is found also as
ru es '

the proper name of several Pictish kings down to about the

middle of the 9th cent., and shows what their constitutional

position was. It= Mrude, from Stokes's
' *mru sagen. ir. Meaning of

frith-bruth „negatio
"
(Grundform mrutu-), fris-brudi „negat"

(von *mruti6 sage)', and the Brude was doubtless the 'Speaker'
who addressed the parliament of chiefs and declared its deci-

sions : for the ending -de see Zeuss-Ebel, 792. Calgacus,
who was himself a Brude,

'

inter plures duces virtute et genere

praestans apud contractam multitudinem proelium poscentem
in hunc modum locutus fertur' (Tacitus, Agricola § 29).

The original Pictish list ran thus— Original
to

list,

ur Gest, brude Pant :
•

beyond Gest, brude Pant
'

:

ur Pant, brude Leo :
<

beyond Pant, brude Leo
'

:

1
For, in the text quoted on p. 324 of Skene, 'Aenbecan v. Cait xxx '

should

obviously be read 'Aenbecan u Cait xxx',
'
Aenbecan, grandson of Cat, 30 \

a In the '
Pictish chronicle

'

he is preceded by Gede Olgudach and followed by
Olfinecta. But from the Tract on the Picts (Skene, 318) we find that Eilim

Ollfhinachta was the 2nd, and Geide Olgothach the 4th, of 7 kings who were

indeed of the Cruithni of Alban, but who were kings of Erin : see p. 10 1.

3 Yet I suspect Cest, with G for C (see p. 51, foot) and the constant Pictish

e m at. This would be gen. of Cast = Holder's Castus, Middle Ir. and Highland
Gaelic cas * curled ', Macbain's

'

*qasto-, root qas
'

(65).

E
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and so on. Here ur, or uur (as we get it in Uurgust— Ver-

gustus, Ir. Fergus) is the Ind.-Eur. preposition upe'ri (Fick,

1. 374)
* over \

'

beyond \ which by the loss ofp becomes Uer in

' Gaulish
',
wur &c. in O. Cornish, uur &c. in O. Breton (Stokes,

383) and eventually for in Irish. The Latin translator did not

understand that it was this Irish for, and consequently tran-

scribed the list so as to create 14 or 15 additional Brudes, each

bearing the name of his predecessor with ur prefixed
l

!

The following are the names of the Brudes according to the

most likely readings :
—

Pant or i. Pant (Pantos ?) or Pont (Pontos ?).
He is said in one

Pont -

list (Skene, 5) to have reigned 48 years, and in another (Skene,

324) to have reigned 30 years in Ulster. His name may be

a participial adjective from Stokes's
'

*(p)en kleiden
'

(32)

or Macbain's pan, with the same meaning, which gives Pic-

tavian pontis, 'dress' (see Appendix III, 140). Herodian

(ill. 14 § 8) says the northern BperravoL against whom Severus

fought (i.
e. the Picts) did not clothe themselves because they

did not wish to hide their tattoo-designs. The name Pant

may indicate one who adopted dress to an unusual extent.

Leo. 2. Leo apparently= I r. //<?,
'

lion', which has been supposed
to be borrowed from Latin, and the insular Picts of Leo's time

could hardly have heard a word of Latin. But the cave-lion
1 inhabited France while the stone-using primeval hunters

lived in the country
'

(Boyd Dawkins and Sanford, British

Pleistocene Mammalia, 161), the Kelts may have met the lion

in E. Europe, and the Old High German lewo and O. Slav

livu suggest that some other European peoples borrowed from

the stem of Greek XiFodv while the F still persisted. In Keltic

this F would disappear. In any case the Kelts of the British

isles would certainly know the lion from the Greek coins of

Massilia, and would probably learn its Greek name leon,

which, if they treated it as from an -on stem (though it is

1 No one seems to have seen that the same sort of thing has happened in the

Welsh pedigree at f. I93
b of MS. Harl. 3859 (Y Cymmrodor, IX. 170), only that

there the equivalent Welsh preposition guor is used as '

beyond, backwards* not as
'

bcyond,forwards '. It originally ran 'Tacit. Cein. guor Cein, Doli. guorDoli, Dumn.

gu(o)r Dumn, Amguoloyt', but guor was mistaken for part of the following name,
and when the map's were added by a later hand the result was '

map. Tacit, map.
Cein. map. Guorcein. map doli. map. Guordoli. map. dumn. map Gurduww. map.

Amguoloyt'. So that Cunedag is credited with 3 ancestors who never existed
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really from an -ont stem) would become leo in the nominative.

3. Grant. Stokes (B. B.) compares the O. Ir. adj. grant. Grant.

'

grey or hairy
'

and Conall Grant in the Annals of Ulster

under the year 717. Is this connected with 'grenda Bart'

(Stokes, 118)? One list gives Gann, which suggests Grand.

4. Gnith. The stem is that of I r. gntthech 'active
', gnMid Gniih.

1

operarius ',
ace. gnithid, and gniad

'

servant, slave
',
for which

see Windisch.

5. Fecir, Feichir. Stokes (B. B.) compares Welsh gwychyr, Fecir.

gwychr, 'alacer, strenuus'. Subsequently (279) he has con-

nected the Welsh word, from a vikk- stem, with Irish fich
* war

'

from a root vik-, giving also
'

vikta Kampf ir. fecht

Kriegszug \ There is a variant Feachtair, and doubtless the

name of this Brude= '

victor
'

or warrior '. See further p. 174.

6. Cal. See my remarks above on the Caledones, p. 26. Cal.

7. Cint= Cintus, 'First ',
a well-known Continental Keltic cint.

name from the stem Cinto- or Cinlu-,
' First

',
for the numerous

connexions of which see Stokes (jj) and Holder.

8. Fet or Feth. This may be an example of the common Fet.

Pictish use of e=lr. di
y ai, which we shall see abundantly in

the inscriptions: in that case it suggests vatis=Lat vates,

Ir. fdith,
'

poet '.

9. Ro or Ru. A scribe's error for Ro, Ir. r6n
t
Stokes's Ro(n).

• r6no-s . . . Seehund
'

(i$5). Cf. the derivative Irish Ron-an.

10. Gart may be from the stem of
'

gartd Haupt. ir. gart Gart.

Corm.
5

(Stokes, 107), and= ' Head \

11.
'

Ctntd'— Cinioid, Ir. Cinaed, mod. Kenneth, for which 'Cinid.'

see Stokes (B. B.). The latter part of the name= the stem of

Ir. aed, aodh 'flame', and the former may be from that of

Stokes's ' kenid „ orior
"

ir. cinim ich entspringe
'

(j6). The
name would thus mean '

Rising flame '.

12. Uip=Veiposi 'Raven', for which see Appendix III, Vip.

143-5. It occurs in Pictavian in VIIPOTALO,
' Raven-browed \

and the p is Indo-European.

13. Grid, Grithy Gruith. These forms are apparently due to ' Grid
'

misreading of initial C as G. The confusion between the two

is very common in the Pictish lists, and we have Gatt (Skene,

396) for Catt, Gircin (319) for Circin, and Gruchne (285) for

Cruthne. Geoffrey of Monmouth, writing before 1140, tells

us that in the time of Caesar one of the kings subject to

E 1
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Cassibellaunus was the king of Alba, named Cridious, Cridius,

or Cridiosus (iv § 3). This is sufficiently near in date for
* Grid

',

whose next successor but one fought Agricola in A. D. 85
1

.

The name is an adjective from the stem of krdjon, Ir. cride,

'heart' (Stokes, 95), which gives Highland Gaelic cridheach,

'hearty' or *

courageous '. This= old Goidelic *cridicos> which,

Latinized as cridicus, would explain the forms in the MSS. of

Geoffrey of Monmouth 2
.

'Mund\ 14. Mundy Mnin, Munait. With these must be taken the

\ *J n̂

n
!» , names (in the genitive) of a 6th cent, king

' Drest filius Munait
'

(vv. 11. Munaith, Manaith, Moneth), and of Biceot mac Moneit,

a Pict of 738 referred to by Rh£s and Stokes. Stokes sug-

gests a comparison of Mund with Lat. tnundus, and Macbain

compares the latter and *

muinnte, munda, beauteous
'

in

Highland Gaelic. I can only accept the longer stem as certain,

and it seems to me a participial adj. from '

(*monej6 ich

gelobe)' (Stokes, a 10).

'Gilgidi'or 15. And now at last we get on firm chronological ground,

Calgacus* discovering under '

Gilgidi
' and

\ Gidgie
'

Tacitus's Calgacus,

who fought the Romans in A. D. 85. His name is the adjec-

tive of calg=
( sword' in Irish, and 'spear, javelin, arrow' in

Highland Gaelic : it is found in O. Irish as early as the late

7th or early 8th century (Adamnan's life of Columba) as

Calgach ('in Roboreto Calgachi ',

'

Daire-Calgaich '),
and in

Modern Irish and Highland Gaelic this means '

sharp, prickly ',

in Modern Irish
'

angry, peevish
'

as well. Tacitus describes

the army of Calgacus as throwing javelins, and using huge
swords, and it is doubtless from one of these weapons that he

derived his name—perhaps from his skill, perhaps from its

size, perhaps from being tattooed with its figure
—for I have

pointed out (Appendix III, 151) that a chief of the Unalli in

Gaul is depicted on a coin with a sword tattooed on his neck

and face.

I have already referred to the frequency with which C has

been miscopied as G in the Pictish lists, and this same blunder

1 As the grandfather of Queen Victoria, who died in 1900, was reigning in

1 760, it is even possible (though most unlikely) that ' Grid ' was contemporary
with Caesar.

* Cridius and Cridiosus are both corrections of Cridious, which is apparently

miscopied from Cridicus, just as the name of Fecir is miscopied Feoir in one

of our Pictish lists.
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has helped to pervert the name of Calgacus in both Pictish

and Latin. Our text of Tacitus's Agricola depended till

a year or two ago on two late copies of a lost MS.
;
the scribe

of one of these copied the C rightly, the scribe of the second

miscopied it G, but corrected himself— in spite of which

Galgacus got into the printed texts and has only lately

disappeared from them.

In the 8th cent, hand, moreover, a was continually written

u or ic, and i was always undotted, so that the genitive Calgic

might appear as Gdgic ; and, as d was constantly written

with an unclosed circle (like d), this would be very naturally

misread Gidgie. So we see that the form Gidgie of the Irish

Nennius is nothing but a corruption of a genitive Calgic.

The alternative form Gilgidi is in like manner a corruption

of a genitive Calgich, written Culgich and misread Gdgidi
1
.

Three points in Tacitus's account of the battle with Calgac-

us call for notice. (1) Though he calls the country Caledonia,

he calls the enemy Britanni, and represents Calgacus
himself as so calling them. (2) He speaks of their covinnarii

—and we know the covinnus to be Keltic and Belgian. (3)

He mentions their caetras, and the caetra was a round leather

Spanish shield.

We do not know when the reign of Calgacus began or Chrono-

ended, but he was either the last or last but one a of the
l

°£L
o{ the

succession of Brudes who reigned 150 years : consequently we period,

may put their first year at about B. C. 65-35. They were

preceded by
' Gest ', who reigned 40 years, Guidal who reigned

either 1
(1) or 50 (1),

and (Oen)becan, who seems to have

reigned 30
3

. That pushes back (Oen)becan to B.C. 185-156.
1
Every palaeographer will at once admit the premisses on which these emenda-

tions are based. For others let me give an example from a passage of Nennius

we have already met with. In c. 14 damhoctor appears in 6 MSS. as clamhoctor

because the d had been written like cl
; while the further confusion between e and

c appears in claricta, the reading of one MS. for dalrieta.
a The Irish Nennius makes him last but one, but his successor Crin is not in

any other list, and the scribe had got himself into a great mess at this point, so

that the name Crin may be a blunder. In the ' Pictish chronicle
'

Calgacos is said

to have reigned 150 years, which is the total length during which the Brudes

reigned : this indicates that he was the last Brude, and that what was meant for

the sum total of years of the dynasty was mistaken for the length of reign of the

last member of it.

1 Another list says 100. Doubtless trichet (
= trichait) bliadni,

*

30 years', was
misread as tri chet bliadni '

through, or after, 100 years '.
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He was preceded by the Hexarchy, of the members of which

Ce is said to have ruled 12 or 15 years, Catt 12 or 22, Fib 24,

Foltlach 30, Fidach 40, Cirec 60 or 80. This places the

beginning of the Hexarchy at B.C. 265-166. Probably no

one will insist on our adding Cruithne himself, to whom
a reign of 50 (l) or 100 (c) years is assigned ;

but in any case

it is clear that the range of dates allows us to place the Pictish

immigration in the period B. c. 226-211 previously mentioned.

Crin#
16. The doubtfully-existent Crin (Skene, 397) might= Ir.

crln and mean ' Withered ',

' Dried up'. The modern High-
land Gaelic form crion also means 'small', and the corre-

sponding verb ' to stunt the growth \

Tarain. The next king is Tarain, whose name may= *Taranjo-s

(Stokes), and be from the stem of Ir. torann ' thunder ',
Welsh

Morleo. tarann. He is followed byi^r/^<?(Maroleo ?), obviously 'Great-

'Deo- lion'; and he by 'Deocilunon' or 'Deocillimon', scribal errors

cilunon"= for something like Deoculinan, Bright whelpling'
—where the

culinan. latter element = Ir. Cu(i)lennan, modern Quillinan, a diminu-

tive of Stokes's 'kuleino- Welf. ir. culian 1 '

(94), and the

former represents original dew-, dev- '

shining ', from ' *dei

strahlen
'

(Stokes, 144). The same adjective is seen in the

name A-qovas, given by Ptolemy to the Pictish river Dee

(Gael. Deabhadh), a stream remarkable for . . . limpid purity
'

(Groome's Ordnance gazetteer of Scotland), the Welsh river

Dee, and the Spanish river Deva 2
.

* Cinioiod' Then comes ' Cinioiod
'

i. e. another Cinioid or Kenneth,

Artcois

' mac Artcois
',

' son of Bear-foot
'—where art— Ir. art \ bear

'

and cots Ir. coss, cotss,
' foot

'

(from Stokes's koksd). With
this latter name

(Artocoxos ?) we have to compare Argento-
coxos, 'Silver-foot 3

', a Caledonian of the year 211 mentioned

by Dion (LXXVI. 16, 5), and it might be suspected that Artcois

is a corruption of his name. But Tarain apparently reigned

30 years
4

,
Morleo 15, and Deoculinan 40, which would put

Cinioid the son of Artcois only 85 years after Calgacus.
< Deort ' - The next king,

' Deort
'

or ' Deoord '

is obviously Deoart
Deoart.

b * '
1 See the genitive of this, culi&n, in one of our Pictish inscriptions (p. 66).
3 And in the • Ossianic' poems

'

FingalV standard is named Deoghrtine, the

sunbeam, where deo is a substantive = ' beam '.

* Cf. in the Irish story of Dermat and Grani the three champions from the sea,

Ducoss, Fincoss, and Trencoss,
' Blackfoot ', Whitefoot ', and

'

Strongfoot \
4

Nominally ioo : for the explanation see p. 53, note 3
.
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'

Bright-coloured bear
'

(Devartos ?) : for a miswritten as

see Got= Cat in the '

Pictish chronicle'. Then comes
' bhefbhtuth • v •

*

(Skene's facsimile),
' Bheblith . u . a . r .

'

An

(MS. Laud misc. 610, f. 89),
< Blieblith . v a[nnis], r[egnauit]

'

£j£;m ?

(Skene, 398). In lists on pp. 149, 172 of Skene there is no

such entry, and I read bh as short for some case of bliadni,
1

years
'

(referring to those of the last king), followed by
esbuUh i. e.

'

deficiency ',

'

vacancy ',
i. e. an interregnum of

5 years. These words may be Pictish (as well as Irish), for

that was the original language of the list (see pp. 49-50).
The reigns of Cinioid (7), Deoart (20

1

) )
and these 5 years The

bring us down to at least 1 1 7 years after A. D. 85, i. e. to at £b£t
ester

least A. D. 202, and the next reign is a long one. Here, then,

I notice the Colchester tablet in the British Museum.

DEO • MARTI • MEDOCIO • CAMP
ESIVM • ET VICTORIE ALEXAN
DRI-PII FELICIS AVGVSTI-NOSI 2

DONVM • LOSSIO • VEDA • DE • SVO

POSVIT • NEPOS • VEPOGENI • CALEDO

Here we have in the reign of Alexander Severus, A. D. %i%-

z$$, .a Caledonian named Lossio Veda, grandson of Vepo- Lossio

gen(os), which last name either means ' Raven's brood 'or
else

' descendant of Vep-' or Vlp-, the Brude. Lossio itself

is taken by Holder to= Lossio(n), but the continual dropping
of -os to -0 in Sequanian of an earlier date, and also in

Pictavian of a somewhat later one, suggests that it= Lossio(s),

and this agrees with Holder's Lossia found at Turin and

Lossius at Boulogne. Lossa is also common, and perhaps
the stem is laud-t-, lod-t-,

'

praised ', cognate with * laudo-

Gesprach, Gerede. ir. luad . . . lat. Iaus, laud-is
'

(Stokes, 237).

Veda is a masc. #-stem from '

*veid, *vid sehen, wissen
'

(Stokes, 264), and may mean either •

farsighted
'

or l

knowing '.

c

Campesium'= 'Campensium ',
as in the British vol. of the Campe-

Corp. inscr. Lat. we have Bannies(es), Cauriesis, (Cle)mes,
slum '

Cresces, fabriciesis, libes, mes(es)
3

: if this is not merely the

1 Skene 149, 172
—elsewhere given as 50.

2 See the facsimile printed by Prof. Rhys {Proc. of Soc. of Ant. of Scotland,

XXXII. 326). NOSI (for NOS' ?)
= nostri.

1 The instances of Campestres in the British volume of the C. I. L. have no

bearing, as they are all dedications to the Matres Campestres.
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Latin adj. campensis, it is from a kindred Goidelic campo-
whence Ir. and Highland Gaelic ceap-ach 'a tillage-plot', a*hd

the common Scottish place-name Kepp-och. Medocio is

apparently from ' meido-s Ruhm. ir. miad (gl. fastus)
'

(Stokes,

205), and perhaps also the stem given by Stokes (6) as ' aku-s

schnell. altcymr. di-auc . . . corn, di-oc . . . gr. a>Kvs, lat. 6c-ior
'

—meaning
' Swift of fame '.

' Deoto- Our next king, 'Deototreic' (with many vv.
11.)

is apparently

Deococrot
one °^ tnose innumerable instances of the confusion of c and c,

and = Deoco{i)croit gen. of Deoco{i)crot, from deo '

bright
' and

coicroth
' boss

'

(O'Curry), cocroth ' shield
'

(O'Reilly). He is

called brother of Diu, whose name Stokes (B. B.) has naturally

equated with Deo-, and this adjective seems to exist in the

Irish names Diucull (killed in 615, Tigernach), and Diucuill

(who died in 700, Four Masters). But see p. 1 74.

Congust. Then comes ' Usconbuts ',
f Usconbest ',

' Conbust
',

* Com-
bust ',

or ' Cumbust '

! The Us- is simply the preposition ur

written with long Irish r(\\) which was extremely liable to be

read as long Irish s(y), and we should restore Congust=Con-

gustus, Irish Congus, with ogmic gen. Cunagussos, and Welsh

Cingust (Stokes, 84), which I derive from kuno- 'hound'

(Stokes, 92) and 'guso ich wahle
'

(id., 115) i.e. 'Chosen 1

hound'. It may be thought violent to presuppose g instead

of the b of the MSS., but the % of the 7th and 8th centuries,

when written on the line (as it often was), was very liable to

be misread as 6, and in Catullus LXIl. 9 the undoubted ignes

became corrupted into tbres
i
imbres

i
because iSn was read as T5n.

Cara Next comes a king reigning 40 years, called Caruorft (Skene's

Crec(t)? facsimile), Crautreic (MS. Laud misc. 610), Fevanacherthe

(Skene, 149), Karanethrecht (173), Karanothrecht (285), and

with (only a 7 years' reign) Crutbolc (398). A palaeo-

graphical explanation can be given of almost everything in

these variants, but I cannot be sure what was the original.

Perhaps Cara na crec, i. e. Cara ' of the plunderings
'

(Ir. creek),

or na erect,
i of the wounds '

or
'

ulcers
'

(Ir. crecht). Cara is

Ir. for
'

friend ', but we might conjecture Cara = Caran (its

diminutive ?), a name in the Ulster Annals (978-9), or (from

confusion of
Ji (

= r) and n) even Cana,
' Cub' (see p. 58).

1 ' The office of Rig or king, of whatever rank, was elective
'

in ancient Ireland

(O'Curry, Manners &>c., I. ccxxxii).
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The next name '

Deoardiuois, Deordiuois
',

is almost beyond Deoart II.

doubt a corruption of Deoart-i-uds, 'Deoart i.e. secundus'.

After him comes ' Uist ',
i.e. Gust 'Chosen' (Stokes, 115): Gust,

the dropping of the g is due either to syntactic aspiration

into gh (see p. 61 on Onuist and Unuist), or to
'

eclipse
'

after

a previous -n e. g. bliadain,
'

year
'—see Zeuss-Ebel, 63 b-65 b,

1 84 b-185. Another Ru, i. e. Ron
y follows, and then a Belgian,

' Ru ' -

Gartnait Bole or Bolgy
Gartnait being a diminutive of Gart, Gartnait

' Head '

(for -nait see Stokes (B. B.)).
Belgian.

The next king is
' Breth

',
which I take to be an'Breth' =

error for Brecht (see Windisch) = wrar^/, 'Varicoloured', and m
r

^ tj

he is called
'
filius buthut ',

'mac buthud ', 'mac Buithed'.
'

buthut'.

This latter appellation {
—Macbiuthutl) looks strangely like a Wag he a

form of the later Macbethad (our Macbeth),
' Son of Life 1

',
Christian ?

suggesting that he was a Christian. We found that the 5

years' Interregnum carried us at least as late as 202
;
add

Deoco(i)crot (40 years), Congust (20), his successor (7 or 40),

Deoart II (20), Gust (probably 1
2

),
Ron (probably 30

2
),
and

Gartnait Bole (9), and we have the accession of Brecht brought
at least as late as 329 or 362. But much later it cannot be,

and the conversion of the Picts N. of the Forth is ascribed to

St. Ninian, who died about 432 and cannot have begun it

before the late 4th century. Still, any Pictish king might be

the son of a foreign father\ and might have been brought up
a Christian within Roman territory. See further on this name

p. 174.

The next king is called
'

Vipoig nainet
'

or
'

Vipoig namet
'

Vip Ogne-
met (?)

1 The honour of this explanation is not mine. We know Macbethad does not

mean ' son of a man named Bethu ', for his father was Finlach. And the Irish king
Macbeatad whose death the Ulster Annals place in 1014 was the son of Muredagh.
The Highland Gaelic nom. is beatha 'life' = Ir. beothu, bethu, which has gen.

foMa</(Macbain, 28; Stokes, 165). For biu- as earlier form of beo- cf. biu, beo,
*

living
'

in Irish, and perhaps Diu, Deo-, in our Pictish lists. Biutut would be from

the same -ut stem as the nominative, but Biutat is possible, as the «-shape of a lasted

till the 1 1 th cent. . In the fictitious list of Pictish witnesses to a charter in the

Legend of St. Andrew (Skene, 187) is Talarg filius Ythernbuthib : is this a mis-

understanding of Talarg mac ythern biuthut,
'

Talarg son of eternal life
'

? Cf.

Itarnan (Annals of Ulster) or Itharnan (Tigernach), who died '

apud Pictores' in

668, the name intern of Cunedag's father, and the name Eternus or Edern of 3

saints in Wales.
2 Gust is said to have reigned 50 and Ron 100 years, but we have already had

one certain case of the confusion of 1 and I, and two probable cases of the con-

fusion oitrichet = 30 and tri chet (' after or through 100').
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(Skene, facsimile of the 'Pictish chronicle'). 'Uipo ignaiuet'

(MS. Laud misc. 610, not '

ignaviet' as Skene, 27), 'Poponeuet'

(Skene, 149),
'

Wmpopwall
'

(172),
'

Verpempnet
'

(200),
' Vi-

poguenech
'

(285), or '

Uipo ignauit
'

(398). In some lists

he is followed by Fiacua albus' (149),
' Fiacha albus

'

(179),
1 Fiachna le blank

'

(200), or '

Fyahor albus', who reigned the

same number of years and has already been rightly treated by
Stokes as a mere doublet of him. Only one thing is clear to

me—that the F-forms arise out of Fiac(h) 'Raven', a gloss on

Vip (see Appendix III, p. 145)
—but what reading of the rest

of the name the glosser had before him I cannot say : perhaps
the real word was Ognemet,

'

entirely-noble ', for which see

Windisch under og and Stokes (192) under ' nemet- . . . edel,

heilig*. See further p. 174.

Cana Tul- Next comes Canutulachama',
l

Canutulahina', 'Tonaculmel',
lachtna(?) <canatulmet ', 'Calnatuhel',

'

Canatumel', or
' Canutulacma '.

The first part of this name is Cana,
' Cub '

(see Stokes, 92,

and B. B.), and the rest may be Tul-lachtna,
'

Tawnybrowed
'

(see Windisch under tul
' Stirn

'

and lachtna).

Uuradach. He is followed by
' Wradech /

' Uuradech ',

* Ferdach ', or

'Feredach', a name of which the genitive is written Wredech

and Uuredeg. Feradach or Fearadhach is found 1 1 times in

the index to the Four Masters, and in Tigernach as early as

the 1 st century. It is apparently a compound of Fer 'man'

( Viro-) and -adach seen also in Dunadach and Sluaghadach

(Macbain in Trans, of the Gaelic Soc. of Inverness, xx. 297,

300) : see also pp. 34, 75 (note
3
).

This king is called by the surname of * uecla
'

or '

uetla ',

and Prof. Rhys has supposed this to represent the surname

of Lossio Veda, by the ordinary confusion of d with cl. In

other lists he is surnamed '

fyngal ',

'

finlegh \ and 'fingel', and

in the fictitious list of Pictish witnesses on p. 187 of Skene, of

whom the names ' are taken almost without exception from

the names of the early kings in the Pictish lists
',
we have

'Pheradach filii Finleich', i.e. the son of Finnlaech (modern

Finlay) 'White warrior' or perhaps (Macbain, 360) 'White

calf\ If, however, the -laech be taken as 'warrior' derived

from Lat. laicus, it can scarcely have existed in Pictish or Irish

of the 4th cent., and I suspect that this king's surname was

Fingalach, 'Parricide': see further p. 174.
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The next king is another Gartnait, surnamed 'di uberr \ Gartnait

'

diuperr',
'

duipeir', which in some very corrupt lists has been
l u err '

blundered into
' diues

',

' dives ',

'
le riche \ The name may=

dub-err, dub-eirr,
' black chariot-fighter'. But I suspect that

it is connected with diupairt, diupart F. Abnehmen, Betrugen ;

diubairt deception . . . O'Don. Suppl.\ in connexion with which

Windisch quotes
' na tiubrad ne privet

'

from the Wurzburg
glosses and '

doopir privat
'

from those of St. Gall : in short

I believe it to be a note indicating that this king was deposed.

Talarg, Talorg, or Talorc follows.
' This is the Pictish Talarg.

reflex of the Gaulish Argio-talus
'

bright-browed
' '

(Stokes,

B. B.).

And now we get on firm chronological ground with the Drust.

first Drust
',
albeit his reign is given as 100 years ! For we are

told that in the 19th year of that reign Patrick the holy

bishop came to Ireland, and in other passages in the volume

the date of this event is given as 434 (Skene, 152, 387). This

should make Drust begin to reign about 415 \ And, if we c. 415 a.d.

suppose that 100, i. e. cet, is a scribe's error for 40, i. e. cethor-

cha or ceiraca 2
,
we shall find that the total years of all the

remaining Pictish kings down to the middle of the gth century

work out with practical correctness. Henceforth the reigns

are mostly short, never above 35 years, and we feel that the

lengths assigned them are really derived from trustworthy
records.

Another feature in the rest of the lists is that a few names Recurrence

constantly recur, like the Edwards, Henrys, and Georges of
°
a^

e

e

r

s

ain

English history. We have 7 more Brudes
; 4 more Gartnaits

;

1 We found 329 to be the earliest possible date for Brecht's accession. Add
the reigns of Brecht (7), Vip (30), Cana Tullachtna (4) and Uuradach (2), and

we reach 372. That leaves about 43 years for the reigns of Gartnait and Talarg.
The former of these is put at 60, which can be reduced to 20 as a misunderstanding
of tri Jichit, the preposition tri being mistaken for the numeral 3. We then have

about 23 years left for one reign to which the lists give the almost certainly false

length of 75. Is it possible that 25 was the number, that it was expressed as tri

(preposition) cdic fichet, and that this was misunderstood as 3 x 25 ?

Since the Brudes, apparently 15, are said to have reigned 150 years, and so many
other of the early reigns are in a multiple of 10 years, I should not be surprised to

learn that Pictish kings were at one time elected for periods of 10 years.
2 This word seems to have become obsolete very early (being superseded by

da jichit), for it is seemingly not in Windisch's Wdrterbuch or O'Reilly, while

in Highland Gaelic the dictionaries of the Highland Society and Macbain, and

the grammar of Gillies, all fail to recognize it.
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Drust,
Drost ;

Drostan.

Nectan,

Neeton.

Alfin.

Celtran.

Canul.

Con-
stantin.

Galan.

Arileuh ?

2 more Talargs ;
and 3 kings named with the derivative form

Talorg-an ;
10 Drusts, including the present one

; 3 Nectans
;

3 Cinioids
;
2 or 3 Alpins ;

and 2 Onuists or Unuists.

Drust or Drost (sometimes miscopied Drest), and its deriva-

tive Drostan, should according to Stokes (156) be from the

same verbal stem which gives Drausus, Lat. Drusus, Con-

drust-is (in Belgium), Condraussius (
= Condraustius), Ir.

drtlth ' meretrix ', Welsh drud * dear ', Ger. traut. Nectan

or Neeton is a derivative of '

ir. necht rein
'

from earlier nikto-s

(Stokes, 194), perhaps with sense '

baptized'. The remaining
names of Pictish kings in the lists I take in alphabetical order.

Alpin, or (with umlaut) Elpin, is queried by Stokes (B. B.) as

from Lat. Albinus. I have no doubt that it is derived from the

name of the Albinus who was set up as emperor in 192 by
the Roman troops in Britain (Skene, Celtic Scotland, 1. 79),

and who was for a time recognized as Caesar by Severus—
just as the royal name Constantin in South Britain may have

arisen from the setting up of a Constantinus as emperor by
the Roman troops in Britain in the early 4th cent. .

Cailtram, Caiit ami, Cailtaine, Kelturan, seems to be

Celtran, with ai written as= *; a written above the line and

so readable as ran, am, ram, or arm
;
and m readable as ni.

It probably means 'Gloriously apparelled', from 'celt .1.

vestis' in the additions to Cormac (Stokes's ed., p. 47), and

ran (see Windisch).

Canaul, Canul, is Conall in the Annals of Ulster (806), and

is either a miswriting of that common Irish name, which=
Kunovalos (Stokes, 85), i. e.

'

Strong hound
'

(for -valos see

Stokes, 262), or a compound of the allied Cana (see p. 58),
'

Strong cub '.

Constantin, from Latin, either directly or through the Welsh

(of Alclyde ?).

Galan or Galam '

arilith
'

or '

erilich
'

or '

arbith', and Galam

'cennaleph'. In each case I suspect Galan, from Ir. gal 'valour
'

and an '

splendid' (and see p. 82), but Stokes (B. B.) refers to

an Irish Galamh. He also treats the two kings as one, and

this would get rid of the difficulty of explaining one of the two

epithets attached to them : but the chronology requires us to

retain both. The former may be compounded of the prefix ar-,

er- (Zeuss-Ebel, 868), and the stem of (Macbain) O. Ir. Hack,
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'paean', whence Mod. Ir. iolach
* merriment' and (O'Reilly)

iolich-eachd 'contentment'. Of the latter Tigernach and the

Ulster Annals furnish the correcter forms 'Cindaeladh', 'Cenn- Cenn-

alath ', phonetic spellings of Tigernach's Cendfhaeladh, found Vh)*ladh -

in Connaught about 649. The first element is Ir. cenn, cend,

cind, 'head'. The second is faeladh (becoming fkaeladk, pro-

nounced aeladk, as the second member of a compound) : it is

derived from fael 'wolf, and in § 215 of the Coir Anmann

(Irische Texte, III. 376) the surname Faeladh is explained to

mean that its bearer shifted into faeladh i.e.' wolf-shapes \

So our name means ' with head like a wolf '.

Onuist, or Unuist, and Uuen
y
whose names are combined in ' Onuist'

' Uven filius Vnuist
'

(Skene, 8), called in the Annals of Ulster
Zh)ust,

Euganan mac Oengusa (Stokes, B. B.). Just as Uurgust= and '{/»**'

U(p)ergustus, so Ong(h)ust= Oino-gustus=' the One chosen ', g{ji)andn.
whence Ir. (Jing(h)us, from oino- 'one' (Stokes, 47) and 'guso

ich wahle' (Stokes, 115). Eug(h)anan is a derivative of Irish

Eog(h)an, and in Uuen we have the same dropping of medial

gh as in Un(gh)uist: cf. Mac-innes and J/^^/2=M c
Aonghuis,

and Ewen, Mac-ewen (Macbain, $$6, 359). Adamnan ( Vit.

Col. II. 9) mentions a Pictish priest named Iogenanus in

Leinster. For derivation cf. Evyanfs, Eugenius ? (Macbain, 359).

Uurad or Ferat seems to be simply the nominative of a Vurad.

Feradach- stem for which see p. 58. This king is called in

one chronicle (Skene, 202) Feradagus, and the genitive is

thrice given in the form Feradhach.

I have designedly omitted the names of the fathers of the Fathers of

later kings where they are recorded, because it is notorious ^"^ be

that the Pictish right of succession came through the mother : foreigners,

the king's father might be of any nation. We know from

Nennius ($J) that the Brude, king of the Picts, against whom
Ecgfrid of Northumbria lost his life was the son of a king of

Alclyde, and that his mother's father (king of the Picts also)

was son of Anfrid, Ecgfrid's own father's brother (see Skene,

Celtic Scotland, I. 263). And I suspect that Brude 'filius

Mailcon', the Pictish king baptized by Columba, was son of the

king of N. Wales, Maglocunus or Maelgwn, who died in 547.
There is one name of a Pictish chief preserved in the Annals The name

of Ulster to which I wish to call attention—that of ' Finn- Ft
'

ttn̂ uine-

guine filius Deileroith
'

who fell in 710 in battle against the
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Drostan,
Deileroth.

Pictish

women's
names.

Finchem.

Mouren.

Ethne.

Saxons. The same Annals mention under 728 the deaths, in

a Pictish civil war, of '

Finguine mac Drostain
' and ' Ferot

mac Finguine '. Macbain (366) derives this name from
'

*Vindo-gonio-s,
"
fair-born

"
', and traces it through E. Ir.

Finguine, Middle Ir. Finnguine and Finghin, Old Gaelic

(Book of Deer) genitive Finguni, Middle Gaelic Fionghuine,
and Macfingon (1400), to present Gaelic M c

Fhionghuin and

(English spelling) Mackinnon. If that chain, taken with the

fact that the name was Pictish, does not make Pictish to be

Goidelic, and the ancestor of Highland Gaelic, what would ?

As regards the fathers of these two Finnguine's, Drostan is

of course a derivative of Drost, while Deileroth (Deleroth in

Tigernach) is pretty clearly shown by a quotation in Stokes

(B. B.), 'meic Delaraid de Cruthentuaith', to be a Pictish name.

Its second element apparently = circle, wheel, circumference,

boss of shield (?)
—see Windisch under cdic-roth, com-roth^ roth.

Its first may be from a *dilo- stem whence Macbain derives

dealan,
'

lightning ', and Ir. dealdn,
* a spark, flaming coal \ Its

meaning may be '

Lightning-wheeled
'

or
'

Fiery-shielded \

We have had no Pictish women's names. The Legend of

St. Andrew supplies two. The wife of king
'

Hungus
'

is

'Finchem', his daughter 'Mouren' (Skene, 185). Here, as

Stokes (B. B.) has suggested, Finchem = the Irish Findchaem,

Finnchoim,
' beautiful-haired ', from find- 'hair

'

and cdetn, cdem
'

beautiful '. As to Mouren, who was the first person buried at

St. Andrew's (Skene, 185), we read two pages later that

a chapel was built there 'in honorem Muren cujusdam vir-

ginis'. Her name (frequent in Irish as Muirenn) means
• sea-bird ', from Ir. niur- = ' sea

'

(as in mur-brucht, mur-

dhuchdn, mur-geilt) and Ir. /« ' bird '. A curious parallel is

afforded by the name of
' Ethne ingin Cianadon

',

' Ethne

daughter of Cianad ', whose death is recorded by the Annals of

Ulster under 777. As the Annals record ' Mors Cinadhon

regis Pictorum '

only three years earlier, it is likely that she

was the Pictish king's daughter, and her name obviously=
Irish Ethne 1

,
the name of Cuculaind's wife and of Concobar's,

which may be from the stem of ete
'

wing \ etin
'

birds
',
ethaite

'birds'. The Four Masters also give an Ethne, daughter of

1 Stokes (Bezzenb. Beilr. XI. 94) gives its gen. as Eithnend, and queries it as =
Ethniu and having an -idn stem.
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the king of Alba, under the year 56. Again, in § 52 of the Moingfinn

Coir Anmann (Irische Texte, III. 310) it is said that Coirpri

Cruithnechan was so surnamed because Moingfinn, daughter
of Feradach Fenct l

, king of Alba, was his mother, and that

he was born and reared among the Cruithnich of Alba : her

name (translated Mongfind by Stokes) = White-haired ',

mong (Highland Gaelic mong, muing) being Irish for
'

hair \

The only other Pictish woman's name which I remember is

that of Drusticc, daughter of Drust (Skene, Celtic Scotland
',

I. Drusticc.

136), which is from the same stem as her father's, with the

Irish feminine substantival suffix -ice (Zeuss-Ebel, 812).

To insist that its nomenclature shows Pictish to have been

-a mere Goidelic dialect is now superfluous. The only ques-

tion is, when did it drop Ind.-Eur. p ? I can only say that
1 Virolecus

'

suggests a time before 598, and '

Vip ognemet
'

(or whatever the latter word is)
a time after $$$. .

The Pictish inscriptions.—I now come to the inscriptions. The

I shall first try to show that the word Pett or Pitt, so common
Xa^&aui

as the first element in Highland Gaelic place-names, had Pett, Pitt.

a traditional form with P used in the transmission of ancient

holdings, and a current form without P used in ordinary speech
and writing. I shall then try to show that exactly the same

thing is apparently true of the word ua '

grandson ',

' descend- Pua, Ua.

ant
'—that it sometimes has initial p, but only in cases where

a personal name is used, more Hibernico, as that of land—land

which may have been so named centuries previously.

There are in Irish two words, obviously connected by Irish ditt,

derivation, (1) ditt, dit, 'place' (fern, i- stem), and (2) ditte,
dxtu '

didde, or dite,
'

dwelling
'

(masc. -ia stem). Highland Gaelic

has corresponding to them (1) ait, (2) dite, one of the pro-
nunciations of which is dihte (a

h
ty3). On the Pictish stones

there are the following forms also corresponding (Pictish

e being continually found where Irish and modern Highland
Gaelic have ai) :

—
(1) eht (Keiss and Scoonie), ehht (Dyke), hehhtt 2

(Lunast- Corre-

ing), ehht (Formaston), ett (St. Vigean's), ett (Lunasting), et
s

ffi£
u
£

(longest Conningsburgh inscription), edd (Dyke and Kilmaly), Pictish

stones.
1 The surname Fenct seems due to confounding him with F. Fe<r^/nach, king

of Ireland (§ 107), and miscopying a contracted form of the latter name.
3 I use <? for the ...)(... ogam as distinguished from . . .

||||
. . .



Pett-, Pet

Pitt-, Pit-

64 ditty ditte
}
Pett

idd (Shevack), tit 1

(Easter Aquhollie).

In the Keiss stone eht is preceded by n i.e. 'n— in or an '

in',

and in the Formaston stone Miht is so preceded : these are ac-

cordingly loc.-datives. *n for the prep, in is found in Middle

Irish (see p. 174) and for the prep, an is common in Highland
Gaelic

;
and n cannot be taken as the O. Ir. neuter article—for

ditt is fern, in Irish, and in the Formaston stone nthht aspirates

a following loc.-dat. pi., which it would not do if it were a nom.

or ace. neuter. In the longest Conningsburgh inscription H is

preceded by the preposition d', and is therefore a loc.-dative.

In the Book of Deer it appears as e*t (ace.) in the place-name
Jtdanin '

place of two forks '.

(2) aihta (Kilmadock), ehte (longest Conningsburgh inscrip-

tion), dettse (Shevack). The variation of terminal vowel agrees
with that of the Irish declension to which ditte (masc. ia- stem)

belongs (cf. dalte and dalta, cumachte and cumacktse).

With these I compare the place-name Pett-, Pet-, Pitt-, Pit-.

In the Book of Deer we have the form pett (dat. and ace), pet

(do.), pette (gen.). And the Fordoun stone seems 2 to read

Pid. PidctPNOIN

in good half-majuscule characters (see plate opposite) which

might have been written even as early as the 6th cent. .

Yxompete I believe that the stem is
'

*(p)ete ausbreiten
'

(Stokes,
stem '

Urk. Spr. 27) which gives Highland Gaelic aitheamh, Eng.

fathom, Lat. pateo. According to Ascoli there is also an

O. Ir. aith, gen. atho,
i

planities, campus, area '. Cf. the stem

(p)et 'fly', which produces in Ir. dith and '

ette, eite (aith +
te . . .)'

—
Ascoli, Glossariuni Palaeo-Hibernicum, xlix. I sug-

gest that in Irish the -tt of ditt and ditte represents earlier tht

(see p. 10, note
3
),
and that the /// of the Pictish forms does the

same: the Pictish inscriptions are markedly phonetic, and the

pronunciation of th both in Irish and Highland Gaelic is h. As
d frequently=th arising by infection from t (Zeuss-Ebel, 73),

this may explain the single -d of the Fordoun stone.

Petts in The names of the Petts mentioned in the Book of Deer are

1 Prof. Rhys's reading.
3 The only doubtful letters in the photograph are the NO. The N looks as if

it had a long first stroke and might be a monogram for I N J
and the O has a top

lefthand stroke suggesting a b. But these may be mere flaws in the stone, as

Mr. J. Romilly Allen's fascimile {Proc. of Soc. of Ant. of Scotl. XXVI. 253) from

a rubbing gives simple NO.
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(I)
Pette mc garnait,

c

P. of son of Garnait
', (ii) Pett i^mulenn, the Book

y P. of the mill ', (iii)
Pett mc gobr6ig, P. of son of Gobroch \

of Deer*

(iv) Petmeccobrig,
'

P. of son of Cobrach ', (v) Pett Malduib,
* P. of Maldub ', (vi) Pet ipair (see p. 174). The entries are

all of the 1 2th cent, but they are records of earlier grants.

I come now to the Pictish inscribed stones. They are all Pictish in-

concerned with the ownership or occupation of lands or Atones are

dwellings. Some, found near to churches, bear a cross march-

to show that the church was owner or occupier. The

following extract from the 12th cent, entries in the Book

of Deer will show that the Picts used boundary-stones :
— Evidence of

the Book of

7 dorat i/zedbairt doib uacloic i/ztiprat gonice chloic pette Deer,

mc garnait.

i. e.
' He '

(bede cruthnec, Bede the Pict) \ gave in offering to

them (Columba and Drostan)
< from Stone of the Well to

Stone of Pett of McGarnait\ See also p. 36, last paragraph.
And the following extract from the Legend of St. Andrew and the

(Skene, Chron. of the Picts & Scots, 186) proclaims the use
St^drgW

of church boundary-crosses in the time of 'Hungus, Alius

Ferlon, magnus Rex Pictorum
'

:
— ' In signum vero regiae

commendationis, per loci circuitum divisim 12 cruces lapideas

viri sancti erexerunt \ The occasion was a grant made by the

king to God and St. Andrew '

in terra Pictorum ad locum qui

Muckros fuerat nuncupatus, nunc autem Kilrymont dictus . . ,

Muckros vero nemus porcorum dicitur 1
'

(185). The time

referred to is the second quarter of the 8th cent. .

I. Inscriptions containing ?w name except that of the owner or

occupier.
t. Fordoun. The

PldctRNOIN fid Arnoin (' place of Arnan ')

[In the old church. Traces of lost line above. Arnan

may= St. Ternanus or Tarnanus i.e. Arnan with the honorific

prefix T'. The gen. would be Arnain, and di is often varied to

Si in Irish (Zeuss-Ebel, 30
b
).

Fordoun was the alleged burial-

place of St. Palladius (5th cent), whose disciple St. Ternan

is called (Skene, Celtic Scotland, II. 29), and the independent
existence of the name Ernan (a relative of Columba) suggests

1 See p. 38. The king's own name = our '

Angus Mac Farlan '.

F

Fordoun

inscription.
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66 The Kilmadock and Burghead inscriptions

that Ternan= T' Ernan. See further p. 175. A cross is carved

on the same side with the inscription : also Pictish symbols
and 3 hunters on horseback, probably the grantor of the land

and his sons.]

The Kil- 2. Kilmadock. Found in a stream [the Annet burn) near the

insertion, ancient church of St. Madoc : now in- my possession.

YY (occupant's double tore or ' notch
')

YCULJ§ U Culixn
('
6 Culiaen

')

N

O TVAT O Tuat
('
6 Tuat (?,W Tua

')

TT (occupant's double tore or ' notch
')

A A I IITA a aihta
(

:

his dwelling ')

[The stone looks to have formed the top righthand corner

of a doorway
1
. On the right of the first occupant's tore are

marks which may be a faintly outlined broad cross sloping to

the right, on a pedestal
—but this may be mere fancy. The

writing, which may be as early as the 7th cent., is in two

hands, representing successive occupancies. The second in-

scription is in half-capitals of Northumbrian type, as shown

by the 3 unbarred A. The U and O of course= ordinary
Irish

('
Grandson

'

or * Descendant
') ; Culixn is a correct gen.

of Ir. culian,
*

whelp '. Tuat I suspect to be an uninflected gen.
of a nominative of which Tuatan (Annals of Ulster, 560) may
be a derivative. And a aihta = Ir. a ditte. The double notch

or tore will be illustrated by the next stone.]

tore(
f

notch*)

'^Ecbead f of Macbead
')

tore (' notch ')

inigne ('
of daughter ')

«<?(?) ('new'?)

[Here we have two occupants, probably a father and

daughter in succession. The first writes ' Notch of Macbead '.

The next apparently writes
' New notch of (his) daughter \

The T is in each case both a T and a tore or ' notch ', the man

forking the bottom of his T, the woman forking the top of hers.

We have seen similar { notches
'
in the last inscription. In the

1 In Ireland lintel- stones with the occupier's name in ogams are still to be found

in situ.

The Burg- 3. Bt
head

inscription.
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The Burghead inscription. The ' tore
'

67

Greenloaning stone they are found as T T
;
in the Lunasting

stone as a slanting downstroke, with the top forked like the

feathering of an arrow, crossed by a horizontal line ; while the

Scoonie stone has on one side a slanting trident, and on

the other \f : in fact 1 in every 5 inscribed stones has

a tore \ For the meaning of tore see the glossary to Alex- The tore

ander Carmichael's magnificent Carmina Gadelica, II. 342 :
—

Tore, a cleft, a notch . . .

Torean, dim. of '

tore/ a cleft.

Torcan ... a bi-forked carrot . . .

Miss Ella C. Carmichael also sends me the following important
information from her father:—'When dividing land in the old

native way the Outer Islemen cut a tore between each man's

land and that of his neighbour as a sort of march ... it was

not unlike the broad arrow of the Ordnance Survey \

^Se=the aspirated gen. Mhxc, with mh sounded as w and

then dropped : we have it as Aiq in the first and jEc in the

second Shevack inscription
— cf. Highland Gaelic Ic for Mhic,

the modern form of the same genitive
3

. The name macbead

occurs twice in the 12th cent, entries in the Book of Deer,

and Macbain treats it as Macbethad,
c son of life

',
with loss of

the th (pronounced h)
z

. Inigne (in which the first N and

second I are ligatured in the usual way) is very interesting as

linking itigen, inghean, and nigheaw. we have an ogamic form

inigena (Stokes, in). The last word may be the name of the

woman's father, but I think it is an adj. no= ' new \ agreeing
with tore ;

cf. Ir. noe
(•
novorum

', Ascoli, Glossarium pal.-hib.

ccclxi, no (O'Reilly).]

1 A rapid glance over Brash's plates shows clear instances of the tore on Irish

ogam-stones. Thus in 21 fig. 2 what appears to be a short sword is stuck in the

right arm of a cross, and in 22 fig. I the same kind of sword appears by itself; in

23 fig. 6 an upright line forked at top and bottom is crossed at right angles by one

which has a trident at each end
;
in 24 fig. 1 we get an arrow with a svastika on

either side. The carefully partitioned rectangular drawing on 25 fig. 2 is, however,

apparently not a tore, but a plan of interments in a burial-plot belonging to the

person named on the stone (which is in a churchyard).
1
I presume it is owing to similar syntactic aspiration that in so many Manx

surnames Mac has been worn down to C or K : see for endless instances

A. W. Moore's articles in The Manx note-book, and for two of them Rhys's Rhind

lectures, 5.
8 He also mentions the dropping ofgh and dh by the Book of Deer in bri(gh)te,

blie(dh)nec ,fic(dK)nasu And see above, p. 57, note 1.

F 2
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scription.

The Keiss 4- Keiss. (In undivided ogams—reading undisputed) nehtetri

inscription, i. e . 'n eht Etri,
' In (the) place of Etre (Hostage) '.

[Etri is gen. of Ir. aittire, aitire, etire,
i

hostage '. The stone

belongs to Caithness, a battleground between the Picts and

Norsemen in the 9th cent. . There are Pictish symbols on it.]

II. Inscriptions containing

(a) the name of the occupier

(b) that of the homestead, named after the previous occupiers

in the locative-dative plural.

The longest i. Conningsburgh (Shetland) : now in the National Museum of

burgMn-" Antiquities, Edinburgh. Two lines of ogams \ undivided :
—

detoddre(v) d? H Oddre(v) ('
at place Odraibh ')

ehteconmorr ehte Con Morr
(' dwelling of Cu Mor

')

\cC is Irish d\ Oddre(v)= Ir. Odraibh,
'

Grays ',
= Eng.

(

gray,

sallow, pale-faced': from the same adj. comes the surname

Maguire= Mac Uidhir, and Moco Odari is found on an Irish

ogam-stone. Cu, gen. Con, is one of the commonest O. Ir.

names. Morr is the suffix so frequent in names of Highland
chiefs= Ir. m6r,

'

big '. The same apparent absence of vowel-

infection in the genitive of this adjective will be found in two

other inscriptions, and also frequently
2 in the early 16th cent.

Dean of Lismore's book. But, as the doubling of a consonant

in Pictish ogams normally signifies a short previous vowel,

the effect of an original i in mori may have been, dialectally,

to shorten the previous 0. This stone was found close to a

Pictish broch, from which Conn-ings-burgh (
= Connson's

broch) doubtless got its name. The small size of it, the shape,

and the fact that the ogams run on to a second side, suggest
that it formed part of a doorway.]

2. Formaston. Two lines of ogams
3

,
undivided : at end of theThe For-

maston in-

scription. 1 In 1. 1 Prof. Rhys reads . . v. ddrs, and in 1. 2 for the last two letters r ox f fol-

lowed by s or v and some vowel.
3 For one instance see note J on the next page.
3 The only difference between me and Prof. Rhys is that in 1. 1 he treats the

unique character O written across the stem-line as and I treat it as 01, while in

1. 2 he supposes ttt to = both v andy*j and writes Frobbacc'ennew. If the O were

merely an 0, there would be no reason for not using the ogam for that vowel. //

and the horizontal stem-line together represent oi, for which there was no ogam : see

p. 134 for the abundant use of horizontal i, laid across other letters, in Pictavian.

The identical character is given in the 12th cent. Book of Leinster (facsimile,
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first the stem-line is barbed on its upper surface like an arrow,

to show that the sentence goes on below (see further p. 175).

maqqoitalluorr
—*Maqq Oi Talluorr ('Son ofUTa^on-J^')

nehhtvrobbaccennevv 'n ehht Vrobbacctnnevv
('

in place

Brobachchennaibh
')

[Mirror and fragment of cross on same side : found in wall

of Formaston churchyard near Aboyne. Maqq=lr. mace, mac

(Welsh map). Oi=gen. of oa, ua. Talluorr— k

Bigbrowed'.

With Tall cf.
'

talo-s Stirn. gall, talos in Cassi-talos, Dubno-

talos
'

(Stokes, 124), and the doubling of consonants in Pictish

ogams normally means that the preceding vowel is short.

Stokes, indeed, gives
1 *

cymr. tal
t(
frons." corn. tal. bret. tal

H front
"

;
but Prof. Rhys confirms me in saying that the modern

Welsh is tal, and I connect Irish
f

tul. N. Stirn* . -uorr is

the same genitive as morr in the last inscription, with the

common u aspiration for mh : we have wor for mhbir in

the Dean of Lismore's book 2
. It would be equally possible

to take Tall Uorr separately, and to compare with the former

the genitive Ttal (or uninflected stem in place of a genitive)

quoted by Prof. Rhys from an Irish ogam-inscription.

Vrobbaccennevv is the loc.-dative pi. of an adj. which would

be spelt in Irish Brobacilijc^ijeinn, pi. -cenni\ brobach would

be formed from brob * a speck, a spot ! (O' Reilly), and for ceinn

see Stokes (78). The name means 'Spotty-skins'. The aspira-

tion of the initial B is due to the preceding loc.-dat. case.

The facts regarding the use of Maqq and O in this and other J/a?(?)and

inscriptions are most important. inscrip-

tlSh

Wherever Maq(q) is written in ogams it is spelt with q. The tions.

instances are—nom. Maqq (here), gen. Meqq (St. Ninian's

and Culbinsgarth), M'qq (Kilmaly), Aiq (Shevack). Now,

although we have Irish names containing Mac as far back as

Adamnan, who died in 704, there is no known instance of its

being spelt with a q later than the Irish ogams. If Pictish

were not Goidelic, Maqq would have to be explained as a

38 b) as the 2nd of a series of 5 diphthongs, with the name 6r, i. e. Sir or ordinos,

both of which were names of the diphthong oi (O'Donovan, Jr. gr., xxxii).
1 Prof. Anwyl confirms tal in mediaeval Welsh verse, but takes it to be lengthened

from an ancient tdl-os.

2 McLauchlan's ed. p. 56, brattich zwlle wor vc morn
', translated by him

\
bratach Ghuill mhoir Mhic Moirn ',

* the banner of great Gaul Mac Morn \

Cameron's text also has wor. Note further the undeclined gen. Mora*
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borrowing from the Dalriad Scots, who did not arrive till the

end of the 5th cent., and in whose country not one ogam
inscription has been found. O or U occurs repeatedly in our

Pictish inscriptions, and that would have to be similarly ex-

plained : but, if this word is due to Irish influence, the use of

it ought to have become extended after the imaginary Scottish

conquest of the Picts, and there ought to be more O's than

Mac's in Scotland—as there are in Ireland. Whereas this

prefix is borne by no family native to North Britain—not

even though it be descended from Dalriad Scots
!]

III. Inscriptions containing

(a) the name of a tenant or minor occupier

(b) that of the landlord or major occupier.

The St. 1. St. Ninians isle (Shetland): now in the National
Niman s

Museum, Edinburgh. Undivided ogams.
inscription.

' & B

lesmeqqnanammovvest
i. e. les Meqq Nan am Movvest

1 Enclosure of Mac Nan in Mobhaist
'

[Les is Ir. less, les : Prof. Rh^s reads only one stroke (= b)

instead of two
(/),

but part of a previous stroke on the broken

edge of the stone (mentioned by Lord Southesk, and seen by

me) is shown on the full-sized photograph I have had taken. See

further p. 175. Prof. Rh£s mentions an Irish name, O'Naan,
recorded by the Four Masters under the years 1306 and 1336' :

Nan is given by Cormac as = Lat. nanus,
*

dwarf, and this may
be an undeclined genitive of it (see p. 69). Am is the regular

form of the Highland Gaelic preposition an before following m,

Movvest l
postulates Ir. Mobhaist. The stone was found in a

burial-ground on the site of a no longer existing chapel of

St. Ninian, and it doubtless marks an enclosure (such as is

still common in Highland churchyards) assigned for the bury-

ing of a particular family. Consequently we are justified in

guessing Mobhaist to = the name of the priest to whom the

ground was originally granted. It means, in fact,
' My

Baptist ', mo being the usual Ir. honorific prefix for ecclesiastics,

1 The st is the ogam so named in the Book of Ballymote, 4 long slanting lines.

It is also given as z—for which Irish scribes sometimes used st according to Prof.

Rhys. He himself supposes it to have been/". It is found in no other inscription.
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aspirating a following
l

d\ and B(h)aist being O. Ir. Baptaist

(Colman's Hymn, 1. 15), Ir. oaisde, Highland Gaelic Baiste."]

IV. Inscriptions containing

(a) the name of a tenant or minor occupier

(b) that of the landlord or major occupier

(c) that of the latter s property.

1. Lunasting (Shetland): now in the National Museum,
Edinburgh. Ogams, in divided and punctuated clauses. The

With ' tore
'

or mark.
inscription.

This is the inscription of which Prof. Rhys writes * So my
challenge still remains, that if Pictish resembled Gaelic or

Welsh, or in fact any Aryan language, those who think so

should make good their opinion by giving us a translation of

such an inscription, for instance, as the following from Lunas-

ting, in Shetland :
—

xttocuhetts : ahehttmnnn ; heevvevv : nehhtonn
'

(Proc. of Soc. of Ant. of Scotland, XXXII. 325).

I gladly accept my friend's most reasonable challenge.

Only let me be sure of our text before I begin to translate.

Prof. Rh£s says
' The x at the beginning has the fleasg or

artificial line produced right through it, so that it is possible

that it is to be read as a letter, and in that case we should have

to read it as/' (p. 374). Now (1) the 12th cent. Book of

Leinster (38
b
) gives our character with the name eba under it :

that is the name of the diphthong ea
y
and the position of the

character as the first of 5 diphthongs followed by oi and ui

suggests that it was originally a modified a 1
. (2) The 14th or

15th cent. Book of Ballymote gives it with the values ea and

ae (p. 312). The truth is that it is merely a compendious form

of writing the ogam •••)(•
• •

(twice found in this very inscrip-

tion) which I render e and Prof. Rhys e2
,
which is formed of two

angled as back to back, and which therefore must have been

originally regarded as a sound modified from a.

Next, the fourth letter is not an ordinary (i.
e. • •

1 1

•

•), but

a semicircle hanging from the stemline. I believe it to = ^
i. e. U

I,
which would else have occupied seven strokes.

1 The order of the vowels in ogams being a, o, u, e, i.

8 He himself says (in Chambers's Encyclopaedia, art. ' Ogam ')
' In Ireland this x

had two values : sometimes it represented one of the sounds of e'
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Thirdly, the m is not an m but a modified a. Pictish ogam
m is a long slanting stroke : it is this slant alone which disting-

uishes it from the ordinary Pictish ogam a. But the char-

acter before us is a long straight line terminated at top and

bottom with a curved tag
x

: it is in fact merely some modifi-

cation of a.

I separate and translate

ktt Ui Cuhkts: Place of 6 Cuhetts:

a hehhtt annn : his place within :

Hccvevv Nehhtonn : Cuaibh of Nehton :

\Ui is of course the Irish genitive. Cuhetts is a survival of

the -s gen. of the Irish ogam inscriptions : another instance of

such survival is found in the Burrian stone, North Ronaldshay,

Orkney
2

. Cuhetts may= Ir. cuthaidh,
'

wild, savage
'

(O'Reilly),

for th sounds h, Pictish ^=Ir. ai, and O. Ir. -t is -dh in modern

Irish. A is the Irish possessive. Hehhtt shows in its h- a trace

of original p, like Ir. haue for paue. Annn= WighXund Gaelic

and Ir. ann, O. Ir. ind, from original endo (see Macbain

15, Stokes 31). As single consonants are incessantly doubled

in our inscriptions to indicate the shortness of a preceding

vowel, a third n was added to distinguish the word from ann

= &n : or, to put it more accurately, ann-n = an-n. The

following h is an aspiration of the succeeding consonant,

after a preposition originally ending in a vowel—though

(doubtless through confusion with an * in
')
ann has now ceased

to produce such aspiration. Hccvevv= Chuaibh from Ir. cua
4 martial

'

(O'Reilly) : the use of v for u is certain from

Nahhtvvdda$3s(= 0. Norse *Nahtuda$s) in the Culbinsgarth
stone

;
and is also apparent in Vi= Ui on the Easter Aquhollie

stone. Cc itself is twice used terminally (Macbain) in the Book
of Deer to represent ch. Nehhtonn is the well-known Pictish

royal name found as Nect-, Necht-, Nait-, with terminations

1 I made two rubbings and a sketch of this letter, and have since re-examined it.

Let me add that all the slanting letters in the inscription slant to the right, whereas

the two tags curve to the left. Other modifications of a exist : one is to put a short

straight tag across the bottom, another to bend the a so as to form an obtuse angle.
a These survivals in Orkney and Shetland are doubtless due to their remoteness

from the ordinary currents of linguistic change.
' Dialects

'

are notorious for their

archaisms, and, although the correct form of the neuter pronoun hit (
=

it) has not

been found in literary English later than 1586, it is still heard in Scotland and

among the negroes of the Southern United States.
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-an, -on> for which see p. 60 : the 'infection
' we should expect in

the genitive may be indicated by the doubling of the last con-

sonant, i. e. by the shortening of the last vowel—see p. 68 on

Morr— Moir.

The meaning of the inscription is that the tenement of O
Cuhetts was a slice of the estate once held by the Cua family

and at present by Nehton.]
2. Culbinsgarth (I. of Bressay) : now in the National Museum, The

Edinburgh. Two lines of punctuated ogams on an elaborately garth
nS

carved cross, which includes figures of priests (?)
and animals, inscription,

crroscc : nahhtvvddaSSs : dattrr : ann-^

-^enniases (?) : meqqddrroiann
' Cross of NahtudaSs-dattr in ££#=•

Q3* Enniases(?) of Macdroian
'

[A stone in Shetland, which was conquered by the Norse-

men in the 9th cent.; and the first person named bears a Norse

name '

Night-rogue's daughter ', showing that her father was

a Norseman, though her mother may have been a Pict. With

crroscc 1
cf. O.Ir. cross (Cormac), Mod. Ir. crois, crosog, Highland

Gaelic crois, crasg-. Nahhtvvddatids 2
is gen. of a name *Nahtu-

daftr from O. Norse *naht, ndtt '

night
- and *udddr ( misdoer

'

(cf. udddir ' misdeeds ' and uddda-madr ' misdoer
'),

and dattr

is O. Norse dxttr. Ann is the Highland Gaelic preposition an
3

or ann\ and after it the stem-line is barbed on its under surface

like an arrow, to show that the sentence is continued on the

opposite edge of the stone. The next name 4
is of course

the name of M cDroian's holding. Ddrroiann is another

genitive with apparent shortening of final vowel, and may be

phonetic
6 for droidhan,

l
little wizard ', a possible derivative of

1 So Prof. Rhys, but the o is possibly a modified one, oe. See further p. 175.
2 The doubling of consonants after two long vowels is probably to be explained

by the fact that the name was a foreign one, liable to be clipped in pronunciation

by the Picts who used it.

8
Preferably an, with n doubled after &'. we had ann represented by annn in the

last inscription.
* Lord Southesk read Bernisest, Prof. Rhys first Bernises and now Bennises : myown

rubbing has several uncertainties, but the first stroke I read as another continuation-

mark. Had it been b, the preceding word should have been amm, not ann. The 2nd

vowel is i modified by tags, apparently ia. The stone was on a promontory : dn is

Irish both for 'bird' and 'water,' es = \x. ats, and O'Reilly gives neasais aso.g.

(old gloss ?) for ceanglais (head of the sea ?).
I translate ' Birdness'.

5 dh being sounded like y. Prof. Rhys reads ddrroann, but the oi is cer-

tain. It is a diamond-shaped O written across the stem-line, which represents a
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O. Ir. drui (gen. druad), Mid. Ir. drai, Mod. Ir. draoi, druidh,

Highland Gaelic druidh '

wizard
'.]

inscription.

I have hitherto refrained from giving any inscriptions con-

taining/ beyond the Fordoun one, because I wished to prove
first in what language the inscriptions are written and what is

the nature and form of their contents. It will be observed that

among those already dealt with are many examples of (p)ett

and (p)tta with the/ dropped : but in every case the word is

part of the present description of the tenement, or part of the

name of its present occupier—never part of a title which

appears to have been handed down from previous occupiers.
The two following inscriptions contain/:—

vfgeaa's
'• St- Vigearis, near Arbroath.

d R f3 £ n ;
• Drosten : Drostan 's :

IP€U0R€3 % Pev Orel in PY (FH)ORET
€33 FOR ett For- place For-

CLl1 cus cus'

[Stone in the porch, formerly in the churchyard, of the

church of St. Vigean's, which is not heard of before 1178,

and which contains no prae-Norman work. The inscription,

however, cannot be later than the 9th cent., and is more
like the 8th. It stands on the edge of a slab, one side

of which has a cross and zoological ornamentation, while

the other represents wild animals (including bear), with

mantled man shooting at boar, and dogs -chasing a deer.

The edge opposite to the inscription bears '
scrolls of foliage ',

whence Mr. Romilly Allen and Dr. Anderson conclude that

the sculpture is not much earlier than 871, though from its

spiral ornamentation they cannot put it later than the begin-

ning of the 10th cent. [Early Christian monuments of Scot-

land, pt. III. 237-8).

Drostan was the Columban saint to whom the abbey of

Deer was dedicated, and his name on the stone shows it to be

the boundary-stone of a foundation dedicated to him (perhaps

jointly with St. Vigean
1

).
Doubtless the side bearing the

horizontal I laid across it. The character is given unmistakeably in the Book of

Ballymote as oi.

1 In the Book of Deer grants are represented as made to Columba and Drostan.
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cross faced the land of the church \ while that depicting the

hunter faced the place called (after its tenant) Forcus, which

formed part of the hereditary holding known by the hereditary

title (see p. 41) Py (Fh)oret,
' Descendants of Forat '.

Drosten is the Pictish gen. of Drostan {e=ai). I is the

Irish preposition i «-, which loses its n before a/. Pev (e—ai)
is equivalent to an Irish h-aibh dat. of pi. h-ui, h-y: for this

cf. Chronicon Scotorum, p. 346,
' occisus est o aib racan

', Eng.

tr., p. 347,
f was slain by the Ui-Racan *,and compare au,

'

ear',

which gives aib and aib—see also p. 107 below. I regard Oret

as gen. of Forat, with e as usual= ai, F becoming Fh by syn-

tactic aspiration
2

,
and that Fh (silent in Irish and Highland

Gaelic) being omitted in writing. Forat I equate with Vurad

or Ferat, the name of a 9th cent, king (pp. 61, 85), and with

Ferot, that of a noble Pict killed in 728 (p. 62).

Forcus may have been a Scot. Pictish has Uurgust as late

as the 9th cent., whereas Forcus is given by Adamnan
(
Vit.

Col. I. 7) as the name of an Irish prince of the 6th cent., called

Fergus by later historians. '

Fergustus episcopus Scotiae

Pictus' is the subscription of an Irish bishop present at a

Roman council in 721—see Holder, II. 995. As to syntax,

Forcus is apparently
3 a loc.-dat. in apposition with ett, and

there is actually at the present day in Glen Ila, in the same

county, a holding named Fergus.]
2. Shevack-. now at Newton House, i\ miles N.E. of The

Insch. Undivided ogams, on stem-line curving back after scriptions.

direction-mark.

iddaiqn'nnvorrennipua
10sir

i.e. idd 'Aiq N'nn Vor : renn i Pua $&Iosir

'

place of Mac N(u)nn Mor : share in PUA IOSIR
'

[For idd cf. the Fordoun stone (pid) and see Zeuss-Ebel, 5 :

1 In Glen Shee are modern march-stones marked on one side D, on the other I :

the D faces the Dalhenzean estate, the Ifaces the Invercauld estate.
3 Not by Old Irish rule, but by the varying practice in Highland Gaelic, and as

old as the Book of Deer, of aspirating a noun in the genitive, immediately after its

governing noun—without reference to the gender, number, or case of the latter.

Forad or Forat was probably the nom. of a guttural stem (see p. 61), but might
come to be treated as an o stem, with gen. Forait and Foret.

3 Had it been an uninfected gen., as in Rhys's Irish instance of Maqi Vorgos,

I should have expected F to disappear by aspiration, as in Oret above.
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The apostrophe after the first 71 is the same short oblique stroke

which on the Kilmaly stone indicates the omission of the

vowel in M'qq. Renn is the loc.-dat. of Ir. and Highland Gaelic

rami, 'portion ',
with e as usual — ai. I is again the Irish pre-

position. Pua is Ir. h-ua with the original p undegraded.
Iosir } is apparently gen. of a nom. Ios-{fh)er,

l Under-man \

'Vassal', with silent fh omitted.

The meaning of this inscription is that the land once belong-

ing to [P]Ua Iosir had been divided, and that this is the

boundary of the portion belonging to Mac Nun. Another

inscription, in debased capitals, on the same stone shows who
held the other portions.

tEZZX xttx dwelling

£CNYNYAYR *)Mc Nun Uaur of Mac Nun Mor
23YONOt)OZO c(um) vono boto with the good wish

bN>J<mad.lSI dn^Mxlisi of lord^Maelisius

YNCjCJI Unggi (and)
3 of Unggus

NOYOFACTYTTI novofactum newly-made

[All the Y are really tailed V. Uaur or Vatir= Vor of the

other inscription, and links Ir. mdrt
mor with each other. 3 is

the regular Latin abbreviation for cum. ' vono boto
'

for
' bono

voto
'

will not surprise any one experienced in mediaeval spell-

ing. For instance, in Gattola, Ad hist. abb. Casinensis acces-

siones, 123, I stumble across an Italian deed of about 1033

containing vonx memorise and abbocato, and on the next page
one of 1035 containing Venebentanx for Beneventanx. The >$«

is svastika-shaped, as often in Christian monuments. The

only palaeographical stumbling-blocks are the two m> which

look like a single arch
;
but photographs suggest in each case

1 Prof. Rhys thinks the last stroke imperfect (in some of the photographs
before me it is not so) ; would treat it as a stop (unnecessary at the end of the in-

scription) ;
would consequently read the letter not as r but as /; and says

'
It is

tempting, I must confess, to read . . . ioH/waA to fancy we have here a form of the

name Joseph '. But according to Irish tradition the value of 4 slanting strokes

through a line is not/ but st or z—see p. 70 {note).
8 The first two lines were virtually established before I studied the inscription.

The last four were for the first time read and explained by me in The Academy in

the autumn of 1893. The reading is not yet accepted by Prof. Rhys, but I firmly

abide by its substantial accuracy.
3 The names are put one under the other as in signatures to a charter. This is

probably the reason of the omission of et, though its omission is in any case

permissible.
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a ligature with a preceding upright, which would give a double

arch. The + before the name of Maelisius is either the + used

in charters before a signature, or is meant to show that he was

an ecclesiastic. For Unggias a Latin gen. of Unggus cf. Hungi,
the regular gen. of Hungus in the Legend of St. Andrew which

I have so often referred to. With novofactum cf. novogestorum

(Ducange): the CT are ligatured. Photographs before me
show that on this face of the stone a design was scratched—
perhaps a cross, perhaps a plan of the boundaries, as in the

Coillechat Burn stone referred to in my first note on the next

Page.]
I have little doubt that the Maelisius of this latter inscription M^lisius.

is one of the two Malisius's who were bishops of Alba. The
first ruled c. 955-963 (Skene, Celtic Scotland, 11. 329) ;

the

second died in 1031 (Chronicon Scotorum). Of Unggus we can

only guess that he was mor maer (viceroy) of the province.

These two held other portions of the same estate, and the

Latin inscription was newly executed with their good wish as

a recognition by them of Mac Nun's title to the remainder.

That this simple explanation is the true one will scarcely be Divided

doubted by any one who reads the following translations from
theBookof

the 1 2th cent, records of land-grants in the Book of Deer:— Deer.

Matain, son of Caerill, gave the share of Mormaer in Alteri ;

and Culn, son of Batin, gave the share of Toisech '.

'

Domnall, son of Ruadri, and Malcolm, son of Culeon, gave
Bidbin to God and to Drostan. Malcolm, son of Cinaed, gave
the share of King in Bidbin and in Pett-mic-Gobrig '.

( Cathal dedicated in the same way his Toisech's share \

We have already found in the Legend of St. Andrew (see

p. 41) that estates were called in Pictish times by such names as

Hy Hatnouhten, and that consequently the interpretation I have

given of Pev Oret and Pua Iosir is not an arbitrary flight of

fancy. And I deduce the conclusion that in the transmission Pkept in

of ancient titles to land the initial P was preserved as late as ^J^
n

^ut
the 10th cent., although in stating the names of contemporary in those

occupiers the contemporary form without the P is invariably
on y '

used. The same distinction governs the use of Pett and ett:

a Pett is a tenement of which the title has descended from

times previous to the disuse of P, an ett is a tenement formed

subsequently to that disuse. See further p. 175.
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There- On p. 1 82 I have added the newly discovered, and most

scripticms?" important, Brandsbutt inscription. I had meant to give in these

Studies a fresh edition of the remaining Pictish inscriptions.

But for lack of present time I have had to content myself
with editing enough

1 to prove beyond doubt the genus and

species of the language and the reason of the preservation

of P in the modern place-names beginning with Pett and Pit.

I need only add (1) that in the remaining inscriptions I find

nothing un-Goidelic except the Norse name of a homestead in

Sutherland 2
,and (2) that, later on, I shall show from the names of

Pictish kings in Ireland that the Irish Picts also spoke Goidelic.

Highland As soon as it is recognized that the ancient language of the

descended Highlands was a sister-dialect to Old Irish, the natural inference

from is that their modern language is descended from this sister-

dialect, and not from Old Irish itself. And the more closely

this inference is tested the more certain will it become.

Pending the appearance of a full critical edition of that

r
wonderful collection of Highland poetry made near the begin-

1 2th cent, ning of the 16th cent, and known as the Dean of Lismore's

theVook of Book, our exact knowledge of the early literature of Highland
Deer. Gaelic is confined to the 12th cent, entries in the Book of Deer.

L
1 12 out of 22 stones. From Prof. Rhys's latest list no. xiij (Orkney) should be

deducted, as being in Latin (dn or dnse, followed by a name). To the list should be

added the Kilmadock and Brandsbutt stones, a Latheron stone, a new Conningsburgh

stone, and a brooch belonging to Mr. Hugh W. Young—which contains either

a real ogam-inscription or the ancient imitation of one. To my own latest list

(published in 1897 in my book Golspie
—London, David Nutt) the same additions

should be made plus the Fordoun and minus the Kilmadock stone : but the Coille-

chat Burn stone should be deducted, as the marks which I read as ogams on this

most curious stone ground-plan are not intentional cuts.

The Kilmadock and Coillechat Burn stones now belong to me, and can be seen in

the Bodleian Library, together with a cast of the Formaston stone presented to the

Library by the Marquis of Huntly , a cast ofthe Burghead stone given me by the owner,
and a volume of rubbings and photographs most of which were taken by or for me.

The statement in Golspie (p. 270) that 'the Ogam alphabet is not found outside

the British isles' was made in ignorance of the fact that there are marks similar to

ogams on tablets found at Biere, 18 kilometers S. of Magdeburg—for which see

Macalister, Studies in Irish Epigraphy, 11. 138 &c. . But from his plates I do not

think they have any connexion with ogams.
3
Allhhallorr, from the stems of Norse al and hallr. In my Golspie the inscrip-

tion is photographed, transcribed (with a complete alphabet of the ogams found in

Scotland), translated, and furnished with a glossary. Prof. Rhys says of the

last 4 letters of my transcript, that ' ecch will not fill the space
'

: but I hold that

the gap on the edge of the stone (after the e) existed before the inscription was cut,

and does not indicate a loss of unknown letters.
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Macbain in his edition of it (Transactions of the Gaelic Society

of Inverness, XI. 142) says that its Gaelic ' as compared with

the Gaelic of " Lebor na h-Uidri", the oldest Irish literary

manuscript, composed about 1100, and, therefore, of nearly

the same age, has the appearance of a descendant that is two

or three centuries later', and he quotes Windisch as saying

that
' the manner of writing shows already a stronger phonetic

decay* (p. 143).
c But the departure from all Irish lines are

the most important and most remarkable facts '.
' Cc is written

for ch
;

this doubling of the consonants to show aspiration

is unknown in the Gaelic languages, though common in the

Brythonic tongues
'—but this borrowing of cc for ch is as early

as Goidelic ogams of the 5th and 6th centt, according to Prof.

Rhys.
' The absence of the orthodox spelling rule known as

" broad to broad and small to small ", forced on Scotch Gaelic

from Ireland, is in the Book of Deer most marked \

And in modern Highland Gaelicwe are met by facts like these. Features in

In the suffix of the past participle -t- is always hard, never soft- Gaelic

11

ened to -th- after vowels (as in O. Irish) : this carries it back to which

a stage of Goidelic more primitive than the earliest Irish known explained

to us. Again Macbain gives 'srath, a valley, strath, Ir., M. Ir. ^TV^"
srath, O. Ir. israth, in gramine ': but in Sutherland we have the

pronunciation strath, the English spelling of every
' srath

'

in

Scotland is Strath, Stokes (B. B.) quotes Strad-kines and

Strath-eren from Reeves's Culdees, and Skene's Chronicles

give Strathalun and Strathbolgyn. Str- is sr- in O. Ir., st- is

normally t-, and -st is -ss or -s : but in Pictish (e. g. Uurgust
for Fergus, Ungust for Oengus) final -st was preserved, and the

natural assumption is that strath is not of Irish but of Pictish

descent: see also p. 176. Finally, take O. Iv.fiaith,
' lord ', and

Highland Gaelic flath, 'lord': the former has gen..flatha and

postulates original vlati-s (Stokes, 262), of a declension corre-

sponding to the 3rd in Latin, while the latter has gen.flaith and

postulates original vlato-s, of a declension corresponding to the

2nd in Latin. This vlato-s is
'

gall, vlatos in der Munzinschrift

Ateula-vlatos
'

(Stokes, id.}, but in O. Ir. it has been lost except
in proper names. The Index to the Four Masters gives

Flathghal in 782, Flathgus in 944, Flathroi in 772 (by mistake

for Flathrae mentioned in 774), and Flathroi in 1022 : but of

these the first Flathroi is known from the Ulster Annals to have
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been an Irish Pict, and the second Flathroi, being the great

grandson of a king of Ulster, is likely to have been the same.

The fact is that the true history of the language and of the

nation has been for centuries poisoned by the mutual reaction

of two errors. It was supposed that ' Scot 'land had been

conquered by the Scots, and that the affinity of Highland
Gaelic to Irish was due to the fact that the Scots were

originally immigrants from Ireland. And on the other

hand this same affinity was regarded as establishing the

legend of the conquest and proving the complete and

permanent subjugation of the Pictish people.

The legend of the ' Scottish conquest '. If the Picts ever

had been conquered by the Dalriad Scots, the political and

linguistic results would probably have been no greater than

those produced by the absorption of the Angle kingdoms into

the dominions of the Saxon kingdom of Wessex. There was

probably no greater distinction between a ' Scot
'

and a '

Pict
'

than between a Saxon and an Angle : both names mean the

same thing
1

, 'Tattooed', and we shall find reason later on to

believe that the original Scots were /-preserving Goidels who
differed from previous Keltic immigrants into Ireland only in

the fact that they started from Spain instead of from Belgium
or Gaul. As regards the Dalriad Scots in particular, Prof.

Rh£s, speaking of 'the Dalriad Scots' of Ireland and 'the

Dalaradian Picts
'

of it, says
'

all Irish history goes to shew

that they were closely kindred communities of Cruithni, and

I take it that the names Cruithni and Scots may have been

originally applicable to both alike
'

(Rhind lectures, 52).

It was in 502 (according to the Annals of Ulster) or 496 (ac-

cording to the Four Masters) that
'

Fearg^ Mor m^c Earca cum

gente Dalriada partem Britanniae tenuit
'

(Tigernach). That

this occupation was subject to a recognition of Pictish suzer-

ainty is clear from the words of the Prophecy of St. Berchan

respecting Aedan mac Gabrain, a Dalriad ruler of the latter

6th cent., translated by Skene thus {Chronicles', 82) :
—

1 Under 628 we find in the Ulster Annals ' Mors Echdach buidhe regis Pictorum,
filii Aedain. Sic in libro Cuanach inueni. Uel sic in libro Duibhdalethe narratur '.

The king in question was one of the Dalriad Scots, and it might be inferred that

the Scots themselves were sometimes called Picts. But probably
' Pictorum

'

arises

out of a misreading (in an earlier chronicle) of Cruitne for Cinntire. Or was his

mother a Pict, and did he claim the Pictish crown ?
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Nor was it happy with him that an Erinach

Should be king in the east under the Cruithnigh.

Short shall he be at their bidding in the east,

He will oppose their words.

When he shall embitter them, he would not be king
Under the ravenous Cruithnigh in weakness.

It is this suzerainty which explains the apparent discrepancy Hi a Scot-

between Adamnan, who says that Hi was given to Columba by jj,*m t

e

he

the king of the Picts, and Tigernach, who says that it was Pictish

given him by the king of the Dalriad Scots. It has been

supposed that the boundary between the two territories ran

through Hi, and Skene prints a map (Celtic Scotland, I. 328)
with the S. of Hi coloured Scottish and the N. coloured Pictish !

The true explanation is that it was all Scottish, but could not

be alienated by the Scottish king without consent of his over-

lord, the Pictish king. The Scottish king in question was Revolt of

Conall mac Congall, and it was his successor, Aedan mac mac*"

Gabrain, who seems first to have attempted to shake off Pictish Gabrain.

supremacy.
Thirteen years altogether

Against the hosts of the Cruithnigh, . . .
*

When he died, he was not king,
On Thursday in Kintyre (Skene, Chronicles, 83).

But, however they may have resisted in arms from time to time The

the claims of Pictish suzerainty, the Dalriad Scots were prac- gjjjjj*

tically extinguished as a distinct power in 741 . Under that year permanent-
lv crushed

the Annals of Ulster record their
'

percussio \ The attempts in 741.

of late Irish chroniclers to conceal the facts by post-dating a

line of Dalriad kings known to have reigned in the 7th and

early 8th centuries have been thoroughly exposed by Skene

( Chronicles of the Picts and Scots, and Celtic Scotland, vol. i),

and Rh£s rightly says 'the country thenceforth formed a

dependency of the Picts' {Celtic Britain, 175).

Not only was it a dependency, but one governed (at least

normally) by a Pict of the royal house—sometimes the Pictish

1 I omit the next words of Skene's translation,
' mild the illustrious,'—because

I cannot believe in them. The line, as he prints it, is ' Fri shluagh Cruithnech,
cain in mhinn '. I am sure that cain = ' cain Gesetz

*
or ' emenda i.e. damni reparatio

'

(Windisch, Wb'rterb.) and in mhinn=- 1 of the diadem', and that the meaning is

that he fought against the conditions under which the subordinate kingdom was
held from the superior one, whether those conditions involved investiture, tribute,

the supply of armed auxiliaries, or anything else.
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king himself 1
. In 790 its ruler was Domnall son of Cusantin—

presumably the Constantin son ofUurgust(= Fergus) who
won the Pictish throne in that year by defeating Conall mac

Taidg. Conall himself was the next, and was followed by
another Conall said to have been his brother. After that,

Cusantin—apparently the Pictish king himself—took it under

his personal control. Then came Aengus the son of Fergus,
i.e. apparently the Ungust mac Uurguist who was Constantin's

brother, and who succeeded him as king of the Picts. The
next ruler was Aed mac Boanta, but he seems to have

surrendered the government to Eoganan the son of Aengus, i. e.

the ' Uuen '

son of
' Unust

' who became king of the Picts in

836 ;
and when Eoganan was killed in 839, fighting the Danes,

Aed was killed fighting on the same side. And this comrade-

ship in death was only 5 years before the alleged conquest
of all Pict-land by the Dalriad Scot Kenneth mac Alpin and

his people !

The name Let us now investigate the story of this conquest, and let
Kenneth.

ug begin with ^ name Qf Kenneth (Cinaed(h)) mac Alpin.
What strikes me at once is that it is so markedly Pictish !

Four Pictish kings had borne the name of Kenneth, but in

the genealogies of the Dalriad Scots it is previously unknown.
The name Two or three Pictish kings had borne the name ofAlpin, the first

pm *

being on his father's side a Dalriad Scot : but no other instance

of it is found among the Dalriad Scots until we come to the

father of Kenneth.
Nation- t-s We know that a Pictish king's father might be of any

nation, so long as his mother was a Pictish princess. But,

whatever his father's language, he always received a name

ality of a

Pictish

king's

material. 7 derived from that of his mother. Thus, the son of Ainfrid

(—the Northumbrian was called Talorgan, and the son of

Bili the Kymro was called Brude. And, when we examine

the genealogies of the Dalriad Scots contained in Irish MSS.
and printed by Skene {Chronicles, 308), we find such familiar

names of Pictish kings as Nechtan, Gartnait, Galan. The case

of Galan (tb. 311) is very noticeable. ' Bairfinde mac Nad-

sluaig iii. filios habuit .i. Lugaid, Conall, Galan. Cruithneach
1 All the following evidences are given by Skene in his Celtic Scotland. Before

seeing what he has there written, I had myself conjectured the identity of Cusantin,

Aengus, and Eoganan. Rhys {Celtic Britain, 178) has also recognized that of the

last two.
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a mathair ejus* : two MSS. out of three have sin for ejus, and

in any case it seems clear that the mother of Galan (and of

him alone of the sons) was a Pict. Now only two Pictish

kings bore the name Galan, and one of these reigned for a

year or two about 555, and a calculation of dates shows that

he might very well have been Galan the son of Bairfinde.

His claim seems to have been contested, or else he abdicated ;

for, after reigning one year by himself, and one year with Brude

mac Maelchon *, he disappears for about a quarter of a century

till his death in 580, recorded by Tigernach.

Next let us take the case of the earlier Alpin. He was The earlier

apparently the son of the Dalriad Scot Eochaid. He wrested A1Pin -

the Pictish throne from its then occupant, but was himself

defeated by other claimants, and fled to Dalriada, of which he

became king. From it he invaded Pictish Galloway, and

'destroyed it utterly', but in the hour of his triumph was

killed by a single man lying in ambush in a wood overhanging
a ford on a river (Skene, Chronicles, 198) : 'et tunc translatum Extinction

est regnum Scotorum in regnum Pictorum
'

(id. 149), and the
° j

series of independent rulers of Dalriada ended.

Now we come to Alpin the father of Kenneth. That he

was a Dalriad Scot on his father's side is certain. But that he

was also through his mother a Pictish prince is very nearly

certain from (1) his name, (2) the fact that in the chronicle \

which gives most particulars ofhim he is called ' rex Scotorum ', \

without any indication that he had obtained that position by
force. We have seen that the 'rex Scotorum' was for long
before this time either always or nearly always a member of

the Pictish royal family.

The last Pictish ruler of Dalriada whom we have previously
mentioned was Eoganan. In 834 Eoganan became king of

the Picts, and in the same year we find Alpin called *, rex

Scotorum '. Apparently, however, Eoganan refused to make
over the principality to him : for he is not admitted into the

list of Dalriad kings in the Synchronisms of Flann Mainis-

treach (Skene, Chronicles, 21). Either for this reason or as

a competitor for the Pictish throne, he led the Scots against

1 I have already suggested that Brude's father may have been the well-known

Maglocunus or Maelgwn, king of Gwynedd ;
and there may have been a war of

succession between partisans of the Scots and partisans of the Kymry.

G %

Dalriad

kingdom

Kenneth*

father,

Alpin.
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the Picts at Easter, and won a battle in which 'plures de

nobilioribus Pictorum ceciderunt'. But it is hinted that his

elation led him to neglect the precautions necessary to main-

tain his position
l
, and in a second battle, on July 20, he was

defeated and beheaded.

Had Alpin been not a Pictish prince at all, but simply the

leader of a rebellion of the Scots against the Picts, his defeat

ought to have been followed by the accounts of further

struggles in Dalriada before his son Kenneth was established

as its ruler. There are no such accounts, nor even the hint of

any further conflict. Dalriada appears to have remained with-

out any separate ruler a few years, and then his son Kenneth

'Dalriete regnum suscepit' (Skene, Chronicles, 8), a phrase
which suggests that he took over its administration as a matter

of course.

Whether Alpin wished to give his children a claim to the

Dalriad or to the Pictish throne, his policy obviously was to

marry a Pictish princess. That he did so cannot be proved,

but in any case he gave to his son Kenneth a name unknown
in the genealogies of Dalriada but which had been borne by

/ 4 Pictish kings !

Ktnnetti The chronicles relating to this period are so constantly
mac Alpin.

discrepant in their dates, and in the lengths assigned by them

to reigns, that it is impossible to ascertain accurately the

sequence of events. But in 839 Eoganan, king of the Picts

and ruler of Dalriada, died in battle against the Danes, and

Kenneth mac Alpin is recorded as his successor in the

government of Dalriada. In the '

Pictish chronicle
'

this is

said to have been 2 years before he came into Pict-land

(Skene, Chronicles, 8). Now in the previous list of Pictish

kings given in that chronicle Eoganan's successor Vurad

(Feradach) is said to have reigned only 3 years. But '

2 years
'

and \ 3 years
'

may both represent a period of i\ years, and

one naturally suspects that Kenneth's action was nothing but

the assertion of a constitutional title to the succession. That

he was among the leading Pictish princes on whom it

might devolve is almost self-evident from his being governor
of Dalriada.

1 ' Unde in superbiam elatus ab \hiatus\ bello ... a Pictis vincitur atque

truncatur' (Skene, Chronicles, 209).
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And this suspicion becomes a moral certainty when we find Pictish

that Vurad was succeeded by his own son Brude (Skene, succeeded*

Chronicles, 202). Of the details of the Pictish system of by their

succession through females we know nothing \ but the name till the

of almost every Pictish king's father is recorded from about late
i

8th
J °

cent., nor

415
2
onwards, and not until the late 8th cent, do we ever even then

find a Pictish king who can have been son of a Pictish king.
dlrectly-

Then we get Talorgan the son of Ungust reigning, and, as an

Ungust had reigned some 20 years before, they may have

been father and son. If so, however, Talorgan seems to have

been accepted only by the Southern Picts, and to have come
to a violent end, for the Ulster Annals record that in 782

Dubtholargg (
= Black Tolargg)

' rex Pictorum citra Monoth

periit
'

(Skene, Celtic Scotland, 1. 301-2). In the early

9th cent, we get two more cases. Drust was the son of

Constantin, and Eoganan was the son of Ungust. But even

these did not directly succeed their fathers : Constantin was

succeeded by his brother Ungust, after whom came first

Constantin's son and then Ungust's son. But before Brude This rule

the son of Vurad no one ever mounted the throne in direct Brude, the

succession to his own father ! ??n oi
.

Vurad,
The first departure from the old Pictish law had not been

acquiesced in by the entire Pictish nation : apart from the

case of Talorgan in the 8th cent., Drust the son of Constantin

had had to put up with the rivalry of another Talorgan,
the son of Vuthol, during his 3 years' reign, and the same

cause may have led to the war waged by Kenneth's father

Alpin. Perhaps this further departure—the succession of

a son immediately after his father—brought Kenneth himself who dis-

into the field 3 with his Argyll Scots: anyhow the son of after a

Vurad reigned but a month (Skene, Chronicles, 150, 173).
month.

The family of Vurad were, however, determined to retain Brude's

the succession, and, Brude having presumably been killed in Kenneth

battle, his brother Kenneth was set up ;
but he also disap- the next

claimant.

1 On this subject see specially dimmer, Das Mutterrecht der Pikten, in the

Zeitsckr. d. Savigny-Stiftung, xv, Heft I, 209-40.
a There are a few earlier cases. The only exceptions they furnish to the rule

mentioned are those of the mythical Cruitne, his seven sons, and their successor
1 Oenbecan ', who is variously termed son or grandson of one of them.

3 It is uncertain whether he claimed the throne then or on the death of Brude son

of Vuthol (see p. 86) : he may have been the candidate of the party of the latter.
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Then peared from the scene after a year. Then a claimant from

Bn
^

e son another princely family is recorded as reigning for a couple of
'

years: hewas Brudeson of
' Fodel ',' Fetal VFochel', or' Fokel'

—
i. e. he was brother of the Talorgan son of Vuthol who had

Then contested the sovereignty of Constantin's son Drust. Finally,

ofVurT a third son of Vurad
>
Drust

>
is given as reigning for 3 years.

Final
'

He was killed at Forteviot, according to one story (Skene,

Ke
U

n™eth°
f
Chronicles, 151). According to another, the Scots invited

mac Alpin. him and his party to a conference at Scone, undermined the

ground on which they were to stand, and, when it fell in,

slaughtered them (see Skene, Chronicles, 84, 151, 165, 174,

202, 299, 341
—but most of these passages are only the barest

allusions). Another account (id. 209) represents the final

triumph as the result of a series of 7 engagements with the

Picts in a single day !

Parallel Whether or not that triumph was partly secured by an act

Henry VII.
°f treachery, it finds an almost exact parallel in the accession

to the English throne of the founder of the Tudor dynasty.

Henry VII was a Welshman on his father's side, an English-

man on his mother's, and bore an English forename and

title. His father's country, Wales, had long since completely
lost its independence, though it sometimes furnished the style

of ' Prince of Wales
'

to the English king's eldest son. Henry,

starting from Kymric Brittany, landed in Wales, collected

a Welsh army with which he invaded England, defeated

Richard III (who was killed in the battle), crushed the attempts
of subsequent pretenders, and established a dynasty. That

as a Welshman attacking England he could have achieved

these results we know to be ridiculous, and no Welshman is

fool enough to say that the English were conquered by the

Welsh under Henry VII. Everyone knows that he invaded

England simply as inheriting a claim, on thefemale side, to the

English throne. We know also that he was the nominee of

an English faction, was joined by English adherents as soon

as he crossed the Welsh frontier, and was victorious partly

through the desertion of a large body of English troops to his

side on the very field of battle.

Unluckily there is no contemporary evidence of the events

which preceded the establishment of Kenneth's dynasty, and

an anonymous chronicler of the end of the 10th century,
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a monk of Abernethy or Brechin, has handed down a statement The

(Skene, 8) about Kenneth having destroyed the Picts. The §£?££'
reign of Brude the son of Vurad is followed by the words quest

'-

\ Kinadius igitur fiJius Alpini, primus Scottorum, rexit feliciter
my

istam annis xvi. Pictaviam. Pictavia autem a Pictis est

nominata
; quos, ut diximus, Cinadius delevit. Deus enim eos

pro merito sue malitie alienos ac otiosos hereditate dignatus
est facere : quia illi non solum Domini missam ac preceptum

spreverunt ; sed et in jure equitatis aliis equi parari noluerunt'.

It is obvious that the writer of those words was an Irish or The

Columban ecclesiastic with a strong feeling against the Pictish de?T'
Church for its neglect of mass and 'preceptum

'

(see p. 176), religious

and apparently also for restrictions put by it on Columban preju

clergy within the Pictish dominion 1
. He may have been

the Irish monk of Abernethy to whom in the earlier part of person-

the chronicle we owe the doubtfully honest, and certainly
a lty '

ridiculous, statement about Nectan's grant of Abernethy for

a church of St. Bridgid in the presence of Darlugdach abbess

of Kildare (see p. 36). He probably wrote in the reign of

Constantin the son of Aed (900-942) but before that king's and date.

1 8th year (917); in his 35th year the chronicle was apparently

being continued by another writer, perhaps a monk of Brechin,

or of that part of Scotland, without visible Irish tendencies 2
.

It is clear that after the reign of Brude the son of Vurad a a leaf

leaf is lost from this particular chronicle. It doubtless gave
mi*slng

the names of the three remaining claimants to the throne who ' Pictish

preceded Kenneth. Secondly, it may have contained in this ^/con-
& ''

place the list of kings of the Scots (ending with Kenneth), tents.

1 In the early 8th cent. Nectan had driven them over the Dorsum Britanniae.

2 My grounds are these. Under the reign of Constantin son of Kenneth we
are told ' Primo ejus anno Mael seehnaill rex Hiberniensium obiit ; et Aed films

Niel tenuit regnum \ Under that of Eochodius,
'

Cujus secundo anno Aed filius Neil

moritur '. Under that of Constantin the son of Aed,
' Et in suo octavo anno cecidit

excelcissimus rex Hiberniensium et archiepiscopus apud Laignechos .i. Cormace'

[read Cormace]
'
filius Culennan. Et mortui sunt in tempore hujus Doneualdus rex

Britannorum, et Duuenaldus filius Ede rex eligitur ;
et Flann filius Maelsethnaill

et Niall filius Ede, qui regnavit tribus annis post Flann \ [I have corrected Skene's

text, where necessary, by his facsimile. Irish annals date Niall's death 917-919.]
Then follows &c :

'

probably added by a later hand, doubtless the scribe who goes
on with the 18th and subsequent years of Constantin, mentioning in the 35th the

death of the Mormaer of Angus. From this point no deaths of Irishmen are

recorded ;

' ut dixi
'
is used, not ' ut diximus '

;
and the chronicle ends with the gift

of Brechin to the Lord by Kenneth son of Malcolm, late in the 10th cent. .
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-myth

found a few pages later in the same 14th cent. MS. (but with

extension to 1165). Thirdly, it stated (' ut diximus') the
1 deletion

'

of the Picts. This statement had in its closing

sentence the name Pictavia or terra Pictorum. For it is

obvious that the next one originally ran • Kinadius igitur filius

Alpini primus Scottorum rexit feliciter istam annis xvi ', where

istam refers to a preceding geographical name ;
that Pictaviam,

added after xvi, is a marginal explanation of istam
;
and that

the reason for its being copied after xvi is that xvi was the

lastword before the margin in the text of the copyist's exemplar.
Based on We look to the other chronicles to see whether we can find

ele^acs?

11

a statement such as we are in search of, terminating with a

mention of '

Pictavia
'

or ' terra Pictorum '. And we find notices

of Kenneth's reign ending
' Hie mira cal[l]iditate duxit Scotos

de Ergadia in terra Pictorum
'

(151),
' Hie in ira

'

[
= Hic mira]

*cal[l]iditate duxit Scotos de Argadia in terram Pictorum'

(174), 'Hie mira calliditate duxit Scotos de Ergadia in

terram Pictorum' (288). And, since 'primus Scottorum

rexit feliciter istam' is a metrically perfect hexameter 1
,

it

looks as if the chroniclers may be quoting from monkish

elegiacs
2 which ran

Kinadius: Scottos hie mira calliditate

Pictorum in terram duxit ab Ergadia.
Primus Scottorum rexit feliciter istam

Annis octo bis.

But we have still to look for some statement which would

justify the words *

quos, ut diximus, Cinadius delevit \ Skene

takes them to refer to the treachery of Scone : but it is difficult

to believe that if the writer had ascribed Kenneth's triumph
to so monstrous an act he would have gone on to ascribe it

The Hunt- also to the will of God. In the Huntingdon chronicle printed

chronicle, ty Skene (209) there is a passage which may be parallel to

the missing statement. It tells us that in the 7th year of

Kenneth's reign over the Scots, when Danish pirates had

occupied the shores and had crushed the Picts with very great

1 Moreover * mira calliditate
'

is metrical both in rhythm and in style.
2 Such a set of verses, though a good deal later, is printed by Skene (Chronicles,

177) ;
it begins

Primus in Albania fertur regnasse Kynetus
Filius Alpini, prelia multa gerens

Expulsis Pictis regnaverat octo bis annis.
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slaughter, 'in reliquos, Pictorum terminos transiens, arma

vertit, et multis occisis fugere compulit, sicque Monarchiam
tocius Albanie, que nunc Scocia dicitur, p[rimus] Scottorum

r[.
.

.] et in ea primo super Scottos regnavit. Qui anno

xii°. regni sui septies in una die cum Pictis congreditur multis-

que pertritis regnum sibi confirmat et regnavit xxviii. annis l \

Chronological differences apart, this may be very much the

account conveyed in the missing statement and summed up in

1

quos, ut diximus, Cinadius delevit \

However these things may be, the idea of the Picts—who
(despite recent Scandinavian attacks) still occupied the land

from the Forth to the Orkneys—being 'deleted' by their

Dalriad subjects is too absurd for argument. Even the idea

of their being conquered by these subjects could only be

entertained on strong historical evidence. But the weight of

the evidence is in exactly the contrary direction.

The late 10th cent. Annales Cambrie do not mention the The
'

conquest ',
but chronicle the death of '

Cemoyth' (i.e. Cenioyth cambrie.—see p. 51) 'rex Pictorum'. Had the Picts been 'deleted', the

title would be ridiculous: had they simply been conquered,
we should expect the title

' rex Scottorum et Pictorum '. The
title

' rex Pictorum
'

indicates that Kenneth's victory was that

of a claimant to the Pictish throne.

The early nth cent. Synchronisms of Flann Mainistreach The Syn-

give the succession of Dalriad princes, including the later of Flann

Pictish princes ;
make Kenneth immediately follow (the Pictish Mainist-

king) Eoganan in this principality ;
and add '

ise cet righ ro

gab righe Sgoinde, do Gaidelaib' (Skene, Chronicles, 21),

i.e. 'he is the first king that took the kingdom of Scone,

among the Gaidels
'—but not a word of conquest.

The (nth cent?) Life of St. Cadroe (ib. 108) says that The Life of

the Choriscians of Asia Minor invaded Ireland in the time of
** roe *

Julius Caesar
;
found it occupied by the Picts ; made conquests

there
;
crossed the sea to Iona

;
settled along the river Rosis

in Rossia
; captured the cities Rigmonath and Bellethor ' a se

procul positas
'

;
and changed the name of the entire country

from Choriscia to Scotia after a woman of former times named

Scotta. Subsequently they were converted by Patrick !

1 I have added a comma after 'reliquos' and put [. . .] for Skene's conjectural
1

[ex conquisivit] '. / should restore
'

r[ecepit] '.
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The Irish

Nennius.

The Duan
Albanach.

The

Prophecy
of St.

Berchan.

A St.

Andrew's
chronicle.

A passage among the additions to the Irish translation

of Nennius (ib. 32) represents the Gael of Dalriada as taking

possession of Alba after the Cruithneach, and is followed by
a poem in which the statement is repeated (ib. 44). Skene

says (xxxiv) that this poem 'bears within it evidence of

having been compiled not later than the end of the reign

of Macbeth, in 1058 '. The fact is that it speaks of 50 kings of

the race of Echad, from Feargus
' co mac mbrigac^ mb^ret-

ach
',
and then says that there were 66 kings of them and that

they possessed the kingdom of the Cruithneach. Todd, in

the edition of the Irish Nennius, says
'

perhaps we should read

Mac Bethach
,

j
but Macbeth was Macbethad son of Finnlaech,

and the final stanza at least must have been either added or

altered 16 reigns later. See further p. 176.

The late nth cent. Duan Albanach (ib. 58) speaks of

Cusantin as the last Pictish king
—which is absurd. It then

says that the children of Eatha after the Picts took possession

of Alba after great wars
;
but the next stanza shows that the

original settling of Dalriada is referred to. The Pictish princes

of Dalriada are enumerated in the series of Dalriad kings

exactly as if they were Scots, and of Kenneth mac Alpin all

that is said is
'

Thirty years, Cionaoith the hardy '.

The Prophecy of St. Berchan at the end of the nth cent,

alludes to Kenneth as the author of the treachery of Scone and

as '

slaughtering Cruithnech
'

(ib. 84), but also describes his

son, who reigned next but one after him, as ' herd of cowshed

of cows of Cruithnech
'—an obvious allusion to the fact that

Amlaib, the Danish king of Dublin, was attacked and slain

by him while carrying off captives from Pictavia. Here the

Cruithnech are clearly regarded as owners of the soil a genera-
tion after Kenneth's accession.

A late 12th cent, chronicle written at St. Andrew's (ib. 151),

already referred to by me for the * mira calliditate
'

passage,

says that Kenneth ' 16 annis super Scotos regnavit, destructis

Pictis '. But it indirectly throws doubt on the Scone story by
saying that Drust (the last of Kenneth's predecessors)

' occisus

est apud Fertheviot, secundum quosdam Sconam a Scottis \

Giraldus Cambrensis (ib. 165), in the early 13th cent., tells

the story of all the Pictish magnates being treacherously de-

stroyed by the Scots at a banquet, but represents the Scots as
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/
allies of the Picts, does not mention Kenneth or Scone, and

adds ' Sic itaque de duobus populis gens bellicosior et validior

totaliter evanuit
'—a reductio ad adsurdum, indeed !

The Annals of Innisfallen, 13th and 14th centt., mention The

Kenneth's death, as king of Alban (id. 169)—but that is all-
^iJfan/n.

I have already quoted a ' Cronicon elegiacum
'

of the late A * Cron-

13th cent. (id. 177) which speaks of Kenneth as reigning J.

c

u°^^
egla

"

'expulsis Pictis', which can hardly mean anything more than

! expelled from the sovereignty '. For where could they go ?

The Legend of St. Andrew of which I have already discussed The

the Pictish place-names contains the words (id. 188) 'Deleto
of |^

n

igitur funditus Pictorum regno, et a Scotis occupato '. The Andrew.

Legend in its present form seems to be late 13th cent. .

A chronicle of the late 1 3th cent, in French (id. 202) tells A French

the story of the (Scone) treachery with the absurd addition
chronic1^

that the Scots ' sent afterwards for such others as they wished,

and slew them as they came, so that they did as they desired '.

The statement of the Huntingdon chronicle
(id. 209), of The Hunt-

about the same date, I have already quoted. It is that which ^oniS
speaks of Kenneth as defeating the Picts seven times in a day.
The Annals of Ulster, written in the 14th and 15th centuries, The

but largely compiled from earlier works now lost, only record
u^ter*

°

the death of ' Cinaeth mac Alpin rex Pictorum' (id. 361).

A Scottish chronicle of the late 15th cent. (id. 383) says A Scottish

*

yir [there] fell ane discord betuyx ws and ye [the] Pechtis,
chromcle-

and we warrayt on yamme [them] lang tymme, and put yamme
out utralye [utterly] of ye land of Scotland, be oure king,

Kenauthe Makalpynn
'—but does not add where the expelled

Picts went !

Finally, the Four Masters, writing in the 17th cent., butTheFonr

compiling from earlier chronicles, state under the year 835 that
Masters*

Kenneth asked the toiseach of Oirghiall (in Ireland) to Alba to

strengthen the Dal-Riada, but have not a word about the

conquest.

Omitting a few verbatim copyings from one late chronicle

into another, and formal histories from Fordun (late 14th cent.)

downwards, I have now, I believe, given a fair summary of

the external evidence on this subject
l

. Every reader will be

1 I have not included a passage, over which Skene has blundered extraordinarily,

in the Legend of St. Adrian {Chronicles, 424). The Legend says that Adrian and
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struck by three things, (i) That, whereas the supposed con-

quest is a priori almost incredible, the evidence for it is of the

most unsubstantial nature. (2) That most of it is so late as

to be absolutely worthless, the presumption being that one

chronicle simply borrowed from another. (3) That the Irish

annals absolutely ignore the '

conquest '. And yet the Irish

were the annalists par excellence of those days, their annals

have frequent references to wars of the Picts and of the Dalriad

Scots, and it is against all reason to suppose that they would

have passed over the conquest of the former by the latter (an
Irish colony) in total silence.

The Ulster Annals, indeed, give to each of Kenneth's next

3 successors the title
' rex Pictorum \ And, if anyone asks how

the title
'

king of Scots
'

and the name ' Scotland
'

arose if the

Picts were not conquered, the answer is very simple. In Irish

and Highland Gaelic there is no such title or name : Scotland

is Alba, its king is ri Albain^ its inhabitants are Albanaich. It

is only in English and other foreign languages that the change
took place, and in those it probably arose from the use ofa com-

bined Latin title
* rex Pictorum et Scottorum '. In such a case

one of the two names is pretty certain to disappear, and the

question which needs not depend for its answer on considera-

tions of political supremacy—witness the case of the names

Englatid and English. The Englishman is spoken of. by the

Welshman, the Highlander, and the Irishman as a Saxon.

The kingdom of the Heptarchy which became supreme over

the rest, and incorporated them, was not Angle but Saxon.

And it is in the dialect of that kingdom that almost all the

Anglo-Saxon literature which has come down to us was written.

Yet the language and people came to be called English, not

Saxon
;
the country England, not Saxony. In this case Latin

usage probably determined the result, and Latin usage was

probably influenced by a desire to distinguish between the

Saxons in Britain and those on the continent. In the case

also of Scotia
',

* Scoti ', and
' Scotica lingua ', and their corre-

his 6606 (!) companions came ' ad orientales Scocie partes, que tunc a Pictis

occupabantur
' and that ' Hii viri, cum presule Adriano dilati regno Pictorum',

dispersed in the kingdom of the Picts,
'

plurima signa fecere populo '. Skene

(clxi) writes • These men, with their bishop Adrian, the Pictish kingdom being

destroyed, dilati regno Pictorum, did many signs
'

! Is a similar blunder at the

bottom of the original deletion-myth ?
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sponding equivalents in other foreign languages, Latin usage
was probably the determining factor, and this usage was prob-

ably due to the desire of the Columban clergy to exalt their

own race.

And the view of Kenneth's succession which, following (and Internal

I hope strengthening) Skene, I have urged in these pages ^,
d

fp^t

°f

derives important evidences from that very 10th cent, docu- jsh
chron-

ment which emanates from the anti-Pictish ecclesiastics.

It tells us that Kenneth died in the palace at Forteviot. Kenneth

Forteviot was the city in which, according to the Legend of p^^ot
St. Andrew, the sons of the 8th cent. Pictish king Ungust had

resided (Ungust himself being on an expedition in Argyll),
and in which, according to one story, Kenneth's predecessor was

killed.

It tells us that he was succeeded by his brother Duuenaldus Hisbrother

(Domhnall), in whose time <

jura ac leges regni Edi filii Ecdach ^Seds.
11

fecerunt Goedeli cum rege suo in Fothiurthabaicth \ Here
Forteviot is still the royal city, but the Goidels adopt the

constitutional laws of Aed Finn, son of Eocha, a Dalriad king
who died in 778, but who may also have been a Pictish prince

1

on his mother's side, as he reigned after the overthrow of the

Dalriad Scots. Whether the Goedeli are the Scots only (if
' Goedeli'.

so, why is not the writer's regular term Scotti employed ?) or

the Picts 2 and Scots, and whether in the former event the laws
1 This is rather implied by the statement of the Annals of Ulster that in 768

there was a battle in Fortrenn between ' Aedh & Cinaedh '. Aedh had not been

mentioned previously, and the natural inference of a reader would be that they
were rivals for the sovereignty of Fortrenn.

3 The Picts are called Gwyddyl Ffichti occasionally in Welsh literature (14th

cent, and after ?)
: see Rhys, Celtic Britain, 36. And in the ridiculous romance

of Mac Erca contained in the Book of Ballymote (Skene, Chronicles, 55) he is

represented as having among his sons Constantin & Gaedheal Ficht
',
from whom

the provincial kings of Britain and the kings of the Cornish Britons are said to be

descended. For Guidal as name of a Pictish king see pp. 46, 49.

Of course in Flann Mainistreach's statement that Kenneth was the first king who
took the kingdom of Scone among the Goidels we have a use of the term which

excludes the Picts. But it is too commonly assumed that they are excluded from

it in the name of Argyll. In the description of Albania contained in the same MS.

with the ' Pictish chronicle', and compiled about 1155, we are told that '

Arregathel

dicitur quasi Margo Scottorum seu Hibemensium, quia omnes Hibernenses et Scotti

generaliter Gattheli dicuntur' (Skene, 136). But the early Latin forms Ergadia,

Argadia, point to a stem airgad, ergad, or argad, with one of the / class of suffixes

(see Zeuss-Ebel, 767-8). This I find in h-airgeadk,
'

plundering, devastation' (see

Highland Society's Diet.), and interpret 'the wasted district': cf. Tigernach,
'

Ktngus mac Fergwja, rex Yxccioxum uastauit regiowes Dail Riata '. The
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in question were meant to apply only to Dalriada, we do not

know. Skene suggests that among them was the law of

Tanistry, and that it was in accordance with this that the

succession was continued in the male and not in the female

line (Celtic Scotland, I. 323).

It tells us that the next king was Kenneth's son Constantin.

The name Constantin speaks volumes. It is not found in

Dalriada, nor yet in Ireland
;
but it was the name of a Pictish

king who had reigned from 790 to 820. Since a Byzantine
Constantine figures in the Legend of St. Andrew, it is prob-
able that the name was introduced from that source, and it is

possible that Kenneth gave it to his own son to propitiate the

Pictish Church. But I strongly suspect that the child was so

named because he was descended from his Pictish namesake.

As the Pictish king apparently had a son who ruled Dalriada

as early as 778, it is unlikely that he also had a daughter who
was Kenneth's wife : but, if he had a daughter who was Alpin's
wife and Kenneth's mother, we have an instant explanation
of the Pictish wars of those princes. Alpin would be fighting

for his son's maternal claim to the Pictish throne, and Kenneth

for his own !

It tells us that early in Constantin's reign 'Amlaib, cum

gentibus suis,' wasted Pictavia, remained in it from Jan. 1 to

Mar. 17, and in a following year was killed by Constantin
'

trahe/zs centum
',

i.e. while carrying off a train of 100 captives.

Now Amlaib was Scandinavian king of Dublin, and according
to the Annals of MacFirbis (173) his wife was Constantin's

own sister (Skene, Chronicles, exxxiv). And the doubt at

once arises whether Amlaib's invasion of his brother-in-law's

kingdom was not in support of a prior claim (under the old

Pictish rule of succession through the mother) of a son of his

own.

It tells us that the next king,
* Edus '

(Aed), after one year's

reign was killed in a city called Nrurim
(?
—

only ri is quite

certain). Other chronicles printed by Skene say that he was

connexion of h-airgeadh with h-dirge, arge,
* herd of sheep or cattle ', is obvious.

Probably they come from the roots '

(p)arei bei, vor' (Stokes, 35), which gives

Irish air-, iv-, ar- (id.), and
•

ag treiben
'

(Stokes, 6) : you drive a herd before you,
and plundering was mainly cattle-driving. The lost vowel before the g is found

again in such forms as Arregaithil (Skene, 136), Erregaithle (Ferguson, Place-

names of Scotland horn l Old Ir. MS!), and Errogeil {ib. as of the date 1147).
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Constantin's brother, was killed
i a sociis suis

'

(362), or was

killed in battle in Strathalun (Stirlingshire) by
'

Grig
'

the son

of Dungal (151).

It tells us that he was succeeded by Eochodius son of Run Eochoid

king of the Britons, and that Eochodius was nepos
' Cinadei ex ^^Cinc

filia'; that some say Ciricius was king, but that Ciricius was as his

only his
'

alumpnus ordinatorque
'

; that in the 9th year
£overnor -

of the reign an eclipse of the sun took place
'

in ipso die

Cirici
'

i. e. on the day of Ciricius's name-saint
;

that both

Eochodius and his
'

alumpnus
' were now expelled the king-

dom
;

and that he was succeeded by
' Douiualdus

'

(i.e.
' Domnaldus'= Domhnall) son of Constantin. Here we have The Pictish

the old Pictish law of succession through a woman in full force,
succession

Eochodius's father is an alien, but his mother was Kenneth's still

daughter, and he succeeds before the son of Kenneth's son !

This was not a Dalriad law of succession, and in the face of it

what becomes of the theory of a Scottish conquest ? Ciricius,

of course, is the '

Grig
'

(Giric, p. 29) who slew the last king :

we learn from other chronicles that he was killed by the men
of Fortrenn, dying at Dundurn. He was buried at Iona, as

the kings of Kenneth's house had been—either in imitation of

precedent or because he was a Scot on his father's side. But,

although his father's name was common among the Scots, it

was also the name of a Briton who was Eochodius's great-

grandfather ; and it becomes practically certain that Ciric was

Eochodius's grand-uncle and thus came to be his '

alumpnus
1

ordinatorque \ His own name was that of one of the sons of

Cruithne—and of the saint (perhaps a Goidel) after whom the

North Welsh village of Capel Curig is named—and it is possible

that his mother also was a Pictish princess from whom he derived

a prospect of succession to the Pictish throne. And, in spite

of the very precise statement of our 10th cent, chronicle, every

other list of Pictish kings contains '

Grig
' and only one con-

tains Eochodius ! If such in the late 10th cent, was the

confusion of chroniclers as to the reigns of kings who lived only
100 years earlier, what importance—in the face of all contrary

probability
—can be attached to their vague statements of the

deletion of the Picts ?

Finally our chronicle tells us that the next king was
1 In Low Lat. alumnus means not only foster-son but foster-father.
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Constantin—another Pictish name—the son of Edius (and so

Kenneth's grandson in the male line) ;
and that

'

in vi. anno

Constantinus rex et Cellachus episcopus leges disciplinasque

fidei atque iura ecclesiarum ewangeliorumque pariter cum
Scottis in Colle Credulitatis prope regali civitati Scoan de-

voverunt custodir9 '. (see Skene's text (9) and his facsimile).

Skene {Celtic Scotland, I. 340) translates
' should be preserved

entire and on a footing of equality with the Scots
',
and says

that 'By this declaration the Pictish and Scottish churches

were united in one ', and that the hill was the Mote Hill. The

rendering should be that the king and bishop equally with

the Scots devoted the archives of the two churches to be kept
'

in Colle Credulitatis '. The chronicle adds ' Ab hoc die collis

hoc meruit nomen .i. Collis Credulitatis \ As there was a battle

among the Picts in 727 or 728
{ ac Caislen Credhi

'

(Tigernach)
or '

juxta Castellum Credi
'

(Annals of Ulster), this origin of the

name is very doubtful. And Credulitatis makes it seem

possible that the story of the treachery at Scone is largely an

invention designed to explain the same singular designation.

Let me add some corroborative evidence from other

chronicles.

In one compiled in the late nth cent. (Skene, 151) we are

told that '

Girg . . . primus dedit libertatem ecclesie Scoticane

que sub servitute erat ad illud tempus ex consuetudine et

more Pictorum '—a statement repeated in others (174, 178,

204, 288, 301, 305). Had there been either a 'deletion' or

a '

conquest
'

of the Picts, it is absurd to suppose that such

would have been the position of the Columban clergy for some

40 years after it.

The Ulster Annals, after giving the deaths in 857 and 861

of Kenneth and his brother, each being termed rex ' Pictorum \

chronicle that of the abbat of Kildare and la in 864
'
in regione

Pictorum'; state that in 865 Scandinavians laid waste all

Crujthenttiat (=¥ictdiv\a) and took away hostages; speak under

870 of the return of Scandinavians to Dublin from Alba with a

very great booty
'

Anglorum et Britonum et Pictorum'—though
this may refer only to Galloway Picts ; and record under 874

Congressio Pictorum fri Dubghallu,' [against the Danes] ! et

strages magna Pictorum facta est '. It is quite plain that the

Ulster Annals regard the military force of the kingdom as
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Pictish, not Scottish, nearly a generation after Kenneth's

accession. During that interval they do not even allude to the

Scots, and when (after 878) the name 'Picts' does disappear
from their pages its place is taken not by Scots

'

but by
' Alba \

' men of Alba ',

( Albanaich '.

In concluding an appeal, which I trust has been successful, Similar his-

to the historic sense of my readers, I wish once more to refer E^Hsh
S

to the curious parallels presented by the devolution of the crown.

crown in England. The Welshman Henry VII, claiming the

throne through the female line, founded a dynasty which lasted

more than a century. TheWelsh dynasty was succeeded in 1603

by a Scotsman, James I, as a descendant of Henry's daughter.
The Scottish dynasty was followed in 1714 by a German,

George I, as a descendant of James's daughter, and his dynasty
still reigns. Its first two kings were born in Germany ;

its

first five kings married German wives; the queen who succeeded

them had a German mother and married a German husband ;

while her son now reigning married a Danish wife. Not one

drop of British blood can be found in his pedigree for nearly

200 years, nor of English blood for over 300: yet during
that entire period England has been an independent nation,

never for one moment under Welsh, or Scottish, or German
domination. How then can we suppose it a sign of con-

quest that the Pictish crown, the title to which so largely

depended on descent in the female line, should have eventually Was the

fallen to a Scottish dynasty ? The only question in my own fhePktish

mind is whether, as suggested by McLennan (Primitive crown sub-

marriage, 129), the royal Pictish succession was not subject \^ °f

a

to a law of exogamy. exogamy?

The Belgae in Ireland. I return to Ireland. According The Belgae

to the Leabar Gabala, one of the peoples which invaded and
T^/rBoi^).

colonized it was the Fir Bolg,
' Men of Pouches ', and this

name has already been connected by Zeuss with that of Bolgios

(Pausanias) or Belgius (Trogus and Justin) a leader of Gauls

against Macedon in the 3rd cent. B.' c. Bolg is admitted to be

the same as bulga, a Gaulish word for a leathern bag, used by
Latin writers : Holder (1. 629) calls it a Cisalpine Gaulish word,

doubtless because it is found as early as Lucilius (who wrote

H
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The buh

Nennius,
and the

Irish trans'

lation of

him.

The
* Leabhar
Gabhala '.

Fir
Domnann.

both before and after B.C. 128). And the root is
*

bhelgo-
schwellen

'

(Fick, I. 493).

The bulga seems to have been a pouch of skin, with the

hair on, like a Highlander's sporan, only hanging from the

arm, to which it was strapped (see the quotations in Holder).
I suspect that the Goidels of N. Gaul were called Belgae,

'Pouches' (cf. in English
' Blue Bonnets

'),
or Fir Bolg,

' Pouch-

men ', from the practice of wearing the bulga.
•

I cannot attempt to investigate everything said in Irish

tradition about the Fir Bolg. But the following notes of

some of the earliest statements will bear out my contention

that they were Belgae.

The Chartres copy of the (7th cent. ?) chronicle of Filius

Urbagen and others (which Nennius used) does not mention

them. But Nennius himself (c. 796) does, saying (§ 14) Builc

autem cum suis tenuit Euboniam insulam et alias circiter',

where the Irish translator (late nth c.) renders ' Builc cum
suis

'

by
r

Firbolg
'

and a plural verb. Bolg
'

pouch
'

is also

written bole : its gen. sing, and nom. pi. would be builg or

builc, and in modern Irish even the nom. sing, is so infected

(bolg and builg) ;
but Nennius's eponymous hero Builc seems

to have arisen out of a misunderstood nom. pi. Builc — Bulgae
or Fir Builc =Viri Bulgae. As to Eubonia, it is the Isle of

Man, and we have already seen (1) that it was colonized by

Menapians (who were Belgae), (2) that in the early 5th cent,

it is said to be inhabited by tribes of Scots
(i.

e. Irish), and

(3) that its vernacular is Gaelic to this day.

The additions to the Irish Nennius join with the Fir Bolg
the Fir Galeoin and Fir Domnann, and speak of Galeon as

the son of Hercules, and of his progeny as occupying the

Orkneys. O'Clery's edition of the Leabhar Gabhala I have

not access to, but Lizeray and O'Dwyer's translation (41)

says that the Gaileoin, Fir Bolg, and Fir Domnann came to-

gether and were ' une seule tribu et une seule race ', for which

the general name Fir Bolg is used. And the 1 2th cent. Leabar

Gabala contained in the Book of Leinster
(f. 7, 2) gives among

the names of their 5 leaders Gand and Sengand (= Old Gand),
with which one is tempted to compare the name of Ghent,

Gand-avum.

Now the Fir Domnann are obviously the Damnonioi whom
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Ptolemy found in Devon (Dumnonia), Cornwall, and South

Central Scotland. That they were Kelts is practically certain

from the names of their towns Isca (Devon) and Lindon

(Scotland). That they were Goidels is probable from the fact

that of the ogam-inscriptions found in Devon and Cornwall

two (both Devonian) are certainly Goidelic (printed in Rhys,
Lectures on Welsh philology', 401), as they have the maq- stem.

The Fir Galeoin,
' Men of Galeon ', are simply Picts. An Fir

Irish ecclesiastic coming across Vergil's
'

pictosque Gelonos
'

wer/picti.

(G. II. 135) identified the Picts with the Scythian Geloni, who
were said to be named from Gelonus, son of Hercules. Hence

the story that the Picts, who colonized the Orkneys, were

children of Geleon : see the passage in the Royal Irish

Academy's Book of Lecan quoted by Skene {Chronicles, 323)
1 Isin bliadin cetna sin tancatar Cruithnigh a tir Tracia, .i.

clanna Geleoin mac Ercail iat . . . In the same year came the

Cruithnigh from the land of Thrace, viz. the clan Geleoin son

of Ercalthey'. For 'the clan Geleoin' read 'children of Geleon'.

Of relations between the Picts of Albion and the Belgae Relations

there are several evidences. We have seen at least one p^
e

^
Pictish king bearing the epithet Bole or Bolg. There were also Albion and

a Dunbulcc or Dunbulg, in Fife—now Dunbog ;
a Strathbolgyn

e sae *

in Aberdeenshire—now Strathbogie ;
and a Bolgyne in Fife, as

well as ' Blatum Bulgium
'

in South Scotland (not known to

have been in Pictish occupation, and of which Blatobulgium

may be the right form). See also p. 177.

So that, as far as circumstantial evidence goes, Ireland was

largely occupied by /-preserving Kelts, sometimes grouped

together under the general name Fir Bolg (
= Belgae) or some-

times distinguished as Fir Bolg, Dumnonians, and Picts.

The traditional division of Ireland among the Fir Bolg, Fir

Domnann, and Fir Galeoin, was this.

The Fir Domnann took all the W. coast ! above Limerick, Irish ten-i-

the N. coast, and the E. coast down to the Boyne. That l°ry of th
.

e
' J Dumnonu.

includes the country where the Irish Picts are found later.

But the Dumnonii apparently arrived in Ireland even south of

the Boyne ;
for Inbher Domhnann 2

is barely north of the Liffey.

1 Adamnan's Eirros Domno, later Iorrus Domhnann, now Erris in Co. Mayo, is

supposed to be derived from them.
2 Now Muldowney (Reeves's Adamnan, 31).

H 2
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Irish terri- The Fir Galeoin held S. E. Ireland, from the Boyne
'

jusqu'

P°icL°and

e
au Confluent des Trois eaux

',
near Waterford 1

;
and the Fir

Belgae. Bolg from that point to Limerick, i. e. S. W. Ireland.

We have seen (p. 89) that according to the Life of St. Cadroe

the Choriscii on reaching Ireland '

gentem Pictaneorum re-

periunt'. Rhys (Rhind lectures, 54) has observed that they
landed somewhere in the W. of Ireland, and took Cloyne on

the Shannon
;
also (id. 107) that *

Spike Island
'

in Cork har-

bour was once Inis Picht. These facts favour the statement

that the Picts, Belgae, and Domnonians were a single race.

The Belgae Of the Belgian occupation
2 there are many records in Irish

jJiace-

11

place-names. Joyce (ser. 2, 192) amusingly says
' Why it is

names. that places took their names from sacks or bags, it is not easy
to determine, unless

'

sack-makers lived there or sacks were

used there in large numbers ! He mentions Dunbolg (Tiger-
nach's Dun Bole) in Co. Wicklow, Dunbulloge in Co. Cork,

Caherbullog and Moherbullog in Co. Clare (all names of
*
circular forts'), Moybolgue (Tigernach's Mag bolg) in Meath
and Co. Cavan, Clonbulloge in King's County and Co. Carlow,
and Killimorbologue in Co. Galway. See further p. 177.

Names of Names of Pictish kings in Ireland. According to the

kings in
Tract on the Picts printed by Skene at p. 3 1 8,

' Seven kings
Ireland. f the Cruitneach of Alban governed Erin in Teamhair',
Ollamh. each of whom reigned 30 years

3
. The first was Ollamh : his

name means Big-hand—from Ir. (p)oll,
'

big
'

(Stokes, 53) and
Ailiii dm, 'hand' (Stokes, 16). The second was (Heilim or) Ailill

Sta" Ollfinsnechta—obviously the Olfinecta of p. 5, the Ollfinachta

of p. 396, and the Finnechta of p. 324: Stokes (B. B.) takes

Ailill 'From *Alpilli-s, cogn. with A. S. celf\ Finsnechta,

Finnshneachta, and Finnachta are common in Irish annals,

and = Snowy-haired, from find-, finn-,
'

hair
',

and snechta

'snow
'

;
the s beginning the second element was always aspir-

ated, sh was sounded as h, and so Finsn- became Finhn-, Finn-.

Findoll The third was Findoll Cisirne : Findoll means Very-hairy
Cisirne.

1 I owe the identification to Prof. Kuno Meyer in Y
'

Cymmrodor, XIV. 115. In
verses quoted by Tigernach under 737 the Leinstermen are called Galian.

3
Among the invaders of Ireland in those early days were the Fo-mor-aich,

whose identity is a matter of dispute. I suggest that they may have been the

M6rl-ni, who occupied the coast of Gaul just S. of the Menapii.
3 But in § 247 of the C6ir Anmann {Jrische Texte, III. 390) the and, 4th, and

5th are represented as sons of the 1st.
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(finda 'hair'), and Cisirne looks like caisirne, a word given

by Windisch without explanation, but apparently connected

by him with casir,
'

hail
' l

. The fourth was Geithe Ollgothach : Geithe

his first name (Geide, p. 396, Gede, p. 5) = Ir.
'

gaide „ pilatus
" ' 011^othach -

(Stokes, 104), his second= Big-voiced (Stokes, B. B.). The fifth

was Slanoll, whose name seems a compound of oil and sldn Slanoil.

1

healthy
' = '

Very hale \ The sixth was Bagag Ollfiacha : Bagag

Bagag = Ir. bdgach (Stokes, B. B.), i. e.
« Warlike \ and Oil-

011fiacha -

fiacha is a compound of oil and fiacha
—on which latter see

below. Last came Bearngal or (Stokes, B. B.) Berngal ;
Stokes Bemgai

compares Ir. bern .i. calma no tren
',
and gal seems to = gall,

1 cock
'

(Corrriac), so that the name means ' Brave cock \

I have come across four later kings in Reeves's ed. of Adam-
nan's life of Columba. Adamnan himself mentions Echodius Echodius

Laib (1. 7) in a battle fought in 56$. Laib, as Stokes
al " '

(B. B.) and Holder take it, is allied to Latin laevus, and I

presume that it means ' Lefthanded '. Echodius is, of course,

the very common Irish name Eochaid. I suggest that it =
Ech-odius i.e.

* horse-keeper ',
from ekvo-s 'horse* and *audi-

(Macbain, 320) which gives
' O. Ir. oid, oid, con-6i, servat

'

and

Highland Gaelic taidhe (= do aidhe). This king is referred

to in the Ulster Annals, in the genitive, as Echach (Stokes,

B. B., mors Eugain mic Echach laibh
')
— Echach being an

abbreviation of Echdach, as Eocha, Eocho, Eochu, of Eochaid.

Reeves mentions three more—Fiacha Araidhe (A. D. 236),

Congal Claen (A.D. 572), and Dungal mac Scandail (a.d. 681).

Fiacha is a name found often in the early history of Ireland : Fiacha

for instance, Tigernach records a defeat of this very Fiacha by
ralt e *

a Fiacha king of Munster. The dat. is Fiachaigh, so that the

original form indicated is Vlcax, from stem of ' viko ich kampfe'
and 'ir. fich Kampf

'

(Stokes, 279). His surname may contain

the stem 'aro- Ackerbau, Feldbau. ir. ar. Corm/ (Stokes, 16).

Congal and Dungal are both common Irish names (see the Congal and

index to the Ulster Annals). Con—* Hound \Dun probably
unga '

s= Donn * Brown ', cf. Donnghal. The -gal is, I believe, taken

to = gall, stranger
'

(for which see Stokes, 108). Claen = Ir.

cloen> cldin ' Wicked \ Scandail is gen. of Scandal, apparently
•

Leaper', an adj. in -al (see Zeuss-Ebel, 768) from scand- 'to

1 In § 254 of the CSir Anmann (Irische Texte, ill. 394) he is called 'Caisirni

i. cistmiaei
'

and is said to have been the first man who dug a cistern.
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Aed Brecc.

Mael
Caich

spring': see Stokes, 307, 'squendo ich springe . . . ir. scendim . . .

Perf. Sg. 3 sescaind . . . lat. scando \ According to Tigernach,

Feargus Scandal, king of Munster, died in 583, and one of the

companions of Columba was named Scandal (Reeves, 245),

while Scannal and the diminutive Scannlan are frequent in

Irish annals. But Dungal's father may not have been a Pict.

In looking over Tigernach I come across the following

additional names : my references are to Stokes's edition and

translation in vol. XVII of the Revue Celtique.

(p. 345) In 557 (Four Masters) or *fiz (Annals of Ulster) a

battle took place in Ireland in which seven Pictish kings fell

1

including Aed Brecc '. His name Aed
(

{ Fire
')
and surname

Brecc ('Mottled') are equally common in Irish nomenclature.

(p. 180) In 624 (FM) or 628 (AU) a battle took place in which
' Mael caith m#c Scandail, rex Cruithniu, uictor erat .... Dicull

m#c "Eachac/i ri ceneoil Cruithne cecidit'. Here Mael is the

word so common in Irish proper names, especially with a

genitive after it, meaning
' Bald

' = ' Tonsured
' = ' Servant '.

This king died in 665 and is there called ' Mael caich mac

Scandlai/z, ri Cruithne' (p. 199): the Four Masters call him

Maolcaoich son of Scannal, and also mention a Maelcaech

under 779. The entire name seems to mean One-eyed
Tonsured-one—cf. 'kaiko-s einaugig. ir. caech, coech' (Stokes,

65). Dicul and Dichuill occur in the Four Masters.

(p. 187) In 643 (FM) or 644 (AU) 'Lochene mac Fingen
Ri Cruithne mortuus est'. Lochene = Lake-dweller, just as

Sleibine= Mountain-dweller. The Ulster Annals call him 'mac

Fingin '. Fingin is only a variety of Finnguine (see p. 62),

a name given by Tigernach (Stokes, B. B.) as Findgaine.

(p. 199) In 665 'Eochaidh Iarlaithe, ri Cruithne Midhi
'

(of

Meath) died. In the Annals of Ulster he is called Eocha

Iarlaithi. Rhys (Rhind lectures^ 54) says that 'his name,

Iarlaith, meant either Ivernian prince or else prince of Iver-

nians ', doubtless taking laith as = (fh)laith y
which is natural

enough
l

;
but iar needs only be the Irish iar \ West

'—' Lord

of the West '. The correct form is Iarla(i)the ;
but the -laithe

may represent an earlier vlatios— ' He of the western lordship '.

Cathussach.
(p. 207) In 680 (FM) or 681 (AU) 'Cathussach m#c Maile

duin, ri Cruithne
',

fell. The name is elsewhere spelt with as

1 See instances in Zeuss-Ebel, 55
b

.

Lochene.

Eochaidh
Iarlaithe.
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or us instead of ussi in the Four Masters there are 21 uses

of it, 14 with as, 7 with us. It is the later '

calhaiseach,

adj., vigilant
'

(O'Reilly), derived from cathais,
l a guard . . .

watching
'

(id.).

In running my eye over some of Prof. Rhys's books I come
across the following in addition.

(1) Miliuc mocu Buain, who bought Patrick (The Welshpeople, Miliuc.

52) = Miliucc mach Ua Buain (Windisch, Worterb.). His

name has gen. Milcon, ace. Milcoin (Stokes, in Bezzenberger's

Beitrdge, XI. 91), and is equivalent to Ir. milchu 'greyhound
'

:

for it is also given as Milcu, Milchu, and we have Glaisiuc

(for which Stokes postulates a gen. Glascon) and genitives

Eidlicon, Uiscon (for which he postulates nom. Eidliuc, Uisiuc),

and Glascon = '

Gray hound
',

Uiscon = Obedient hound \

His ancestor's name Buan = ' Good '

(see Stokes, 163).

(2) Cil Cuaran,
'
in Latin Canis Cuaran, king of Picts and Cu Cuaran.

Ultonians, whose obit is to be found under the year 706. Cu
Cuaran means * Cuaran's Hound, as to which one has to add

that Cuaran occurs as the name of a Munster saint
'

(Rhind
lectures, 32).

Finally, in Skene's extracts from the Ulster Annals are the

following, in spelling which I have, however, followed Hen-

nessy's text.

(726) 'Dubdainber mac Congalaigh rex Cruitne jugulatus Dub-

est \ Dubdainber = ' Black (mod. Duff) of (the) two estuaries \
dainber *

His father's name = ' Brave hound ', the second element being
an adj. from gal,

'

bravery '.

(773) 'Flathruae mac Fiachrach rex Cruitne moritur '. Flathruae.

Flathruae = ' Lord of the plain ',
from Highland Gaelic

flath
'

lord
'

(cf. lv.ffaith) and Ir. roe '

plain '. For his father's

name see pp. 51 (under Fecir), 173.

The Scots. The Scots were later colonists—partly at The Scots,

least Asturians (see pp. 45-7), and said to be connected with
fromSPam-

Brigantium in Gallaecia. That there were ^-preserving Goidels /'-pre?erv-

in Spain is suggested to me by a passage of Dioscorides, Jn^pain.

6 '

who says that the 'Lr-navoi call a certain plant KiorovKa-n^a. kiotov-

Diefenbach (Orig. Eur. 299) says this is borrowed 2 from
1 But there was also an Irish Dane of the ioth cent, named Anlaf Cuaran (Skene,

Celtic Scotland, I. 456) and the surname may denote the use by him of a particular

kind of foot-covering : see Macbain under 'cuaran, a brogue, sock'.
2 Dioscorides {£>e mat. mcd. ill. § 21 (24)) gives the Roman name as namTOvXovn

icaneTa.
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centumcapita (Pliny, xxn. 8 § 9), but why should the Spaniards

change Kevrov^x to klotov ? And, given that klotov is Keltic, it

is Goidelic, for O. Irish has c/t, Mod. Ir. and Highland Gaelic

cetid, and Manx keead—whereas the Kymric languages pre-

serve the nasal.

The cap- And there are apparent Keltic analogues to Kairera. Holder
stem.

queries Capillati as Ligurian : it is a name for peoples described

as *

Inalpini
'

or
* ad confinium Ligustici maris

'

or *

Alpium
incolis

'

;
the Maritime Alps were inhabited by Ligurians

called in Greek Krf/xijrcu, and Capillati may be merely a Latin

lx. cattle = equivalent, but I submit that Irish caille
'

veil'= ca(p)i/tia,
ca{py 1a.

an(j we jj^^g tne proper name Capillus near Orleans, and

Capilliacum (from *Capillius) near Epernay. If there was

a Keltic stem capill-= La.t. capill- i
of course it is from the

same Ind.-Eur. root seen in caput-, cf. the names KATTITOC,
cappa. Capitus, in Holder. Holder also queries 'cappa'

i

eine art

kopfbedeckung
y
as Keltic: it is first found in Gregory of

Tours and Isidore of Seville, and may = capna.
2 Romano- Lastly, see various non-Latin /-words in nos. 738-9 in

stones in vo^ n of the Corpus inscriptionum Latinantm. They are at

Estrema- Arroyo del Puerco in Estremadura, within the limits of ancient

Lusitania. They are either boundary-stones or guide-stones.

Both have indi
(cf. Lat. hide, indi-dem) and place-names

(chiefly accusatives of direction in -m). 738 begins Ambatus

scripsi carlae praisom,
' I Ambatus have written—I am mayor

of Carla' (cf. Spanish place-name Carula in Holder, and Lat.

praesum). It also has praesondo,
' in-front-of this

'—cf. Sequ-
anian sonno, p. 124. And see further the /-names of the

Portuguese stone, no. 416. I regret not having had time to

investigate all three stones fully.

Pin the P in the Irish ogam-inscriptions. When I mentioned

?nSi°?
am~

Ptolemy's Manapia to Prof. Rhys, he at once said that there

tions. were /-names among the Irish ogams. As there was no

collection of these at once trustworthy and complete, and

Prof. Rhys himself had investigated a great many of them,

I asked him to tell me where to find the /-names. He
referred me to the following instances l

quoted by him in

Kaptiovs. Pliny was a later writer and had been Procurator in Spain : it is possible

that the Romans of his day had borrowed the Spanish name.
1 These inscriptions with the exception of the second had been given by the
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the Proceedings of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, XXXII.

364:—

1. Broinienas poi Netattrenalugos (Ballintaggart, co. Cork)
2. Iacinipoi maqui Mo[coi .... (Donard, co. Wicklow)

3. Labbipoi maqqui Muccoi Bria (Legan Castle, co. Kilkenny)

4. Corbipoi maqui Labriatt . . . (Ballyboodan, „ „ )

5. Nettalminaccapoi maqqui Mucoi Do[v . .

(Ballintaggart, co. Kerry)

By common consent poi is a separate word in all these cases, fok

It is obviously a gen. sing, masculine, in apposition with

a preceding masculine proper name in the genitive, and

governing another such name which follows it. It is indeed

the gen. of the pau-, po- stem which gives Ir. haue, h6a, 6a, ua,

6. tl,
*

grandson ', from the W. European stem '

pavo- wenig
'

(Fick, I. 470) with which are connected Gr. navs, -novs, hciFls,

Lat. puer, Pictavian poura,
' maiden \ See also p. 178.

In nos. 1, $-5 the/ is expressed by an x across the stem-line. Signs for/

I entirely agree with Prof. Rh£s that this sign is a p.
in ogams*

That it should be a k, as some have argued, is out of the

question,- because the ordinary ogam-alphabet has signs for

both the c (i.e. k) and the q sounds, and this special sign

would have to be explained either as a palatalized or as an

aspirated k : palatalization, however, would not be found

before o, and aspiration is very unlikely, since the x appears
both in the middle and at the end of proper names of the

ogam period, e.g. Iaripi, Dinisp. Moreover, we have already
met with this sign in the Shevack stone (p. J$), where it precedes
what appears to be a case of this very word. And, finally, in

no. 2 the sign is not x ,
but is A below the stem-line, a sign found

on the bilingual ogam-stone at Cynffig
2 in S. Wales as = the

two/'s in Punpeius (Pompeius).
It should be added that on another bilingual stone at

Crickhowel 1 in S. Wales x below the line=/> in Turpillu

The probable origin of both these forms is illustrated by the

fact that in the late fancy ogam-alphabets of the Book of

Rev. E. Barry in theJournal of the R. Soc. of Antiquaries ofIreland for Dec. 1895
and July 1896. In 3. the first a is said by Barry to have a second notch, which

makes it 0.

1 See Brash (pi. 42) and Rhys (/. c. and Lectures on Welsh philology).
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Ballymote they are found as varieties of b. But the x across

the line in the 5 inscriptions before us may be meant as

a variation of m, since it=
t
two ;;z's crossed.

avi m Besides poi, another form of the same genitive, but with the

presumably/
l°st

>
occurs in at least 6 Irish ogam-inscriptions (Macalister,

later than Irish epigraphy',
I. 7) : it is avi or avvu That this is later than

poi is suggested by the fact that a stone containing it has an

inscription, apparently relating to the same person, in excellent

Latin characters l
: in other words avi is presumably post-

Christian (whether prae- Christian or not), but there is no

evidence that poi is post-Christian. See further p. 178.

Going through Brash's work on ogams (1879), the Journal

(since that date) of the Royal Soc. of Antiquaries of Ireland,

and Macalister's ' Studies in Irish epigraphy' I (1897) and II

(1902), I find the following Irish names containing/.

Toicapi. Toicapi (B. 232 & pi. 32, J. 1892, 168, M. I. 18, II. 89) is on

a lintel in an underground chamber at Dunloe. The entire

inscription is Dego maqi mocoi Toicapi : the precise meaning
of moco (a word of various forms) is not determined, but it

certainly expresses descent from a person whose name always
follows it, and the Toicapo(s) in question probably lived at least

3 generations earlier than the time when his name was cut 2
.

The first part of this name appears to be ztoic= i

toig angenehm
'

(Stokes, 121): the latter may = '

apas . . . wirkend
'

(Fick, I.

173) found in Sansk. svdpas, cf. Latin opus and ? apis \
bee

'

;
and

the entire name would then mean ' Worker of pleasant things

(? jeweller ? toymaker) '. The important fact, however, is that

another lintel-stone furtherfrom the entrance has Maqi Riteas

Maqi Maqi Ddumileas Mucoi Toicaci
(i.e.

' Of the son of Ritis
'

(a woman ?),

'

also son's son of Dumilis
'

(likewise a woman ?)
' a descendant of Toicaco(s) '),

while a third lintel-stone still

1 A stone in a cemetery at Colbinstown, co. Kildare. The ogams = Ovanos

avi Ivacaitos, the Latin letters IVVENE DRVIDES. Here Ovanos is a gen. from
1

*joven- jung' (Stokes, 224) and = Lat. Iuvenis : for the dropping of the s in the

latter as a Latin word cf. the genitives in the British vol. of the Corf>. inscr. Lat.

MAIORI, MARONL VITALI, and in Irish ogams genitives in -as, -a, and -os,

-0 are found side by side. For e instead of i in ' Iuvem? druid<?s
'

cf. Lindsay, Lat.

lang. 29,
' The misspellings on inscriptions testify abundantly to the close relation

between i and e '.

3 Which was probably after the introduction of Christianity, as there is a small

cross on the stone.
3 For -c = hard -g see Zeuss-Ebel, 58

b
.
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further inside has Maqi Ttal Maqi Vorgos Maqi Mocoi Toicac.

Here we have a man presumably two generations later than

Deg-, who writes not Toicapi (nor the intermediate Toicaci)

but Toicac : so that, while p between u and e had been lost

(in Vorgos = Upergustus),/ ending a stem was changed to c l
.

It is to Prof. Rhys that I owe the knowledge that the Dinisp.

Dinisp stone (B. 131 & pi. 10, fig. 1) is now in the Pitt-Rivers

Museum at Oxford (where I have examined
it),

and that this

name also has had its final / changed to c, in the compound
name Cu Dhfnesc, i.e. 'Hound (follower) of Dinasc ', whose

death is recorded by the annalists about 708. The nominative

was apparently Dinasp, -asc. I cannot tell its meaning—for

I do not know the derivation of cur-nis
' shield

', asper
'

rough ',

or the name of the Sutherland mountain Canisp
2

;
but din in

Irish= '

protection ',
and it is tempting to guess 'Shield of

protection
' and to conjecture that Irish asca-d- 'hero, enemy,

rival
'

may also show the aairib- stem with mutation of sp to sc.

Dinasp may be the very man from whom Cu Dhfnesc was

named
;

for the form Dinisp (genitive), instead of Dinaspi,

shows the ogams to be comparatively late.

Apevritti (B. 201) is the entire inscription on a cemetery- Apevriiti.

stone. It looks at first sight like a single word compounded
with the preposition ape (=€7rt) found in Pictavian. But vritti

or evritti is not easily equated, whereas Ritti is a well-known

name in Irish ogams (see Brash), which appears later as Rith

(Rhys, 366). Consequently one is tempted to divide a pev Ritti

= a paibli Ritti ' e nepotibus Ritti ',

' one of Ritt's grandsons \

We have had this same pev in the St. Vigean's inscription

(p. 74), and evidence for the gen. sing, pai as well as poi in

Irish ogams may be found in a Roovesmore inscription (B. 149
& pi. 13, fig. 1) which seems to be ' Anavlammatias Mucoi

Cari 3 Pai Tair . . . . \
'

Apilogdo' (B. 187 & pi. 24, J. 1902, 31, M. 25) is on ^'Apilogda

graveyard-stone bearing a large cross within a circle : it is

a genitive preceded by Maqi Maq{i). But it is doubtful

1 This change is well known at the beginning or in the middle of words borrowed

from Latin (e.g. casc<pascka): see Zeuss-Ebel, 66b . I suggest that the c<ch<,k

</</: compare O. Ir. secht n~ and Jw/ = Lat. septem.
2 Can may m

' head ', as in Cantyre.
3 Brash's plate gives Care and Paou, but the edge of the stone is in a bad state.

Cari only requires an extra stroke, and Pai only 1 1 1 1 1 instead of II III.
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in which direction the ogams are to be read, and in any case

Prof. Rhys (in J.) has found additional strokes which show

that the reading
'

Apilogdo
' must be abandoned.

Lapacc . . . Lapacc . . . (B. 260 & pi. $j) is part of the inscription

Collabot Mucoi Lo . . . g . . . Maq{i) Lapacc .... (Ma)q(i)

;
but there may be strokes missing which would turn

the L into V, S, or N.

Mapini. Mapiui (B. 190 & pi. 1 9, J. 1902, 24, & 1903, 1 1 7). The
entire inscription is Gosocteas mosac Mapini i.e. 'of Gosoctis,

mosac of Mapin(i)o(s) ', where mosac
(i.

e. mosag) apparently
= '

offspring ', from the mesgh- root whence Gr. fxoaxos,
*

shoot, twig, boy, girl '. A Mapinius was bishop of Reims in

the 6th cent. .

Erpenn. Erpenn, Prof. Rhys's and Mr. Macalister's reading for the

Erpenan of Brash (241 & pi. 23), seems gen. of a stem Eribnd,

for in 1886 Stokes (Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XI. 90) put
'

heirp

(deer)' under * Stems in nd (nn)\ quoting gen. sing.
* erbbad

(leg. erbbandT)
'

and (

n. pi. herbind\ A form Erip is found in

* Necton filius Erip
'

(Skene, 6) or '

. . . mac Erip
'

(Skene, 28),

who became king of the Picts about 460 ;
and the syncopated

Erp is found in ( Drust filius Erp
'

(Skene, 6) or ' Drust mac

Erp' (Skene, 28) who became king of the Picts about 415.

See further p. 178.

In this name the p appears to represent not Ind.-Eur./ but

Ind.-Eur. bh passing into Keltic b. It seems to come from

*eribh-, whence Gr. cpi<j>os f O. Ir. hcirp ('
dama, capreola'),

later Ir. and Highland Gaelic earb : see Fick, Stokes, and

Prellwitz. Traces of the b are found in Pictish in
' Drust filius

Irb* (Skene, 172), who is called { Drust filius Erp' (Skene,

6), and in '

Hyhatnouhten Machehirb, quae tellus nunc dicitur

Hadnachten
'

(see above, pp. 39^41), i.e. Hy Hatnouhten Mac

He(h)irb or Mach x

E(h)irb. Sibbald read Machehirb (pp.

16,68).

Iaripi. Iaripi (B. 201 & pi. 23) looks like a mutation of Eripi
2

,

and I find that Prof. Rhys has anticipated me in suspecting it

to be the same name as Erp. According, however, to the

derivation of the latter which I have given above, the e is

1 For in the Register of the priory of St. Andrew's Mac is often written Mach.
' For e becoming ia in Old Goidelic before a following i cf. Pictavian cialli.
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naturally short, and would not produce id unless it had

previously been lengthened. Can the *eribh- stem be really

*yeribh-, and is the initial spirant, which normally disappears

in Irish, represented by / of Iaripi and h of heirp ?

3 Irish words beginning with P. I must leave to Irish 3 Irish

scholars the discussion of possible traces of Ind.-Eur. p in
beginning

literary Irish: but I venture to call attention to the following with/:

words contained in Cormac's glossary (1, 2) and the additions

to it in the Yellow book of Lecan (3).

1. Patu
,

' hare
',

the nom. of a patan- stem, the gen. being patu,

patan and the adj. patnide. Does it come from Stokes's
1

(p)atano- Schwinge, (p)atanako-s geflugelt
'

(27) which gives

Welsh atan „ penna
" ' and Breton atanoc '

winged
'

(ib,\ the

name being given to the hare on account of its swiftness ? Cf.

the metaphorical uses of Lat. volare, and Eng.7^. But why
should the p have persisted to the present day ? Despite the

proverbial timidity of hares, they are extremely combative

at times among themselves, and just possibly the p may be

a degraded b from ( bat schlagen, erschlagen
'

(for which see

Stokes, 159)
—

though* I cannot think that derivation likely.

2. Pdm, ' whale' (?). This is the name of a bloach of the pdrn,

sea : in later Irish bloach means a whale, and Stokes queries

that meaning here. Cormac goes on 'Now not every syllable

attains a meaning'— O'Donovan rendered 'It is not every
two kinds that are similarly named !

— '

Jet no one therefore

wonder though he knows not whence bloach applies to the

parti '. Is it possible that pdm is the swordfish,
' the piercer ',

from the per-, par- stem which gives in Greek '

Trepovq Spitze,

Stachel, Spange, irepovdca durchstechen
'

(Prellwitz) ? But why
did the/ last to Cormac's time? Was it a Pictish word ?

3. Pur, 'a privy' (?).
This is glossed 'quasi purus'. \{pur.

there is anything in the derivation, it may be added that the

pur- stem is not only Latin but Goidelic, being found in

Pictavian pura ('
o pure one' (fern.)). This stem is the

-four of Scottish place-names, e.g. Pitfour, Balfour, Delfour,

Letterfour, Trinafour,—for of course/ would become ph{ =f)
when beginning the second member of such compounds: cf.

Lat. purus -a -um as epithet of ager, campus, humus, terra,

solumi and the English
'

clean ' and
'

virgin
'

as epithets
of land.
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Thenomen- The nomenclature of the Keltic languages. I have now to

th^Keitic °ffer a few suggestions as to the names to be given for the

language*, immediate future to the two main divisions of ancient Keltic.

or'Gadeiic' The /-preserving family should still be called Goidelic or

to.be re^ Gadelic, the dialects being differentiated by the names of the

7 tribes speaking them, as Pictavian, Sequanian, Belgic, Mena-

pian, proto -Irish, proto-Pictish. The most ancient literary

Irish, in which the/ has been lost, would remain 'Old Irish',

and the corresponding stage of Pictish would be 'Old Pictish '.

1 Middle Pictish
'

would cover the same period as
' Middle Irish ',

I and for Neo-Pictish Highland Gaelic
'

may of course continue

\ to be used.

'Brythonic' Whether we should retain the recently invented term

tTrm?
5^6 '

Brythonic
'

for the other family is far more doubtful. If the

original Brittones or Brittani were Belgic Goidels (see p. 25—
and apparently the great majority of the tribes inhabiting

Roman Britain were Goidels also), to apply the term Brythonic
to the non-Goidelic family would be misleading. It would be

equally so if the name were a mutation from the Prt- stem,

since the Prtanoi (for Qrtanoi) were certainly Goidels. I have

'Kymric' is therefore used throughout these studies the term Kymric
preferable. jnstead. There is no doubt what type {Cymraeg) is spoken

by the Welsh (Cymry) in Wales (Cymru).
National National priority in Britain. Finally, a few words on the

Britam.

m
question of the relative priority of Kymry and Goidels in

Britain. We know from Caesar that there were in his time

inhabitants of the interior who claimed to be born in the

isle itself:
'

Brittanniae pars interior ab iis incolitur quos natos

in insula ipsi memoria proditum dicunt, marituma pars ab iis

qui praedae ac belli inferendi causa ex Belgio transierant'

(B. G. v. 12 § 1). We know now that the Belgic invaders were

largely or wholly Goidels. The inference is that the earlier

inhabitants spoken of by Caesar were Kymry, and the only

certainly Kymric geographical name 1
I see on the map of

1 As to the V(p)o- and V(p)er- names, which I once regarded as certainly

Kymric on account of the lost p, I no longer do so for reasons given on p. 31.

They are Voreda (Cumberland), Vernemetum (Nottinghamshire?) and Verlucio

(Wiltshire). Verterae (Westmoreland) and Verulamium (Hertfordshire) probably
do not come from the u{p)er stem (Stokes, 272), and I believe Viroconium

(Shropshire) to be named from a man Virocon-,
' Male hound '—cf. (in the Annates

Cambrie) Gwrci, who died in 580.



National priority in Britain in

Roman Britain, Pennocrucium in Staffordshire, is in the heart

of England. But Caesar does not use the word '

aborigines ',

and it is not necessary to suppose him to refer to any genera-
tion older than the earliest still living. The Belgian invasion

may have been of later date than that : in II. 4 § 7 he says

that the Suessiones, who were Belgians, had ' nostra etiam

metnoria* a king Deviciacus, 'totius Galliae potentissimum,

qui cum magnae partis harum regionum, turn etiam Brittaniae

imperium optinuerit '. Whether the Kymry incorporated non-

Keltic aborigines who influenced their language or physique
is a question outside the range of this volume. But of one

thing I am confident—that (on the data at present available)

the current theory as to the relative priority of the Goidelic

and Kymric races in Britain must be reversed. It was

apparently not the Goidels who came first, and the Kymry
who followed and drove them to the W. coast and to Ireland.

It was apparently the Kymry who came first to Britain, and the

Goidels who followed and drove them into the interior. I speak
of course, of prae-Roman times : of the later Kymric recovery
and victory in Wales and some other parts there is no manner

of doubt.
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APPENDIX I

On an Old G-oidelic (Biturigan) charm

in Marcellus of Bordeaux

The particular charm in which Pictet (Grimm, Kleinere pktet's

Schrifteri) II. 167) showed Indo-European /in the combination <}
emonstra-

pr is as follows :
—

'Omnia quae haeserint faucibus hoc carmen expellet. Text of the

Heilen prosaggeri uome sipolla na buliet onodieni iden eliton.
cllarm -

hoc ter dices et ad singula expues', i.e.
' All things that have

stuck in the throat this charm will expel . . . This you will

say thrice and will spit out at each \

The right division and translation are as follows :
— Division

and trans-

Hei len ! prosag geri uo me ! si polla na buliet ! onodieni latlon-

idene liton !

Be yielding! come forth quickly {lit. sharply) from me:

may it not hurt (swell ?)
much ! very speedily, O-pains, flee

{lit. flow).

Hei (= Lat. I) is the imperative of eimi or eio, from which in

Pictavian we have the participle heiont in eti-heiont ' ever-con-

tinuing ', and poura heiont
i maiden continual '. The original

meaning is 'go
'

(Stokes, 25 *), hence ' continue ',

* be always ',

'be
',
which last sense appears in Welsh (e.g. wyf

1

1 am
', ynt

'they are', ib.). If my former explanation of h in the Pict-

avian form, as intended to avoid hiatus, is correct, that use

must have become extended, as there was no hiatus to be

avoided in the present instance.

len is from the stem '

leinos gelind, mild
'

(Stokes, 248),

whence 'ir. lian ... sanft
'

(ib.) : Latin lenis is probably related.

prosag is the imperative of the Irish verb {p)
'

rosagim ich indo-

erreiche, reiche
'

(Windisch) : cf.
'

sagitn ... ich gehe hinzu
'
European

{ib.), saigim, glossed 'adeo' (Zeuss-Ebel, 439). Pictet's palmary

explanation is Prosag est un imperatif compose* du pr^fixe

pro et de sag = irlandais saighim, je viens, saighsiot, ils vinrent

1 And cf.
•

*ba, *be gehen, sein
'

(id. 159).

I
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etc.', but the law of dropped/ in Irish was not then established

beyond dispute, and Pictet supposed pro to appear in Irish

not as ro but as for.

'geri', says Pictet, 'est surement l'irlandais ge'iri ge'ar,ge'ur,

anciennement gir, aigu tranchant, vif, prompt. Le sens est ici.

adverbial'.

'uome ', says Pictet, 'est l'irlandais uaim, ex me'. Uo (Ir.

6, ua) — Sansk. dva, Lat. au- (Stokes, 22).

si = Lat. si both in its form and in its use to express a wish

— cf. Persius, II. 9-10,
' O si ebulliat patruus '.

polla = Gr. TTokkd in form, accidence (neut. pi.), and syn-

tactic use (as adverb). The p is Indo-European, and the Kel-

tic stem is
'

(p)ollo-s gross ', appearing in
' Gaulish

'

as Olio-,

and in Irish as oil, comparative huilliu (Stokes, 52-3).

na is Ir. na, not (and so Pictet implies).

buliet is connected by Pictet with Ir. buailim '

I strike
'

and

buille
' blow

'

: an older form of the first is bualaim. Stokes

postulates as the origin of buille a primitive
'

boldja Schlag
'

(178), and composes Lithuanian 'beldzu klopfe ',
but Mac-

bain rejects this and gives
'

E. Ir. bulle, buille = bollia = bus-

lid = bhud-s-lid, root bhud, beat
'

(51). The derivation of

Lat. bulla (bullare, bullire) seems equally uncertain. The idea

of buille 'blow' may be derived from that of swelling (bulla),

and, as Lat. //sometimes represents id
% (Lindsay, Lat. language

y

,

275), this would favour Stokes's derivation.

Pictet was wrong in taking buliet for 3rd pers. pi. instead of

3rd pers. sing. .

onodieni is the dat. or abl. (instrum. ?), used adverbially, of

an adj. onodienis, 'very swift', of which the latter part = Indian,
' swift

', the e in dieni(s) being umlaut of the following i. The
ono- — the middle Ir. intensive praefix an-, for which Stokes

postulates original Keltic ana- (13), but apparently this is the

same as Fick's Westeuropean
' ono : ona praepos. und praefix

„ auf, An"
'

(367) under which he quotes Aeolic dvd
t
6v = Gr.

idene is apparently voc. pi. of the word which appears in

Irish as idu,
'

pain ',
with gen. idan (Stokes, 46), nom. pi. idain,

gen. pi. idan, ace. pi. idna. Stokes gives the original Keltic

as
'

(p)id6n, gen. (p)idenos
'

and takes it to have meant '

birth-

pain ', connecting it with Gothic fitan,
'

to bring forth '. The
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absence of/ in the charm before us is fatal to this connexion,
and the root may be *id, to burn (see Stokes, 45).

liton is apparently 2nd pers. pi. imperative from <#li

fliessen
'

(Stokes, 248). For the ending cf. the ending -tana of

the same case in Vedic Sanskrit (Brugmann, Cotnp. gr., Eng.
tr.

t
IV. 541).

Bordeaux and its region were occupied by the Bituriges The

Vivisci. Other Bituriges, B. Cubi, occupied Bourges (Biturigas)
1 unges'

and its region. Both were liberi' (Pliny, IV. 408, quoted by
Holder, I. 436), i. e. under kings of their own.

Now in Prof. Camille Jullian's Inscriptions romaines de Bor- A Bor-

deaux
(I. 251) is an inscription by IVLIA ADVORlX to C. IVL.

inscription.

andelipae AQVITANI F(ilio) of whom she was wife and heir.

Ad-vo-rix seems to be rightly so divided by Holder and to Advorix.

mean ' additional under-king
'

(or queen). Whether she bore

that name in her own' right or in that of her husband, we do

not know.

Here, then, is a case of vo apparently degraded from upo Early loss

in a Goidelic title which, to judge from the name Gaius
°

Iulius, may be of the 1st cent. B.C., while both Robert and

Jullian have testified to the purity of the characters. I have

already suggested (p. 31) that/ was first dropped in Goidelic

after the labial vowel u.

The/ in Andelipae I of course regard as Indo-European. Andelipae.

The name seems to be compounded of the (intensive ?) ande-

( Holder, 1. 139) and a stem lip-, which I equate either with

Fick's *

leipo- begehren
'

(1. 534), as if = * Bien d6sk6 ', or with

his '

lepo-, lpe- ubermuthig, uppig sein
'

(536).

I 2



containing Cantlos 22-29, Samon . . 1-30, and Dumann . . . 1-19.

[Where restorable, missing letters are enclosed in brackets ; where not, a * is

substituted. In the original the headings of the months and of their divisions fill

the breadth of the column, s before Dumann. 2 belongs to another column.]

o

o
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Sequanian

There were found in 1897 at Coligny
2

,
in the department Discovery

of the Ain, 126 fragments of a very lengthy inscription, about
coiigny

1 metre in height, engraved on bronze, of singular curiosity fragments,

and extreme linguistic importance. The fragments were

removed to the Museum of Lyon, the conservator of which,

M. Paul Dissard, spent more than 15 days in arranging them : Arrange-

he was able to combine the 126 into 45. He communicated
J^n^cri^

their text to the Academy of Inscriptions on Dec. 29, and the tion by

Academy published it in 6 most laborious plates in the last
Di'ssa!rd.

number of its Comptes Rendus for 1897. M. d'Arbois de

Jubainville sent copies of these plates to Prof. Rhys, who

kindly thought it would interest me to see them, suggested

my printing the result of my study of them, and was good

enough to look over what I had written, so as to save me from

the risk of any elementary blunders.

M. Dissard spent much further labour on them, and Further

eventually Capt. Emile Esperandieu was able to establish^k
a^J

their proper sequence. A lithograph of his restoration was Capt.

published in the Revue Celtique for Oct. 1900. I have cor- E^ran .

rected my own work in various points by the results of their d*eu.

investigations
3
, but every explanation and suggestion in the

following pages is my own, unless I state otherwise.

The fragments are part of a Keltic calendar covering a Part of a

Keltic
1 Revised from my '

Sequanian
—first steps in the investigation of a newly calendar

discovered ancient European language'. Lond., D. Nutt, [May] 1898, I*, net.

A paper by M. Seymour de Ricci in the Revue Celtique, xix. 213 was written

earlier (26 Feb. 1898), but clearly published later, the number containing it, though
dated { Avril ', not having reached the Bodleian till July 2. He got the order of

the 1 2 months and the number of their days quite correctly, which I did not. In

the Revue Celtique for Jan. 1900 and July 1903 are other papers of his which

should be read, as should an article by Prof. R. Thurneysen in the Zeitschr.

f. celt. Philol. n. 523-44.
3 In the hamlet of Charmoux, in a spot called Verpois, on land belonging to

M. Victor Roux, which was being broken up in order to plant a vineyard. Near
it were found fragments of a bronze lifesize figure of a naked god, now at Lyon.

3
Being abroad in Oct. 1 898, I hoped to study the fragments themselves ; but

this was impracticable, as M. Dissard would be away and they were being repaired.

I still regret the want of a photographic facsimile of them in the order restored by

Capt. Esperandieu.
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for 5 years, period of 5 years. The months being lunar, intercalation

hmar: in-
was necessary to equate them with the solar year, as at Rome

tercaktion where, before the Julian reform, years ran in cycles of 24,

and contained usually 355, but sometimes 377 or 378 days.

The fragments give 2 months 5 times over, and an intercalary

month in 2 years of the 5 : they also show that ordinarily a

No. of days year consisted of 12 months of 29 or 30 days, making 355 days,
ln year'

and that in a particular intercalated year there were 13 months

and 385 days. 5 years of ^55 days, 3 of 356, and 4 of 385
would exactly make up 3 Julian leap-year cycles *. A very

small fragment of a similar calendar discovered in 1 802 in the

Lake of Antre, near Moirans (which is about 15 miles N.W. of

Coligny) will be found in the Revue Celtique, XXI. 15.

The The following is a specimen year of the Kelts of the Ain
cakndarial _%^ {^^x Qn p ^ ._
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The year seems to have been regarded as consisting of two Two half-

halves, one beginning with Giamon . .
,
the other with Samon . .

, fntercalary

and an intercalary month to have been inserted before one or month,

the other every i\ years (see p. 180).

The luckiness or unluckiness of each month is indicated by Luckiness

writing against it MATV, MAT, or M, i.e. matus '

good
*

', or ANM, ^da^s*
i.e. an-matus, 'un-good

2
'. Various days in each month are indicated,

also marked either MAT or M, but the same day of a month MATV and
J ANM.

will be lucky in one year and perhaps not in another.

Every month is divided into two parts. The first part Months

consists of 15 days or nights, numbered I-XV, the second of^
d

t

e^
o

either 15 or 14, which are likewise numbered I-XV or I-XIIII. parts.

Between the divisions always comes ATENOVX, perhaps
'

Fur- atenovx.

thernight
'

(cf.
Gaulish ate- in Ategnata, &c), but possibly it

may be an abbreviation for atenouyjion, i.e. the period of further

nights. In either case it would suggest that the counting may
have been by nights, not days, and that each night after the

15th may have been called
'

Furthernight 1
',

\ Furthernight 1 ',

and so on. The fact that the Welsh numerals for 16-19 Welsh

mean 1 + 15, 3 + 15, 3 + 15, and 4 + 15 may be a survival ofj^'n
00

this ancient mode of dividing the month, and I suggest that &c -

the habit in French and other Romance languages of reckon- French

ing by the
'

quinzaine
'

or '

quinze jours • is a relic of the Keltic ^mnzaiI
f

e •

calendar. When there are only 14 days in the second

part of the month, the word DIVERTOMV—otherwise spelt dIvert-

dIvertomv, divirtomv, and divortomv—is added at foot :

0MV '

I take it to be an independent Keltic equivalent of the Lat.

devertimus, devortimus z
,
or diver titnus, divortimus, and to

mean ' we turn off to the next month '

or we stop
' 4

.

Against all the days there is on the left a small hole 5
,
Holes on

and on the right an inner column, in which the day is
et0 ays '

1
Highland Gaelic (Prof. Rhys) math, Ir. math-, maith, Welsh mad.

8
Ir. anmaith, Welsh (Mr. W. Jones, M.P.) an/ad.

8 I prefer de-. In Fr. 42 we have devor, and, whereas Lat. de has Keltic

equivalents in de, di, I do not find any for Lat dis-, di-.

* In Fr. 43 is a very curious passage. That gives \hejirst half of Rivros with

the 1 2th, 14th, and 15th numbered, while against the 13th is no number—but

devorivo riv[ri], i.e. apparently devor{timu) ivo Rivri (the two last words being
of constant occurrence). Why the 13th should be omitted, and why, if omitted,

it should still have ivo and Rivri against it, I do not know. Is all this an

engraver's misreading of an altered draft ? The year is the first one in the calendar*
5 Prof. C. W. C. Oman compares the Roman practice of marking the year by
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Abbrevia-
tions

accom-

panying
days.

ds N\ NS.

Date of

writing.

Engraver's
mistakes ?

Variant

spellings.

marked with a D (usually), an N (rarely), NSDS (still
more

rarely), and (once or twice a month) pri(n)ni : but the

same day is liable to be marked differently in different years,

so that its mark is possibly regulated by the solar calendar.

These marks remind one of the similar column in a Roman

calendar, and have a similar import. Thus D may represent

the stem dart-, which means in the Keltic languages an

assembly or a judicial trial, or (more probably) the stem from

which come O. Ir. die,
'

day ', and Lat. dies, or else the Latin

dies itself, and in any of these cases may = the Latin dies

comitialis and dies fastus : it is to be noted that only days
which have a D are ever marked as lucky. In the Roman
calendar there were *

dies intercisi ', of which there were only
8 in the year—days which were '

nefasti
'

in the morning and

evening, but '

fasti
'

in the afternoon. Well, on . . . cantaran

15 we have the note DS NA. NS, which I take to mean 'dies

mane nefastus- 1
', and I suspect that this day = Dec. 12 in the

Roman calendar, a dies intercisus. I suspect, in fact, that

one object of this column, indeed the primary object of

the entire table, is to give notice of the sittings of the local

court 2
. And here let me say that the fragments are in perfectly

well-formed and easy Roman capitals, of, I should think, about

the middle of the 1st cent. A.D. : long I is sometimes taller

than other letters ; so very rarely are L and T
;
and AE is

sometimes used for E in the name AEDRINI.

If the facsimile is correct, there are not a few mistakes due

to an engraver who was not a Sequanian but a Roman, e. g.

SEMlviS in Fr. 7 at Equos 13 (where the first i was surely
not long

3
),

and Gantlos for Cantlos in Fr. 16. And the

facsimile twice gives rixri for RIVRI. Variant spellings, such

as Qutio and Cutio, Semivis- and Simivis-, are apt to occur in

a nail, and Prof. Rhys adds the certainly right suggestion that at Coligny a nail

was driven into the hole of the current day, and next day shifted a hole lower (cf.

Cicero, Epp. ad Att., v. 15, 1, 'ex hoc die clauum anni mouebis').
1 Cf. Ovid, Fasti, 1. 50,

'

Qui iam fastus erit, mane nefastus erat \ So, where
NSDS occurs, it would = * nefastus dies '. Of course the abbreviated words may be

Keltic words coming from the same stems as dies, mane, and nefastus.
8 A comparison of Fr. 1 with the Roman calendar shows many court-days at

Coligny which were dies nefasti at Rome, but a dies nefastus, though a day on
which a praetor was under a particular legal disability, did not bar all other legal
business.

3 The I found once only in prIni and sInd thus becomes open to suspicion.
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runs, which lead me to suspect that the draft from which the

engraver worked was written by more than one scribe.

The days marked D are often accompanied by an arrange- Sequences

ment of three upright lines, one of which is always tall, i°ineb?
ns

and usually has a small stroke through it or on one side of

it. These I have guessed to indicate the court-hours, the tall Do they

line I standing for noon, H for 11.30, V for 12.30, + * for 11.30-
*
^*

12.30: but Prof. Rhys, from personal inspection, does not hours?

believe that H, h, and + intentionally differ. Thus ill would

be 10, 1 1 11, 1 1 1, In 2, 11 + 9.30 or 10-12.30, and so on 2
.

N I believe to have a negative origin, such as non iuridicus or n.

nefastus. The day distinguished by PRlNl (once only), PRINI,

PRINNI, PR1SNI is always earlier than the 10th, and there prinni.

are never more than two (seldom more than one) in the same

month. Once we have PRINNO, once PRINO. A PRINNI day prinno,

is never marked D(ies), but is once marked N, and I take

Prinno(s) and Prinni to be sing, and pi. nominatives from the

stem of Stokes's '

(p)rannaTeil
'

(227), with which, taking nn

as= nd
y
we may compare Lat. prand-ium, a term applied to

public doles. The word is almost always followed by LOVD or lovd, lod.

LOD, doubtless the Ludi of such frequent occurrence in Roman

calendars, or by LACIT, LACI, LACE, LAC 3
,
or LA, which should lacit,

= spectacula, from Stokes's stem '

lakato-, lokato- Auge
'

(237) :

cf. the double sense, active and passive, of our English
•

spectacles
'

and *

sight '. According to Longnon's atlas (pi. Coiigny

VII and p. 175), in Carolingian times Coiigny was called R^an
Coloniacus, i. e. the place of the colony ;

Holder (i. 1067) gives colony.

Coloniacum as its supposed original name ;
while scribes wrote

' Coloniacum '

as late as the end of the 13th cent., and
'

Colognacum
'

centuries later still (see Bernard, Cartulaire de

Savigny, &c. II. p. 1 1 16). As a colony, it doubtless had an amphi-
theatre, with fixed days for games, spectacles, and public doles.

In considerably over 200 cases the day of the month also Peculiar

has, still further to the right, the name of another month names of

1
It is hard always to be sure of this sign in the lithographs : it seems often like

a careless -\ or \-.

2 In Daremberg and Saglio's Didionnaire des antiquites, article
'

Horologium ',

may be seen (p. 259) a figure of a Greek sundial with a long line for noon and

short ones for the other hours.
8 In Fr. 2 written with g for C, doubtless by an engraver's error. I owe to

Thurneysen's observation the single instance of lace.
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months in

body of

text.

Are they
weather-

forecasts ?

TRINVX-
SAMO &C.

(very rarely, of its own month) in the nominative or genitive,

as if against March 8 our almanacs had February ',
and

against March 9
'

April '. Occasionally more than one such

indication is put against the same day—as if the morning
were to be like one month, and the evening like another.

Prof. Rhys's suggestion that these are weather-forecasts

seems probable, for I find repeated weather-forecasts in the

Roman calendar of Polemius Silvius in A.D. 448-9 (Corp.

inscr. Lat. I. pp. 257-79). If so, then in the Coligny calendar

the weather is almost always borrowed from the last month

or the next one
;
but in the winter intercalary month it is

borrowed with delightful impartiality, and is liable to change
once or twice a day ! See further p. 179.

On the 17th of Samon .., we have once TRINVXSAMO, once

TRINOSAMSIND, once PRINO SAMON, and once PRINI SAM
SIND. I suspect that in these last two cases PRINO and prini

are errors for trino, and that trinvx and trino= trinovx,
• a space of 3 nights (Lat. trinoctium), perhaps an abbreviation

for trinouytion.

exIngI. On the 3rd ofSamon . . , we have ExIngI \
' the marchings

out', or 'the marchings out and round', i.e. apparently the

Ambarvalia, the date of which at Rome was May 29.

Inis r. Days marked N often have the marginal note Inis R

(where R may= the Roman calendarial R, i.e.
'

religiosus ')

amb, ivo s or Inis 2
(Ini) : days marked D the marginal note amb 3 or Ivos

(Ivo), or both. When this last word stands alone, it is some-

sindiv &c. times preceded by SIND, sInd (once
4
), SiNDiv, which occurs

nowhere else except in conjunction with the c

3 nights of

Samon . .
',
and which I suspect to mean '

to-day
'—whether it is

to be read as sindiu 5 or as short for sindivos or sindodivos (as

Anagtio for Anagantios). As for Ivos itself, it may have

dip. a religious import, for it is once followed by dIb, which

may stand for dlbus
(

to the gods ',
as

' dibus et deabus '

is

found in a Gallo-Roman inscription at Treves (Serrure,

Essai de gram, gaul., 14).

1
Excing{us) and Escingos are names found in Gaul. Extngi may be a slip for

excingi, or else a metathesis of esangi, or possibly even a corrupt hybrid form.
2 Also INNIS (Thurneysen). ?= INDIS, and cf. Ir. ind, end', 'top'.
8 Can amb mean that both the ' duouiri iure dicundo

'

would sit ?

4 I suspect this to be an engraver's slip.
5 Prof. Rhys points out that the Ir. hindiu, indiu,

*

to-day ', seems to correspond.
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In the headings of the months, the name of each is preceded mid.

by MID or M. The D was difficult (for one expected mis)

till Prof. Rhys told me that D (usually with its perpendicular

barred) is found in place of S in some Gaulish inscriptions :

it clearly = a lisping of the sibilant into $ or
)?.

The names Names of

themselves are generally abbreviated
;

thus Ogronu(s) is
m

headed Ogron, but the full form is found in what I call the

weather-forecasts, which give Ogronv
1

(nom.) and Ogroni

(gen.). On these names I offer the following remarks 2
.

Giamon . .
,
Prof. Rhys remarked at the outset, = * Winter'. Giamon . . .

In ' Semivisonn . . .

'

I or I is generally written for the e 3
: the semivi-

name may = '

Half-spring
'

or '

Spring-sowing'
4

.

'

Equos
' s°nn—

may = Lat. aequos and mean '

Temperate \ Elemb-iv(os ?) Ekmbiv-

occurs at about the same season as the Attic month Elaph-e- (w?)

bolion, and means '

Stag-month
'

: for elaphos admittedly re-

presents eln-bhos, whence in Sequanian elen-bos and by assimila-

tion elembos, with adj. elemb-ivos ?—and the hunting of the red

deer on Exmoor begins about March 25 {Encyc. Brit., xil. 394).

In ' Edrini . .

'

occasional ae shows the e to be long : I E.drini{os).

suggest that it = the Lat. e-, and that the stem drengj- i

' to

mount ', is found in the name, which may = ' the month of

outspringing'. 'Cantlos' = 'Singing-month', 'Samon . .' = cantios.

1 Summer
', 'Dumann . . .

' = Dumand{i)os, from the same stems Samon . . .

as Lat. dutnus,
' bramble ',

and avOos (andhos, Fick, I. 353).
Dumann....

' Rivros '

doubtless = ' Harvest-month '—from a stem reib- Rivros.

(cf. Middle Irish rtbaim,
'

I tear
')
related to A. S. ripan,

'

reap ',

and rip,
' harvest \ On Anagantios see p. 1 80.

'

Ogronu(s)
J

Ogronu{s).

Prof. Rhys connects with O. Ir. Aar,
* cold ',

which suggests
an earlier ogr-.

(

Qutios ', otherwise written
' Cutios 5

',
is Qutios,

doubtless from Stokes's stem
'

kavat- Schauer' (74), which

1 Like Latin from the time of Plautus to that of Lucretius, Sequanian often

drops final -s in -6s, -us, and perhaps -is(Ini for Inis).
2 Let me acknowledge my unceasing obligation to Stokes's Urkdtischer

Spraehschatz.
s Once the second vowel is represented by tall 1, which I take to be an error of

the engraver.
* From stem vesanto-. -antio does not produce -onnio in. Anagantios (in oxtantia

the stem may be borrowed from Latin), and I suggest that in Anagantios i is

a pure vowel but in Semivisonnios not—and that the process of change was

-vesantyos, -vesanthyos, -vesanhyos, -vesannyos, -vesonnyos.
5 M. Seymour de Ricci has referred to a Locrian month Kovtios. Thurneysen

{Z.f. celt. Phil., ii. 534) corrects this to Koovrios, but thinks it too far off.
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gives
'

ir. cua, Gen. Sg. cuad, Winter . . . cymr. cawad, cawod,
cafod „imber, nimbus", acorn, couat (gl. nimbus) . . . bret.

couhat glau „ ond^e de pluie ", jetzt kaouad '. The meaning
is

'

Cloudy
'

or
'

Rainy '.

Notes con- Captain EspeVandieu's restoration shows that the word
nected with

beginning with PET, which when written in full turns out to

be PETIVX, and the words BRIC, CO, and OCIOMV, occur only in

Rivros or the month after it, and that each time they are

followed by the nom. Rivros, the gen. Rivri, or an abbreviation

of that month's name. It is clear to me that these 4 words

represent different dates connected with ' Harvest
'

(Rivros) and

the internal evidence for the order of the 4 dates shows it to

have been Brie (thrice on Rivros 4), Petiux (once on Rivros 25,

once on Rivros 23), Co (once on Rivros 25, once on Rivros 13,

once on Anagantios 2), and Ociomu (once on Rivros 4, thrice on

eric. Anagantios 4). The meaning of Brie is quite clear to me— it

is the '

Whitening
'

of the harvest, from
' *brak blinken

'

(Stokes,
petivx. 170). The first part of Petiux is certainly from the stem of

Stokes's '

(p)itu-, (p)ittu- Korn, Getreide '

(45), which yields
1
ir. ith, Gen. etho + cymr. yd „ frumentum, seges ", ith in gwenith

(
= vindittu) „ triticum, far, ador ", corn, yd (gl. seges), bret. id,

ed, eth „ bid
" '

(io.),
and I suggest that all these forms may be

co. explained from a single stem petiu-. In the case of Co, its

special association with Harvest is shown by the fact that when

it occurs on Rivros 25 the mutilated entry against that day has

[r]ivriorivri i.e. 'Rivri Co Rivri'. I suggest that Co =
Covinnus or some related word, i.e. the carrying of the harvest,

ociomv. the harvest-wain. And Ociomu may just possibly = ' Harrow-

ing
'

after autumn ploughing : cf. Stokes's okita
' harrow

'

(6).

Inscription
At a point where a new year began, we have CIALLOS

before a BRlS SONNO ClNGOS PlAMMAN • M • M • XIII PI LAT
new year.

L J J u J

CCCLXXXV, i.e. 'Total (Ir. ciall
y
'collection' — see p. 136)

OF-YEAR (the imperfect B= B- or B, i.e. gen. of bliadnis, Ir.

bliadain,
'

year ')
: THIS (cf. Ir. sdn,

' hoc
')
CYCLE (Lat. ting-,

'

to go round
')

or course (Prof. Rh^s, Gaulish ring-,
'

to go ')

OF-time(s) (amman • is an abbreviated gen. sing, or pi. of

1 The top of the B is lost : there may have been a stroke or letter above it, or

dot after it. Apparently no full-sized letter can have been lost in the slight gap
which precedes is.

2
It is not certain that any letters have been lost in these gaps.
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amman- \ cf. Ir. amm, 'time', pi. (Macbain, 12) amannd) IS

(Ir. is) MONTHS (M- M-) 13, DAYS (Ir. lathe.
'

day') 385 '.

The only other sentence of any length is contained in the Another

following broken note at the end of the initial intercalary
inscnp 10n *

month which begins the entire calendar. It is important to

observe that the calendar contains parts of a cycle of 5 years,

and that, although the corresponding date is preserved in

a fragment of another year, this note does not recur.

RIXTIO

cob[rex] CARIEDIT

ox[t]antia
pogdedortonin

QVlMON
The division and translation should be approximately: Division

RIX-TIOCOBREX ' the chief boundary-commissioner
' CARIEDIT

fa

n

tfon
raqs

"

' marks
' OXTANTIA 'eighths

'

: POG ' afterwards
'

DEDORT ' he

apportions
' ONIN ' a lease

'

QVlMON ' of 5 years '.

In rix-tiocobrex we can divide and restore because we know rixtio

that rix was Gaulish for
' a chief (Lat. rex), and because

COBREX -

TIOCOBREXTIO occurs several times in the marginalia of

the calendar as something that happened on certain days.
Tiocobrex literally means '

circumference-joint-marker \ Its

first part is tto-, found in Irish as ti, translated by Windisch

in his Worterbuch as circuitus? : he gives another ti as

'garment', plural tit—obviously the same word, i.e. 'some-

thing that goes round '

\ The co- needs no explanation, but

I owe to Prof. Rh^s the suggestion that brex may = mrex,
and I now see that it comes from a root mreg, which gives

a number of Keltic words in mre- and bre-, denoting colour or

spottedness (see Stokes, 220-1), and also yields the derivative

mrog-, 'boundary', which appears in Gaulish as brog-(ib.)\

cf. our verb ' mark' and ' mark '= '

boundary ',
which are related

to each other and to the Keltic stems.

Cariedit is from the Keltic stem karjd ('
Tadel ', Stokes, cariedit.

71), which gives Old Welsh cared, glossed as 'nota' and
'

nequitiae
'—its original meaning probably was ' to mark '

:

the d in Welsh is of doubtful origin, and Prof. Rh£s and

Mr. J. A. Smith, Fellow of Balliol, both suggest that the

1 For the corresponding verb in Pictavian and (?)Sordonic see p. 142.
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d in cariedit may be the Gaulish d which sometimes represents
a lisped sibilant : the word would then = an earlier cariesit,

and may mean '

will mark '—but the next verb is almost

certainly a present.

oxtantia. Oxtantia 1
(
= oyjantid) means allotments of one eighth of

the leasable land, meted by the octans, an instrument for

dividing a circumference into eighths. Pog
2

is euphonic

(through influence of following d) forpoc, which is compounded
of the prep, po seen in Lat. po-situs, post, and the termination

c (= que) of ac (atque), nee (neque), donee (also donique): it

appears in Irish as the prep, dc,
'

by
'—cf. German nach for

double meaning
'

by
'

and '

after ',
and Lat. post, usque, &c,

for transition from adverb to preposition. Dedort 3
is com-

pounded of the prep, de and the root der-,
' to divide

'

(seen
in Greek Sepco), whence Welsh darn, \ a piece

'

(Stokes, 147).

Onin is the accusative of a stem oni-, 'a loan', Irish oin

(Stokes, 50). Qulmon is an adj. like Lat. blmus, trinius,

quadrimus, but the formation seems to be different, or we
should expect quinqulmon : it doubtless arises from quincmon

(cf. Lat. quinus for quincnus).

Explana- The explanation is as follows, and the grounds of it will be

inscription,
found in the articles

'

Agrariae leges', 'Agrimetatio', 'Censor',

'Colonia', and 'Lustrum', in Smith, Wayte, and Marindin's

Diet, of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

Every colony (as Coligny was) had a territorium,
' marked

out by metes and bounds', part of which was liable to be

public land, and in such cases was let, frequently (if not

usually) for a period of 5 years. The maintenance of the

boundaries, and the letting of the public land, was the duty
of the censors appointed every 5th year, who at Rome entered

on their office in April and usually went out of it in the

May thirteen-months. At the time when our inscription

was written, the title of censor had been abolished, but the

duties of the office were still performed in colonies by % (or 4)

men entitled duouiri (or quattuoruiri) censoria potestate quin-

1 I have to thank M. Dissard for information that the defective second letter is

an x, and for satisfying other inquiries of the same kind.

a Unless an engraver's error for poc, as Gantlos for Cantlos and lagit (Fr. 2) for

lacit.

3 Dedort is of the athematic conjugation, like Lat. fert, vult, est (see Lindsay,

Latin language, 455-6).
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quennales ;
and at the end of the 1st cent, we find associated

with them a curator who became the administrator of the

landed property. It is pretty clear to me that once in every

5 years the rix-tiocobrex or chief commissioner—whether one

of the quinquennales or a curator—first marked out the allot-

ments of public land to be leased for the next 5 years (perhaps
on the ground itself, perhaps with chalk on the bronze chart

erected in the centre of the colony), and then apportioned
them among the applicants. And these facts, if I have

rightly divined them, explain why the calendar covers just

5 years. The tiocobrextio itself, which was not limited to

a single year, was doubtless conducted by agrimensores or by
the curator and an agrimensor.

Having now mentioned almost everything in the inscrip- Language

tion, I must explain why I call it a separate language— not calendar.

a dialect of
'

Gaulish
'—and why I call it Sequanian.

All the Keltic languages hitherto known 1 have rejected

Indo-European / except in borrowed words, or in certain

combinations of consonants (of which pr is not one). The The

inscription before us has p in three words—PRINI or prinni,^ances

petivx, and POG, in all which I believe it to be Indo- apparently

European. If I am right about the derivation of any one *?
u

d
r

°"

eaQ

of these three, Sequanian is entitled to rank as a language,
and not as a mere dialect. And its importance as a link Sequanian

between the other Keltic languages and Latin (which, like^J°
the*

itself, keeps Indo-European p) is then obvious : it makes the languages

distance between Keltic and Italic narrower than ever.

But, although the other Keltic languages are unanimous in Indo-

their dislike of Indo-European p, they have been of two minds
f^Keitic.

about Indo-European q. The Goidelic branch— i.e. Irish, Goidelic.

Manx, and Highland Gaelic—have kept it or modified it

into c. The Kymric branch—i.e. 'Gaulish', Welsh, Cornish, Kymric.

and Breton—have changed it to p. But here is an inscription

in East Gaul, separated by many hundreds of miles from

Irish, Manx, and Highland Gaelic, which apparently gives Indo-

us Indo-European q, in QVlMON and EQVOS. Consequently ^the"
1

the theory that the distinction between the Goidelic and calendar?

1 Written before I knew of Pictet's ignored explanation of prosag in Biturigan

(see p. 129), and of course before my own elucidation of the Pictavian Rom tablet

(see p. 133).
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Kymric branches arose before the Kelts entered the British

isles may be taken as henceforth holding the field.

The q in To some philologists, however, as I learnt from Prof. Rhys
equam. an^ afterwarcjs observed in looking over the Revue Celtique,

it was a problem how the Sequani, one of the chief tribes of

Gaul, came by the q in their name—for ' Gaulish
' had no q.

Well, our inscription was found on the borders of, if not

actually in, the territory of the Sequani, and it solves the

problem very convincingly : the Sequanians obviously did not

speak
' Gaulish ', but the language of our inscription—to

which, therefore, we can hardly give a better name than
'

Sequanian '.

New point And it will be necessary henceforth to look at the proper

linguistics

1

names and vernacular inscriptions of the Sequanian part
of Gaul. f Gaul, and of its neighbourhood, from our new point of

view, instead of concluding without examination that they

are Gaulish '.

The names In the Revue Celtique for Jan. 1899, 108-9, M. d'Arbois de

duodurum Jubainville does indeed point out that '

Epamanduodururn,
and Lopo- Mandeure, et Loposagiurn, Luxiol

'

were in Sequanian territory,

and regards each as an instance of/ for q. But the name of

Migration the Sequani suggests that they had once lived on the Sequana

Sequani? (Seine) and had migrated east. Hence these two places may
have been originally non-Sequanian settlements.

The name M. d'Arbois argues that the agnomen Poppilli (gen.) of
°PPl l >

a Sequanian citizen of Lyon shows a Sequanian Poppillos,

with mutation of q to p : to me it is merely the gen. of the

Latin name Popilius, Popillius. Surely the q in the name of

the Sequanians themselves is good evidence that '
le q medial

se serait maintenu \

The name Whether we derive the name of the Sequana from the root

Sequana.
of Ind.-Eur. selko 'I gush out' (Fick, I. 137), as does Stokes

(295), or from Ind.-Eur. seik- \ to dry up
'

(Fick, ib.), whence
District Lat. siccus, it first got that name at or above Chatillon-sur-

originated.
Seine : for ! en certains etes il n'y a plus d'eau dans son lit

aux approches de Ch&tillon
;
mais la-meme, d'une grotte, sort

une douix superieure aux autres, onde eternelle . . . au-dessous

de laquelle on n'a jamais vu secher le fleuve de Paris
'

(Vivien

de Saint-Martin, Nouv. diet, de ge'og. univ.,v. 777). Chatillon is

a little N.W. of the position of the Sequani in Caesar's time.
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Pictavian

We all know that Poitiers (once Pictavi) and Poitou (once
*
Poitiers',

Pagus Pictavus) receive their name from a people called the '^J^''
Pictones, Pictavi, or Pectavi. In the recently published section from the

of the Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum (xill. 1,1) which relates pjctav7

S

or

to Aquitania are various Latin inscriptions found within their Pectavi.

territory, and containing proper names which are doubtless

native
;
but the only ones yet discovered which are written Ancient

entirely in the vernacular of the district seem to be the following : ^5",^
ar

1. A pyramidal menhir between the ruins of Vieux Poitiers tions.

and the river Clain. Stokes (Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XI. 129) Po^iers^n-

reads it thus : scription.

RATIN BRIVATIOM

FRONTV . TARBEISONIOS

IEVRV.

The C. I. L. reads RATN and gives the idea that 2 or

3 letters have been lost before the following B. It also reads

TARBELSONIOS. After looking at the facsimile in the Diet,

archfologique de la Gatde 2,

I have no hesitation in abiding by
Stokes's reading, except that the C. I. L. is apparently right in

placing the first stop above the line and omitting the second.

Stokes has rendered the lines : Its trans-

lation.

Propugnaculuni pontilimn

Pronto, Tarbeisoni ftlitis,

fecit.

Of the approximate correctness of this rendering there Can

1 Revised from the Zeitschriftfur celtischt Philologit, III. 1900 (where it was

entitled * The Language of the Continental Picts
').

Certain passages relating ,

exclusively to Sequanian have been transferred to the previous Appendix. I have

also illustrated the language of the Rom tablet from the AmeUie-les-Bains tablets

—for which see Appendix IV. And I have added a postscript showing the rhythmical
structure of the Rom tablet.

2 The first I is laid horizontally across the T and N. The VA are ligatured,

and so are the NT. Both E are shaped B, an old form of Greek e. And the IO
are ligatured thus $.

K
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be no serious doubt. Ratin is the ace. sing, of *

rati-s, rati-s,

rato-n, Erdwall, Erdbank ', which gives in Irish rdth (Stokes,

Urkelt. Sprachschatz, 236). Brivatiom is the gen. pi. of an

adjective of which the nom. pi. would have been given in Latin

as Brivates, from the stem of 'Gaulish' briva, 'bridge' (ib.

184). Frontu is a man's name borrowed from the Latin

Fronto. Tarbeisonios is an adj. formed from Tarbeisonos, which

is a nickname denoting a man ' who bellows like a bull '. For

the general form of the name cf. Latin raucisonns
;
tarbei- re-

presents tarbeio-, ravpelo- from tarb-
'

bull ', O. Ir. tarb- (cf.

KpaTcu- for Kparato- in Greek compounds) ;
and sonos represents

the stem of Lat. sonus, Ir. son, Welsh swn (Pictet, Rev.

archiol. XV. 395). And ieuru is the word so frequent in

1 Gaulish
'

inscriptions, governing the name of some material

object in the accusative.

I render

The embankment of the people at the bridge

Frontu the son of Tarbeisonos

put up.

The render- My reasons for translating
' embankment '

and not '

rampart
'

"ratin, (~ propugnaculum) are these. The position
—

according to

Longnon's atlas—was not on or near a frontier, and if it had

been we can hardly suppose that the Pictones would have been

in danger from any neighbouring tribe: the Romanization of the

country is manifest both from the character of the engraving
and from the borrowed name Fronto. It seems to me far more

likely that the embankment was erected to protect the houses

near the bridge from floods,

of briva- Pictet takes brivatiom to signify not (

people at the bridge
'

but ' the bridge and its appurtenances
'

: Stokes from the fact of

his translating in Latin (instead of, as usual, in English) perhaps
meant to leave that an open question. When Pictet says 'Briv-

ates, au pluriel, a du signifier pontilia \ I cannot believe that

this signification would have been conveyed by a masculine

termination \ and the abundance of ' Gaulish
' names in -ates,

signifying dwellers at or in, seems to furnish a presumption in

favour of a masculine sense here.

1 No neuters are known of ' Gaulish
'

or Latin adjectives in -atis : place-names
like Brivate are always possible locatives masculine.
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My reason for translating ieuru
'

put up
'

is that I believe and of

it to be from a stem answering to that of ai&>/>e'a> and ewpeoo, [n
"™

a

:

st
*'

I raise, I suspend'. It would thus have the double sense of connected

' to erect
'

and '

to set up as a votive offering
'

(cf. avaTidirai), a [ajp^i

which would suit every case in which it occurs K fa^ik!

The inscription is clearly in an ancient Keltic language, The Ian-

but of what exact class it does not show
;

for it contains no
f^fj?

stems in which Indo-European p or q were ever present. It

does, however, contain the stem tarb-
f bull ', which appears on The speil-

an altar at Paris as tarv- (in the nom. tarvos). Had the Paris ™^°
f

inscription been late, we might have attributed the difference to

an '

infection
'

of b into v ;
but it is assigned to the time of

Tiberius (Desjardins, Ghgraphie de la Gaule, III. pi. Xl). Con-

sequently there is a presumption that the language of the Picts

differed a little dialectally from that of the Parish*.

2. There 2
has, however, been published by Prof. Camille The Rom

Jullian in the JRevue Celtique for Ap. 1898 a Pictavian inscription polished

1

destined to revolutionize most current beliefs as to the by Prof. C.

history of the Keltic languages. It actually bristles with Indo- _aDound-

European p, and thereby conclusively shows that Pictavian was *?£ in Ind*'

not a • Gaulish
'

dialect at all.

It is engraved on the two sides of a leaden tablet, 9 centi- written on

meters in height and 7 in breadth, found in 1887 in a well at
a

^
ad

Rom, about 38 kilometers SW. of Poitiers. In the same well found in

were 15 similar tablets, but uninscribed. M. Jullian says object of
1 C'etait l'usage, dans l'antiquite* greco-romaine, de confier non such

seulement a des tombes, mais a la mer, aux fleuves et meme
aux sources des puits les tablettes adress^es aux divinites in-

fernales et sur lesquelles les devots avaient trace leurs souhaits

ou leurs execrations \ He regards the inscriptions on the tablet

as unquestionably of this nature, but beyond suggestions as to

1 The undoubted forms are IEVRV (8 times) and ElfiPOT (once), and the

latter, as being in Greek characters, is presumably the older. IOREBE is

probably from the same verb, though the division of words may be contested.

Is not the name of the Jura range (Iura, lot/pa, lopa) from the same stem, with

the meaning
'

Highlands
'

?

a I pass over the charm numbered 38 in Stokes's list because I am satisfied that

M. d'Arbois de Jubainville is right in reading that part of it which is not obviously

Latin as Greek written in Latin letters. As a matter of palaeography, I am certain

that, if the facsimile can be trusted, there is no din the entire inscription. But I

agree with Stokes that
'

bis
'

is a direction to say the following words twice.

K 2
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the meaning of a few words has attempted no translation. I

myself never examined them till March 1899, when I communi-

cated an almost complete rendering of them to a distinguished

Keltic scholar. In arriving at this rendering I was not in the

smallest degree influenced by any preconceptions of M. Jullian

as to the nature of the inscriptions ;
but it will be seen that the

rendering confirms his theory to the fullest degree.

The well- The well was connected with a goddess named Imona : an

imona
S

.

S
invocation to her from two persons unnamed fills one side of

the tablet, and implies that the supply of water was sometimes

The god- stopped or delayed. The other side of the tablet contains in-

catona and vocations to two other goddesses, Caticatona and Dibona, the

Dibona. former from persons unknown, the latter from Sueio(s) and his

suppi7c-°
fema le servant Pontidunna Vouseia. The whole is in verse,

ants. though irregularly copied : for a correcter arrangement see

sorption is P J 53 m ^* Jullian thinks the writing is not earlier than the

in verse. 3rd cent., and that the m sometimes found points to the
ts date. ^^ He will, however, find similar ms in a Latin document of

the year 293, facsimiled in Grenfell and Hunt's Greek papyri,

ser. 2. plate V and Wessely's Schrifttafeln z. alter, lat. Palaeo-

graphie, tab. VI.

Meaning of As regards the names of the goddesses invoked, -ona was

oAhe"
1^

a common termination of the names of goddesses in Gaul.

goddesses. Devona or Dibona (see Holder) was the name of the town of

Cahors, and in the 4th cent. Ausonius celebrates the fountain of

Bordeaux, named Divona : it was { urbis genius
'

and its name
meant ' Celtarum lingua, fons addite divis '. Imona is, of course,

from an im- or eim-stem, and, as she was a well-goddess, that

of the Lat. irn-us suggests itself. Caticatona remains, shown

by the epithet clotuvla to be another water-goddess, and her

name seems to mean 'very white'. All three names will be

discussed later.

Mode of The original is in cursive Latin letters, without capitals,
wn lng *

division of words, or apparently stops \ I here divide it into

words, add hyphens and stops,and give the most literalrendering

possible. Had I allowed myself the ordinary freedom of trans-

lators, the version would have been much more effective.

1 M. Jullian's facsimile shows a dot high up at the end of A i and an acute

accent after the end of B 8
; but, as he does not include them in his transcript, they

may be accidental marks either on the plate or on the tablet.
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1. Ape cialli carti,

2. eti-heiont Caticato-

3. na, demtis sie clotu-

4. via; se demti tiont.

5. Bi cartaont, Dibo-

6. na. Sosio, deeipia !

7. sosio, pura ! sosio,

8. govisa ! Sueio tiet :

9. sosio, poura he(i)o{nt) !

10. sua demtia Po(n) ti-

ll, dunna Vouseia.

For thought's love, . Transcript
*.

•

. . ~ k. and trans-

ever-continuing Caticato- lation.

na, to-servants [-of-thine] be

flow-

strong ;
since servants [-of-

thine] are-going-round.

Be gracious, Dibo-

na. With-this, goddess kind !

with-this, pure-one ! with-this,

joyous-one ! Sueio is-going-round :

with-this, maiden continual !

his servant Ponti-

dunna [daughter-] of-Vouso(s).

B.

1. Teu I oraiirno :

2. ehz\a atan to te, hei- 1

3. zxo atanta te, cotn-

4. priato sosio dertil

5. Noipommio at eho

6. tis-se potea : te pri-

7. avimo— atanta ! Te\i\-

8. onte ziati mez'w

9. z\ia,
Q Teu !' oraiirno:

1 o. ape sosio derti,

11. Imona, demtis sie

12. uziietiao[nt] pa[dv\a.

Swell ! we-pray :

today forthstretch thee, to-

day forthstretch thee, to-this

(sosio, 1. 4) be-

loved tribute !

We-two drink at this

thy-own well : thee have-

we-loved— forthstretch ! Go-

ing-round daily at-mid

day,
' Swell !

'

we-pray :

for this tribute,

Imona, to- [thy-] servants be

outreachi[ng] qu[ic]k.

The letters inside
( )

are M. Jullian's conjectures. In B 12

the \ni\ and \dv\ are my own, M. Jullian not being able to

conjecture the missing letters. The [z]
in B 7 is quite plain

in the facsimile, though M. Jullian has overlooked it in his

transcript. The Roman i's in B 2, 3, 8, 9, 12 are cases in which Horizon-
tal I

1 'HEI (lieV) est douteux, il n'y a de certain que les deux hastes extremes.' The
facsimile suggests E in the middle of H, i. e. HE, EH, or HEH. Fortunately
the meaning of the word is beyond doubt, and only the phonetic form is in

question.
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written di has been modified to zi before a following vowel and the i

across .

^ag keen written horizontally across the z. M. Jullian has

admitted the possibility of its being an i, but, not having the

linguistic clew, has not seen that it was one, and has repre-

sented the digraph in his transcript by simple z. In the

Vieux Poitiers inscription a similar ligature occurs, the I in

RATIN being laid horizontally across the T and N, and un-

ligatured horizontal I above the line is common in British

Christian inscriptions.

Glossary. I now proceed to give a full glossary of the tablet, which

will put the substantial accuracy of the translation beyond
doubt. My references to Stokes's indispensable Urkeltischer

Sprachschatz, Macbain's Etymological diet, of the Gaelic lang-

uagey
and Lindsay's Latin language will be so frequent that

I shall abbreviate them to the author's name followed by the

number of the page: Holder' s A It-celtischer Sprachschatz I

refer to in the same way, and also Z 2
, i.e. Ebel's (2nd) ed. of

Zeuss's Grammatica Celtica. The signs over vowels are only

meant to be their original time-values.

apS (A 1, B 10). 'For'. Preposition governing dative, = (Stokes

24-5) Sansk. dpi, Gr. eVi (Lithuanian api- ap-, Lat. op-, Oscan opl). Also

found in compound vb. apetei, apete, 'circle-hither' in the 1st Amelie-les-

Bains tablet. For its meaning here cf. Gr. ird with dat. signifying the

price for which or condition on which a thing is done.

at (B5). 'At*. Preposition (governing accusative), O. Ir. prefix ad-

(Stokes 9), at- (in atomaig &c, Z 2

430), Lat. ad, also at (Lindsay 577, 77).

Not to be confounded with ' ati dariiber' (Stokes 8), 'Gaulish' ate.

Followed by ace. pi. in the Ame'lie-les-Bains tablet 3, 1. 3.

atanta(B3)
atant5 (B2)

of transitive verb, governing ace. te.

These are compressed either from dt-tdnta, dt-tanto (see above under

at) or more probably from dd-tdntd, dd-tanto. Cf. in Belgic
' Atrebates

pro Adtrebates, assimilatione eadem, quae hibernice invaluit in . . . atreba'

(Z
2
866, comparing adrothreb) : Irish instances of at- for adt- can be

multiplied from Stokes and Windisch.

The main stem is tan 'stretch'; for parallels see Stokes (127) under
' teno „ extendo

" '

: Lat. ten-do and Gr. r«'pen are of course among
them.

The terminations -/a and -/<?=the Latin 2 sing, imper. in -to(d), O. Ind.

-tat (see Lindsay 516). The corresponding Irish form is -the, where the

th of course arises from earlier t, but the e according to Macbain (xlvii)

j

' Stretch forth, reach forward '. 2nd pers. sing, imper. act.
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represents -es. For Goidelic a = Lat. 6, Gk. a>, cf. the vocative particle

a
;
and for interchange of a and 6 in Irish cf. ?//^r and mdr (Z

2
17). It

is doubtful whether we should read at&nto or atato: see under Cati-

catona.

bl (A 5). 'Be'. 2nd pers. sing, imper. from stem of 'beio ich lebe,

bin '

(Stokes 165). The corresponding person of the imper. is bi in Irish,

but in Welsh byd (mod. bydd), Corn, byth, Bret, bez—in which, however,
the final consonant is not a person-ending but part of an extended form
of the stem.

cartacmt (A 5). 'Gracious'. Nom. sing. pres. part. act. of cartad,
from stem cart see carti. Cf. from the shorter stem c&r- Stokes's

'karao ich liebe' (70) and 'karaont- liebend, Freund' (71).

carti (A 1).
' Kindness \ Dat. sing, of cdrtis (masc.) from stem cart-,

cart- is lengthened from the stem of 'karo-s lieb
'

(Stokes 70)
= Lat.

carus. The stem is found in Irish in the Milan glosses
— '

carthaig (gl.

amantes) Ml. 52 r. carthacha (gl. affecta) 66 r.' (Z
2
810)

— and the Lebor na
hUidre— cartach (Windisch's Worterb.).
With the form of substantive cf. derti, which suggests that car-tis is

formed direct from car- : for suffix -tis added to a nominal stem cf. Lat.

Carmen-tis. The same stem, apparently the same noun, enters into the

name of the British queen Cartimandua or Cartismandua.

Caticatdna (A 2). Name of a goddess,
'

Very white \ Voc. sing,

of Caticatdna, which is possibly the fern, of an adj., as the corresponding
masc. ending -onu occurs in Sequanian names of months.

I regard this as representing an earlier Cntacntona, from ' knta mit \

(Stokes 94) and 'kn[s]to-s weiss' (Stokes 90). knta— 1

Gaulish' canta-,

cata- (Stokes 94), Ir. dad in ciadfadh, O. Ir. ce't, O. Welsh cant, Corn.

cans, Breton gant, -cent, Gr. Kara. kn[s]to-s=
( Gaulish

'

canto- in ' Canto-

bennicus Name eines Berges in der Auvergne
'

(Stokes 90), Corn, cant-,

Breton -cant.

In the Kymric languages n does not go out before / : in the Goidelic

it does, with lengthening of previous vowel. In Pictavian of the date

of our tablet, n still remains in terminations {hei-ont, ti-ont, tei-ontes,

carta-ont, uziietia-o\iii\), also in atan-ta and Pontidunna. Its absence in

Caticatona may be due either to the commencement of a tendency to dis-

appear, or to the possibility that in Pictavian n was never represented by
an but only by a.

The Kymric representative of the stem should be Canticant-, and we

find that in the name of Canticantus, now Arcueil-Cachan (Holder) just

south of Paris. The meaning of it should consequently be equally ap-

plicable to a village and to a fountain-goddess, and this condition is

fulfilled by our derivation (with Canticantus cf. Alba Longa 'the long

white street').

For the intensitive force of cati cf. Greek Kara in composition with

1 In the insular Pictish inscriptions on the Shevack stone we have this adjective

in the masc. gen. sing, both as uaur (= mhaur) and vor (= mhor).
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adjectives : indeed Liddell and Scott give, though without reference, a

Byzantine KarakevKos *

very white \ The change of cata to cati is due to

dissimilation.

oialli. 'Of thought'. Gen. sing, of ciallo(s), subst. The nom. is

found in Sequanian (Coligny calendar, Espe'randieu's restoration, top of

col. 9) in a sentence beginning CIALLOS B[V]IS, '(The) aggregate is'

or, less probably,
'

(The) meaning is \ In Irish we have ciall (fern.), gen.

cdille, 'Verstand, Sinn' (Stokes 58) and ciall, 'sammeln' (Stokes 85).

The former ofthese Stokes refers to an earlier qeisld, from
'

*qeito verstehe',

which again is from '

*qei scheinen, wahrnehmen '. The latter he refers

to an earlier *qeislo-, from ki or qi 'sammeln'. But is not 'putting

together
' the root-meaning of both ?

Prof. J. Morris Jones tells me that the change of ei to ia in Irish is

only before a ' broad '

vowel, not before e or i. But (1) as, under influence

of English, Highland Gaelic tends to substitute the stem-vowel of the nom-

inative for that of the genitive, so may Pictavian have done under influence

of Latin : (2) ciallicarli may perhaps be a single word, arising out of

ciallocarti.

The p of Welsh pwyll, Corn, pull, Breton poell (Stokes 58), proves a

q- root for ciall, gen. cdille, and for cialli here. So that Sequanian and

Pictavian agree with the Goidelic languages (against
' Gaulish ' and the

other Kymric languages) in not changing Indo-European initial q to p. In

Irish it is now represented by c (as here), but the inscriptions also give q.

Q is likewise found in Sequanian (Coligny calendar), interchanging with

Indo-European c (Qutios and Cutios), and also in quimon, which I take to

be an adjective from the same stem as Lat. quin-us : but comparison with

ciallos suggests that as early as the date of the Coligny calendar (1st cent.

A.D. ?) Sequanian q was becoming c.

clotuvla (A 3-4). 'Flow-strong, strongly flowing'. Nom. sing. fern,

of adj. clotuvl-o(s), -a, (-on ?). The first element in the compound is a subst.

dolus, akin to 'klouta Flussname '

i.e. Tacitus's Clota, Ptolemy's KXwro,
Welsh Clut, Ir. Cluath, Cluad, our Clyde (Stokes 102, Holder 1. 1046) : this

is assigned to a root found in Gr. kXv-Soov, k\l-£<o, Lat. clu-o (=purgo),
cloaca (also clouaca). The second element is the stem ' *vala : *vla

machtig sein' (Stokes 262), found in Lat. valere, and yieldingyfoM 'lord'

in Highland Gaelic, flaith in Ir., &c. : hence 'valo-s machtig' (Stokes)

which gives an ending to various Keltic person-names.
The Old British person-name Clotual-os, later Clutuual, must not be

compared except for its second element, the first being the stem clot- 'fame '

(see Stokes 102).

c6mpriato (B 3-4).
' Beloved '. Loc.-dat. sing. masc. of past parti-

ciple compridt-d(s), -a, (-on ?). The first element is the preposition and

prefix com (
= Lat. com-) found in

'

Gaulish', Irish, Old British, Old Breton
—Welsh cym-, cyf-, &c. (Stokes 86, Z

2
871, 901). For the second element

see below under priavimo.

deei (A 6).
' Goddess \ Voc. sing, of deei(s) =deis. For the de- stem



of adj. de?nti-o(s) )
-a

y

(-on ?).
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cf. (Lat. dg-us) in Irish the following cases of dia '

god
' —

gen. dii^ dat.

and ace. dea, voc. dd, gen. pi. dea, dat. pi. d<?ib, ace. pi. deo. Deis seems

also to be found in the Umbrian or early Latin inscription quoted by

Conway, Italic dialects, I. p. 434 (no. 6), where we have dat. sing. fern. dei.

demti (A 4). 'Servants'. Nom. pi. masc.

(
= demtii)

demtla (A 10). 'Servant'. Nom. sing. fern.

demtis (A 3, B 11). 'To servants'. Dat.

pi. masc. (
= d£mtils)

The stem is given by Stokes (141) as '

(*dama), damno bandige, damo
dulde '. Gr. Sa/naa>, Lat. domo, Ger. zahm, Eng. tame are related.

The adj. is formed from a past part, demtos, which comes either direct

from the stem dem- or else =dem£tos (cf. Gr. d-ddfxaros, Lat. domttus).

Among the Keltic derivatives of the stem may be mentioned Highland
Gaelic damh 'ox' (also 'stag'), O. Ir. dam 'ox', damnaim 'I bind to',

O. Welsh dometic 'gezahmt' (cf. DOMETOS on a London inscription
— Holder I. 1302). I have thought it to be also present in the name
of the Demctae of South Wales, and their country Demetia (now Dyfed)—that they were the subject-race-, but see p. 15 for another view. Ptolemy
indeed is made to call them the Arj^rai, but the shortness of both e's is

shown by the mediaeval Welsh Dyuet—see Z2

85, 96.

The gen. Demeti in a British Latin inscription quoted by Holder from

Rh^s gives a nom. Demet(i)os or Demet(i)us, and the 4th Amelie-les-

Bains tablet begins with De?neii.

derti (B 10). 'Tribute, due'. Loc.-dat. sing, of masc. subs, dertis.

The primary stem is der-
} Stokes's 'dero-s gebiihrend, schuldig' : for -tis

see above under carti (at end). Hence Ir. dir 'proper' (later dior) and

dire ' a due
', Welsh dir

'

certain, necessary' and dirivy
' a fine '.

Dib6na (A 5-6). Name of a fountain-goddess, 'Brilliant'. Voc.

sing, of Dibona, which is possibly the fern, of an adj. (see above under

Caticatona).
This is Ausonius's fountain-deity Dlvona (see above, p. 132), but we

cannot be sure that the quantity of the -a was not accommodated by him

to Latin practice and the exigence of the metre. He explains the name
as ' Celtarum lingua fons addite divis '—in other words he derived it from

the stem of
'

deivo-s, divo-s Gott', and so does Stokes (144), taking this

from earlier
' *dei strahlen'.

The b demands attention, and is paralleled by the stem tarb- found in

Pictavian where Parisian seemingly had tarv- (see above, p. 131).

The question of the relations of b and v in ancient Keltic names is much
too large to be approached here

;
but I suspect that in tarv- and Divona the

sound of Lat. v (Eng. w) is meant, and in tarb- and Dibona that of Eng. v.

Compare Ptolemy's Arjova (
= Dewa), the name (in gen. case) of two

rivers in Britain, the Pictish Dee and the Welsh.

ehd (B 5). 'This'. Ace. sing. masc. for enon, as in the 1st Amelie-

les-Bains tablet Lerano for Leranon. The stem is seen in Lat. ec-ce
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(Lindsay 617, 432), Gr. exe?, Oscan eko- '

this
',
fem. eka- (Conway, Italic

dialects, II. 614, 478).

The passage of the original c through ch into h is illustrated by the case

of the insular Pictish name Necton (for which see Stokes in Bezzenberger's

Beitrdge, xviil. 107). On the Lunasting stone that name appears in the

genitive as Nehhtonn : see pp. 71-3, and my Vernacular inscriptions of
the ancient kingdom 0/A loan, 4, 30, 57, where I have guessed the date at

about 680 or so—that it is comparatively early is suggested by its preserving
a genitive in -s. In 731 Bede gives the same name as Naiton, from which

even the h has disappeared. Compare also the Vacalus of Caesar (B. G.

IV. 10 § 1) and the Vahalis of Tacitus (Ann. II. 6).

elizia (B 2) ) , ,

f%\*. \*\ v* /„ v f To-day \ Adv. of time.
(?) h-e(i)zi5 (B 2-3) 1 ?

The first element in these is the stem referred to in the last paragraph.

For absence of connecting vowel cf. Lat. ec-ce, and it may be mentioned

that Oscan has a fem. sing, ek (Conway, Italic dialects, II. 614, 1. in).
The initial h— if correct— in h-e{i)zio may be merely to prevent

hiatus : cf. eti h-eiont (A 2), fioura h-eiont (A 9), and see h—. If

the rest of the word is to be read ezio, the middle h has simply dis-

appeared : if with M. Jullian we read an /before the z, then the disap-

pearance of the h has been accompanied by compensatory diphthongizing

of the £ But the true reading may be ehzio or hehzio \

The second stem in the form before us is zia or zio— 'day', i.e. dia

(for dfyd) or dio. For the change of d see under mezio, uziietiao[nt],

ziati, and ziia. The variation between the endings -zia and -zio may
be due either to substitution of vowel (cf. atanta and atanto) or to the

one representing an -a- and the other an -0- stem. Stokes (145) gives

two stems (1) 'dijas- (dejes?) Tag', whence Ir. die, dia, and (2)
' divo-

Tag', whence Ir. in-diu ' hodie ' and Welsh dyw— cf. also Lat. diu
'

by day \

In Highland Gaelic and Irish the 'infection' of d is to dh, now pro-

nounced as^ or_y, but doubtless originally as d, between which and z

the distance is very slight—thus our English 'the\ = &, is liable to be

pronounced by foreigners as 89.

h-eidnt (A 2, 9).
'

Continuing, continual '. Nom. sing. fem. present

part, of
' eimi (gehe), bin

'

(Stokes 25) or rather of the -0 form eid. The

corresponding Greek and Latin participial stems are tovr-, ient-, eunt-, but

Lat. eo is
' from *ey-o instead of I.-Eur *ei-mi (Lindsay 456)

—cf. (ib.)
'

is,

older e-is
',

'

it, older e-it
',

'

i-mus, older ei-mus ',

'

i-tis, older ei-tis (with eu

again for f-) '. Mediaeval and Modem Keltic derivatives of this stem are

given by Stokes, and by Macbain (under eith). The initial h must have

been originally added merely to prevent hiatus (see h— ), but in early 5th

cent. Biturigan (see p. 113) we have the imper. hex (<=Lat. f) beginning a

sentence.

1 M. Jullian has since published, in the Revue des ttudes anciennes for Jan.-
Mar. 1900, a tablet from Eyguieres (Bouches-du-Rh&ne). Its 2nd word is IHCZIO,
which I read eikzio, with II « E, followed by horizontal — .
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Sti (A 2).
'

Still, ever \ Adv. of time. Cf. Sansk. ati
' over ', Gr. m,

Lat. et. It is worth considering whether etic in the Alise inscription

(Stokes's no. 18) does not= this word + -c
' and

', Lat. {-que and also) -c in

nee and ac (Lindsay 122), Ir. -eh in nach (Stokes 62).

g6visa (A 8). 'Joyous'. Voc. sing. fern, of gdviso{s), -d, {-dn\). Cf.

Lat. gdvisus, -a, -um, past part, ofgaudeo 'for *gdvt-d-eo' (Lindsay 479).

The same root gives in Greek yr)6ta> (Dor. yndia), d-yav6s, yavpos &c. (see

Preliwitz), and in Ir. guaire
' noble

' from original gourios (Stokes 112).

h (A 2, 9). Inserted perhaps to prevent hiatus between two words forming
one idea (A 2 eti h-eiont 'ever-continuing ', A 9 poura h-eiont 'maiden-

continual ever-virgin'). Its insertion in B 2, where they do not form

one idea, is doubtful. But see previous note on h-eiont.

Im6na (B 11). Name of a goddess, 'Deep-dwelling'. Voc. sing, of

Imond, which is possibly the fern, of an adj. (see Caticatona). The stem

is that of the Lat. imus, 'lowest', which probably =inf-mus, as quinus=

quincnus, and as (I hold) in Sequanian quimon= quincmon.

mezio (B 8). 'Middle'. Temporal-dat. of mW-{s), -d, {-dn ?), for

medios &c. For the stem see Stokes 207 : in
' Gaulish ' as in Latin it is

medio-, in Ir. med-, mid-.

n6i (B 5).
' We-two'. Norn, dual of pronoun of 1st person. Sansk.

ndu, Gr. van, va>. And Irish has a gen. ndthar 'of us two' equated by
Stokes (194) with Gr. vootrepos, the adj. of van.

6railmd (B 1, 9).
'

We-pray '. 1st pers. pres. ind. act. of draid.

From the root of oro- (ora ?) Gebet
'

(Stokes 5 1), i.e. of Lat. drd (=drdyd).

p&[dv]a (B 12). 'Quick'. Nom. pi. neut. (used adverbially) or nom.

sing. fern, in apposition with uziietiao\nf\.

The stem is Stokes's '(p)advo-s schnell
'

(28), whence the river-name

Adva (now Adda) in Cisalpine Gaul (ib.). I refer to it also the name of [Indo-Eur.

that rapid river the Padus with its southern outlet the Padua or Padva-^ ™ Padus

(see Holder), and that there were /-preserving Kelts even in N. Italy. dual]

pia (A 6).
' Kind'. Voc. sing. fern. oiptd{s), -d, {-dn ?). Lat. pius is

the same word, the /' being originally long (Lindsay 131, referring to

Oscan Piihioi=Pid).

p6mmi6 (B 5). 'We-drink'. 1st pers. pi. pres. ind. act. of
'

*(p)o,

*<p>6 trinken
'

(Stokes 46).

The difference of termination between this and the plurals oraiimo

(B 1, 9), priavimo (B 6-7) is analogous to that in Sanskrit, where the

1st pers. pi. has both 'Primary -mas and -masi\ and 'Secondary and

Perfect -ma '

(Brugmann, Comp. gr., Eng. tr. IV. § 1002). In O. Ir.

the former termination is represented by -mi, -me-, -mmi, -mme, arising

out of ' *-mesi (or -mesi) ', used in
'

conjoined' forms : the latter by
' -m

for *-mo or *-mos\ used in 'absolute
'

forms (ib. § 1006). In Pictavian

the two are represented respectively by -mmio (present ind. absolute)

and -mo (perfect ind. absolute and conjoined). The explanation of

the mm in Irish is (Brugmann) that the consonant was 'a hard, not

a spirant m '. That of the to {=yo) in pommio is more difficult : does it

=pommi with added under the influence of the other termination in -mo ?
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F6(n)tid\inna (A 10-11). Name of a woman-servant,
* Dun-robed'.

Nom. sing. fern, ofpdntidunno{s), -a, (-on ?).

The first element is pontis
' raiment

',
a subst. in -tis like car-tis and

der-tis from the root given by Stokes (32) as
'

*(p)en kleiden', by
Macbain (16) as pan, found in Highland Gaelic and Irish, but apparently

not as yet in the Kymric languages. The weight of evidence both in

Goidelic and in other languages (e. g. Lat. pannus) seems to be for pan.
Three of the Irish derivatives exhibit a -ti- suffix.

The second element is don?id(s), -a, {-on ?),
' dun

',
Stokes ' donno-s

braun, dunkel' (152), Irish donn, Welsh dwn. A derivation is suggested

by him from dus-nos (comparing La\.fus-cus, Sansk. dhiisara, Eng. dusk),

which favours dunnos as an earlier form than donnos. Holder derives

from l *dunno-s' in this sense the proper name Dunni(us) found in an

inscription at Lyon.

pStea (B 6).
' Well'. Ace. sing. ioxpotean, as in the 1st Amelie-les-Bains

tablet Dea for Dean. The root is that of the word last mentioned : the

stem is that of the Lat. pictfus
' well

',
and Prof. Lindsay has repeated

to me the remark of some other scholar, that an alternative potto- stem

in Italic is suggested by IIortoAot, used in Greek (as well as llovnokoi) for

Lat. Puteoli.

It is difficult to say whether the Pictavian substantive is of a masculine

-a- stem, putea(s) like Lat. paricida{s) (Lindsay 373), or whether potea

=poteo—cf. atanta and atanto, ehzia and e{i)zio.

poura (A 9). 'Maiden'. Voc. sing, oipoura. Cf. Lat. puera, of the

same meaning.
The root is

*

*(p)u, *(pou) (Basis und Bedeutung zweifelhaft) '.— So

Stokes 53, giving Urkelt. (p)uero-s, Welsh ivyr 'nepos, neptis ',
and

equating Lat. puer. It is found in Greek dialects in the word for ' child '

as irovs, navs, whence Trd(f)is (Prellwitz). Stokes (22) has equated O. Ir.

haue '

grandson
'

(which has gen. avi in ogams), but has treated them

both as from a distinct stem '

(p)avio-sEnkel', which is needless.

In insular Pictish the same word as haue is not only found in the gen.

sing, ui (Lunasting stone— see p. 72), loc.-dat. sing, o (Kilmadock stone

— see p. 66), u (the same), but also in forms with initial p on the

St. Vigean's stone {pev m aibh—szt pp. 74-5), and the Shevack stone

(pua—ste p. 76).

priavlmd (B 6-7).
' We-have-loved '. 1st pers. pi. perf. ind. act. from

priao or priamf.
The root is that given by Stokes (233) as *

*(p)ri lieben ',
whence Ir.

riar '

will, pleasure', Sansk. 'prinati erfreuen, priyate befriedigt sein', Old

Slav. '

prijati giinstig sein
',
and Gothic frijon

*
to love '.

The same verb compounded with com is found in compriato (B 3-4).

And, as the root does not exist in Latin, the two forms cannot be alleged

to be borrowed thence (as pia, potea, poura, pura might be) but are

decisive proofs of the conservation of Ind.-Eur. p in Pictavian.

pura (A 7). 'Pure-one'. Voc. sing. fern, of adj. puro(s), -a, (-onl).

The Lat. purus is of course identical. The root is given as
'

pu reinigen
'
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(Fick, Vergleich. Worterb. I. 483) and Sansk. i

punati reinigen
'

(Stokes

55) is connected.

se (A 4).
'

If, since'. The form represents an earlier set = 0. Lat. set

(later si), which is also found as -se in nise (Lindsay 61 1). The use of the

Lat. particle with the indicative, implying that the condition is a fact, is

analogous to the use of se here, where it is followed by an indicative.

The root is the pronoun *so- (Lindsay 610), for which in Keltic see

Stokes (292) and Macbain (269).

sie (A 3, B 1 1). 'Be '. 2nd pers. sing. pres. opt. from root es
'

to be
',
for

earlier sies — O. Lat stes (Lindsay 513). For the root in Keltic see Stokes

(44) and Macbain (197, under is).

The difference between the use of bi and sie— which may or may not

be accidental —is that the former is used absolutely, and the latter as the

sequel to a condition fulfilled.

b6si6 (A 6, 7, 9, B 4, 10).
' This '. Instr.-loc.-dat. sing. masc. of sosios,

-a, {-on?), demonstr. adj.. The /is really a spirant, and the word scans

as a dissyllable
— see p. 153.

This adjective is already well known from ' Gaulish '

inscriptions : the

following are the instances in those interpreted by Stokes. (6) COCIN
NEMHTON 'this temple', 'for sosion' (Stokes, comparing O. Lat. all's,

alidiox alius, aliud): (18) SOSIN CELICNON 'this tower' (25) BVSC-
ILLA SOSIO LEGASIT ' Buscilla placed this' (neut. for sosion -not
* Buscilla Sosio placed (this) ', as Stokes).

The word is reduplicated from the pronominal stem '

so(sjo)
'

(Macbain

291, under sin): cf. Eng. 'this here', Fr. ceci. For 'sjo, Fem. sja Pro-

nomen demonstrativum
'

in Keltic see Stokes 317.

sua (A 10). 'His'. Nom. dng. fem. of possessive pron. sud{s), -a,

{-on ?). Lat. suus is of course the same word, and Gr. its {=aef6s) related,

the stem being Ind.-Eur. *s6wo- (Lindsay 426).

This pronoun seems to be lost in the mediaeval Keltic languages ; and,

although we have Ir. -s-
' he ',

si
' she ',

su ' them ',
and similar forms

(Stokes 292), they are referred to a. se- {swe-) or so {swo) stem, with Lat.

sui, sibi, se (see Stokes, Lindsay 424, Fick, Vergleich. Worterb. I. 578).

Sueid" (A 8). Name of a man, 'Boarlike '. Nom. sing. masc. of sueio{s),

-a, {-oni). The root is that of Lat. su-s, Gr. Is, O. H. G. su: in the

mediaeval Keltic languages it seems only to appear in the secondary stem

sukku- (Stokes 305, Macbain 301), giving Ir. socc 'snout', mod. Ir. suig

'pig', Welsh hwch, Corn, hoch, Bret, houc'h. For the termination see

Holder under -eio- and cf. Tarbei- for Tarbeio- above, p. 130.

te (B 2, 3, 6).
' Thee '. Ace. of pron. of 2nd pers. sing. Lat. te is the

same word, the nom. being Ind.-Eur. *tu, preserved in O. Ir. tu, Welsh ti,

Corn, ty, te, Bret, te (Macbain 341, Stokes 134). But in these other Keltic

languages the oblique cases have been lost.

teu (B 1, 9). 'Swell!' 2nd pers. sing, imper. act. Found in the

1st and 3rd Am^lie-les-Bains tablets as TIV. The Ind.-Eur. foot

is 'teva: tu schwellen
;

stark sein' (Fick, Vergl. Worterb. I. 61), which

gives in Irish
' teo Starke, Kraft' (Stokes 131), and the tu-meo group in
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Latin, while in Lithuanian 'tvanas, Fluth' (Fick 1. c.) it is applied to the

swelling of water.

For the unthematic bare tense-stem as imperative act. in Greek, Latin

and O. Irish see Brugmann, Comp. gr., Eng. tr. IV. 497.

teitfnte (B 7-8).
'

Going-round \\ of teid, tto,
'
I go-round '.

Nom. dual or pi. masc. pres. part. act. The stem is found in the com-

tiSt (A 8). 'Goes-round'. 3rd pers. I pound imperative afietei, afiete,

sing. pres. ind. act. y circle-hither', in the 1st AmeUie-

tI6nt (A 4).
' Go-round '. 3rd pers. les-Bains tablet. For the same

pi. pres. ind. act. / substantival stem see p. 125.

Probably they walked round the well, reciting the charm \ before they

threw the tablet in.

tis-sS (B 6).
' Of thyself, thy-own '. Gen. of pron. of 2nd pers. sing. tU-s£

For the first part of this pronoun see te above, and for the form of the

gen. cf. O. Lat. it's.

The second part is the suffix so often attached to tu in O. Ir. in the

forms su
}
so (Z

2

325), and to the first person in the forms sa, se (Z
2
324,

Macbain 269).

uziietiad[nt] (B 12).
'

Outreaching '. Nom. sing. fern. pres. part. act.

of uziietiao = ud-iietiao, as ziia = diia.

The first part of the compound is 'ud, od aus, Prafix' (Stokes 54). In

Highland Gaelic ud = 'out' is referred by Macbain to Norse ut. But in

O. Ir. ud- is found in uccu (Stokes, 'aus *ud-gus'), and -od- in various

compounds (Z
2
885). Breton has ut-. The Sansk. is ud.

The second part is a vb. iietiao from the root '

*jat streben
'

(Stokes

222), found in 'gall. Ad-iatunnus, Add-iatu-marus' and Welsh add-iad
* desire

'

(ib.). A iei- stem is also found (see Holder) in Ad-ietuanus, king

of the Sotiates (Sos, dep. Gers., S.W. France) and Su-ietius.

The ii, if not an error for z,
=

iy-. Cf. ziia, and Welsh ia
y /<?,

if from

Stokes's ja (222).

Vouseia (An).
'

[Daughter-] of-Vouso(s) '. Nom. sing. fern, of adj. in

-eid(s) i
-d

i (-onl) from Vouso(s).

The latter name may just possibly = an earlier vouksos (cf. ehzia for

ek-zia). Can that =
\
Ir. oss (aus *uksos) . . . „cervus ", which Stokes (267)

derives from a root
'

*veg (: *ug)
'
?

ziati (B 8).
'

Daily '. Adv. of time = ziati(n), analogous to a possible

Lat. diatim. For the stem see ehzia.

ziia (B 9). 'Day'. Temporal-dat. of stem ziia = diya 'day' (see

under ehzia).

Coins of

Pictavian

princes.

So much for the story told by the inscriptions commonly
so called. I come next 2 to the coins of 3 Pictavian princes,

1 The first word in the 1st Amelie-les-Bains tablet is KANTAMVS, with AMV
ligatured.

a
I omit the Keltic names found on Latin inscriptions, or on pottery, in Poitou

on account of the uncertainty that the persons who bore them were native to the

district.
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as described in Muret and Chabouillet, Catalogue des monnaies

gauloises de la Bibliothlque Nationale.

The first of these, following the order of the catalogue, is viredi-

VIREDISOS or VIREDIOS, which suggest that intervocalic s had ^os

already begun to disappear
—as it has in Irish—though

doubtless it previously became h. The name is doubtless

connected with Virdttmarus, Virdomarus, Viridomarus, Virido-

vix, and perhaps with Lat. viridis (see Stokes 281 under

virj6-s griin
'

: the root-meaning might be ' to grow ').

The name of the second prince appears as DVRAT and on dvrat

the reverse of the coin is IVLIOS, which identifies him as the

Pictavian king Duratius who was an ally of the Romans. The
full name of the king would be Duratios^ which would mean
1

[chief-] of-the- fort- dwellers'. The stem ' duro- hart,Festung'

(Stokes 151),
=

'gall, duron „arx" in Augusto-d., Boio-d.,

Brivo-d., Epo-manduo-d.' (ib.), with the ethnic suffix -ate-

would give Durates '

Fort-dwellers', whence the adj. Duratios.

The name of the last of the three was either 1

Vepotalo(s) vhpo-

or Viipotalo(s), whose coins have the legends VIIPOTAL or . . .

TALO

POTALO. It means ' Raven-browed ', and is also found in a

Styrian inscription which begins ADIATVLLVS • VEPOTALI • F •

(Corp. inscr. Lat. III. 5350). The second part of it is from
1

talo-s Stirn
'

(Stokes 124), whence 'gall, talos in Cassi-talos,

Dubno-talos
'

(ib.), Welsh, Cornish, and Bret, tal, Ir. tid. The

first part is from Indo-Eur. veipo-s
' raven ', given by Stokes

as ' veiko-s Rabe '

with reference to ir. ftacn M. Rabe '

(263).

The ascertainment of the true prototype of vepo- and of The vepo*

various allied forms will lead to such remarkable results that

the reader must forgive me for going into it in detail.

The stem is the same as that of '

veipo schwinge
'

(Fick, it contains

Vergl. Worterb. I. 126) whence Sansk. 'vep . . . zittern', O.

Norse 'veifa vibrare agitare', O. H. G. 'weibon schweben,
schwanken

'

(ib.) : in Lat. vibrare
t however, the b is difficult

(ib.). The name = Flapper.
The word appears first in Italy in the Verona inscription 'Vepisones'

(Stokes's no. 3), where we have '

Vepisones^ gen. sg. of
at erona *

Vepi-sona'' i.e. 'Raven-voiced'. The inscription is written

1 II was common for E in Roman inscriptions. Panli, who regards it as ii in

Venetic {Altit. Forschungen, III. 91), takes it to = * in the Alise inscription

(Stokes's 18) in the names DVGIIONTIO and ALISIIA (ib. 88).
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vipioties
in the

Balearic

Isle;.

'VepV at

Landecy.

•

Vipius
'

at

Geneva.

'Vepo-
mulus?

1

Vep
'

in

Yorkshire.

1

Vepogeni
*

among the

Caledoni-

ans.

yuip*
among the

insular

Picts.

from right to left, and is consequently very early : I find in it

strong confirmation of my suspicion (see above under pa[dv]a)
that there were ^-preserving Kelts in Cisalpine as well as in

Transalpine Gaul. For the meaning of the name cf. Tarbei-

sonos ' Bull-voiced
'

implied in Tarbeisonios.

That the vepo- or vipo-stem indicated a bird is also con-

firmed by the fact that Pliny (x. 49 [69]) mentions vipiones

as a kind of birds in the Balearic isles :

'

sic vocant minorem

gruem ', he says
—and the vipio may have been so called from

looking like a long-legged raven.

Coming to Gaul, we find the genitive Vepi at Landecy,
a league S. of Geneva [Corp. inscr. Lat. XII. 2623), and at

Geneva itself the adjectival form Vipius in the name of a freed-

man (ib. 2590) : Geneva is only 41 miles from Coligny, where

Ind.-Eur. p was preserved. The region was Allobrogic.

Stokes 1

(Bezzenberger's Beitrdge, XVIII. 112) and Holder

(under mulo-) give Vepomulus, but without reference. And, if

from Epomulus (— equo-mulus) it be argued that vepos is the

name not of a bird but a quadruped, let me observe that the

derivation of mulus is still unknown. See also p. 180.

In Britain we find VEP CORF i. e. VEP • COR • F • on coins

discovered in Yorkshire, which may contain the stem—if any

non-Kymric Kelts lived in that part. But an undoubted

instance of it is found in the Colchester engraved tablet, of

which a photograph is reproduced on p. 326 of Prof. Rh^s's

paper previously mentioned, put up by a NEPOS • VEPOGENI •

CALEDO between the years 222 and 235 : see p. $$. Vepo-

gen{us) of course means ' Raven's offspring ', and Prof.

Rhys
2 admits the Caledonians to have been Picts (ib. 329).

Not only was Vepogen(us) an insular Pictish name, but

among the lists of insular Pictish kings we find Uip (Skene,
Chronicles of the Picts, 5, 26, 325, 397) i.e. 'Raven', and a

later one whose name is given as naiiiet or Vipoig namet, Vipo

ignaiuet, Poponeuet, Wmpopwall, Verpernpnet, Vipoguenech and

Uipo ignauit (ib. 6, 27, 149, 172, 200, 285, 398). I have

suggested (p. 58) that the original reading was Vip Ognemet,
1

I owe my references for all the proper names quoted either to Stokes (loc. cit.)

or to Rhys {Proc. of the Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, xxxii. 328, in a paper
he kindly gave me).

3 He does not, however, admit that the insular Picts were Kelts, but supposes
this name to be borrowed from a Gallo-' Brythonic

'

source.
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and it is quite clear that they contain the stem Uip- or Vip-. Now
in three of these cases the name is followed by that of another

king reigning just the same number of years (30), and called

'Fiacua albus' (149),
' Fiacha albus' (172), and ' Fiachna le

blank
'

(200) or Fyahor albus
'

;
and Stokes has seen that these

entries are really only glosses on the preceding name (Bezzen-

berger's Beitrdge, XVIII. 1 1
2). Clearly insular Pictish vip- = Ir.

ftach-, and we know that one meaning of \x.flach is raven '.

Now veik- would naturally become flack, and, if flack does lr. fiach

not stand for veik-
y
what does it stand' for? I say that it

""

stands for veipak- : see pp. 1 80-1 on Welsh gwyack. I have

called veip-
' raven ', but it may be ' rook

'

or ' crow \ and from

it might be formed the secondary stem veipak- = '

crow-like
'

and so = ( raven ', giving Ir. fl[p]ack. If any one asks for

a parallel, let him turn to Stokes 64, where he will find
1

ka(p)ero-s Bock
'

followed by the secondary
'

ka(p)erak-s
Schaf

'

i. e. a horned breed.

I pass to the place-names found in Longnon's map of Gaul Pictavian

under the Romans (Atlas hist, de la France\ pi. 11). names in

Aunedonacum is a derivative of the man's name Aunedo(n)
Lon£non -

found at Reims (Holder), and that from the stem of 'aunio-s

grim
'

(Stokes 4) with the common suffix -edo (see Holder).

For similar colour-names cf. Candiedo, Donnedo, Vindedo,
Viredo. Modern name, Aulnay (-de-Saintonge).

Brigiosum is from 'brgi Berg' (Stokes 171) and means
1

Hilly \ Modern name, Brioux.

Lemonum or Limonum is the neut. of an adj. in -ono-,

-onu-, from the stem of 'leima Linde' (Stokes 242, Macbain

203), and means Lindenham : cf. Welsh llwyf.

The stem of Locodiacus is found also as Logotigiac- and

Locoteiac-, all three forms appearing to be ofthe 6th cent. . It

is lucot-
*

mouse', for which see Holder (11.303) and Stokes (244),

and the site either swarmed with mice or was named after a

chief Lucoteios. Modern name, Liguge.
Ratiate quite obviously means 'the place of the embank-

ment '

or ' the place of the earthen wall
'

(see the beginning
of this Appendix). Modern name, Reze.

Rauranum or Rdraununi, placed by Longnon at Sainte-

Soline, but at Rom by Holder and M. Blumereau—who adds

L
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that there is a place there called
'

les ouches a rainettes ',
and

suggests a connexion between Rauranum and rana. I agree,

comparing also Lat. rau-us 'hoarse', rau-is 'hoarseness' : and

the name may be Latin, not Pictavian.

Segora is either from '

^seg saen
'

(Stokes 294, quoting Lat.

seges) or from '

sego- Gewalt, Sieg
'

(id. 297) which forms such

a common part of ' Gaulish
'

proper names, e. g. Segobriga and

Segomaros. For the suffix -or- or -ur- see Z2
779 (e. g. Lesora,

Lactora).

To these must be added, from Longnon's Gtographie de la

Gaule au VIe
siecle, as probably Pictavian :

Arbatilicum (Herbauge), inhabited perhaps (Longnon) by
the Aremorican Lemovices of Caesar (B. G. vn. 7 5, 4). The

name seems to be late for Atrebatilicum, 'the immigrants'

land', as we have Caleba Arbatium for C. Atrebatium in

the Ravenna geographer (5, 51
—Holder 1. 271).

Becciacus (Bessay). Doubtless, as Holder takes it, named

from a man Beccius = c

Beaky ', from beccos
' beak

'

(Holder 1.

364, Stokes 166).

Castrum Sellus (Chantoceaux).
'

Usque ad Sellus castrum
'

(574) suggests an ace. pi. of Sellos, like Parisius, Pictavus.

The place is on a hill 79 m. above the sea, and I suspect that

the Selli were ' look-out-men
',

from Stokes's
'

stilnad (oder

stilnid) ich sehe' (313) which gives in Irish 'sell Auge, sellaim

ich sehe an '.

Vogladensis campus. If the g is radical, I can only look

to
'

*veg . . . netzen
'

(Stokes 266), which gives
'

vegro- Gras
'

and 'voglo- Harn' (ib.), and suppose that the place had a system
of irrigation. But there is another form Voclad-, and, although
the 7th cent. MSS. of Gregory of Tours do not support it,

they have both Mecledonensem and Miglidunensem. Hence
Ir.

'

fochlaid Hohle' (Stokes 82), which postulates earlier

Voclad-, may be akin. In that case Pictavian would have

lost medial p in upo- before 576 : see pp. 31, in, 115.

Vultaconnum (Voultegon). Cf.
' Mediconnum ', just outside

Pictavian territory (now Mougon). Both are in the angle of a

confluence ; Medi- suggests
' middle'

;
and conn- suggests cond-

in Condate, which is recognized by Holder as meaning a place
at the junction of two rivers. And we now see that Condate

is an adj. in -atis from a stem cond- 'junction', formed from
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con- '

together
'

and the shortened stem d- '

put
'

seen in Lat.

con-do. The loss of root-vowel in Latin is certain in con-do\

-is, -it, -tint (Brugmann, Comp. gram., Eng. tr. I. 71) and

possible in all other parts of the verb, while it is equally clear

in the derived Plautine substantive condus = '

qui condendis

cibis propositus est '. Consequently Vulta- = Volta- from

Stokes's
'

*vel . . . umgeben
'

(275), and the entire name means
1 encircled by the confluence \

The following are quoted by Holder
(II. 989-90) from

Gregory of Tours and Fortunatus, both 6th cent, writers :

'G(C)racina Pictavensis insula' (Greg. Tur., Hist. Fr. V. 30 Gracina(i)

[48]). From the context it seems that the slave of a fiscal vine-

dresser lived there. For older Cracina Arndt gives Gracina

without various reading : does it = the '

gracilis ager' of the

Elder Pliny, or the '

graci-les vindemiae '

of the Younger ?

1 In villa Suedas (Saix) Pictavo territorio
'

(Fort., Vit. Suedas.

Radegund. I. 15, 35). Probably from su- *

swine', seen above

in Sueio, and the stem of ' edd . . . ich esse
'

(Stokes 29)
—' the

place where swine feed '. su- * swine
'

may also be present in The stem

Suessiones (ss = dt? 'Swine-eaters' ?), and doubtless is in f*Vswine »

v '' in proper

S[u]belino, 'Bright-coloured boar*—cf. Cunobelinus '

Bright- names,

coloured hound '
*—and probably Suobnedo,

'

Terrible boar \

The names of the people itself remain. They were the The names

Pictones 2
, Pectones, PictavT, or Pectavl. The termination p^avian

-ones was common in names of Keltic peoples: Z2
yj2 gives people

Lingones, Senones, Turones, Santones, Rhedones, Kentrones.

The termination -avo- was also extremely common—for its use

in tribal names cf. Nemetavi and Seerusiavi (Z
2
78a and Holder). r*> v ' J

_ 'are from a

We are accordingly reduced to a stem Plct- or Pect-. These stem Pict-

two forms suggest In&.-'Euv.peik- ;
is there such a root ? There °£d j^_

is. In Fick's Vergleichendes Wdrterbuch vol. I we have a Eur. root

peik-.

1 The real meaning of Cuno- and its correlatives in proper names is shown by

Gildas, who (writing before 548) is made by the MSS.—the earliest of which is

nth cent.—to address Cuneglasus as '

Cuneglase, Romana lingua lanio fulve'

(32). I pointed out in The Academy for Oct. 12, 1895 that lanio is corrupted from

cants, written with square E which was mistaken for L. The staghound, boarhound,
and wolfhound were the ancient Kelt's types of swiftness, strength, and bravery,

and in Old Irish the proper name Cu ' Hound '
is well-known.

8 The length of the I is shown by an early 2nd cent. Poitiers inscription (CIL
XIII. 1 129 and Holder II. 1001) which writes cIvitas pIcTonM.

L 2
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' Wortschatz der westeuropaischen Spracheinheit (der Griechen,

Italiker, Kelten, Germanen) ',
and therein on p. 472 we have

peik- stechen, sticken ', among the derivatives of which are

'Pictavian' ttolkiXos, nLKpds, and Sansk.piq. The name of the Pictavians, and
and ' Pict ^at of the insular Picts, means ' Tattooed

'

*. Have we any-mean ' J

'Tattooed.' evidence that they did tattoo ? As regards the insular Picts

that the we have the most convincing. Prof. Rhys, who has observed
insular

jn his Rhind lectures that
' the word Pict . . .. whatever it

Picts

tattooed, may have meant, is hardly to be severed from the name
of the Pictones of ancient Gaul

',
and has given excellent

reasons why it cannot be derived from Lat. pictus, brushes

Testimony asjde the testimony of Claudian
*?.

au "

ferroque notatas

Perlegit exsangues Picto moriente figuras

as probably suggested by a false derivation 2
. But there is

earlier and far stronger evidence than Claudian's. The Greek
and of historian Herodian was a contemporary of Severus, whose

expedition against the northern Britons he describes, and, as

he wrote best part of a century before the name of the

insular Picts is found in literature, he is not likely to

have been influenced in his physical description of the people

by a false derivation of that name. These are his words

(HI. 14 § 8) :

tol h( (TcafxaTa (TTi^ovrai ypa(paL$ -noiKikais Kal fwooj/ -navToh&Tmv

euo'(rii>* o6€V ovb' antyUvvvvTai, tva fxr] <tk€it(0(ti tov <no/jiaros

rets ypac/xi?.

Similar After this few, I think, will doubt that Cruithne, the Irish
meaning o ^ p.^ ^as foe meaning given to it by Duald Mac Firbis :

Cruithneach (Pictus) neach do gabhadh crotha no dealbha

anmann, eun, agus iasg, ar a eineach, i. ara aighidh: agus

gidh nf uirre amhain acht ar a chorp uile (at end of Ir.

trans, of Nennius, p. Vll)

1 Cf. the opening words of the ' Pictish chronicle
'

(Skene's ed. 3),
* Picti propria

lingua'
—not ' Latina lingua'

—'nomen habent a picto corpore; eo quod aculeis

ferreis cum atramento, variarum figurarum stingmate annotantur'. Isidore of

Seville had derived the name in the same way centuries earlier, but had not

specified the language of it (Holder II. 995).
a But his • nee falso nomine Pictos ', in another passage, ought to mean that he

knew them to be •

pictos '. And for the meaning of that cf. his '

Membraque qui

ferro gaudet pinxisse Gelonus' (/. in Rufin. 313).
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that is

' Cruithneach (Pictus) one who takes the cruths or forms

of beasts, birds, and fishes on his visage, that is, his face :

and yet not upon it only but on his whole body '.

Now this word cruth represents earlier
*

qrutu-s Gestalt
'

cruth.

(Stokes 60), and of course in Kymric this q becomes p, so

that the modern Welsh analogue is
'

pryd M. "
forma, species,

vultus
'"

(ib.). Hence any non-Goidelic Gauls near Massilia

(e. g. Volcae Arecomici and Helvii ?) who informed early Greek

travellers and merchants would speak of the people not as the

Qrtanoi, whence ' Cruithni
',
but as the Prtanoi, whence the Prtanoi.

vrjaoi UpiTavLKai and Old Welsh Priten, modern Prydain.

Prof. Rh$s in his Rhind lectures has called attention to Ckerthmu

the fact that in the Wessobrunner Codex at Munich, written
cum '

before 814, a name equivalent to Cruithneach 'was another

name for Gallia, or a part of it '. The exact entry and those

on each side of it are as follows (Steinmeyer and Sievers, Die

althochdeutschen G/ossen, III. 610):
'

Gallia uualholannt
'

i. e. Gallia welsh-land
1 Chorthonicum auh uualholant

'

i.e. Chorthonicum also* welsh-

land
*

Equitania uuasconolant
'

i. e. Equitania gascon-land

and I suggest that the Cruithneach territory which is placed
with the Gauls on one side and the Aquitanians on the other

is, or includes, that of the Pictones.

Unless the work from which the scribe took these names

of countries which he glossed was written by an Irishman, the

name Chorthonicum must have been derived from a continental

Goidelic source, other of course than that of the Pictones them-

selves (who did not call themselves Cortones but Pictones).

Were there other Goidels in Gaul ? Undoubtedly : the Sequani other

were Goidels, or at least the people who named the river Q°^
els in

Sequana (Stokes 295) were such, and so were the people among
whom the Coligny calendar was engraved.
Whether Sequanian and Pictavian were absolutely identical Sequanian

the materials do not enable us to decide, but any difference p° t̂avian

between them was obviously no more than a very slight closely

dialectal one. I hold that both preserve Indo-European /,
and represent initial Ind.-Eur. q by c, reducing an original
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Both are qeislos to the same form ciallos. These are conclusive tests

Go
of a Goidelic language : in Irish qeisl- has given czall, q has

Ind.-Eur./ become c, and, though single p has been lost or mutated,

pp is apparently still represented by pp or p \

Ancient We have seen reason to trace the /-preserving Kelts also

Keltic on fhg p anc[ at Verona. In fact the inscriptions and proper

examined names of the entire ancient Keltic-speaking area require to be

changed
examined from a totally changed standpoint. Hitherto it has

standpoint, been generally assumed that every p was a mutated q (unless

borrowed from a Latin gentile name), and that on the Con-

tinent Ind.-Eur. q was lost altogether: it now seems that as

regards a considerable part both of Gaul and of N. Italy this

assumption is the direct reverse of the truth. And the results

may largely affect the history of the Keltic races and speeches,

and of those most nearly related to them.

Evidence I have reserved to the end the question whether there is

Picta^ian
anY ev^ence tnat the Pictavians did really tattoo, because I do

tattooed, not for a moment allow that the derivation of their name should

be considered as depending on my ability to produce such

evidence. But I can produce it. In the catalogue of the

Gaulish coins in the Bibliotheque Nationale the obverse of

a coin of the Pictones, no. 4439, is described as
' Tete a droite,

les cheveux divises en grosses meches
;
croix en relief sur la

joue\ The coin is in De La Tour's atlas : the cross is not an

ear-ornament, but is well on the cheek, and has a knob at each

of its four ends. A similar cross is used as a symbol on coins

of the Osismii and Coriosopites of Aremorica ([652a], 6537,

657%y 65%4)> the Caletes at the N. of the Seine's mouth (735a),

the Ambiani of Amiens (847a, 8476, [8503, 8505]), the Viro-

duni of Verdun (8990, 8993), emigrant Senones (9275),
'

Germani
'

(9366, 9367, carried by soldier in right hand ? meant
for a caltrop),

( Gaulois en Pannonie' (10157). Moreover a X
is cut on the cheek in D 19 on the last plate in the atlas

(Collection Danicourt, Mus6e de PeVonne) and a + on the

1 Stokes derives Ir. capach (Highland Gaelic the same) from *

keppo-s Garten '

(76), \t.gop from '

goppo-s Mund' (114), Ir. timpdn (Highland Gaelic tiotnpan)
from 'temppu- Saite'(i29), and Ir. ropp from '

ruppo-s ein stossiges Tier' (236).
He also gives Ir. crip from '

*kr(p) stark sein' (96) through krippi-s for krpni-s\
Ir. rap (cf. Highland Gaelic rapach [Macbain]) as from '

*re(p) packen, reissen
'

(226) through rapnd- (with intermediate rappo-, no doubt) ;
and Ir. capp (330)

from kappo- (prae-Keltic kapnd-).
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hind-quarters of a horse on a British coin of Cunobelinus

struck at Camulodunum (Evans IX. 9) figured on pi. XLIV.

I have run my eye over the thousands of coins in this

atlas for other apparent cases of tattooing, and have found

some very interesting ones. In 5318, a coin of the Sequani, Tattooing

a figure like a Greek 8 is cut on the bottom of a jaw : it lies
Sequani,

*

on its side with the round end towards the chin. In 6913, an

Aremorican coin, a head shows a design reaching from the eye Aremori-

to the neck : it consists of waving lines with circles at their
cans

'

upper end. In 6933, a coin of the Unalli, who inhabited the Unalli,

Cotentin, a head has on it a short sword with the hilt on the

neck and the point level with the nostrils. In 6897, a coin

of the Aulerci Cenoman(n)i of Maine, almost an entire cheek is Aulerci

scooped out into a circle, with an inner circle of dots, inside man(n)i,
which is a cock with 3 dots at the back of his head. In 6954,
a coin of the Bodiocasses of Bayeux, a circle is also scooped out Bodi°-

casses,
of the cheek, and inside it are A and 3 dots. The coins found

in Jersey abound in heads with figures on the cheek. Some- *nd iu

times these are merely concentric circles with dots in the

middle, perhaps imitated from the dots used on some Gaulish

coins to indicate whiskers, but from a comparison of various ob- Astro-

verses and reverses it is clear that he meant them to represent bodieT

astronomical bodies. In other cases (J. 15, 10387, J. 49, J. 50) tattooed on
cheeks in

the figure is quite certainly a three- or four-tailed comet
jersey.

It is to be noticed that except as regards the Sequanians, Were all

whom we have already had to pronounce Goidels, all these ^°°
ed

examples come from regions in the W. of Gaul—the southern- Goidels?

most being Poitou, which we know to have been Goidelic.

Are they signs of a Goidelic race 1
? If so, the Aulerci

1
Cf. Isidore of Seville, Eiymolog. ix. a § 103,

' Scoti propria lingua nomen

habent a picto corpore, eo quod aculeis ferreis cum atramento variarum figurarum

stigmate annotentur
'—the passage from which the opening words of the ' Pictish

chronicle
'

have been adapted by substituting
' Picti

'

for ' Scoti '. The derivation

of ' Scot
' from a stem meaning

' cut ',
' tattoo \ has been suggested also in modern

times : see Rhys, Celtic Britain, 237-8, and Macbain 355.

It may be urged that the Aremoricans (including the Unalli and doubtless the

Bodiocasses) are shown by the dropped p in /Aremorici to have belonged to the

Kymric branch. But, although I regard that name as certainly Kymric, the cases

of vijaoi np(T(r)aviuai and Orcades (p. 25) show that it is no proof that the Are-

moricans were Kymric. Strabo (IV. 4. 3, p. 196) makes the Belgae dwell on the

coast between the Rhine and the Loire, and elsewhere (iv. 4. 1, p. 194) he calls

the Veneti Belgae. The adj. Aremoric- simply means * sea-side ',
and Pliny

(IV. 31) says that Aquitania was once called Aremorica. The name, in fact, may
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Cenomani or Cenomanni were Goidels, and, if they, then pro-
The Ceno- bably the Cenomani of Cisalpine Gaul. Now the Cenomani

Cisalpine
°f Cisalpine Gaul dwelt on the Po and in Verona, and we

Gaul. have already seen reason to believe that the name of the Po

(Padus) was given to it by /-preserving Kelts, and that ^-pre-

serving Kelts lived in Verona !

Ind.-Eur./ And a singular confirmation as regards Verona is supplied by
the Sprachschatz of Holder. Gregory of Tours, an Auvergne
man by birth, is describing an incident which happened at

Clermont in Auvergne, and mentions 'urceum, qui anax dicitur'

(Mirac. 2, 8—Holder II. 137). Stokes (46) suggests that anax

and Ir. dn F. '

Trinkgeschirr
'

are from <#
(p)o . . . trinken '.

Now Holder (11. 925) prints the following epigram of Mar-
tial (xiv. 100) :

Panaca

Si non ignota est docti tibi terra Catulli,

potasti testa Raetica vina mea.

I cannot end without paying the profoundest homage to

the zeal, patience, and acumen exhibited by M. Jullian in

deciphering the Rom tablet. Nor must the name of M.- Blum-

ereau, whose excavations led to its discovery, be forgotten.

They have given us a new and wonderful illustration of the

saying that ' Truth lies at the bottom of a well
'

I

panaca.

The Rom Postscript on the metrioal structure of the Rom tablet.

stressed

1

The relics of stressed rhythm which I have found in the

and rimed Amelie-les-Bains tablets (see next Appendix) have led me
to the discovery that the Rom tablet is entirely in stressed

metre, accompanied by rime—although the proper division

has not been at all perfectly preserved in the tablet itself.

I append an approximate restoration, italicizing diphthongs
and vowels which should certainly or probably be run together

in pronunciation.

Many of the rimes are obvious. With reference to others,

I quote the following from Windisch's Concise Irish grammar\

tr. by Norman Moore, p. 127 :
—

1 In verse a short terminal vowel not unfrequently rhymes
with a long syllable of a stem. For example in a poem of

have been originally only a geographical term for the entire Atlantic seaboard and

its peoples
—among whom the Pictones and Bituriges Vivisci were certainly

Goidelic, while the Santones (see p. 167) were apparently so.
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the Codex S. Pauli cele (socius) rhymes with r£ (time), and

messe (I) with gle" (splendidus). Also Sc. 37, 15 airgdidu

(dat. of airgdide silver) with clu (fame).'

The laws of terminal assonance in old Irish verse are

indeed so very liberal (see Stokes in the Revue Celtique, VI.

304-8) that I believe assonance is intended to be present
in the termination of every line of the Rom tablet.

I have called attention by dots to some alliterations in

accented syllables which may or may not be accidental.

[To Caticatona]

/.
I
/.

I
A

I

A
I
/.

I

1. Ape I

c/alli
I carti, | eti-|h/zbnt |

/.
I

/.
I
/ 2. Cati|dito|na,

/.
J

/.
I

/.
I

/ 3. d^mtis
I

sfe
| cl6tu|vla ;

. /.
I

/.
J 4. se d^mti

|

tfont.
|

[To Dibona]

/.
I

/.
I
A

I

/ 5. Bf car|taont, | Dibo|na.
/.

I

/.
J

/.
I

6. Sdsio, I
dtei

I pfa 1
1

/.
I

/.
I

/.
I 7. sdsio, I pura !

| s6s^, |

./.
I

/.
I

/.
J

8. govisa I
I
Sutio

I

tfet :
|

/.
I
/.

I

/.
I 9. sdsio, I poura. |

h^bnt 1
|

/.
I
/.

I

/ 10. sua
I d6mti|a

/.
I
/.

I
/.

I

/ 11. P6nti|dunna | W6usei\L

[To Imona]
/.

I
/. .

I
12. T/u 1 or|iz'imo :

|

/. .
I

A .
I 13. 6hzia a|tanto te, |

/. .
I
/. .

I 14. he'(i)zw a|tanta te, |

/.
I
/.

I

/.
I 15. c6mpri|ato |

sdsio
|

/.
I
/.

I

/.
I

16. derti !
|

N6i
| pdmmio \

. A
I

/.
I

A
I

/ 1 7. at <£ho
I

tfs-se
*| p6te|a :

A
I

/.
I

/.
I
/.

I
18. Te" pri|avi|m6—ajtanta !

|

. /.
I

/.
I
A

I

/ 19. TVzonte
|

zidti
| mdzi|6

/.
I

/.
I
/.

I

/ 20. ziia, |

4 Te*u !

'

o]r<z7i|m6 :

/.
J
/.

j
/.

J
21. Ape I

sdsio
I
ddrti, |

/.
I
/ 22. tmojna,

A |/* 23. demtis
| sf(e)*

. / .

I

/ .
I

/ .
I

24. uziiet\idont |padva.|

* The (e) is apparently elided or slurred before u beginning the next line, so as

to give si as a rime to derti.
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The Amelie-les-Bains tablets

(Sordonic ?)

Particulars THESE 8 lead tablets were found in June 1845 in the

discovery, principal spring at Amelie-les-Bains in the Pyrenees Orien-

tales. Their finder, Col. A. Puiggari, made a copy of them—
evidently a very careful one—which is reproduced in the

Revue Archfologique, IV, pi. 71 ; but unfortunately they have

been lost since 1849. An imperfect transcript is given in the

Corp. inscr. Lat. XII. 5367, where the tablets are most un-

justly described as aut fictis aut certe pessime descriptis '.

The tran- I only became aware of them while this book was passing

translation, through the press, and cannot spare time to do more than

transcribe and briefly explain what looks to me fairly probable.

All seem to be much eaten away at the edges ;
much of the

writing on what is left of them has perished ;
and much more

is so fragmentary as to be virtually undecipherable.
I put a dot under doubtful letters, inclose in

[ ] my own

additions, and divide each line into words.

Tablet i. Tablet 1, in 2 columns. 3rd cent.?

Col. 1. Col. 1

1. KANZAMVf-NirKAr We-are-chanting. The-Nix(i)es

a. ROGAMOf €3 DE we-beg and would-be-

3. P€3AMV KIO \OZ seech, whoever they-be.

4. TANAZ6 NON Heal-ye now

5. L€RANO 62 D6A Lerano and Dea

6. OMNCf ° AP€Z€I all-oi-you. O circle-hither !

7. O [AP]€ZE L€ZR . [0]M O circle-hither . . . all-

8. NET O AfLAZ . . . of-you ! O pour-out

(5 fragments of lines follow)
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The first 5 lines were almost certainly composed in Col. 1

metrical?
metre :

—
. / .

I

kantamus

/ .
I

Nfskas

. / .
I rogamos

/ .
I

6t de

. / .
I petamus

/ .
I

\do sot

. / .
I

sanate

/
I

non

. / .
I

Lerano

. / .
I

et Dea
Line 1. kantamus. The #w# are ligatured. Cf. Lat. Glossary to

cantamus, and Ir. canini = Lat. cano.
Tablet 1,

'
col. I.

Niskas. Ace. pi. of niska = niksa,
'

water-spirit ', from root

of '

nigd ich wasche
'

(Stokes, 194). Cf. O.H.G. masc. nicchus,

fern, nicchessa, Ger. masc. nix, fern, nixe, Eng. masc. nix, fern.

«mV. The word before us might be a masc. a- stem : see

below under \Am\iki and kill. But Tablet 3 points to its

being feminine.

Line 2. rogamos. Cf. Lat. rogamus. The root appears in

Ir. with the meaning
' choose

'

(i.
e. ask for)

—see Stokes, 234.
et — Lat. et, which apparently has not been found in Keltic.

Cf. the note on Pictavian eti (p. 138).

depetamu. Depetere apparently has not been found in Latin.

Line 3. kio = Ir. indeclinable cm,
' whoever '.

sot = Lat. sunt, Old Latin sont (Lindsay, Lat. language,

456). No doubt sot, with compensatory lengthening for loss

of n : in Spanish Goidelic kentun had become klotov as early
as Dioscorides (see above, p. 103)

—i.e. before A.D. 200. Cf.,

below, metat for earlier metant.

Line 4. sanate. So rightly read Sacaze ; the N and A are

ligatured. Cf. Lat. sanate.

non. I. e.
* nu nun. ir. nu, no, Verbalprafix . . . gr. vv (vvv,

vvv) nun.—lat. nu-dius (nun-c)
'

(Stokes, 196).

Line 5. Lerano probably = the Ir. man's name Leran

(genitive) in the Annals of Ulster, 994, and is, in any case, an

adj. from ' lero-s Meer. ir. ler
'

(Stokes, 249), i.e. Seaman.

For loss of final -n here and in Dea, see Pictavian potea

(above, p. 140).
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Dea. I.e. Dea, woman's name (= Bright), from the adj.

which gives Pictish deo- : see above, pp. 54, 56. For Dea as

the name either of a woman or of a horse, see Holder.

Line 6. omnes. The M and N are ligatured. Cf. Lat.

otnnes (derivation unknown?).
0. Cf. Lat. 0, Ir. A.

apetei. Undeclined imper. from compound stem ape-tei, cf.

the Pictavian imperatives bi (p. 135), teu (p. 141). But the use

of the undeclined stem for the 2nd pers. plural does not seem

to have been previously found in Indo-European. For ape cf.

Pictavian ape (p. 134) and for tei Pictavian teionte, tiet, tiont

(p. 142).

Line 7. \ap\ete. I. e. apete with e = et
%
as in Dea.

letr. Perhaps letra or letro, adverbial cases of an adj. letros

from '

(*leja,) *li fliessen
'

(Stokes, 248).

Line 8. aslat. Undeclined imper. from compound stem

as-lat. Here as = Ir. as-
t
for ess-,

' Gaulish
'

ex-, es-, Lat. ex.

And lat is from '

(*lat feucht sein.)
' whence ultimately

(

ir.

laith Bier. 4- corn, lad (gl. liquor) ', and ' Lat. latex
'

: see

Stokes, 238.

Tablet I,

col. 2.

Col. a

metrical ?

Col. 2

i. [AM]IKI €2 [Frjiendsand

2. KILI TIV y\ companions, swell ! may

3. M6SA2 they-feel [i.
e. the tablet thrown in] I

4. V L A Z € N Be-strong for-us !

5. KLuez:

6. PejfQj

This too has the appearance of being in verse :
—

Amfki
et kfli

X.lu si
I

m^tat

vlaten
|
kluet

p/z'sqi

Line 1 . [am\iki. Part of the M remains : the two lettersGlossary to

col. a.

'

were doubtless ligatured as in -amikios in Tablet 5.
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If Niskas is masc. or masc. + fern., amiki may be (1)

Lat. amici, (2) Goidelic amiki, corresponding to it, (3) Goidelic

amiki — amikii : cf. -amikios in Tablet 5« But in Goidelic the

normal vocatives would be amikos and amikios, and we should

have to suppose amiki as a vocative form to be borrowed from

the nominative. Also, it is nearly certain from Tablet 3 that

Maximia was one of the Niskas, whereas we have no evidence

of a male Niska.

If Niskas is fern., amiki and kill might be from amikid and

kilia, with termination as in fern, -id stems in Irish : their

original Keltic vocatives would be amikids and ki/ids. Or is

it possible that Goidelic had some adjectives of two termina-

tions only, corresponding to the Greek ones in -o?, -ov—so

that amiki and amikios were both masc. and fern. ? It is to

be noted that the feminines of adjectival -io stems in Irish

make both nom. and ace. pi. in -i like the masc. : see Stokes,

Celtic declension, 101, in Bezzenberger's Beitr. XI.

If, indeed, the defective end of col. 1 contained the name of

a male water-spirit, both amiki (for amikie) and kili (for kilie)

might be voc. sing.. But this seems very unlikely.

Line 2. kili. Cf. Irish cde (nom. pi. cdi, voc. pi. ce'liu) from

root of '

keiljo- Genosse
'

(Stokes, y$). If Niskas is masc, kili

would be nominative used as vocative. If Niskas is fern., it

would be from a fern, kilid, with termination as in fern, -id

stems in Irish : see last note. Cf. the Lusitanian names Cilius,

Cilia, given by Holder.

tiu = Pictavian teu (p. 141).

si = Biturigan si (p. 1 14).

Line 3. metat — earlier metant (cf. sot for sont, above).

3rd pers. pi. subj. from Stokes's ' *met *mat fiihlen(?)
'

(206).

Line 4. vlaten. 2nd pers. pi. imper. from Stokes's ' *vala :

*vla machtig sein
'

(whence 'Gaulish' vlatos, Pictish and High-
land Gaelic flath), followed by -n, the Irish suffixed pron. of

the 1st pers. pi.: see Zeuss-Ebel, 329.

Line 5. klu(et). Imper. from klu- = Stokes's ' klev6 ich

hore
'

(101). Cf. Greek /cXeTojuat, kKzFqs, kKvoh, Lat. duo, clueo,

and ' klevos Ruhm. ir. clu
'

(Stokes). It is uncertain whether

we should read klu et
' hear also

'

or kluet 3rd pers. pi.
' may

they hear'. And the L is much more like an R— if I could

only explain that.
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Line 6. peisqi. The ei are ligatured. This looks like nom.

pi. of Stokes's '

(p)eisko-s Fisch. ir. aesc, fasc M., Gen. Sg.

eisc
'

(Stokes, 25). For q = k cf. Sequanian Qutios for Cutios.

We should have to suppose that the fishes were called on to

hear, so as to carry the message to the Niskas if the latter

were themselves out of hearing.

But would there be any fish in these warm sulphurous bath-

springs
1
? And are not the Peisqi possibly our British Piskies

or Pixies, a kind of fairy? It may be, of course, that these

were originally fish-deities, if the name comes to us through
Goidelic.

Tablet 2. Tablet 2. 3rd cent. ?

The writing on the centre and right of this tablet has almost

entirely perished, and a priori we could not tell whether it ran

in columns (as in Tablet 1) or all across (as in Tablet 3): but

I have no doubt from the following remnant that the arrange-

ment was by columns.

Left side

1. NlfKAr AQ_yir€r The-Nixies of-Aquisa

i. ROGAMVf [AMI]K we-beg [? friend-]

3. lOJTrATJI NV...eMA ly-ones. Swarm (?) now

4. fEYYI VEL DELA may-it-be(?) an-acceptable-

thing(?)

5. RE r[l]P NV Q_VAI before you now wherever (?)

6. AVT€ €T ye-are-flowing (?),
and

7. €VMA.

(followed by traces of 1 or 2 more lines)

Metrical? Here also there is a suspicion of metre :
—

/ .
I

Nfskas

. / .
I Aqufses

. / .
I rogamus

. / .
I

amlkws

/ . . I satsi nu

Glossary to

Tablet 2.

Line 1. Niskas. The/and k are ligatured.

Aquises. No doubt Aquisa was the original name of Am&ie

1 ' Eau thermale sulfuree sodique ; beaucoup de baregine
'

(Guides-Joanne).
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or its springs. Cf. Lat. aqua, possibly for ap-kd (Fick, 1. 173).

Does the ending -isa contain the stem isa ' heal' ?—see p. 161.

Line 3. The first character is a monogram for ios or some

other arrangement of the same letters
; and, as the last letter

in the previous line is either an for an imperfect K, and most

resembles the latter, I conjecture amikioss from the quite

certain amikios of Tablet 5, 1.
3. The AM were probably

ligatured, as in Tablet 5.

amikioss. Ace. pi. of amikios. See note on amiki, Tablet

1, col. 2, 1. 1, and cf. the Latin gentile name (once found)

Amicius, and the Cisalpine Gaulish Amiciacum (Holder),

now Mezzago.
satsi. I take -si as Ir. -si, suffix of the 3nd pers. pi., and sat as

an undeclined imperative meaning
'

crowd-hither,'
' swarm

'

: cf.

1

satja Schwarm. ir. saithe Schwarm ',
with Welsh and Breton

forms used of a swarm of bees (Stokes, 289).

nu. See note on non, Tablet 1, col. 1, 1. 4.

Line 4. vel.
' The root vet in Old Irish occurs only in the

3 sg. It governs the accusative and often answers to the

French il y a : sg. 3 fil (fail), relative^ ; conj. fel, dXsofeil.

The latter is also proved as a relative form after the neuter sg.'

(Windisch, Irish gr., Moore's trans., p. 118).

dela. Cf. '

dili-s angenehm. ir. dil „ gratus ". Davon dile

.i. gradh no annsa O'Cl. (Grundform dilja)'
—

Stokes, 151.

Is Irish
'

dfl, dfol propitiation . . . satisfaction . . .' (Windisch,
from O'Reilly) related ? If so, it points to a deil- stem which

might be represented by del-.

Line 5. re — Ir. re
1

,

'

before'.

s\i\b
— Ir. sib,

'

you '.

quai. Cf. Lat. qua
' where

', and perhaps the Ir. pronominal
determinative /.

Line 6. aute. and pers. pi. of av-, au-, apparently a form

of Stokes's * ab fliessen
'

(10). Cf. Stokes's c avo-s . . . Fluss.

gall. *Avos' (23), and Pliny's Abobrica (IV. 11%), found in

Ptolemy as 'Aovofipiya (II. 6, 40), and in the Corp. inscr. Lat.

(II. 4^47) as Avobrig-.

At the bottom of col. 2 (and almost the only letters left of Ligature

it) we have MA followed by an apparent ligature of M and X. MIx?rSa?
f

I have no doubt that at this point came in the name of the
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fountain-goddess Maximia mentioned in Tablet 3. For an

elaborate monogram of MAXIM see Corp. inscr. Lat. vili.

8807 or Hiibner, Exempla script, epigr. Lat. LXVIII.

Tablet 3. Tablet 3. 3rd cent. ?

Apparently

1. R€NVM€NO MAXIMKf LA-

VOR€

&. ILLIVr n ROGefl [€]f Q_VA
IHANT Q_VIDQ_VID

3. AC€ 31V A3 LAA[Y]0R€IOf

4.
• • Alr-APOriMA[R]A ITMIA IA

5. Or NIXfAr TA[NA]3€ NIV fO . .

6. r NON €V0r3RI \\

7. M€3A3 INAI M
8. . VLL . Kf Kl .

9. blR

Metrical. The first 5 lines are metrical :
—

I-renown Maximia's

laver
;

Her's, if thou-askest

her, out-of whom (is)

whatever (is) healing.

Come, swell to those-

in-the-laver

. . . Maximia, heal !

Nixies, heal us

now! maysome-of-you

feel

./

./ ./

/././.

/.

/././.
/. /.

/. /

Renu|men6 | Maxfmlie's | lav6re,
i a

illf|us s{ |rog^s| es qu f|hant qufdqmd.

Age, |

\iu at
| lavo|r^bs

Aisdi,
| P6si|mara,

Maxim|{a,|fa.

Glossary to Line i. renumeno. The compound verb renominare is not
Tablet 3. founcj [n Latin, but we have renomenar in Provencal, and

corresponding forms in other Romance languages. From the

related French substantive renom comes the Eng. t renown '.

Maximies. Gen. of Maximia (cf. Latin Maximia), a name

explained by the fact that the tablets come from the principal

spring.

lavore. I.e. ace. with final m or n omitted. From the

stem lavo- 'Wasser . . . ir. 16 . . . Vgl. gr. \ova> . . . lat.

luo, lavo' (Stokes, 249): cf. 'gall, lautro (?) gl. balneo' (id.

*5°).
^

Latin stems in -ori- (like labor) represent earlier -osi-, and
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Goidelic does not change intervocalic s to r. Stokes has told

us that siur (
= Lat. soror i. e. sosor)

*

points ... to a proto-

celtic -or : cf. (fyparodp

'

(Bezzenberger's Beitrdge, XI. 87). But it

is practically certain to me that we see here a rustic Latin

coinage or survival, lavor being to lavare as amor, clamor,

error, sonor, sudor, to corresponding verbs in -are. For

Romance derivatives of lavor see p. 181.

Line 2. illius. Cf. Lat. illius.

si. Cf. Latin si, 'if,' Biturigan si, O-if! (p. 114), and

Pictavian se, 'since* (p. 141).

rogesi. The G€f are ligatured. Cf. Lat. roges. The i

(elided or slurred in the metre before the following vowel)
is probably the Ir. suffixed pronoun i—

1 him *, her ', (ace.)
*

it
'

:

see Windisch, V/b'rterb., and Zeuss-Ebel, 1088.

\e~\s.
Cf.

i Gaulish
'

es- in Es-cingos &c. (see Holder), Irish

£ss-, from original eks=~La.t. ex (Stokes, 26).

qua. Cf. Lat. qua. In Irish,
'

qo-, qa-, qe- (Stokes, 61) is

only interrogative, not relative.

ihant. The HA are ligatured. Pres. participle of verb iha-

= Gr. la- in ta-fia, ta-o/xat, la-ivoo, for original isa- (see Prellwitz).

In ihant the h represents earlier s. Cf. the loss of intervocalic

s in Irish hiarn (? transposed for iharn) from older isarn (Zeuss-

Ebel, 52), and siur from older sisur (id. 53).

The same stem is found two lines lower as ia. But Stokes's

(222)
'

jakko-s gesund, jekka Heilung. ir. fee F. Heilung, Gen.

l'cce. 4- cymr. iach „sanus . . ." iechyd „sanitas". corn, iach (gl.

sanus) . . . abret. iechet „ sanatus "
; bret. yach „ sain

" '

is as-

signed a different origin (Fick, I. 521).

quidquid. Cf. Lat. quidquid and Ir. cid,
' whatever \

Line 3. age. Cf. Lat. age, and '

to-ag6, ir. taig komm !

'

(Stokes, 132).

tin — Pictavian teu (p. 141).

at = Pictavian at (p. 134), Latin ad, at.

laa\y\oreios. Ace. pi. of lavoreio-, adj. from lavor-. For adj.

termination -eio- cf. Pictavian Sueio (p. 141), Vouseia (p. 142),

many proper names in Holder (1. 14 10), and many Latin

proper names, e. g. Appuleius. Apparently the scribe wrote

LAVA or LA A/ by mistake for LAV or LA/.

Line 4. I read Aisa, Posima\r\a as epithets of Maximia,
or as names of 2 other Nixies.

M
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For Aisa cf. Aisa and (gen.) Aisii, potters' marks from

Poitiers, with fern. Aisia—all given by Holder. It might

represent earlier Aig-sa, from a root meaning
f to spring

'

:

see Fick, I. 346
'

aig-s f. Ziege. al£ aiycs . . . geht vielleicht

auf eine Basis aig- „ springen
" wozu . . . atyes dorisch „ Wellen"'

i.e. waves.

For Posima\r\a cf. the masc. cognomen Posimarus (Holder).
Here -mar- suggests

( maro-s gross' (Stokes, 201), and it was

tempting to equate Posi- with 7jwi?,
' a draught ', but that

arises out of earlier irons, and in Goidelic intervocalic t does

not become s. Can Post- be from Stokes's '

(*(p)es zeugen.) ',

•

43 ? Cf. Fick, I. 83, 254, 479. The sense, as applied to a

fountain-goddess, would be either ' of large progeny
'

or
'

greatly productive'.

ia. Undeclined imper. of verb i(k)a- : see above. It is

also the first word in Tablet 5.

Line 5. Ntxsas. If this reading is correct, it is the right

form for voc. pi. of Nixsa.

niu. Ace. pi. : cf. Ir. ni.

Line 6. evostri. If the Latin personal pron. vostri is rightly

taken as originally gen. sing, of the possessive voster, the e here

cannot = the Lat. preposition e, but must be a prefix, as in

early Latin enos = nos and Gr. e/xe
=

/xe.

Line 7. Have we in the last 5 letters the word inaim ? See

Windisch, Worterb.,
'

inaim, ind inaim so zu dieser Zeit ML
i6c

. 5 (Z
2
747); inn inaim Oss. I. 11 *} If so, the meaning

may be '

immediately '.

Tablet 4. Tablet 4. 3rd cent. ?

1. D€M€2l Servants-of-thine

2. ZE M . . . thee . . .

followed by several lines wholly or partly undecipherable.

Line 1. demeti. Cf. Pictavian detnti (p. 137).

Line 2. te. Cf. Pictavian te (p. 141).

Tablet 5.
Tablet 5. 3rd cent. ?

The writing is crowded and irregular, and more than

2, consecutive letters can rarely be read at sight. Now that

we have the linguistic clew, much more may doubtless be

made out, with patience, than the little I have time to offer.
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1. IA NIV NA[?] Heal us [-here ?]

2. N[l]flC[A]f ni \)k O-Nixies! [be not?]

3. AMAMIKlOp unfriendly

(followed by 8 other lines)

The first 3 lines seem to be metrical :
— Metrical ?

/. |/. I

fa
I

vdu na(s?) |

/.
Jj

/.
J

Nfska's
I
nf ba

I

/.
I

/.
I amam|fka?s |

Line 1. niu. Ligatured, the 2nd upright of the n being Glossary to

lengthened so as to represent i, and also forming the left side
a et 5 '

of a v.

Followed by another ligature, which is probably na or nas,

but which might be ma or mas. I connect it with Fick's

pronominal na-
(1. 99, 271, 504, 505). If we read nas, cf.

Sansk. nas, Lat. nos : if na, cf. Zend, ke^m-na, Gothic hva-na,

€y(a-vr], Tu-vrj, (Thessalian) 6-ve, ro-ve. I prefer the latter.

Line 2. N\t\sk[a\s. The NI may have been ligatured, i. e.

the second upright of the N may have been lengthened.

ni — Ir. ni,
' not \

ba. For the obscure and doubtless imperfect character

before the a, cf. the imperfect b in Tablet 2, 1. 5. Cf. Ir. ba,

'be', 2nd pers. imper. sing, (the 2nd pi. being bad, and the

3rd pi. bat) and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pers. sing, conjunctive.

Line 3. amamikios — am + amikios, where am = Ir. am-,
c
un-' : for amikios see notes on Tablet t, col. 2, 1. 1, and

Tablet 2, 1. 3. The form may be nom. sing., or voc. pi.,

according to the syntax.

Line 5 ends with DA and 1. 6 begins with VONT, so that we
seem to have the participle davont of a verb compounded
of the prep, de and the verb av- (see note on ante, Tablet 2,

1. 6) : cf. Welsh dafnu
'

to drop, trickle', and dafn • a drop
'

(Old Welsh dafyn).

Tablet 6. 3rd cent. ? Tablet 6

1. A

2. E AV B •
. . flow . ..

3. AXfONIQ for-Axonios

M 2
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Glossary to Line i. I suspect at beginning a ligature of AMV]" i.e. the
a et *

ending of kantamus: cf. Tablet 1, col. I, 1. 1.

Line 3. Axsonio. Apparently a man's name derived from

the river Axona, the modern Aisne—cf. Sequani, Sordones.

Tablet 7. Tablet 7. 3rd cent. ?

1. DOM MA These (?)

2. NlfKAS ROC; Nixies beg

3. [A]MOS €3 D€[P€] and would-be-

4. TAMVS seech

5. DIN NO daily

6. NIV we.

Metrical? This also appears to be in metre (cf. p. 155) :
—

/.
I

D6mmsa
/ .

I

Niskas

. / .
I rogamos
/ .

I

et de

. / .
I petamus
/ .

I

dinno

/
I

r\iu

Glossary to Line i. dommsa I take to be from the demonstrative pro-
Tablet 7. nom jnai stem f \x dan < him '

(dam before a following b) and

'Lat. dam in qui-dam
'—Stokes, 152—followed by the Irish

demonstrative suffix -sa.

Line 2. The f and K seem to be ligatured, and the form

may be Niksas.

Line 3. The AM may be ligatured.

Line 5. dinno. Case of adj. dinnos '

daily ', from stem ' din-

Tag . . . ir. . . . tre-denus „ triduum "... vgl lat. nun-dlnae
'

(Stokes, 145).

Tablet 8. Tablet 8. 2nd cent. ?

COrOS A-throwing

This was apparently the entire inscription on the tablet, and
means that the tablet was thrown in as a gift. The root is

that of <*koru- Wurf '

(Stokes, 91). Cf. Ir.
(

cor Wurf, Werfen
1

(Windisch).

The Roman name of Am61ie-les-Bains is not recorded, but
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was doubtless Aemilia \ being probably named from the Roman

Triumvir M. Aemilius Lepidus, who had held the government ^mllie-

of Narbonese Gaul in B.C. 44. It was in the territory of the les-Bains?

Sordones, i.e. the dwellers on the river Sordus, which doubt- The

less derives its name from prae-historic
' svordo-s dunkel,

or ones '

„ schwarz ". lat. surdus, color surdus „ dunkel ", dann „ taub ",

sordes, sordere, got. svarts, ahd. swarz, nhd. schwarz
\ (Fick,

I. 580), our '
swart'.

The only reason why I hesitate to declare these tablets The

specimens of the Sordonic speech is that the baths may have sordonic?

been then, as they are now, a favourite health-resort, and the

writers of the tablets may have come from other parts of Gaul,

or even from Spain. Still, metrical invocations would almost

certainly be the composition of a local priest or priestess.

Tablets 1, 3, 7 are obviously in mixed Goidelic and Latin, Threeof

and suggest a very interesting inquiry
—how far the Provencal- ^ jjj

ets

Catalan language afterwards spoken on the same spot is the mixed

descendant not of a mere rustic Latin, but of a rustic Latin and Latin,

influenced by Goidelic. Mutatis mutandis^ the same inquiry

might be made of other Romance languages and dialects.

My datings must be taken with a fair margin, partly because The dating

the amount of dateable writing of this kind at present known
°

ets#

e ta

,

is very limited, and partly because a particular style of writing

is apt to survive in out of the way regions after it has become

generally obsolete.

1 There are remains of a large Roman bathing-establishment. One of the springs

is at present called S. Amelie (or S. Noguere), another S. Emile : both names are

doubtless derived from an original Aemilia.
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The name Mediolanum

Different

forms of

the name.

Old deriv-

ation.

New deriv-

ation.

Name =
Medi-

olanum,
and is

Goidelic.

The great
Mediola-
num con-

nected with
the wool-
trade.

Name of

the river

Olonna.

Holder gives 42 places as certainly or presumably
1 named

Mediolanon, Mediolanion, or Mediolanum. Not doubting
Stokes's derivation (236) from <

(p>lanon Flache' (though lano-,
*

plain ',
is not otherwise found in Keltic), I took this name to

be a sign of Kymric occupancy until I found it repeatedly in

Goidelic neighbourhoods, as well as in some places which did

not very well suit the derivation. I now hold that it does

not = Medio-(p)lanon,
'

Mid-plain ',
but does — Medi-olanon,

i. e. weighing-place for wool,
' Wool-mart ', from the stems of

Ir. tried' weighing-beam', 'scale', and Ir. olann (= olan), 'wool'.

The former is from the stem of ' medio-r ich ermesse
'

(Stokes,

204), the latter is 'vlana . . . Wolle' (276) = Lat. lana for

vidua.

Mediolanum does not = Medio-lanum, for the mediaeval

and modern Kymric forms of the vlan- stem all begin with g
arising out of earlier v, and showing that the Old Kymric
form was not olan- but vlan-. It = Medi-olanum, and is an

evidence of Goidelic settlement.

Evidence of the connexion of the great Mediolanum with the

wool-trade can be found in two facts :
—

1. On the walls of Milan was a fleece, or the representation

of one, said to have belonged to a boar !
—the ne plus

ultra, surely, of wool-cultivation 2
. The proof is Claudian's

lines, quoted by Holder,

Continuo, sublime volans ad moenia Gallis

condita, lanigeri suis ostentantia pellem

pervenit

(EpithaL de nuptiis Honorii, 182-4).

2. The river on which Milan stands is the Olona, anciently

Olonna. This I take to be syncopated for Olan-ona, from

1 The presumptions are from modern forms only, such as Meillan. Among the

ancient forms is Mediolanas, which Holder explains as an adj. agreeing with villas

or domus, but which might be the nom. pi. of a Keltic Mediolana.
2 Had it an older name Su-olanon i.e. the place of %

good (su-) wool\ and was

this eventually misinterpreted as ' boar's wool
'

?
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the shreds of wool floating down on it—just as Ambarri

is syncopated for Ambarari,
' the people on both sides the

Arar' (Zeuss-Ebel, 779). This derivation is supported

by the fact that it was the name not only of 2 rivers but of

3 villages or towns (see Holder). Mediola-

And, if Mediolanum is Goidelic, then we have a reasonable num sug-

presumption that we may include in the list of Goidelic tribes the foiiow-

the following, in whose territory it is found :
— ln2 tr

jJ
e

.

s

In Austria-Hungary. The Racatae (?), a little above delic:—

PreSsbUrS- R
h

Ltae(?),
In North Italy. The Insubres. As we have already pro- insubres,

nounced the Cenomani to be Goidels, this gives the

Goidelic race practically the whole of what is now Lom-

bardy. And the name of the river Adva (see p. 139) is

no proof to the contrary, since its earlier course is outside

this region. Santones,

In France. The Santones, the Bituriges Cubi (see also cub[
lgeS

p. 115), the Segusiavi, and the Aulerci Eburovices. We Segusiavi,

might likewise reasonably add the other Aulerci, namely Eburovices

the Cenoman(n)i (see also p. 151), and the Diablintes. Aulerci

In Britain. The Ordovices, of North Wales. This would man(n)i,

give the Goidels possession of practically the whole of ^{J?
1

that region. Ordovices.'

All inferences drawn from one or two geographical names But the in-

should, however, be provisional only, on account of the ^™^ be

extent to which Keltic tribes shifted their seats. Even in provisional

Caesar's time the Helvetii attempted to migrate to the terri- °he extent

tory of the Santones, and it is clear (see p. 128) that the of Keltic

L, . ;

'

, , . /- 1 . 1 migrations.

Sequani had migrated, or been driven, from their natural TheHaed.

location into land formerly occupied by a tribe of the Kymric uan Medi-

stock. Doubtless to them, and not to the Haedui (see p. 8), probabiy

the name of the Haeduan Mediolanum owes its origin.
of Sequan-
lan origin.
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The Llanaber inscription

Position

and text.

C&Iexti.

Monedox.

ngi.

Trans-

lation.

The stone on which this is cut belongs to the parish of

Llanaber on the coast of Merioneth, and is now fixed on

the inside of the wall of the church (about if mile N. of

Barmouth), close to the N. door. It is described and figured

in J. O. Westwood's Lapidarium Wallice (162 and pi. lxxx

%• 5)- It runs as follows

C/ELEXTI
MONED0

Rigi

In 1. 1 X is used for S, as often in late Roman inscriptions :

in the coin ofCarausius Caesar struck in Britain about 409 we

apparently have CONXTA . . . for CONSTA ... (A. J. Evans

in Archceologia Cambrensis, 5th ser., v. 138 &c). And con-

versely in the coinage of Carausius Augustus we have PAS for

PAX (id. 151). If both the Carausii were Menapians of

N. Wales, this has a bearing on the pronunciation of Latin

X by the Goidels of that region, and suggests that in their

native Goidelic x had already become s. Cxlexti, therefore,

= Cxlesti.

The last letter of the second line is O with X inside it. The
X is quite plain in Westwood's plate, and on Westwood's

rubbings (which are in the Bodleian) ;
and in Hiibner's Exempla

scripturae epigraphicae Latinae (LXIX) instances are quoted
of O with F, L, N, or R inside it. Moreover, since beginning
this Appendix, I have satisfied myself of the presence of this

X by a personal inspection, and rubbings, of the stone.

Consequently 1. % is Monedox — Monedos, gen. of a Moned-
stem (nom. Mones?).
The third line is simply the dative of rix '

king
'

(Stokes,

230), Irish dat. rig.

The inscription is, in fact, a memorial (in the dedicatory

dative, as in Latin)
' To Caelestis king of the Mountain \
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Just as to opos is apparently applied in the New Testament Meaning of

to the entire mountain-region behind the Sea of Galilee, tain
,M

°Un

' Monedos •

probably means the entire line of mountains

fringing the coast between the estuaries of the Mawddach and

the Dwyryd *. There may have been a king of the Plain as

well, especially as at the date of our inscription the large

tract of coast known in tradition as ' Maes Gwyddneu
' had not

been swallowed up by the sea.

On the undulating tableland across this mountain-range The name

there is one town, and one only. Its name is Trawsfynydd, f™J%j
with/" mutated from m, meaning 'Across Mountain'. There

should be other places in Wales to which such a name would

apply, yet no other bears the name, and I suspect that in this

case it means 'Across Mynydd ',
the Moned- of our inscription.

The order of the words is doubtless due to Latin influence, Order of

as Goidelic would naturally have had Ccelexti rigi Monedox. Latin!

The name Caelestis is found as that of an early 4th cent. The name

Lotharingian bishop, while Caelestius was an early 5th cent.
Caelestzs-

heretic, believed to be of Irish birth, who supported the
' Briton

'

Pelagius.

Pelagius himself, according to Jerome,
' habet progeniem Race and

Scoticae gentis de Britannorum vicinia (Pref. lib. 3 in Ierem.), pekgius.
and was doubtless a Goidel of Britain. There is a commonly
believed tradition that his name is a Greek translation of

Morgan, and that he came from Bangor in N. Wales
;
but

according to Dr. Ince, in Smith and Wace's Diet, of Christian

biography\ it
'
rests on late and untrustworthy authority '. The

name Pelagius was not borne by any Latin ecclesiastic of so

early a date, and it is most unlikely that Morgan should

have been turned into what was then a purely Greek name
—

especially when the Latin ecclesiastical name Marinus was

already to hand, and when it was so easy to coin the still

better Marigena. It seems to me much more likely that

Pelagius is a Goidelic name from the root '(*(p)el . . . fallen.)'

(Stokes, 41) whence Irish il
' much ',

'

many', and the prefix

El- in Welsh names (id.).
The agio- stem is also found in

Keltic names, and Stokes (6) takes it as= Drover. I agree

1 In Bishop W. Basil Jones's Vestiges of the Gael in Gwynedd (pp. 36, 39) it is

pointed out that we have at the foot of this chain relics of Goidelic occupation in

Muriau 'r Gwyddelod near Harlech and Muriau 'r Gwyddel near Maentwrog.
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substantially, but I further suggest agia 'a drove'—cf. my
derivation of airge (p. 94, note). And, comparing (from the

Book of Llan Dav) the names Elcu, Elcun, Eicon= ' Owner
of many hounds

',
I take Pelagius to mean ' Owner of many

herds '.
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Additional notes

/

P. i. There are two Indo-European /-stems in which, owing
to assimilation with a following q, the p has been treated

irregularly in Keltic.

The first is penk'e,pfoiqe, 'five', Sanskrit pdhca. Latin has The stem

not pinque but quinque, and in the same way Irish has not^* '/'

(p)6ic but coic for qonqe. The Kymric languages, by regular
in Keltic.

change of qu to p, have brought back the original p (Welsh

pimp, later pump for pymp, Cornish pymp, Breton pemp : see

Stokes, 59 ; Brugmann, Vergl. Gram. I. 514).

The other is pek-> peq-,
' cook ', Sanskrit pac-. Latin has The stem

not poquo but coquo, for quoquo, and the Kymric languages, by-j^-te"'

regular change of q to p, have again brought back the original

p (Welsh popuryes „plstrix", poeth
' hot

'= coctus, etc.— see

Stokes, 58 ; Brugmann, ib. 514, 517). The assim.

The assimilation possibly took place before the separation ilation

of Latin and Keltic from each other. Keltic ?

P. 8. 'Hercunia silva',= ' Oak-wood
',
seems an instance of h H'm Her-

for Ind.-Eur./, which in Lat. quercus (for querquus) and quer- < p.

quetum is assimilated to the following q (Brugmann, ib. 514).

P. 10. Prof. Anwyl compares with the battle of Campus Battle(s) of

Manand the '

gGeith mynaO
'

(

'

affair of Mynaw ')
of Taliessin Welsh

(Skene, Four anc. books, II. 187, 1. 348) ;
the ' vreithel vanawyt' poetry,

(mutation of breithel manawyt,
'

conflict of Manawyt ')
of

Aneurin (Skene, II. 6$, 1. 375) ;
the ' catvannan

'

(mutation of

cat mannan * battle (or host) of Manann
',
which occurs only

3 lines after the last passage ;
the Catvannan of Aneurin

(Skene, II. 75), and his 'gatvannan' (mutation of cat-) (Skene,
II. 81).

None of the passages above mentioned can refer to the battle

of 710 mentioned by Tigernach. But some of them may refer

to a Cath Manand of about 581 in which he says that Aedan
mac Gabran was victorious. Aedan was king of the Dalriad
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Scots, and it is possible that he and the Alclyde Welsh were

both engaged in it.

Dislocation By a curious accident this victory of Aedan's appears three

Tigemach
times over m Tigernach, its first appearance being about 504,
where it is immediately followed by the death of Bruidhe mac
Maelchon, king of the Picts, which is found later on again in

its proper place, about 79 years after.

s in Shth- On comparing the forms Slethmanin (note 1) and Sletheuma

«S?-
and

(P* 39) * now tnmk that in each case s is an elided form of is

euma'. 'under', and that Slethmanin =is leth Manin 'under the-side

of-Manan '. Cf. Highland Gaelic and Irish steach and stigh
where earlier Irish has respectively is tech and istig (Macbain,

Meneu. P. ii. For ' Meneu ' we have not only Lat. Meneu-ia, but

Giraldus Cambrensis, who, however, says that it is from

Ir. muni,
i thicket

',
and that the Irish call the church there

Kil-muni [Life of St. David, III).

Hen Prof. Anwyl writes 'There is a Henfynyw
1 called locally

1 Hen Fenyw
'

close to Aberaeron in Cardiganshire. As
S* David is represented as the son of Non (cf. Llannon about

4 miles from Henfynyw) and the grandson of Ceredig
2
,
1 have

sometimes thought that there has been a transference to the

present S* David's of the name Mynyw and of the leading
shrine of S* David'.

Whether or not there has been such a transference, I can-

not doubt that the Old Mynyw or Old Menyw mentioned by
Prof. Anwyl was another Menapian settlement.

Manannan P. 12. Manannan mac Lir appears in Welsh tradition as

STwelsh Manawydan son of Llyr (Skene, Four anc. books, I. 81).

poetry. Manawydan is formed from Kymric Manaw instead of Goi-

delic Manann-, and would indicate, had there been any doubt

whatever of the fact, that Manannan is not a regular person-
name but only a national appellative. And, just as we have

in Gaelic the form Monann
(
= Monapnos) without added -an,

so in Welsh we have the form Manauid, without added -an.

In the Black book of Carmarthen (Evans's Facsimile, 47 ;

Skene, Four anc. books, II. 51) we have both the longer and

the shorter form within three consecutive lines of verse.

1
I.e. Old Mynyw.

a From whom Cardigan is named.
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Prof. Anwyl, to whom I owe my knowledge of the shorter Other

Welsh form, adds :— ' There is a ' Nant Mynawyd' near gJJfcjL.

Abergynolwyn in S. Merionethshire. Manawyddan is assoc- iansin

iated in the ' Four Branches of the Mabinogi
'

with Pryderi,

lord of Dyfed. It is not impossible that at one time the two

names Mynyw (or Menew) and Mynewyd (probably the Dyfed

pronunciation of Mynawyd) were thought to be related '. And

my own belief, of course, is that they are mere dialectal

variations of the same Mena- stem.

According to Skene
(1. 81) Manawyd's (imaginary) father Signific-

Llyr is called Llediaith,
'

half-speech ', which, Skene says, ^ediaith.
4 indicates that Llyr belonged to a race who spoke a peculiar

dialect of Cymric \ The inference is erroneous : the epithet

means that his speech was of the other branch of Keltic—was

not Kymric. but Goidelic.

P. 21. I regard the a in -agn- as a thematic vowel after the The -ag*-t

previous nominal stem. Sometimes this vowel was 0, as in
'

Vepogeni (p. 55) and perhaps Nehton
;
sometimes an e, as in

Cunegni, whence ' the origin of the Irish diminutives in -in
'

(Stokes in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XI. 147).

P. 25. So also in Welsh 'Priten> later Pryden, Prydyn and Welsh

Prydein, now Prydain,
"
Scotland, Alba, or the Pictland of

the North," and Ynys Prydain, "Great Britain," literally

"Prydain's or Pict's Island "'. So Prof. Rh£s (The Welsh

people^ 76) adding
' For Priten see

" Y Cymmrodor," ix. 179 :

the other forms occur in the plural, meaning Picts, in the

Books of Aneurin and Taliessin : see Skene, ii. 92, 209 \

Prof. Anwyl sends further references to Skene, II. 18, 124,

202, 209, 228 (Red book of Hergest).

Pi 36. I get Aberargie and the fearg derivation from Apurfeirc.

Johnston. Stokes (273) suggests that '
ir. fairge, foirge Meer

'

is from the root of vergd, and Macbain (144) says
*

fairge, the

ocean . . . from the same root as fearg. In Sutherland fairge
means "the ocean in storm." Usually pronounced as iifairceJ

Windisch (Ir. gr. tr. by Moore, 16) gives fere as another way of

spelling ferg. In Aber(fh)argie of course the / must be both

aspirated and silent.

P. 37. Of one of the tributaries of the Invernessshire Nethy The Inver-

I happen to read thus, as I sit within a stone's throw of the
Nethy!

16

Nethy itself :— '

It is said that a farmer who had suffered much
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Dunetlin.

Luctheos.

1

king of

Cats'.

Fecir.

'
frater

Diu \

mac
buthud.

Vip Og-
nemet (?)

Uuradach
Fin-

galach (?)

'n for prep,
in.

Pet ip&ir.

from its depredations, used to make this part of his daily

prayer,
" From the storms of Gealcharn, the floods of Dorback,

and the wrath of the factor, good Lord, deliver us."
'

(Forsyth,
In the shadow of Cairngorm, 27). The Dorback Burn joins

the Nethy less than 1 \ miles from the mouth of the latter.

Pp. 39, 40. In the lost register of St. Andrew's (p. 38) we have

Dunedin (Skene, 175) in an entry relating to 1107. On the s

in Sletheuma see my note above on the Slethmanin of p. 10.

P. 46. Stokes (in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XI. 73) mentions
1 Luchtae of which the proto-Irish Luctheos is strangely pre-

served in the Tripartite Life, Rawl. B. 512, fo. 13 b. 1'.

P. 48. In S. H. O'Grady's Silva Gadelica, I. 169 (In

Agallamh) two foster-children of a king in Alban are called

sons of a king of Cats in the north (rig Catt atuaid).
P. 51. Fecir and Fechir seem also connected with Ir. Fiachra,

for which Stokes gives genitives Fechureg, Fechreg, Fechrech

from Adamnan (Bezzenberger's Beitrage, XI. 85).

P. 56. I cannot help suspecting that this is a mistranslation

of some such form as diutt, deposed ', mistaken as = Diu
brathair : see p. 59, par. 1.

P. 57. It should be added that the mention of a king's

father is very rare indeed in this part of the list. But note

should be taken of a Highland Gaelic word bulthaidk,
' hero

'

(Macbain, ^), and of the proper names Buit(h)e or Buit(h)i

('
Boethius

'—borrowed ?) and Boidb.

In any further attempt to restore the name of the king
called Vipoig 7iainet &c, it should be remembered that the

o may be '

grandson \ or the oi its genitive, and that the

same word may be represented by ua in Fiacua.

P. 58. The stem of Fin- in Fingalach is
'

venja' (Stokes, 270),
and in uecla I suspect the corruption of a Pictish uegalac —
vengalac(h).

P. 64. Stokes in his glossarial index to The Martyrology of
Gorman gives 3 instances of '

na, in his, for inna ... or ina ',

6 of ' na-n for ina-n, in their \ and 5 of ' 'nar-n for in-ar-n, in

our \ The Martyrology is of the latter part of the 12th cent.,

and is preserved in a MS. of about 1630.
P. 65. The name of this pet may perhaps —pet i pair for

pet i bdir, ''pet on the pathway', as the Highland Society's

Dictionary gives
'

Bair, -e, s.m.' with meaning
* a beaten path '.
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For foundations dedicated to St. Ernan or Arnan, compare The

Killearnan in Ross-and-Cromarty and Killearnan in Suther-
inJcriptTon.

land. The latter is found in 1569 as Kyllarnane (Johnston,
Place-names of Scotland).

P. 69. I have seen ogams in the 8th cent. St. Gall MS. 904 Ogam
with the stem-line doubly barbed, thus •> . Instances f^1011 "

occur on pp. 70, 193, 194.

P. 70. Prof. Anwyl asked whether I had considered the The

possibility of les Meqq being one word =a Ir. lessmac. I did
fos^/ntton*

not know this last (Stokes, 250), which means ' half-son
'

i. e.

step-son. If we read Lesmeqg, it would be either gen. sing.

or nom. pi., 'Of the stepson of Nan '

or 'The stepsons of Nan'.

I think this suggestion less likely, however, than the divided

reading, because the form Lissmhac (see Windisch) has the m
aspirated, the Highland Gaelic is leasmhac (cf. leasm^athair

and leasp/^iuthair), the Welsh (quoted by Prof. Anwyl) is

Llysfab (not Lfysmab), and, if it was aspirated when this in-

scription was cut—as it presumably was—the use of v in the

inscription would have led us to expect lesveqq.

P. 73. The sc in crrossc is a transposition of the cs (x) in The

crux. The final -c still survives in Arngask (Kinross), found
ga rth

nS

about 1 147 as Arringrosk, and in 1250 as Ardgrosc ;
in inscription.

Badnachraskie, Ballachrosk, and Baud Chraskie Hill, in

W. Aberdeenshire
;
and in The Crask, in Sutherland. The

first and last instances are from Johnston's Place-names of

Scotland, the others from James Macdonald's Place names of
West Aberdeenshire (New Spalding Club).

P. yy. A desire to show the antiquity of the title would Pettan^

explain the preservation of P- in Pett and Pua : but the real

object may have been to keep the title indefeasible by retaining

the form under which the grant was entered in the records

of the king, mormaer, bishop, or monastery
—such as the

Book of Deer.

Let me add that the word is so common that it is found in

30 place-names in West Aberdeenshire alone. I need hardly

point out that this fact of itself would be enough to explode
the ridiculous myth of the deletion of the Picts by the Scots.

Were all the ancient holdings properly examined, a great
number of old boundary-stones might be discovered, and

many additional ogam-inscriptions.
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St- in Irish. P. 79. There is, however, a very large number of place-

names in Ireland spelt with Str-. It is usual to regard the /

in these cases as an insertion to suit English lips, but I suspect

it to be a dialectal survival. There is in the Bodleian an

invaluable alphabetical index to the 62,000 townlands of

Ireland, compiled by the late bishop Reeves, and bought by
me at his sale in 1892—its reference is MS. Top. Ireland b.

1, 2 : I wish I had time to investigate the very large number

of St- names (not of English origin) there cited. Stokes (3 14)

gives
' stoukki-' as the ancestor of '

ir . stuaic
', adding

' Das ir .

st ist mir dunkel ', and I find in Windisch stab, stiall, stiiag,

stuigen. These latter may or may not be derived from Keltic

st- stems, but it will have to be recognized henceforth that

Irish is not the pure offspring of the speech of the Scotti, but

is a compound (in what proportions I know not) of that dialect

with those of the Picts, Belgians, and Dumnonians. Macbain

also has a large number of Highland Gaelic words beginning
with st- for which he suggests no derivation—and for many
of these he gives Irish analogues with st-. He tries to explain

some of these words by supposing an (unexplained) s to be

prefixed to a / stem. But one remarkable instance cannot be

so explained: 'stale, stiffen, stalcanta, firm, strong; for

s-talc
;

see tailce '. Under '

tailee, strength,' we have Ir.

talcdnta, strong, E. Ir. take, tailce : *t-alkid, root alk, strong,

Gr. 6Xkt], strength, aAefco, defend '. So that in order to avoid

Goidelic st- we have in stalcanta to assume an alk- stem with

a (verbal prefix ?) t put before it in Irish, and an unexplained
s prefixed to that in Highland Gaelic. The real explanation

is that the word comes from a stale- stem, and that Highland
Gaelic has preserved the st where Irish has reduced it to s.

This stale- m^y—staql-c- from 'staqlo-, was steht, stala Stelle'

for derivatives of which (e.g. o-raAif) see Fick, I. 568.

'Pre- P« 87. 'Preceptum' (cf. Irish precept) may mean 'doctrine'.

ceptum '. But it was also a term for
'

monitum, invitatio ad preces fun-

dendas, quae inter missarum solemnia fieri solet, vulgo Recom-

mendation
'

(Ducange, Glossarium).

The Irish P« 9°« Todd says
' This stanza

'

[i.
e. the one containing

Nennius. < mb/*retach
']

' and the next occur only in the Book of Bally-

mote'. These are the two last stanzas, and the Book of

Ballymote is only a 14th or 15th cent. MS..
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P. 99. Johnston (Place-names of Scotland) mentions (p. $j) Belgae

a Cairnbulg in Aberdeenshire (possibly the Tomb of Gartnait
Britain.

Bolg ?),
and (p. 94) a Drumbulg at Tarland in Aberdeenshire :

he also gives Bladebolg (cf. Blatobulgium ?) as the oldest form

of the name of Blebo in Fife.

I am able to add from Campbell's Popular tales of the

West Highlands (11. 62-3) the farm of Dunbhuilg(= Dun

Bhuilg) in Craignish (Argyll), and from Skene's Celtic Scotland

(1. 185) and Heathcote's St. Kilda (19) Dunfhirbolg or Dun

Fir-Bholg, the name of a fort on the isle of Dun, one of the

St. Kilda group.

P. 300. Mr. James Macdonald in his valuable Place names The Belgae

of West Aberdeenshire (New Spalding Club) mentions that
plac"!

'

Bolgan or Bolcan enters into Irish place-names, such as names.

Drumbulgan, Trabolgan and Bovolcan (Joyce, II., 21), the

latter corresponding to the Strathspey pronunciation of

Strathbogie
—

Stravolagan and Stravalagan
'

(p. 310).

The passage in Joyce is as follows :
—

1 The word bolg was occasionally used as a personal name ;

thus we find the name Bolgodhar [Bolgower
—

Bolg, the pale-

faced], and also the family name O'Bolg, in the Four Masters.

The diminutive Bolgan or Bolcan is used much oftener than

the original. St. Olcan, founder and bishop of Armoy in

Antrim, who was ordained by St. Patrick, is also called

Bolcan ;
and the townland of Bovolcan near Stonyford in the

parish of Derryaghy in Antrim, which Colgan writes Both-

Bolcain (Bolcan s tent or booth), was probably so called from

him, the b being aspirated to v (1st Ser. Part I., c. 11.). Near

the church of Rasharkin in Antrim, there is a ridge of rock

called Drumbulcan {Bolcan
1

s ridge) which also took its name
from this saint (Reeves : Eccl. Ant., p. 90). There are two

townlands in Fermanagh called Drumbulcan, one near Tuam
in Galway called Drumbulcaun, and with g used instead of c

we have Drumbulgan in the parish of Ballyclog, Tyrone ;
all

of which received their names from different persons called

Bolcan. Another Bolcan left his name on Trabolgan (Bolcan s

strand) near the mouth of Cork harbour : this place is called

in the Book of Rights Mur-Bolcan (Bolcan s sea), showing
that the change from c to g is modern/

On this I have to remark as follows. In reality -bolg,

N
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-bolgan, and other forms beginning with -£, are always separ-

ate words, and should be written Bolg, Bolgan, &c. . The
name Bolgodhar should of course be written Bolg Odhar.

The name Bolcan is simply a national appellative, meaning
1

Belgian ', from the stem Bole- ; just as Manannan is a

national appellative, meaning
'

Menapian ', from the stem

Manann- == Manapn-.
Mr. F. C. Wellstood has pointed out to me Dunbulcan bay,

near Galway, and Derryvolgie, near Lisburn, in Co. Antrim.

Mr. Macdonald also mentions as Irish names Maghbolg,

Achadhbolg, and Dunbolg : but Mr. Wellstood has not traced

them.

P. 105. I have printed the poi inscriptions exactly as

poi. Prof. Rh^s, but the reader must not suppose that the originals

are divided into words. The exact connotation ofpoi in these

cases I have also refrained from attempting to decide. Let us

take Corbi poi maqui Labriatt . . . This may mean

1. Of-Corbos, the-boy of-Mac L.

2. Of-the-boy Corbos, son of-L.

3. Of-the-boy of-Corbos Mac L.

—though I do not think the last rendering probable. And it

is doubtful whether poi means simply
'

boy
'

or *

grandson ',

and whether it is used to distinguish a lad from an elder person

(perhaps a grandfather) of the same name. Inscriptions may
yet be found which will clear up all these questions.

awi. P. 106. In The Athenaeum of Aug. 22, 1903 (p. 262),
Prof. Rh£s reads ' awi 'on the new Connings-

burgh fragment, adding 'awi looks like Goidelic \

Pp. 108-9, In 1894 Stokes (40) gives
'

erbo-s, erbi-s. altir.

heirp (gl. dama, gl. capra), mittel- und neuir. earb . . . gr.

epi^os' ; and Macbain gives 'earb ... so Ir., E. Ir. erb, O. Ir.

heirp, *erbi-s, *erbd
; Gr. ipicfros \ Heirp seems to represent

erbis, gen. erbindos, while earb represents erba, gen. erbes.

Erpenn, Iaripi might represent yeribos, gen. yeribi. The Pictish forms
Iaripi,8cc. on p# Io8 are of doubtful declension—Erp, and perhaps the

others, being undeclined. Allt na herib is still the common
name of Allt na h-earba (Braemar), as I learn from Macdonald's
Place names of West Aberdeenshire,
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Pp. 118, 122. In the Revue Celtique for July, 1903, are two The

interesting papers which illustrate this calendar. Sendar.
M. Loth quotes Father Gregoire de Restrenen's dictionary The Breton

to show that in Brittany the weather of the 12 months was^f"*
supposed to be foretold by that of the first 12 days of January—and states that in Cornouaille this belief is still held of the

last 6 days of December and the first 6 of January. The
name given to these days is gour-deziou, ''jours en plus, jours

supple'mentaircs \

M. Loth says
' Ces douze jours (du 25 decembre au 6 Janvier, German

ce qui repnfsente la tradition la plus ancienne) sont identiques parallels*"

aux fameux Zwblften des Allemands qui, egalement, vont du

25 ddcembre au 6 Janvier
3

. Depuis longtemps, on a rapproche*
les Zwolften des Allemands des douze nuits sacrees des Indous'.

By
'
la tradition la plus ancienne

' M. Loth doubtless refers

to the ancient practice of reckoning the year from Dec. 25.

Dec. 25—Jan. 6 would make 13 days, but probably from day-
break on Dec. 25 to daybreak on Jan. 6

(i.
e. 12 days) is meant.

M. Loth, no doubt rightly, regards these 'supplementary

days' as originally an intercalation to equate the lunar with

the solar year.

In the next paper M. Seymour de Ricci points out (pp. 3 14-5) Parallel in

that the days of the intercalary month preceding Giamonus
cakndaf"

7

are accompanied by an almost exact succession of the names

of the next 30 months. And he concludes that the super-

stition mentioned by Gregoire de Rostrenen in the 18th cent,

existed in Gaul in the 1st.

On these papers I have the following remarks to make.

1. It is now clear that Prof. Rhys's suggestion, adopted by The

me, that the names of months put against particular days were ^recasts in

weather-forecasts, is correct. theCoiigny
c*a 1pn ci fir

2. They are not, however, intended as forecasts for the are fore-

months, but for the days. If they were meant for the months,
c
,

asts fo*
' J *

days, not

a single list would have been enough, and it would have been months,

absurd to attach the name of the month Ogronus to 7 days in

the month Anagantios. What is meant in the latter case is

(not that the weather of Ogronus will be like that of each of

the 7 days of Anagantios, but) that each of those 7 days will

be cold (like Ogronus). That the forecasts in the intercalary
< 3

Schrader, Reallexicon, Jahr., p. 391.'

N 2
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month are forecasts for the days of that month itself is also

shown by the fact that quite a number of them have the names

of 2 months attached. Thus Atenoux % has QVTI IN OGR,
while Atenoux 3 reverses the same names and has OGRONI

QVT. A later day even has GIAMO CANT AMB RIVR—indicat-

ing that it would have the weather of 3 separate months.

Pliny's 3. Pliny {Hist. nat. XVI. 44) tells us that the Gauls began

wTtotSf ^e montns and years sexta luna— on the 6th day of the moon 1
.

Gaulish I suggest that by the time he published (about A. D. 77)

the clumsy intercalation of 30 days every 2J years had been

superseded, or begun to be superseded, by an annual inter-

calation of 12 days, from daybreak on Dec. 25 to daybreak
on Jan. 6

;
and that the regular months began on Jan. 6.

Intercalary P. 1 1 9. The calendar begins with the summer intercalary

month, which may be a survival of an earlier practice of

beginning the year at that point : the Attic year began with

the summer solstice. But the summer intercalation had not,

apparently, any note such as that prefixed to the winter inter-

calation ; and, as the latter note gives the number of days in

the year, I cannot doubt that it marks the beginning of one

year and end of another.

Whether the intercalary month was meant to rectify the

deficiency of the lunar years it follows or those it precedes is

not certain. Its position at the beginning of a year or half-

year might seem to suggest the latter
; but it appears very

unlikely that a deficiency would be rectified before it had

occurred.

Anagant- P. 1 23. Anagantios may = the month 'of driving back'

the cattle from their summer quarters— cf. avayziv. It was
the month before Ogronus (' Cold ').

Vepo- P. 144. Prof. Anwyl writes 'With regard to Vepo-mulus
p. 144, I should like to call your attention to the Welsh
' mulfran

'

explained by Dr. Davies in his Welsh - Latin

Dictionary as mergulus, phalacrocorax. The word is still

in use'.

Prof. J. Wright in his English Dialect Dictionary gives as

one of the meanings of 'mule' 'Any cross-breed between

animals or birds of different but allied species', and as

1 He says the mistletoe was sought 'ante omnia sexta luna, quae principia
mensum annorumque his facit et saeculi post tricesimum annum '.

70S

mulus.
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another meaning
' The scaup, Fuligula marila. Wxf. (J.S.) ;

SWAINSON Birds (1885) 159'.

P. 145. Prof. Anwyl says
' There is also a Welsh word

'gwyach
'

for a kind of sea-bird \ Now gwya- = veipa-, but Welsh

from veipakos we should expect, he points out, not gwyach
^y^11 -

but gwyag in modern Welsh, though he cites both tywyllwg
and tywyllwch, digawn and dichawn. If, however, gwyach
could not come from veipakos, it could from veipaks, and we
should then have

veipaks: veipos : : ka(p)erak-s (Stokes, 64): ka(p)ero-s (id.).

In other words, to represent 3 different kinds of '

flapping
'

birds we should have veipos (whence Pictish vip), veipaks

(whence Welsh gwyach), and veipakos (whence Ir. fiach, and

by change of/ to th (see p. 10) Highland Gaelic fitheacli).

For the application to a sea-bird cf. Highland Gaelic fitheach
' raven ', which with the addition of -mara or -fairge = '

cor-

morant'.

P. 161. Littre' derives French lavoir from lavatorium, but lavorm

the only very early instances he gives are li laveurs and le
renc

grant lavur, both 12th cent.. The latter of these cannot

possibly be from lavatorium, and both point to lavor.

The modern lavoir, on the other hand, cannot be from lavor,

except by a corruption of the ending to match the true sub-

stantives in -oir. If that is not its origin, then it is either from

lavatorium or is a new coinage from the stem lav-.

The rustic Latin lavor survives also in Romonsch— LAVOR, and

il das Waschbecken' (Ca,rlgltt,Raetoromanisches Worterbuch).
Romonsch -

Postscript on G- for C- in Pictish men's names.—This seems sometimes to

have a phonetic origin. For Ciric we have Giric (p. 95), Girg (p. 96), and Grig

(p. 95). Now the Book of Deer gives Domnallmc giric and mdl-girc (Malgirc),

which can hardly be mere blunders : also mc gobrdig beside meccobrig
—all these

being optionally-aspirable genitives. And I suggest that the use ofg for ch after

a slender unaccented vowel—whence final g of Cobrig and x
Girg (for Girig)

—
was extended by Middle Pictish scribes to initial ch without regard to adjoining
vowels. The use of such a G- for a «0»-aspirable nominative would arise from

the ignorance of later scribes when altering genitival constructions : see p. 47,

note 5.

1
Grig may be an error for Girg written Gg. Or it may represent an earlier

accentuation— Ciric = Cyricius.
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The Brandsbutt inscription

I have always felt sure that an ogam-inscription would soon

be found which would put beyond question my interpretation

of the language and object of the remaining Pictish ogams.

And, while this book is in its last stages of printing, a new

inscription is made known which, I think, ought to remove

any lingering doubt which the most sceptical may feel. It

was first published (with a photographic reproduction) in Mr.

Romilly Allen and Dr. Anderson's splendid Early Christian

monuments of Scotland (1903, pt. III. 506), after which

Prof. Rhys wrote on it in The Athenaeum of July 18 and

Aug. »*, 1903.

Brandsbutt, near Inverurie. One line of ogams, undivided,

with Pictish symbols (including the serpent) :
—

irataddoaren(n ?)

i ratad d? O Aren{n ?)
(
in donation to O Faren(n ?)

'

i,
'

in,' is the Irish preposition, found (see p. 74) in the

St. Vigean's inscription.

ratad,
' donation

',
is a verbal noun of the common -ad

formation (see Zeuss-Ebel, 485) from the Irish stem rat give
'

—for which see Windisch's Worterbuch (under do-rat 1

)
and

Stokes (225, under (

ratto ich gebe ').

d\
'

to
',

is the Irish preposition, found (see p. 68) in the

largest Conningsburgh inscription.

O is the dative of the familiar Irish word for
'

grandson
'

or
1 descendant

', which is found (see pp. 66, 69, 72) in the

Kilmadock, Formaston, and Lunasting inscriptions, as well as

with initial / in those of St. Vigean's (p. 74) and Shevack

(P. 75)-

1 This (' he-gave ') is the regular word in the records of land-grants in the Book
of Deer.
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Arens, as hitherto read, should apparently be Arenn, 'of

Farann \ In ogams -rrrrr is n and -mr is s. The last character

in the inscription has only 4 perfect strokes, but they are

followed by what seems to be the notch of the bottom of

a 5th, which would give n. This notch can be seen even in

the processed reproduction, but is clearer in the photograph
shown to me by Mr. F. R. Coles, Assistant Keeper of the

National Museum of Antiquities, Edinburgh.

Aren(n) is phonetic for Fharen{n\ gen. of Faran(n), just as
'

in the St. Vigean's inscription (see p. 74) Oret is phonetic
for Fhoret, gen. of Forat. The initial F became '

aspirated
'

after the preceding dative singular O, and aspirated/ is silent.

The name is preserved in Scottish Macfarren, Irish Faren

(Belfast) and Farren. And a nom. Farann 1
is postulated by

the derivative Farannan, in the Ulster Annals under the year

5$i—cf. modern Farnan (Belfast).

This boundary-stone—which is
'

in a dyke
'

i. e. wall ' that

divides two fields
'—

is, in fact, like every other Pictish in-

scribed stone yet found, the title-deed to ground on which

it stands. It records the gift of that ground to O Farenn,

and, if we ask from whom, the answer is to be found in the

Pictish symbols—prominent among which is the serpent.

Prof. Rhys (Celtic Britain, 132) has observed that in 'the The

middle of the sixth century
' ' Gildas described Maelgwn as

symbol.

insularis draco or the island dragon, the island being probably The

Britain, and not Mona, as is sometimes supposed ;
and here R°man

,

we have an early instance of the habit so common in Welsh

poetry of calling a king or great leader a dragon, as when

a mythical Gwledig of Lower Britain is always called Uthr

Bendragon, or Uthr Head-dragon, the reputed father of King
Arthur. The Welsh words are draig and dragon, which, like

the English dragon, take us back to the Latin draco, draconis,

a dragon, and these in their turn to the Augustan era of the

Roman empire, when dragons
* came to be figured in purple

on the standards of some of the legions and to be borne before

1 Faran is found as an Irish surname in 1 541-2 {Cat. of rolls of Chancery in

Ireland, 1. 83), but that may be from the place-name Farran, which is of different

origin. Farron is an existing Irish surname.
* l See the elaborate article and the copious references s. v. draco, in Ducange's

Lat. Die. (Paris, 1842).'
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military leaders : the custom then extended itself to the

emperors in time of peace; and the Welsh words make it

highly probable that this practice was among the Roman
traditions cherished by the Kymric Gwledigs or over-kings,

whom the bards sometimes styled Kessarogion
1 or Caesarians,

and men of Roman descent
;
nor have we to look elsewhere

for the explanation of the fact that the Red Dragon, which

figures in the story of Vortigern and Merlin, has always been

the favourite flag of Wales'.

But the Roma?t ' draco
' was not what we call a '

dragon \

nor was it any kind of fabulous creature whatever : it was

a large serpenty
or python. And I have no doubt that the

serpent on Pictish boundary-stones represents the king, or

the ntormaer, or the toisech (see p. 77).

The remaining symbols on this stone are the '

doubly-bent
rod symbol

'

and ' the crescent-symbol with the bent rod or

sceptre over the serpent \ A cumulation of symbols may
mean either joint ownership (for which see p. yj) or successive

ownership.

For the study of the symbols absolutely perfect facilities

are now given by Mr. Romilly Allen and Dr. Anderson's

magnificent work. I cannot even begin that study, but on

one point, the meaning of the symbol which used to be called

the elephant symbol, I can make a contribution to it.

The Forres I have before me a print by J. Grant, 1826 (given me by
cross.

]y[r james Lawson, photographer, Forres), of the celebrated

carved cross at Forres. That cross is now so decayed that

the topmost carving on the reverse is described in Romilly
Allen and Anderson's book as ' a horizontal row of figures too

defaced to be made out'. But Grant was able to draw it

quite clearly as the '

elephant
'

symbol with a horse under it.

The figures below 2
suggest that the cross is erected to com-

memorate the result of two battles fought between the Picts

themselves, and such an elaborately sculptured cross,

20 ft. high, can only have been erected either by the king of

Alba or the mormaer of Moray—one of whom it is natural to

suppose indicated by the *

elephant
'

symbol.

(l See Skene's H Ancient Books of Wales," ii. p. 21 2.'

* See a special note by me prepared for the next issue of the illustrated edition

of Social England, vol. 3.

Other

symbols
on the

stone.

The
•

elephant

symbol.
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The Pictish words cartit and Scollosthes

These are the only Pictish words which have come down
'

to us accompanied by an explanation.

In Cormac's glossary (the alleged author of which was a

Munster king-bishop killed in 908, and which in any case is

not later than the 10th cent.) we have—
1 Cartit . i . delg. belra cruithnech . i . delg
for a curtar a choss.'

' Cartit i. e. (cloak-)pin. Pictish speech, i.e. (cloak-) pin
on which is put its leg.'

The explanation indicates the derivation, which is from the

stem catad-
,

'

leg or haunch \ of which we have nom. cara
y

ace. caraid.

For the suffix -it see Zeuss-Ebel, 805
—e. g.

'

sliassit, sliasit

(gl. poples, gl. femen) \

The reduction of caradit to cartit is quite normal. The
loss of the unaccented short second vowel is one of the com-

monest phenomena : e. g. in cairtib, dat. pi. of cara, gen.

carat 'friend', and in cartoit from Lat. caritat-. For the

writing of d as / after r, /, n, see Zeuss-Ebel, 60-1, especially

the examples of cert- for cerd-.

Reginald of Durham did not finish his Life of Cuthbert

before 1173. Ch. 85 of the printed text begins De Scolastico

qiwdam Pictorum temerario and relates to a Pict of Kirkcud-

bright in Galloway. It speaks of clerici illi, qui in ecclesia

ilia commorantur, qui Pictorum lingua Scollofthes cogno-
minantur \

Here a scribe, or else the editor of the printed text, has

misread f as f. The word is obviously Scollostes, and so

(f. 99) reads the Bodleian MS. Fairfax 6, which was not used

by the editor.
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It is of course not native Pictish, but borrowed from

Latin—apparently, however, not from scholasticus itself, but

from a Latinized form of the Greek o-xoAaor^j. Cf. in

Ducange
'

Scolastia . . . Scholastica ecclesiae dignitas
'

in an

Aquileia document of 1253.

In the previous chapter Reginald mentions a journey of the

abbat of Rievaulx in 1164 'ad terram Pictorum', where he

came to Kirkcudbright,
'

quae in terra Pictorum sita est '.

In mentioning the Picts for the last time let me explain an

apparent omission. They are called Pictones in fragments
of a Latin chronicle relating to 750 and J52, incorporated in

Tigernach and the Ulster Annals. Also their country is

called Pictavia. But I have not adduced these names as

evidences of identity with the Pictones and Pictavi of Poitou

because I have not felt sure that they were not merely

arbitrary applications of those names by the late chroniclers

in whom we find them.
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[As this index has been constructed against time, I must ask that any shortcomings may

be forgiven. It had to be executed under the writer's directions, and partly by himself:

it could not have been handed over even to the best-trained of professional indexers. It

represents the equivalent of a good many weeks' continuous work ;
and the work could not

be done continuously, but only in odd bits of time extending over more than half a year.
I have intentionally left out the already recognized «r-Keltic forms, and all words—not

being proper names—in other languages than those which the book specifically deals with

(i.e. other than Old Goidelic or Pictish), unless where I have been able to throw new light
on them. For it was of no use to cram the index with extracts from dictionaries.

And in view of the very full table of contents, the marginalia, and the page-headings,
I have felt justified in not indexing subjects

—other than names, words, and phonetic or

palaeographical details—more than was absolutely necessary to bring together scattered

observations.

I have affixed the signs + and % not only to ancient Pictavian and Pictish but to modern

proper names derived from them.
The contents of the special lists at end are also included in the Index proper.]

A 66 (unbarred Northum-

brian), 151 (on coin of

Bodiocasses).
a (modified) in ogams 71.
a written u or u 53.
a (minuscule) miscopied as

55-
a above the line ; various

ways of reading 60.

la,
* his

'

72.
a—preposition? 107.
a in Welsh does not become e

23.

JAbber 37.
abbocato 76.

JAbbor 37
2

.

JAber 37.

JAberargie 173.

JAbercorn 22, 23.
Aberdeenshire 175, 177.

JAberdour 37.

JAber(fh)argie 173.

Abergavenny 10.

Abergynolwyn 173.

JAbernethy in N.E. Inver-

nessshire 37.
% „ in Perthshire and

Fife 36-7, 87.
Abobrica 2 7

2
, 159.

aborigines ill.

JAburnethige 36-7.
aca 23.
Acadtmie des Inscriptions

(Comptes rendus de V) 117.

Academy {The) 76
s
, 147

1
.

Achadhbolg 178.

Acinco-vepus 9
1

.

Acincum 9
1
.

JAda- 41.

t-adach 58.
Adamnan 4, 21 1

, 27, 29, 31,

33, 48, 52, 61,69, 75,81,
99

1

, 101, 174.

JAdanachtin 40.
ad-bar 37

s
.

ad-bur 37
s
.

Adda (river) 1 39.

JAd(h)e- 41.
Ad-ietuanus 142.
Adrian {Legend of St.) 91

1

,

92.
Adva (river) 139, 167.

HAdvorix 115.

JAdy- 41.
AE for E in the Coligny

calendar 120.

JE 66, 76.
se miswritten for e 45

3
.

ae (ogam) 71.

JAebber 37.

JAebbercurnig 21, 22, 37
2
.

XMc 67, 76.

J^Ecbead 66.

Aed, king of Picts, son of

Kenneth mac Alpin 94.
i ,, Brecc 102.

Aed Finn 93.

,, mac Boanta 82.

Aedan mac Gabrain 81,

171-2.
Aedh 93

1
.

§Aedrini(os) 120.

Aedui 8.

Aemilia 164.
Aemilius Lepidus (M.) 164.

JAenbecan 49
1
.

Aeneas 44.

JAengwj mac Fergusa. 82,

93*-

aequos 7, 123.
^Etern 57

1
.

Jsettse 5, 64, 76.

'Agallamh (In)' 174.

Agathirsi 46.

Agathursos 46.

Agathyrsi 46.

age 160- 1.

Agenor 45.

*agia 170.

Agnomen 45.

Agnon(n) 45-6.
Agom 46.

Agricola (Gnaeus Iulius) 24*,
26.

at (Irish and modern High-
land Gaelic) represented

byPictish^23
1

,49
3
,5i,63,

72 (i), 75-6.
tai for e 60.

^/--Keltic §Sequanian §§Sordonic? f Pictavian J Pictish
|J Biturigan IfLusitanian
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160-2.

di varied to 6i in Irish 65
AtfiovSai 30.
aidde 63.

Jaihta 64, 66.

aihte 63.

JAilill Ollfinsnechta 100.

Ainfrid 82.

aioopecj 131.

JAiq 67, 69, 75.

JAircardan 34.

Jairch' 34.

JAirc(h)-artdan 34.

J' Airchart-dan
'

34.
airchenn 16.

airgad- 93'-*.

airge 170.

§§aisa?

§§Aisa ?

Aisia 162.

Aisii 162.

Aisne (river) 164.
ait 63.
ait 23

1
, 63.

Ait-Chambas Art-muirchol

33.
aite 5, 63.
aite 63.
aith 64.
aitheamh 64.
aitt 63-4.
aitte 63-4.
Alanus 44.
Alba 92.
Alba Longa 135.
Alba (men of) 97.

Albana(i)ch Hi, 92, 97.

Al(b)anus 44.
Albinus 60.

Alclyde 61.

„ Welsh (The) 172.
Alexander Severus 55.
Alise inscription 139, 143

1
.

alisiia 143
1

.

Allen (Mr. J. Romilly) 64
s
,

74, 182, 184.
Allhhallorr 78

a
.

Allobroges 144.
Alloit (gen.) 12.

AUt na h-earba 178.

,, herib 178.

JAlpin
—the name 60, 82.

„ father of Kenneth

83-5, 94-
„ mac Echach 83.

alum(p)nus 95.
AM ligatured 156, 164.
Jam (preposition) 70.

§§am- 163.

§§amamikios 163.
§AMB Il6, 122.

Ambarari 167.

Ambarri 167.
Ambarvalia 122.

UAmbatus 104.
Ambiani 150.
Amelie (S.) 165

1
.

Amelie-les-Bains 164.

„ „ „ tablets vii,

129
1
, 154-65.

Amiciacum 159.
Amicius 159.
Amiens 150.

§§[am]iki 156-7.
§§amikios 159.
§§-amikios 163.

§§[ami]kioss 158-9.
Amlaib 90, 94.
amm 125.

§AMMAN-i2j.
§amman- 125.
Ammianus Marcellinus 32.
AMV ligatured 155.
AMVT ligatured ? 163.

Jan (preposition) 70, 72.

§Anagantios 122, 179.

§'Anagtio' 122.

Ancalites 14-5, 18.

||Andelipae 115.
Anderson (Dr. Jos.) 74, 182,

184.
Andrew (St.) 65.

„ „ —Legend of"37,

65,9^93-
Aneunn {Book of) 171, 173.
Anfrid 61.

Angles 96.

Anglesey 10, 13-4.

Anglo-Saxon chronicle 20 1
.

Angus 41, 57, 65
1

, 87
s

.

Anlaf Cuaran I03
v
.

§ANM II9.

§an-matus 119.

Jann (preposition) 72-3.
Annates Cambrie 184

, 89,
no1

.

Annals ofInnisfallen 91.

,, „ MacFirbis 94,148.

„ „ Ulster 19, 25, 27,

51, 56-7
1

, 60-2, 66, 79,

80-1,85, 91-3
1
, 96, 101-3,

I55> 183, 186.

Annet Burn (The) 66.

Annibaldi (Prof. Cesare) 26.

Jannn (preposition) 72.
-ant- ig\ 135.
Antrim (Co.) 177-8.

Anwyl (Prof. E.) v, VI, 69
1

,

'Aovo&piya 27, 159.

ape? 107.

t§§ape 133-4, J 53, I 56 -

§§apete(i)i34, 142, 154,156.

Apevritti ?

a pevRitti? \

10 '*

'Apilogdo' 107.

Aporcrosan 37.

apostrophe in ogams 76.

Applecross 37.

JApur 37.

JApurfeirc 36.

J' Apurfeirt' 36.

aqua 159.

Aquhollie (Easter) inscrip-
tion 64.

Aquincum 9.

§§Aquisa 158.

§§Aquises 158.

Aquitani 6.

Aquitania 6, 151*.
Arar 31

s
, 167.

fArbatilicum 146.
Arbatium (gen.pl.) 146.
+

:

arbith
'

60.

Arbois de Jubainville (Prof.

H.d')33
8
, 117, 128, 131

2
.

Arbroath Register 38.

Archeeologia Cambrensis u l

,

168.

Archenteyl 16 1

.

Arcueil-Cachan 135.
arda 33.
ardaib 33.

Ardgrosc 175.
Ardnamurchan 33.
Arecomici Volcae 149
Aremorica—once denoted the

entire Atlantic seaboard of

Gaul? 151
1

.

Aremorican coin 151.

„ dialect 2
a

.

„ Lemovices 146.
Aremorici Goidelic? 151.

JAren(n?) 182-3.
J'Arens' 183.

argad- 93
s

.

Argadia 88, 93
s
.

arge 94.

Argenteau 16 1
.

JArgentocoxos 54.

Argyll 93
2

, 177.

Argyllshire 37*.

JArilach 60.

t'Arilith'6o.
Arkentell 16 1

.

Armenian aspirates initial p
into h 1.

Armoy 177.
Arnan 65, 175.

Arngask 175
aroch 34.

JArochdan 34.

Arquennes 16 1
.

Arran 12.
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Arregaithil 94.

Arregathel 93
s2

.

Arringrosk 175.

Arroyo del Puerco 104.

JArtbran 21 1
.

JArtbranan 21 1
, 35.

JArtbranani 21\

Artchorp 14.

JArtcois 54.
Artda 33.
Artdaib 33.
Artdamuirchol 33.

Jartdan 34.
Arthur 183.
Art-muirchol 33.

JArtocoxos 54.

§§as (preposition) 154, 156.
asca-d- 107.
Ascoli (Prof. G. I.) 64, 67.

§§aslat 154, 156.

aspiration 12 1

(syntactic), 40
(erroneous), 43 (syntactic),

67 (w), 69 (syntactic),

7 2 ~3> 75-

Astorga 47.
astronomical bodies 151.
Asturians colonize Ireland

45, 47, 103.
Asturica 47.
Asturicus 47.
Asturinus 47.

JAt-41.
t§§at I33~4» x 53> 160-1.

fatanta 133-4, 153.

fatanto 133-4, 153.

§atenoux 116, 119.

Ate-pilla 162
.

Atepodua 30.

Atgnai (gen.) 12.

JAth- 41.
athair 1.

JAthan 36-7.

JAthe- 41.
Athen&um {The) 182.

JAth(e)necht-an 41.

Ath-f(h)otla 43, 48.
atho 64.
Athol 27, 43, 48.
-atis 130.

At-pillos 163
.

Atrebates 14-6, 134.

fAtrebatilicum 146.
Attic year 180.

§§au 27
s
, 163.

Augustus Caesar 47.
Aulerci Cenoman(n)i 151 -2,

167.
,, Diablintes 167.

,, Eburovices 167.

fAulnay(-de-Saintonge) 145.

fAunedo(n-) 26, 145.

fAunedonacum 145.
'

AovoPpiya 27
s
.

Auquhollie. See Easter Aqu-
hollie.

Ausonius 132, 137.

Austria-Hungary 6, 167.

§§aute 158-9.
JAuth- 41.

Auvergne 152.
AV ligatured? 161.

av- 27, 163.
avi 106.

Aviti 13
1

.

-avo- 147.

Avobrig- 159.
Avon (the Kinneil river) 23.
avvi 106, 178.
Axona 164.
Axsonio 163-4.

ayr 1.

§B (B-? B?) probable abbrev-

iation for gen. of bliadnis

124.
b sometimes represented in

ogams by . . . x • • • an^

-b- from -bb-y 37.
-b- represented by p, 30, 108

(b
=

bh).
b- does not represent p- in

Greek, Latin,
' Gaulish ',

or Old Kymric 25
1

.

b and v in Keltic 27^, 137.
b-*=v- in Irish, 35.
-b- in Trinobantes = Eng. v ?

182
.

b miscopied for g, 56.

§§ba 163.
Badnachraskie 175.
Baeda 20-1, 23-4, 37

1

, 138.
Baedan mac Cairill 21.

Bsernicas 19
1

.

JBagag Ollfiacha 10 1.

Baiocasses 151.
Bairfinde mac Nadsluaig

82-3.

JBaist 71.
Baiste 71.
Balearic isles 144.

JBalfour 109.
Ballachrosk 175.

Ballintaggart, co. Cork—
ogams 105.

Ballintaggart, co. Kerry—
ogams 105.

Ballyboodan, co. Kilkenny—
ogams 105.

Ballyclog 177.

Ballymote {Book of) 74, 93,

105-6, 176.

Bangor 169.

JBann-ates 30.

XBavvaria 30.

Bannatyne Club 38, 40.
Bann-aventa 30.
barb as direction - mark in

ogam-writing 69, 73, 75,

175-

Barry (Rev. E.) 105.

Bartholom(a)eus 44-5.

Basque 5.

Bath 15
2
.

Baud Chraskie 175.

Bayeux 151.
-bb- becoming -b- 37.
bear on the St. Vigean's stone

74-
,

JBearngal 101.

Bearruc-scir 14.
bears in Scotland 32, 55, 74.

Beauly Firth and River 31/'.

JBecan ? 49.

fBecciacus 146.
Bede 20-1, 23-4, 37

1

, 138.

JB^de
' cruthnec

'

65.
Bedfordshire largely Keltic ?

IV.

Belga 11.

Belgae II, 15, 98-100 (in

Ireland), in, isi^inAre-
morica), 177 (in N. Bri-

tain).

Belgic dialect no, 134.

,, element in population
of British isles, III.

Belgium 6, 15.

Belgius 97.
Bellethor 89.

J'Bennises' 73*.
'Berchan {St.)

—Prophecy of
80, 90.

Bergeth 42.
Berkshire 14.

Jbern 101.

Bernard (Auguste Jos.) 121.

Berne(i)ch 19
1
.

JBerngal 101.

Bernicia 19
1
.

X Bernises(t)
'

73*.

BepovPiovp 31.

fBessay 146.

Bezzenberger (Prof. A.) v1
.

bh (Indo-Eur.) became b in

Keltic 108.

tB(h)aist 71.

t§§bi 133, 135. 153, I56 -

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris
—

catalogue of Gaulish
coins 150.
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Bibroci 14, 18.

JBiceot mac Moneit 52.
Biere tablets 78

1
.

Bili 82.

Birnech 19
1
.

bis 131
2

.

Biturigan dialect of Bordeaux

113, 127, 138.

Bituriges Cubi 115, 167.
Vivisci 115, 151

2
.

biuthut 57.
Black book of Carmarthen

172.
Black Burn (The) 23.
Blackness 22-3.

Bladebolg 177.

Blatobulgium 99, 177.
Blatum Bulgium 99.
Blebo 177.
bliadain 57.
bliadni 53, 55.
' Blieblith

'

55.
'Blieblith' 55.
' bliefblituth '55.
bloach 109.
Blue Bonnets 98.
Blumereau (M.) 145, 152.
boar on the St. Vigean's stone

74-

J'Boderia 27.
Bodiocasses 151.
Bodleian Library 78, 176.

JBodotria 26.

Boethius 174.
Boidb 174.
bol 11.

bole 98.

JBolc 57, 99.
Bolcan 177-8.

bolg 11, 97-8.

JBolg 57, 99, 177-8.

Bolgan 177.

Bolgios 97.

Bolgodhar 177-8.

JBolgyne 99.

boly 11.

Book of Ballymote 70
1
, 71,

74, 93
2

> i°5-6, 176.
Book of Deer II, 37

2
, 62, 64,

67, 74
1
, 75

a
» 77-9, J 75,

181, 182 1
.

Book of Lecan 99.

„ „ Leinster 683
, 71,98.

„ „ Llan Ddv 170.

„ „ Rights 177.
Bordeaux 6, 19, 115, 132.

JBoresti 27.

Borough Hill (Daventry) 30.
Both-Bolcain 177.
boto (

= voto) 76.
Boudicca 17.

boundary-crosses 65.

„ -stones 5 (inscribed),

10, 65.

Bourges 115.
Bovolcan 177.

Boyd Dawkins (Prof. W.) 50.

Boyne 99, 100.

Bradley (Mr. Henry) 28.

Bradshaw (Henry) II.

Braemar 39, 43, 178.
Brandsbutt inscription 78,

182-4.
Brash (R. R.) 67

1

,
io5 '-8.

PpciTovde 16.

Bratuspantium 16.

Breatnach 49.

JBrecc (Aed) 102.

Brechin 36, 87
x
.

JBrecht 57, 59
1
.

Breennych 19
1
.

Brenneich 19
1
.

Bressay 16.

Bpcravvoi
—Picts so called 50.

t
l Breth '

57.
Breton language 2, 127.
Bretons—their origin 2

2
.

BpeTTavoi 31.

§brex 125.
§bric 124.

Bridgid(St.). *SV*Brigid(St.).

||brigantes 19
1
.

Brigantes 19.

Brigantium 103.

Brigid (St.) 36.

„ „ —church of, at

Abernethy 87.

-|-Brigiosum 145.

fBrioux 145.
Britain—historic myths 93.

Britan(n)i 25
1
.

1 Britanni
'

: inhabitants of

Caledonia so called 53.
Britannia 25

1
.

Britannise Dorsum 34, 87
1
.

Britones 25
1
, 44, no.

Britons: name applied to

inhabitants of Caledonia

50, 53-

Britons 95-6.
Brittani 25

1
, no.

Brittania 25
1
.

Brittany 2
2
, 86, 179.

Brit(t)o 44.

Brit(t)ones 25
1

, 44, no.
Brivate 130.

fbrivatiom 129-30.
tBrobac(h)c(h)einn 69.

JBrobachchennaibh 69.

JBroichanus 35.
brooch with ogams, or an

imitation of them 78
1
.

JBrude—meaning of title 49 :

succession of the Brudes

50-4 : chronology of the

Brudes 53 : duration of

office 59
1
.

JBrude—proper name 59.

J „ son of Bili 61, 82.

t „ „ ,, Maelchon 83,

172.

t „ „ „ Vurad 85
3
, 87.

t „ „ „ Vuthol 85-6.

Brugmann (Prof. K.) 1, 139,

142, 147, 171.

JBruidhe mac Maelchon 83,

172.
Bruto 44.
Brutus 44.
Brutus (D. Iunius) 45, 47.

Bryant (Mr. E. R.) VII.

'Brythonic' 2, no.
buailim 114.
bualaim 114.

Buan, queen of the fairies 35
2

.

Buan, ancestor of a king of

Irish Picts 103.

Buckinghamshire largelyKel-
tic? IV.

Budapest 9.

buile 98.
Builc 46, 98.

builg 98.
buille 114.
buithaidh 174.

Buit(h)e 1 74.
Buithed 57.

Buit(h)i 174.

bulga 11, 97.

Bulgae 46, 98.

||buliet 1 1 3-4.
bulla 114.
bullare 114.
bulle 114.
bullire 114.

Burghead inscription vn,
66-7, 78\

Buscilla 141.
buthud 57.
buthut 57.

C and L confused 54, 147
1
.

D = cum 76.
c for qu in Irish, Highland

Gaelic, and Manx 1.

c from/ in Irish 107.
-c = -que 126, 139.
C representing Mac in Manx

67*
-c for hard -g in Irish 1063

.

c—changes of, in English 3.

c and e liable to be confused

45
3
-
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c miscopied as e 87
s
(Mael

seehnaill).

m » *°r e 53-
as ^49, 5 1-3.

„ „ as 52
2
.

£ and t confused 49.
Cadroe {Life of St.) 89, 100.

Cselesti (dat.) 168.

Caelestis 169.
Caelestius 169.
Cselexti 168.

Caernarvon 14.
Caesar (Gaius Iulius) referred

to 14-5, 18,24,51, iio-i,

128, 138.
caetras 53.

Caherbullog 100.

Cahors 30, 132.
caille 104.

? Cailtaine
'

60.

X
1 Cailt ami '

60.

J' Cailtram
'
60.

cain 8 1
1

.

Cair Pentaloch 21.

Cairnbulg 177.
caisirne 101.

JCaisirni 101 1
.

Caislen Credhi 96.
Caithness 48, 68.

%* Ca(i)tmind
'

46
3
.

%* Caitming
»

46
s
.

JCal 51.

JCal- 26.

Calder a stream near Black-
ness? 23.

JCaledo 55, 144.

JCaledones 26.

JCaledonia 26.

JCaledonil 26.

calendar— Roman, of Pole-

mius Silvius 122.

SequanianofAntre 128.

„ „Coligny 116-
28.

Caletes 15
1

, 150.

Jcalg 52.

tCalgach 52.

Calgachi 52.

JCalgacus 49, 52-3.

JCalgic(h) 53.

JCalidoni- 26.

Calleva Atrebatum 14-6, 146.

t< Calnatuhel' 58.

JCalydoni- 26.

Cambridgeshire largely Kel-
tic? IV.

Cambus 33.
Cameron (Rev. A.) 6g

3
.

Campbell (J. F. W.) 177.

Index : c— cethir

Campesium 55.

Campestres (Matres) 55
s
.

Campona 9.

campus 9.

Campus Manand 10.

Camulodunum 151.
Can- 107.

JCana 56, 58.

% „ Tullachtna 58, 59'.

X
c Canatulmet

'

58.

X' Canatumel
'

58.

J
4

Can(a)ul 60.

Candiedo 26, 145.
Canis Cuaran 103.

Canisp 107.
Canticantus 135.
Cantium 16.

§Cantlos 116, 118, 123.

Cantyre io7
a

.

X' Canutulac(ha)ma
'

58.

X' Canutulahina
'

58.

Capel Curig 95.

Capillati 104.

*ca(p)illia 104.

Capilliacum 104.

Capillus 104.

Capitus 104.

cappa 104.

captives carried off by Scand-
inavians 94.

Jcara, carad- 185.

JCara(n) 56.

jCara na crec(t) ? 56.
Carausius Augustus n 1

, 168.

,, Caesar n 1
, 168.

Cardigan 172.
§cariedit 135-6,

Carigiet (B.) 181.

UCarla 104.
Carlow (Co.) 100.

Carmen- tis 135.
Carmichael (Mr. Alex.) 67.

(Miss Ella C.) 67.
Carmina Gadelica 67.
Carnarvon 14,

carpentum 30.

JCarpoll 36.

JCarpow 36.
Carrickmannon 12.

Carrigmannan 9.

fcartaont 133, 135, 153.

Carthaginian conquest of

Spain 47,

fcarti 133, 135, 153.

Carti(s)mandua 135.

Jcartit 185,

J'Caruorst' 56.
Cassi 18.

Cassibellaunus 52.
Cast ? 49

s
.

Castellum Credi 96.

191

+Cat 48-9, 55.
cat (wild)

—badge of Clan
' Cattach

'

or « Sutherland
*

48.

fcata-? 136.
Cataib 48.
Catalan perhaps has a Goid-

elic element 165.

X' Catanolachan
'

46
s

.

X' Cathanolodar
'

46
s
.

JCat(h)luan 46*.

X' Cathmachan
'

46'.

JCathussach mac Maile duin

102.

fcati- 135-6.
fCaticatona 132-3, 135, 153.

X' Catinolachan
'

46
s
.

X' Catinolodhor
'

46
2
.

JCatluan 46'.

JCatmachan 46
a
.

JCatmend 46
2

.

JCatmind 46
2
.

J' Catmolodar' 46
s
.

Cats (Cait)
—inhabitants of

Sutherland and Caithness
so called 48, 1 74.

JCatt 47-8, 51,54.
Cattach clan 48.
Catuv 48.
Catullus 56, 152.
catvannan 171.
Cavan (Co.) 100.

cc for ch 79.

tCe 47-8, 54-

ceanglais 73*.
ceann 2.

ceathair 6.

Cei 48.

JCeirfuill 36.
ceithir 6.

celicnon 141.
Cellachus 96.
1 Celt

'

3.
<
Celtic

'

3.

cen 22.

Cenail 21-2.

Cencalad 33.
Cendfhaeladh 61.

Cenimagni 18.

JCenioyth 89.

JCennalath 61.

Cenomani of N. Italy 8, 152,

167.

Cenoman(n)iofGauli5i,i67.
centumcapita 104.

Ceredig 172.

JCeres 40.
Cest ? 49

3
.

c& 59, 104.
cethar- 6.

cethir 6.
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cethorcha 59.
cetraca 59.
ceud 104.
ch may be represented by hcc

in ogams 72-3.
ch represented by g 181.

ch from c in English 3.

,, ,, qu in Irish and High-
land Gaelic 1.

Chabouillet (A.) and Muret

(E.) T43
Chambers's Encyclopxdia,

70*.

tChantoceaux 146.
Charmoux 1 1 7

a
.

Chartres MS. 98 ; 26,44
s

, 98 -

Chatillon-sur-Seine 128.

Cheshire largely Keltic ? iv.

Choi 33.
Chondrochedalvan 39.

Chondrohedalian 39
1

.

Chondro-hedalion 39
1

.

Choriscia 89.
Choriscians 89, 100.

Chorthonicum auh uualho-

lannt 149.

Christianity introduced a-

mong the Picts 57.
chronicle in French 91.
chronicle written at St. An-

drews 90.
Chronicon Scotorum 77.

chronology of Pictish king-
dom 47 &c, 53-4-

JChuaibh 72.
church 3.

ciall 7, 124, 136.
ciall 136.
-rcialli 7, 133, 136, 153.

§fciallo(s) 7, 124,136, 150.

JCianad 62.

JCianadon 62.

Cicero 120.

cicht 5.

Cilia 157.
Cilius 157.

JCinadhon 62.

JCinadius 87-9.

JCinaed(h) 51, 93
1
.

JCindaeladh 61.

cing- 125.

tCing(es?) 46.

§cingos 124.

Cingust 56.

rCinid'51.
tCinioid 51, 54-5, 60.

JCinioiod 54.
JCint 51.

JCionaoith 90.
JCircan 47.

JCircin 51.

circles as tattoo-marks 151.

JCirec 47, 54.
Cirencester 3.

JCirgin 47.

JCiricc 47.
Ciricius (St.) 95.

,, regent of Picts 95.

iCirig 47.

Cirp (gen.) 12.

Cisalpine Gaul 47 (annexa-
tion), 152, 167.

JCisirne (Findoll) 100.

cisterns by whom first dug
in Ireland 101 1

.

c/miscopied for d 53
1

, 58

Clac(k)mannan 10.

JClaen (Congal) 101.

Clain (river) 129.
• clamhoctor '

53
1
.

Clan Cattach (Clan Suther-

land) 48.
Clare (Co.) 100.

'claricta' 53
1
.

Claudian 32, 148, 166.

Clermont in Auvergne 152.
clon 9.

Clonbulloge 100.

Clonmannan 9.

Clota 26, 136.
Clotual-os 136.

fclotuvla 26, 132, 133, 153.

Cloyne 100.

Cluth 21.

Clutuual 136.

Clyde 26, 136.

§CO 124.

§co- 125.
Cobrach (?) 65, 181.

§COB[>EX] 125.

Cobrig (gen.) 65.
cock as tattoo-mark 151.
Coillechat Burn stone 77-8.
CdirAnmann 61,63, ioo'-i 1

.

Coirpn Cruithnechan 63.

Colbinstown, Co. Kildare,

bilingual inscription 1061
.

Colchester engraved tablet 55,

144.
Coles (Mr. F. R.) 183.

Colgan(J.)i77.
Coligny 121, 126.

„ calendar 7, 116-27,

149, 179.
Coll 33.
Collis Credulitatis 96.

Colognacum 121.

Coloniacum 121.

Coloniacus 121.

colony (Roman) at Coligny
121, 126.

Columba 20-1 1

, 33, 74', 81.

Columban clergy 74, 87, 96.

fcom- 136.

X
' Combust '

56.
comets as tattoo-marks 151.
Commius 162 .

Commroges 2.

fcompriato 8 133, 136, 140,

153.

Comptesrendus de VAcadimie
des Inscriptions 117.

JCon 68 (gen.), 101 (stem).

JConall 60, 82.

„ Grant 51.

„ mac Congall 81.

% ,, mac Taidg 82.

J'Conbust' 56.
Concobar 62.

fcond- 146.

fCondate 146.

JCongal Claen 101.

Congalach 103.

Congalaigh (gen.) 103.

Congus 56.

JCongust 56-7.

f-conn- 146.

Conn-ings-burgh 68.

Conningsburgh (longest) in-

scription 63-4, 68, 182.

Conningsburgh new ogam
inscription 78

1
, 178.

^consonants doubled after a

short vowel 72-4.
Constantin as a Kymric
name 60.

JConstantin I, king of Picts,

son of Uurgust 60, 82, 85-6,

90, 94.

^Constantin II, king of Picts,

son of Kenneth 87
1

, 94-5.
Constantin III, king of Alba,

son of Aed 87
1
.

Constantin—mythical 93
a
.

Constantinus—British -Rom-
an emperor 60.

continuation-marks in ogam-
inscriptions 69, 73, 75.

Conway (Prof. R. S.) 137-8.

Co-pillos i6a
.

Corbi 178.
Corbos 178.

Coriosopites 150.
Cork (Co.) 12, 46

1
,
100.

,, harbour 177.

Cormac,grandson ofConni 3
1

.

,, son ofCulennan 87
a

.

Cormac's glossary 12 3
, 13

1

,

20, 70, 109, 185.
Cornish Britons 93

s
.

„ language 1, 2, 127.
Cornuaille 179.
Cornubia 2

2
.

*?/r-Keltic § Sequanian §§Sordonic? fPictavian J Pictish
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Index : Cornwall— dele 193

Cornwall IV (most Keltic co.

in England), 2
8

, 99.

§§coros 164.

Corpus inscriptionem Latin-
arum 104, 106 1

, 122, 129,

143-4, 147, 154, 159-60.

Corstopitum 20*

Cors y Bol II.

Cotentin 151.

County Antrim, &c. See

Antrim (Co.), &c.

Court-sittings perhaps indic-

ated in Coligny calendar

120-1.

covinnarii 53.
covinnus 15, 53, 124.

+' Cracina
'

147.

Craignish 177.

crasg- 73.
Crask (The) 175.

JCraupius? 27.

J< Crautreic
'

56.
Credhi (Caislen) 96.
Credi (Castellum) 96.
Credulitatis (Collis) 96.
Crickhowel bilingual inscrip-

tion 105.
cridheach 52.
*cridicos 52.

X
1 Cridiosus '52.

J' Cridious
'

52.

J'Cridius' 52.
Crimtbann 14.

JCrin(?) 53
2-4 .

crion 54.

tCroibh 27.
•

crois 73.
Cro-Mar 43.
Cronicon elegiacum 91.
Crosan Burn (The) 37.
cross as tattoo-mark 150-1.

„ svastika-sha.ped 76.

„ in the 2nd Shevack

inscription
— its mean-

ing 77.

„ on an Irish ogam-stone,
106 2

.

crosses on Pictish inscribed

stones 66, 69, 73-4.
Jcrroscc 73, 175.
Cruithentuat 96.

Cruit(h)ne 46-7, 54, 85
1
, 95,

14S.
Cruithneach 82, 90, 148-9.
Cruithnech 81, 90, 185.
Cruithnechan 63.
Cruithni 46, 49^ 80, 149.

See also Picts.

Cruithnigh 81, 99.
Cruitn-. See Cruithn-.

Crup 27.

f Crutbolc
'

56.
cruth 149.
Cruthne 51.
CT ligatured 77.
ci in Welsh becomes id or

ith 25.

JCu 68, 147
1
.

tCuaibh 72.
Cuana 8o l

.

Cuanach (gen.) 801
.

JCu Cuaran 103.
Cuculaind 62.

Cu Dhinesc 107.

JCuhetts 72.
cuid 5.

cuit 5.

Culbinsgarth inscription 16,

69, 7 2"3> 175-

JCulisen 54, 66.

Jculian 54, 66.

c(um) 76.
Cumber-land 2, no.

t'Cumbust' 56.

Cunagussos 56.

Cuneda(g) 46, 50
1

, 57
1
.

Cuneglasus I47
1
.

Cunegni 173.
Cuno- 147.
Cunobelinus 147, 151.
curator 127.
Cusantin (Constantin I, king

of Picts) 82, 90.

§Cutio(s) 120, 123, 158.

Cym(m)raeg 3, no.

Cymmrodor{Y) 14, 50, ioo 1

,

173-

Cym(m)ru 3, no.

Cym(m)ry 3, no.

Cymr-. See Cym(m)r-.
Cynffig bilingual stone 105.

D 116, 120-1.

D = Dalhenzean 75'.

D, £> in mid and in Gaulish

inscriptions 123, 126.

(/lisped 123, 126.

d representing th from in-

fected t 64.
d miscopied as cl 53, 58.

fd-
•

put
'

147.

§§d' (preposition) 163.

Jd' (preposition) 64, 68, 182.

dafn 163.
dafnu 163.

dafyn 163.

Daire-Calgaich 52.
Dalaradian Picts 80.

Dalhenzean 75
1

.

Dalmeny 10.

Dalriad Scots 82, 89, 171-2.
Dalriada in Ireland (?) 45.

Dalriada in Scotland 83-4,
90-1, 93-4.

Dalriata (in Ireland ?) 45.
Dalrieta (in Ireland ?) 45.
Damhoctor' 45.
Damnonioi of Devon 99.

„ ,, Scotland 18,

98, 99.
dan 164.
Danes 88.

Danicourt
Danube 6.

Darbishire and Stanford

(Messrs.) VII.

d'Arbois de Jubainville

(Prof. H.) 33
3
, "7, 128,

131
2

.

Daremberg (Ch.) 121.

Darlugdach 36, 87.
*datl- 120.

dattrr 73.

Daventry 30.
Davies (Dr. John) 180.

§§davont 163.
Dawkins (Prof. W. Boyd) 50.

days in year 118, 125.

„ —lucky and unlucky 1 1 9
Ddumileas (gen.) 106.

§de- 126.

§§de- 163.

§§Dea 140, 154-6.
Deabhadh 54.
1 Deamoctor '

45.
Dean of Lismore's Book 69%

78.
Decantae 19.
Decanti 18, 28.

Decantovi-a or -on 18*.

Decceti 28.

Decheti 28-9.
§dedort 125-6.
Dee 54, 137.

fdeei 133, 136, 153.

fdeei(s) 136.
Deer in Aberdeenshire 74.

„ {Book of) II, 37
2

, 62,

64,67,74', 75
a
» 77-9, 175,

181,18a
1
.

deer on the St. Vigean's stone

74-
dei {Italic) 137.

(J)Deileroith (gen.) 61.

(t)Deileroth 62.

deis {Italic) 137.

fdeis 136.
Dekantai 18, 28.

§§dela 158-9.

(J)Delarad 62.

(J)Delaraid (gen.) 62.

De la Tour (H.) 150.

Jdele (gen. ?) 43.

* /^-Keltic § Sequanian §§Sordonic? fPictavian J Pictish
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i94 Judex : Deleroth— Dulsaine (Hua)

(t)Deleroth 62.

JDelfour 109.
Demed 14.
Demet-ae or -i 14-5, 45-6,

J 37-

§§demeti 162.

Demetia 137.
Demetorum 45

s
.

Demetos 45.
demetos 137.

fdemti 133, 137, 153.

fdemtia 133, 137, 153.

fdemti -o^s) 14, 137.

+demtis 133, m, HI-
fdemtos? 137.

JDeo- 54, 57.

X
1 Deoardiuois' 57.

JDeoart I 54-5.
JDeoart II 57.

X
1 Deocillimon

'

54.

£•' Deocilunon
'

54.

tDeoco(i)crot 56-7.
JDeoculinan 54.

Deoghreine 54*.
Deo Her(culi) Saegon ... 14.
Deon 30.

J' Deoord
'

54.

%* Deordiuois' 57.

J'Deort* 54.

J' Deototreic
'

56.

Arjova(s) 29, 54, 1 37.

Arjovava 30.

Ar)ovoKa\.r]dov(s 32.

Ar)ovoKa\t]S6vios d)K6avos 32.

Arjovova 30.

depetamu(s) 154-5, 164.

depetere 155.
fder- 126.

Dermat and Grani—story of

54
3

-

Derryaghy 177.

Derryvolgie 178.

fderti 133, 137, 153.
fdertis 137.

Desjardins (Ernest) 131.
Dessi 14.
Deva 29, 54.
Deviciacus in.
Devon iv (largely Keltic), 2

2
,

99.
Devona 132.

§devor 119
4
.

dh (medial) sometimes drop-
ped 43, 6f.

-dh in modern Irish for -t

72.
di how changed before vowels

in Pictavian 138.
Diablintes 167.
Dian 30.

§d!b 116, 122.

fDibona 132-3, 137, 153.
dibus 122.

JDicalydonas 32.
dichawn 181.

Dichuill 102.

Dictionnaire archiologique
de la Gauh 129.

Dicull mac Eachach 102.

Diefenbach (L.) 15, 103.
dies comitialis 120.

„ fastus 120.

,,
intercisi 120.

„ mane nefastus 1 2c.

,, nefastus 120.
'

digamma
'

50.

digawn 181.
1 Dimectorum '

45.
Dinasc 107.

Dinasp 107.

Dinisp 105, 107.

§§dinno 164.

§§dinnos 164.
Dion Cassius II, 31, 54.
Dioscorides 103

2
, 155.

direction-mark in ogam-writ-
ing 69, 73, 75,175.

Dissard (M. Paul) 117, 126 1
.

t'Diu' 56-7, 174.
diubairt 59.

X
i di uberr

'

59.

Diucu(i)ll 56.
' diues' 59.

JDiuocalidones 32.

diupa(i)rt 59.

X' diuperr' 59.
§divertomu 116, 119.
' dives '

59.

§divirtomu 1 19.
Divona 30, 137.
divortomu 119.
dN 76.

JDobur Artbranani 21 l
.

dogs on the St. Vigean's stone

74-

Jdol 39.

t
1

Doldan(c)ha
'

39.

J
; Doldencha* 39.

tDol-(s)hanchan 39.
Dometos 137.
Domhnall I, king ofPicts, son

of Alpin 93, 96.
Domhnall II, king of Alba,

son of Constantin II, 95.

§§dommsa 164.
Domnaldus 95.

JDomnall, ruler of Dalriada,
son of Cusantin (Constan-
tin I) 82.

Domnonia in Brittany 2.

Domnonians of Ireland 99-

Don (river) 30.

Donard,co.\Vicklow—ogams
105.

Donnedo 26, 145.

JDonnghal 101.

fdonno(s) 140.
Dorback Burn (The) 174.
Dorset largely Keltic? IV.

Dorsum Britanniae 34, 87
1
.

,, Crup 27.
dots on coins 151.

doubling of consonant after a

short vowel 72-4.
1

AovrjKaXrjbovios'' wicfavos 32.

'Aovrjova
'

30.

Douglas (river-name) 27.
• Douiualdus

'

95.

Aovixva 29.
Down (Co.) 12.

draco 183.

dragon 183.

draig 183.

JDrest 60.

Jdroidhan 74.

JDrost 60, 62.

Drostain (gen.) 23', 62.

JDrostan—the name 60, 62.

X ,, father of Finguine,
62.

,. (St.) 74-5-

JDrosten (gen.) 23
1

, 74-5.
druides (gen.) 106 1

.

druidh 74.
druids 12, 35, 106 1

.

Drumbulca(u)n 177.

Drumbulg(an) 177.

JDrust—the name 60.

X „ I, king of Picts, 59.

X „ father of Drusticc. 63.

X ., son of Constantin I,

85.

X ,, son of Vurad 86, 90.

JDrusticc 63.
ds N\. NS 120.

Duan Alhanach 90.

tDub 48.

JDubdainber mac Con-

galaigh 103.

Jdub-e(i)rr ? 59.

Dubglas (river-name"! 27.

tDubh 48
3

.

Dubhdalethe 80 1
.

Dublin 94, 96.

t' Dnbtholargg
'

85.
Ducoss 54

s
.

Dudabrach (gen.) 42.

tDuff 48
3

.

DVGIIONTIO 143
1
.

Duibhdalethe (gen.) 8ol
.

f duipeir
'

59.
Dulsaine (Hua) 13.

///--Keltic § Sequanian §§Sordonic? f Pictavian X Pictish
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Index : Dumanie— et 195

Dumanie 10.

§Dumann . . s 116, 123.

Dumanyn 10.

Dumilis 106.

Dumnonia (Devon") 99.
Dumnonians of Ireland 13

1

,

99-100.
£Dun- 101.

Dun, isle off St. Kilda 177.
Dunadach 58.

Dunbhuilg 177.
Dun Bole 100.

Dunbolg 100, 178.
Dunbulcan bay 178.
Dunbulcc 99.

Dunbulloge 100.

Duncansby Head 31
1

.

Dundurn 95.
Duneden 39.

JDunedene 39.
Dunedin 39, 174.

Dunfhirbolg or Dun Fir-

Bholg 177.
Dunfother 42.

JDungal mac Scandail 101.

Dunkeld 27.
Dunloe ogam inscriptions

106.

Dunmanyn 10.

Dun-Myatt 32.

+dunn- 140.
Dunnet Bay and Head 31.

Dunni(us) 140.
duouiri censoria potestate

quinquennales 126.

duouiri iure dicundo 122 3
.

fDurat- 143.

fDurates 143.

fDuratios 143.
tDuratius 143.

Duuenaldus, king of Picts,

brother of Kenneth 93.
Duuenaldus filius Ede 87.

Dwyryd (river) 169.

Dyfed 137, 173.

Dyke ogam inscriptions 63.

Dyuet 137.

E shaped B 129
2

.

E represented by II 138
1

, 143
1

.

e „ „ «453
-

e „ ,,
ai 60.

e and c may be confused 45
s
.

e miscopied for c 87
l

(Mael
seehnaill).

e in late Latin for i 106 1

.

e (Pictish)
= a* 23

1

, 49
s
, 51,

63. 7 2
> 75-6

e becoming ia 1083
.

§§e- prefix? 162.

e 1—ogam for 71.

Eadwine 39*.

earb 108, 178.
*

Easter Aquhollie ogam in*

scription 64, 72.
• Eatha

'

90.
eba—name of an ogam di-

phthong 71.
Ebel (H.) 6, 134, et passim.
'E(3ovdai 30.
Ebudes 30.

Ecgfrid 6r.

tEchach (gen.) 101.

Echad 90.

JEchdach (gen.) 80'.

JEchodius—the name 101.

X ,, Laib 101.

<khta 38.
Echu . . . mac Fedaich 48.
ecin 38.

eclipse on Ciricius's day 95.

tedd 63.
Edenesburch 40.
Edern 57'.
Edi (gen.) filii Ecdach 42.

Edinburgh 30.

Edins, king of Picts, son of

Kenneth mac Alpin 96.

J-edon- 26.

§Edrini(. .) 123.

Edus, king of Picts, son of

Kenneth mac Alpin 94.
EH ligatured ? 1 33

1
.

tehht 63.

Jehht 63-4, 69.

tE(h)irb 41, 103.

feho 133, 137, '153.

teht 63.

Jehte 5, 64.

tehzia 133, 138, 153.

fehzio ? 133
1
.

EI ligatured 158.
ei—its change to ia in Irish

and Pictavian 136.
Eidlicon (gen.) 103.
Eidliuc 103.
II (

= E)IK ligatured? 138
1

.

eikzio? 138
1

.

t* Eilim Ollfhinachta
'

49
s
.

t§§-eio- 141-2, 161.

ElflPOT 131
1
.

Eirros Domno 99
1

.

Eithnend (gen.) 62'.

Jel 24.

'E\a((>T)l3o\i<x>v 123.

§Elembiv 118, 123.
Elen 14

1
.

*elen-bos 123.
1

elephant '-symbol 184.

H'eliton' 113.

JElpin 60.

Eluetii 8.

§§€MA(?) 158.

tEmchatus 34.

Emile (S.) 165
1
.

Em-pilles i6a
.

en 24.

Enlush

1

1

the name 9 2 '

English turns p- to/- 1.

'

Englishmen' largely Keltic ?

IV.

JEnniases f?) 73.

Eocha, of Dalriada, father of

Aed Finn 93.
Eochaid—the name 101.

,, son ofArtchorp, 14.

„ of Dalriada, father

of Alpin, king of Picts 83.

Eochaid Buidhe 8ol
.

JEochaidh Iarlaithe, king of

Picts of Meath 102.

Eochodius, grandson of Ken-
neth mac Alpin 87

2
, 95.

JEogan 61.

JEoganan, king of Picts 61,

82-5, 89.

tEog(h)an 61.

kcupeoj 131.

+ep- 16 1

, 30.

Epamanduodurum 128.

%'EirlSioi ip.

IfEmSiov 30.

„ aKpov 30.

E-pillos 162
.

Epomulus 144.

Eppillus i6a
.

Equitania uuasconolant 149.

§Equos7, 123, 127.
Ercal 46, 99.
Erckentel 16 1

.

ergad- 93
2

.

Ergadia 88, 93
s

.

%* erilich
'

60.

Erin. See Ireland.

Erip 108.

tpupos 108, 178.
Ernan 65, 175.

Erp 108, 178.

Erpan 108.

Erpenn (gen.) 108, 178.

Erregaithle 94.
Erris in Co. Mayo 99

1
.

Errogeil 94.

§S[e]s 160-1.

(i)esbuith 55.

Escingos 122 1
, 161.

,

Esperandieu (Capt. Emile)

117, 124.
Estremadura 104.

Jet 23
1

, 63-4, 68.

et64 .

et(&) 154-8, 164.
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196 Index: etdanin— Firth of Tay

etdanin 64.
Eternus 57

1
.

Ethelred.abb.ofRievaulx 186.

JEthne 62-3.
Ethniu 62 1

.

Ethnology—reconstruction of

Keltic 8.

teti I33> i39> ta-
ctic 139.

JEtre, (gen.) Etri 68.

Jett 23
1

, 63, 74-5.
tett 63.
Eubonia 46, 98.

JEuganan mac Oengusa 61.

EU76V77S 57.

Eugenius 61.

Eng(h)an(an) 61.

§§€VMA(?)I58.
eun 24.
Evans (Dr. A. J.) 11 1

, 168,

172.

,, (Sir John) Coins of the

ancient Britons 15 1.

§§evostri 160, 162.

evritti (?) 107.

Excing(us) 122 1
.

§exingl 122.

Exmoor red-deer hunting 123.

exogamy (Pictish) 61, 97.

Eyguieres inscribed tablet

138.

/'inside 168.

/in Teutonic for earlier/ 1.

f- for/- in Irish 12 1
.

•/may = aspirated -p in com-

position 109.

/—modes of writing when
•

aspirated' 23-4.

/ silent in Goidelic when

'aspirated' 173, 183.

/- : occasional loss in Irish

i a1
.

/miswritten for ^185.
f (digamma) 50.
fael (gen.) 23.

Jfael? 24.
Faeladh 61.

fail (gen.") 23.
fail (gen.) 23.
faillium 12.

fairche 12.

fal 23.
fal 23.
falmaire 12

JFaran(n) 183.
Farannan 183.

JFarar 3 1
8
.

J Fare 36.
Faren 183.

JFaren(n) (gen.) 183.

JFarg 36.

Farlan 65. *

Farnan 183.
Farran 183.
Farren 183.
father I.

fathers of Pictish kings might
be foreigners 61, 82, 97.

X' Feachtair
'

51.

JFearadhach 58.

Feargwj Mor m^c Earca, of

Dalriada 80, (90).

Feargns Scandal, king of
J

Munster 102.

I JFechir 51, 174.
Fechrech (gen.) 174.

'

Fech(u)reg (gen.) 174.

;

tFecir 51, 52
s
, 174.

j

JFeichir 51.
i JFeirc (gen.) 37.
1 i6\ (gen.) 23.

;
J' Feoir' 52

9
.

!:Fer- 42."

JFeradach 58, 61.

„ Fec/itnach, king of

Erin 63 '.

J „ 'Fenct'63.
Feradachus 34.

JFeradagns 61.

JFeradhach 61.

JFerat 61, 75.

JFer(e)dach 58.

Fergna Brit(t) 34.

Fergnoi 34.

Fergnouo 34.

Fergus
—the name 50, 79.

„ an Irish 6th cent,

prince 75.

„ —name of a tenement
in Glen Ila 75.

Ferguso (gen.) 34.

JFergustus 75.

j

Ferlon 65.
I Fermanagh 177.
! JFerot 62, 75.

JFertheviot 90.

JFet 51.
+< Fetal' 86.

JFeth 51.

JFether- 42.
Fetherneen 42'.

JFethir- 42.
! Fettercairn 42.

I
£' Fevanacherthe

'

56.
I jTfor aspirated p in Breton 2.

\fh so written in Highland
Gaelic 22-3.

\fh silent in Irish 12 1
.

fh silent, and sometimes
left out, in Pictish 75, 183.

\fh silent, and sometimes
|

omitted, in Highland
Gaelic 173.

fhael (gen.) 24.
fhsel (gen.) 24.

J(Fh)aren(n) 183.

:(Fh)oret 74"5» l8 3-

Fiac(h) 58.
fiach 10, 58, 143, 145, 181.

t-fiacha 101.

JFiacha 'albus' 58, 145.
X ,, Araidhe 101.

t'Fiachna'
'

le blank' 58,

145.
Fiachra 174.

J'Fiacua' 'albus' 58, 145,

174.
JFib 47-8, 54.

J' Fibaid
'

48.
JFibh 48

s
.

Fick (Prof. A.) 13 et passim.
+Fidac(h) 47-8, 54.

J' Fidband' 48.

JF"ife
—the name 48

s
.

». «77-
Filius Urbagen (Chartres
MS. 98) 26, 44, 98.

Finchale 20 1
.

JFinchem 62.

Fincoss 54
s

.

Findchaem 62.

Findgaine 102.

JFindoll Cisirne 100.

(j)Fingalach 58, 174.

rfmgel'58.
Fing(h)in 62, 102.

Finguine 62.

X „ mac Drostain 62.

„ (gen.) 62.

Finguni (gen.) 62.

Flnlach, father of Macbeth

57
1

.

Finlay 58.

rfinlegh'58.
Finleich (gen.) 58.

JFinnachta 100.

Finnchoim 62.

JFinnechta 100.

JFinnguine
—the name 61-2,

102.

X „ filius Deileroith

61.

Finnlaech 58.

JFin(n)s(h)ne(a)chta 100.

Fionghuine 62.

Fir Bolg 46, 97-100.
,, Builc 98
„ Domnann 98-9.
„ Galeoin 98-100.

firmamint 12.

firmeint 12.

Firth of Tay 27.
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Index : fltheach—- '

Girg
'

197

fitheach 10, 181.

fitheach-
fairSe

ii8i.-mara
)

five years
— why the time

covered by the Coligny
calendar 127.

flag of Wales 184.
flaith 79.
Flann Mainistreach {Syn-

chronisms of) 83, 89, 93
2

.

Jflath 79, 157.
flatha (gen.) 79. ,

Flathghal 79.

Flathgus 79.
Flathrae 79.

JFlathroi 79-80.
JFlathruae mac Fiachrach

103.
fo 10, 31.

i'Focher 86.

Fochla 48
1
.

Fochlach (?) 48
1
.

t* Fodel
*

86.

Z' Fodla
'

48.

t Fokel' 86.

JFoltlach 47-8, 54.

V Foltlaid
'

48.

JFoltlaig 48.
Fo-mor-aich ioo2

.

for 31, 50.

JForat 75, 183.
Forcus Irish 6th cent, prince

34> 75-

, ,
—name of tenement at

St. Vigean's 75.

Ford(o)un 42, 65.

,, inscription 64-6,

74-5, 78
1

, 175.
Fordun (J.) 91.

foreigners might be fathers

of Pictish kings 61, 82, 97.
Foret (gen.) 74, 183.
Forfarshire 41, 75.

forgeries of records of grant

36, 4 2
» 57-

Formaston inscription 63-4,

68-9, 78
1

,
182.

Forres cross, 184.

JFortevieth 42.

JForteviot 42, 86, 93.
Forth (Firth of

) 27.
Fortrenn 32, 48, 93

1

, 95.
Fortriu 47-8.
Fortriuin 48.
forts (circular) of Belgae 100.

Fortunatus (Venantius) 147.

Jfoss 36-7.
Fother 42.
Fotherdun 42.

Fother-(Fh}if 42.
Fotherkern 42.

%* Fothiurthabaicth
'

42, 93.
Fothrif 42.

JFothuirtabaicht 42.

t Fotla '

48.

J-four 109.
'Four Masters (The)' 9, 35

s
,

41, 56, 58,62, 79,80, 91.

102-3.

Fraech(an) 35.
France—Goidels in 6, 113.

127, 151, 167.
Fraoch 35

2
.

Fraochan Faidh 35
s
.

Freeman (E. A.) 78.

fFrontu 129-30.
tfuill 37.

fuligula marila 181.

J'Fyahor' 'albus' 58.

g miscopied as b 56.
for <: 49, 51-3,181.

,,
for ch 181.

,, lost through aspiration 57.
Gadelic—the term 2, no.
Gadels 2.

Gaedheal Ficht 93'.

Gaedhilig 2.

Gaelc 2.

Gaelic 2.

„ — Highland 4; de-

scended from Pictish 62,

78 ;
differences from Irish

79, 176; false explanation
of their affinity 80.

Gaelic Society of Inverness

( Transactions ofthe) 58,79

gaeth 49.
Gaidels 89.

Gaidhlig 2.

Gaileoin 98.
Gaimar 201

,

J-gal 1 01.

t'Galam' 60.

Galamh 60.

JGalan 60, 82-3.
Galatia 6.

Galeon 98.
Galian ioo 1

.

Gallaeeia 47, 103.
Gallaecians 45.
Galleweienses 19.

Gallgaidhel 19.

Gallia Cisalpina annexed by
Rome 47.

Gallia uualholannt 149.

Galloway J 8-20,83,96, 1 85-6.

Galway 178.

„ (Co.) 12, 100, 177.

t'Gand' 98.
Gand-avum 98.

%' Garni' 51.

§< Gantlos' 120.

Gaoidhilig 2.

Garnait. See Gar(t)nait.

JGart 51, 57.

JGar(t)nait 21^57, 59,65, 82.

„ Bole or Bolg 57,

177.

t
; Gatt' 51.

Gattheli 93.
Gattola (E.) 76.

'gatvannan '171.
'Gaulish' 6, 127-8.
Gauls 180.

gear 114.

X Geascuirti
'

49.

JGe(i)de 01(l)gothach or

Olgudach 49
2
, 10 1.

Geidumni 36.

geir 114.

geis 49.

JGeithe Ollgothach 49
2
,
101.

Geius 36.
Geleon 46, 99.

Gelon-i, -os, -us 46, 99, 148
1
.

Gelonus, son of Hercules 99.
Geneva 144.

genitive forms of names of

Pictish kings
—how to be

explained 47% 181.

genitives in -s : Irish 56,

105-6; Pictish 72, 138.

genitives uninfected 68-9, 70,

73-5-
Tevovuia fioipa 35.

Geoffrey of Monmouth 51-2.

Geographus Ravennas 24
2
.

Geona cohors 35.

George I 97.

ger 114.

Ilgeri 113.
German aspirates initial / in-

to v 1.

German dynasty in England
97-

' Germani' 150.

G€F ligatured 161.

J'Gest' 'gurcich' or 'gurid'

,49, 53-

geur 114.

gh for qu in Manx 2.

gh ( medial ) occasionally

dropped 67
2
.

Ghent 98.

§Giamon . . 119, 124, 179.
Gibson (Mr. Strickland) VII,

t'Gidgie' 52-3.
Gildas 147

1
.

J'Gilgidi' 52-3.
Giraldus Cambrensis 90, 172.

t'Gircin
'

51.

t'Girg' 96, 181.

*ur-Keltic § Sequanian §§Sordonic? t Pictavian J Pictish
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198 Index :
* Giric *—

(H)istoret(hJ

£' Giric' 95, 181.

Glaisiuc 103.
Glascon (gen.) 103.
Glen Ua 75.

„ Shee 75
1
.

„ Urquhart 34.
Gloucestershire largely Kel-

tic? IV.

Gnith 51.

go 10.

Gobannion to.

Gobr-ach (?),-6ch (?) 65, 181,

Gobroig (gen.) 65.

goddesses connected with
wells or springs 132, 160.

Goedeli 93.
Gofannon 10.
' Goidel'-—name of a Pictish

king 46
s
, 49, 03.

,,
— sense in which

the term is here used v.

Goidelic 2, no, 127.

,,
mixed with Latin in

Amelie-les- Bains tablets

165.
Goidelic order of words

changed to Latin order in

Llanaber inscription 169.
Goidelic settlement at every
Mediolanum? 166-7.

Goidels in Austria-Hungary
8-9, 167.

Balearic isles ? 144.

Belgium 12, 15.

England 15-20, 110-1.

Gaul 7-8, 113-5,127, 149-
51, 157 &c, 167.

Ireland 9, 12-3, 97-103,
177-8.

Italy(N.) 8, 139,143,151-
2, 167.

Man 9, 12-3.

Portugal? 104.
Scotland 9-10, 12-3, 20-

97, 172-7.

Spain 7, 47, 103-4.
Wales 10, n, 13-4, 110-1,

167-9, x 72-3-
1

Golspie' viii, 78
1
.

Gorman's Martyrology 174,
V Got '

55.

gour-deziou 179.

gour-ffen 2. •

fgovisa 133, 139, 153.

tgoviso(s) 139.
Gower 46.

i' Gracina' 147.

JGrand?5i.
Grandgagnage (F.C.J.) 16 1

.

JGrant 5 1 .

Grant (J.) 184.

JGraupius Mons 27.
Greek (modern) keeps/- 1.

Greenloaning inscription 67.

Gregory of Tours 104, 146-7,

152.
Grenfell (Dr. B. P.) 132.

J' Grid' 51-2.

J.

£

Grig ', the son of Dtingal

95, 181.

Grimm (Jakob) 6, 113.

J' Goth' 51.
Groome's (F. H.) Ordnance

gazetteer of Scotland 22,

38, 40, 42, 54.
' Gruchne '51.
t'Gruith' 51.

gu 10.

Guaul 21.

V Gub'46
2

.

V Gud '

46
a

.

JGuidal 46
2
, 49, 53, 93.

Guides-Joanne 158
1
.

%' Guidid
'

46
s
, 49.

Gumanyn 10.

guor 50
1
.

• Guorcein
'

50
1

.

' Guordoli
'

50
x
.

Guotodin 9.
1 Gurdumn '

50
1
.

Jgurtach 49.

JGust 57.

gwledigs 183-4.
Gwrci no 1

,

gwyach 145, 181.

Gwyddyl Ffichti 93
s

.

Gwynedd 83
1
,

k represented by superposed
h 24.

h- for earlier/- 1 (Armenian),
3 (Keltic), 12 1

(O. Irish),

25 {Innsi h Ore), 72

(Pictish).
h- in Pictavian 24, 138-9.
h—its use in Pictish 24, 72.
-h- for -s- 161.

h erroneously prefixed 40.
HA ligatured 161.

JHadnachten 39-41.
Haedui, -us 8, 167.
hair (Armen. for '

father ') 1.

h-airge 94.

h-airgeadh 93
2

-4«

Hampshire 17.
hare—Irish name for 109.
H arlech—Goidelic ruins near

169
1
.

harnasquier 14
1
.

harness 14
1

.

Hart (Mr. Horace) VII.

Haverfield (Mr. F. J.) VII.

hec may = c/i in ogams 72-3.
JHccvevv 72.
HE ligatured? 133*.
Heathcote (Mr. N.) 177.
' Hebrides' 29-30.
HEH ligatured? 133

1
.

thehhtt 63, 72.

tHe(h)irb4i, 108.

fhehzio? 133
1
.

HEI ligatured? 133*.

||hei 113.

||'
heilen

'

113.

%* Heilim
'

100.

fheiont 133, 138, 153.

heirp 108, 178.

th-e(i)zio 133, 138, 153.
Heluetii 8, 167.
Heluii 8, 149.
Hen Fenyw 172.

Henfynyw 172.

Henry VII 86, 97.

Henry of Huntingdon 20.

Heracles 46, 98-9.

fHerbauge 146.
Hercules 46, 98-9.

,, of the Segontians 14.

Hercunia silva 8, 171.
Herefordshire largely Keltic?

IV.

herib (Allt na) 178.
Ilerodian 50, 148.
Herodotus 46.
Hertfordshire no.

,, largely Keltic ?

IV.

Hessitio 44.
Hexham (Richard of) 19.

fhezio(?) 133, 138, 153.
Hi (la, Ioua, 'Iona') 34, 81,

89, 95-6.
hiarn 161.

Hibernenses 93.

Highland Gaelic 4, no, 127.
descended from Pictish 62,

78.
differences from Irish 79.
false explanation of its

affinity to Irish 80.

Highland Society's Diction-

ary 174.

Highlanders
—

ethnology and
vernacular of in.

Hiscion 44.
Hisitio 44.
'loitavoi 103.

His(s)cion 44.
Hission 44.
Histoirech (gen.) 46.
Histoirend 46.
Histoirim (gen.) 46.

(H)istoret(h) 45, 47.

;r-Keltic § Sequanian §§ Sordonic ? f Pictavian + Pictish
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Index : (H)istorinus
— Journal 199

(H)istonnus 45, 47.
hit (Eng. pron.) 72*.
Holder (Dr. A.) 8, 13

1

, 15
2

,

17,31
s
, 32^97, 134, 145-6,

166, et passim.
holes in bronze calendars—

their purpose 1 20.

Howel the Good 14
1

.

ht = tht 64.
Hua Dulsaine 13

1
.

'TSara &epfxd 15
2

.

Hiibner (Prof. Emil) 13
1

, 159,
168.

Hui Liathain 46
1

.

JHungi (gen.) 77.

JHungus, king of Picts, 38-9,

41-3, 62, 65, 77.
Hunt (Dr. A. S.) 132.

Huntingdon chronicle 88, 91.

Huntingdon (Henry of) 20.

Huntingdonshire largely Kel-
tic? IV.

Huntly (Marquis of) 78
1
.

JHy (nom. pi.) 41.

JHy Hatnouhten 39-41, 77,
108.

JHyhatnouhten Machehirb

39-4 1
. 77> Io8 -

hyphens unknown in Latin

MSS. in 713,33.

I (tall) for I 120, 147
1
.

I placed horizontally I29
1

,

!34> I 38
1

;
across O 683

,

74; across Z 133-4.
I =lnvercauld 75

1

.

i—modification of, in ogams
.

73*.

i undotted in early MSS. 53.
* as a spirant in Pictavian 141 .

i becoming e in late Latin
106 1

.

§§i (suffixed pron.?) 161.

Ji (prep.) 74-6, 182.

ia from ei in Irish and Pict-

avian 136.

JIa (Hi, Ioua, 'Iona') 34,

81,89,95-6.
§§ia 160-3.

iach, iach 161.

Iaripi 105, 108, 178.
JIarlaithe 102.

iarmailt 1 2.

iarmailte 1 2.

Ic (gen.) 23
1

, 67.
ice 16 1.

id in Welsh for ct 25.

Jidd, 63, 73.

H'iden' 113.

||idene n 3-4.
iechet 161.

108-9, J 7 8 -

ieribhos (?)

*ieribos (?)

ieuru 129-31.

t'ignaiuet' 58.

J'ignauit' 58.

§§iha- 161.

§§ihant 160- 1.

II a sign for E 138', 143
1
.

fiietiao 142.
Ila (Glen) 75.
illius 1 60- 1.

flmona 132-3, 139, 153.

imperative 2nd pers. plural
expressed by undeclined
stem 156.

§§INAI (?) 160.

Inalpini 104.
inbher 37

s
.

Inbher Domhnann 99.
Ince (Rev. Prof. W.) 169.
-inco- 9.
ind 23.
inde 104.
Ilindi 104.
Indian period of 12 sacred

nights 179.
indidem 104.

§indis? 122 2
.

1 infection
'

73.

ingen 67.

inghean 67.

*inigena 67.

JInigne 66.

§ini-s 122-3.
Inis Picht 100.

Innes (Father T.) 38.

§INNIS 122*.

Innisfalien Annals 91.
Innsi h Ore 25.
Insubres 167.

intercalary months 1 1 8-9.
intercalation 11 8-9, 179-80.
interregnum in Pictish chro-

nology 55, 57.
Inver 37

s
.

Invercauld 75.
Inverurie 182.

IO ligatured 129
2
.

Jlogenanus 61.

f Iona
'

(Hi, la, Ioua) 34,

81, 89, 95-6.

lopa 1 3 1
1

.

IOREBE 131
1
.

Iorrus Domhnann 99
1
.

IOS ligatured 159.

JIos-(f h)er 76.

tIos-(fh)ir 76.

Jlosir 75-6.

lovpa 1 3 1
1
.

ipair 65.

Jlrb 108.

Ireland 9, 12-3 (Menapians);
19 (Gallaecians) ; 44-5
(colonization); 48 (Fotla);

63 (Feradach Fer^/nach) ;

97-100 (Belgae, Dumnon-
ians, Picts) ; 100-103
(Pictish kings) ; 103-4
(Scots); 111, 177-8 (Bel-

gae).
Irish annals 92.

„ language 9 (Ind.-Eur.

p); 13 (in Man); 108 (p-
words) ; 127, 176.

Irish monks in Scotland 36.

„ ogam-inscriptions 3, 67,

104-9.
„ people may have incorp-
orated speakers of Old
Welsh V

; their mythical
descent 45.

Irish Picts 49, 78, 80, 100-3.
§is (vb.) 124-5.
tfe (prep.) 39, 172.
*isa- 159, 161.

Isca (Exeter) 99.

X
1 Ishundenema

'

39.
Isidore of Seville 24

1

, 104,

148
1

, IS*
"I<TKa\is 15

s
.

Isles—kingdom of the 1 2.

'lavavoi 103.

tit ? 64.
it (Eng. pron.) 72.

%-it suffix 185,

Italy
—Kelts in 6. And see

Goidels.

Itarnan 57
1
.

Itchin (river) 17.
ith in Welsh for ^25.
Itharnan 57

1
.

Iulios 143.
Iura mountains 131.
IVVENE DRVIDES 1C6 1

.

§ivo(s) 116, 122-3.

James I 97.

Jerome on the ancestry of

Pelagius 169.

Jersey 151.

Jesi MS. of the Agricola 26-7.

Joass (Rev. Dr. James Max-

well) 5.

Johnston .(Rev. Jas. B.) 10,

38, 173, 175, 177.

Jones (Pi of. J. Morris) 136.

„ (Mr. William), M.P.

119
2
.

„ (Bp. W. Basil) 169
1

.

Journal of the Royal Society

of Antiquaries of Ireland

105-6.
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200 Index : Joyce— Lerano

Joyce (Dr. P. W.) 9, 100,

177.

Jubainville (Prof. H. d'Ar-

bois de) 33
s
, 117, 128,

131
s

-

Jullian (Prof. Camille) VI I,

7, 115, 131-4, 138
1

, 152.

Jura mountains 131.

Justin 97.

K—why used in spelling

Kymric 2
; Kelt 3; Keltic

3.

K representing
' Mac '

in

Manx 67
2
.

k—use of, in English 3.

kaer gofannon 10.

Kaldra (river) 22.

%Ka\r]d6vioi 26, 31.
kalendar. See calendar.

Ka\6s 26.

kantamus 142
1
, 154-5, I(M-

Kapitos 104.

KamTOvXovfj. fcapbovs l03
2
-4.

X
1 Karanethrecht '

56.

X
1 Karanothrecht

'

56.
Kara- 1 35-6.
Kata-nes 48.
keead 104.
Keiss inscription 63-4, 68, 78.

Keith, -keith 48.
KeXr- 3.

Keltic b representing Indo-
Eur. bh 108.

Keltic languages
—modern 1

;

their special characteristic

1
;
divided into two groups

by their treatment of qu 1.

Keltic languages—^their no-

menclature no.
Keltic studies vii.
' Kelts' may be of mixed race

IV.

X
1 Kelturan 60.

Kenneth—the name 51, 82.

,, I, the Brude, 51.

,, II, mac Artcois

54-5-

„ III ) kings of Picts

„ IV
j

60.

„ V, son of Vurad,
king of Picts 60, 85.

„ VI, mac Alpin, king
of Picts, 42, 82, 84-
9 1

, 93> 96.

,, VII, son of Mal-

colm, king of Alba, 87.
kentun 155.

Kepp-och 56.
Kermode (Mr. P. M. C.) 13

1
.

JKerpul 37.

Kessarogion 184.

Key (Lough) 48.
kiare 6.

Kidwely 46.
Kildare abbey 36, 87, 96.

§§kili 156-7.
Killearnan 175.

Killimorbologue 100.

Kilmadock 66.

„ inscription 64, 66,

78, 140, 182.

Kilmaly inscription 23
1
, 63,

69, 70, 76, 78
1
.

Kil-muni 172.

JKilrymont 65.
Kilvarnet 42

2
.

kin- 21.

JKinadius 87-8.
Kindrochit 39.
Kinel 22.

king of Picts— sculptured
emblem of 184.

'

king of Scots' 92.

kingdom (Pictish)
— system

of succession 61, 85, 94-5.
King's County 100.

kingship elective in Ireland

56
l

.

Kinneil 22-3.

Kintyre 81.

§§kio 154-5.
kione 2.

kiotov 104, 155.
KioTovKanera 103.
kirk 3.

Kirkcudbright 185-6.
Kirkintilloch 21 3

.

kitten 3.

§§klu(et) 156-7,
KofJLIJTCU IO4.
Kooimos 1 23

s
.

Kopiravoi 17.

'Kopiravot' 17.

Kopvavioi 28.

Kovtios 1 23
s

.

Kf ligatured ? 164.

Kyllarnane 175.

JKylrimont 38.
1

Kym(m)ric' 2, no.

Kym(m)ric branch of Keltic

2, 110, 127-8.

Kym(m)ry 13, 110-1.

JKynetus filius Alpini 88.

L sometimes taller than other

letters in the Coligny calen-

dar 120.

L inside O 168.

L and c confused 54, 147
1
.

§la 121.

§§laa[v]oreios 160-1.

la Borderie (A. le Moyne de"\

2
3

.

Labriatt 178.

§lac(e) 121.

§laci(t) 116, 1 a 1.

Jlaech 20, 58.

§'lagit' 126.

JLaib 101.

laicus 58.

Lancashire largely Keltic? 1 v.

Landecy 144.
' lanio

'

147.

Lapacc 108.

JLargauch 40.

JLargaw 39, 40.

XLargo 40.

§§lat 156.
Latercuius Veronensis 32.
Latheron inscription 78

1
.

Latin mixed with Goidelic in

Am£ lie - les - Bains tablets

165.
la Tour (M. H. de) 150.
laveurs 181.

lavoir 181.

lavor 161, 181.

lavore 160.

§§lavoreios 161.

lavur 181.

Lawson (Mr. Jas.) 184.

Leab{Ji)ar Gabala 97-8.
leaden tablets for invocations

131-2, *54-

learg 40.

leargach 40.
leaves in ornamentation 74.
Lebor na h-Uidri 79.
Lecan {Book of) 99.

„ ( Yellow book of) 1 2.

Xkfwv 50.

Legan Castle, co. Kilkenny—ogams 105.

legasit 141.

Legend of St. Adrian 9i
1-2.

„ ,, „ Andrew 37-43,

57
1
-8,62,65,77,9i,93-4.

Leicestershire largely Keltic ?

IV.

Leinster 61.

{Book of) 98.
Leinstermen ioo1

.

fLemonum 145.
Lemovices of Aremorica 146.
le Moyne de la Borderie (A.)

2
2

.

||len 113.
lenis 113.

JLeo 50.
Leon (in Brittany) a3.

Leran 155.

§§ Lerano 137, 154-5.
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Index : Leroux—Madoc (St.) 20 1

Leroux (M. Ernest) VII.

ties 78.
leth 172.

JLethcu 39.

JLethfoss 36-7.
Leto-cetum 40.

§§L€ZR 154.
§§letra? letro? letros ? 156.

JLetterfour 109.
letters — resemblances of,

causing misreadings 44-5.
Lewis (isle of) 29

s
.

lewo 50.

\4fojv 50.

Jliath 40.

JLiathchii 40.
Liber Cuanach 801

.

„ Duibhdalethe 801
.

„ Landavensis 170.
Liethan 46.

Life of St. Cadroe 100.

Ligatures &c. :
—

M 66, 76.
AM 156, 159, 164.
AMV i 4 a», 155.

AMVf ? 163-4.
AV? 161.

CT 77.

EH?i33 1
.

EI 158.

II( = E)IK? 138
1
.

GEf 161.

HA 161.

HE?
HEH?.i 33i.

HEI? J

10 129
1

.
*

IOf 159.

Kf ? 164.

MA? h*.
MAf ?l

l63-

MAXIM 160.

MN 156.
MS 164.
MX 159.
NA 155, 163?

NAf ? 163.

NI66, 163.
NIV 163.
NT 129

2
.

OF
OL
ON
OR
OX

168.

?i58, [64.

TIN 129, 134.
VA 129

2
,
161 (?).

ZI 133-4.

lig" 33-

Ligu Cencalad 33.

fLiguge 145.
Limekilns 37.
Limerick 99, 100.

fLimonum 145.

JLindon 18, 99.

Lindsay (Prof. W. M.) 8 1
,

I34> 138-41, 155-
lines (upright) in Coligny

calendar 121.

JLinliathchon 40.

JLinlidchu 40.

J(Lin)litcu 39
5

.

^Linlithgowshire 22.

lintel-stones 66, 106.

Lir 12, 173.
Lisburn 178.

JLithcow 39
5
.

JLithgow 39.

||liton 113, 115.
livu 50.

Lizeray (M. Henri) 98.
Llanbedr inscription 168.

Llan Ddv{Book of) 170.
Llannon 172.
Llanol 11.

Llanvol 11.

llediaith 173.

Llyr 172-3.
JLochene mac Fingen 102.

JLoch Ness 34.

fLocodiacus 145.

fLocoteiac- 145.
Locrian months 123

5
.

§LOD 121.

XAoyyov 29.

fLogotigiac- 145.

JLoichat 46.

Lombardy 167.

Long Island (The) 29.

Longnon (Prof. Auguste) 121,

130, 145-6.

Loposagium 128.

JLossie 29.

JLossio Veda 55.
Loth (M. J.) 178.

§LOVD Il6, 121.

Lough Corrib 12.

„ Key 48.

„ Oirbsen 12.

jAo£a 29.

tLucbtae 174.
Lucilius 97.

JLucoteios ? 46.

JLuctai 46.

JLuctheos 174.

Lugaid 82.

lug" 33-
Luitcoit 40.
lunar year 179-80.
Lunasting inscription 63, 67,

71-3, 138, 140, 1S2.

Lusitanians 45, 104.
Luxiol 128.

Lyon 117 (Museum), 1 2 8, i^o.

Lyonnesse 2
2
.

JLythgow 39
5

.

M ligatured with N 156.

„ X?i^9.
§M = matus 116, 119.

§M = mid 116, 123.
M • M . = ' months '

1 24-5.
///—shape of in Latin writing

as criterion of date 132.
m—shape of, on the Shevack

stone 76.
m miscopied as ni 60.

m lost by aspiration 23
1
, 67.

MA ligatured ? 163.

Mabinogi 173.

Jmac 4, 41, 67.

JMcAinsh6r.
Macalister (Mr. R. A. S.) 78

1

,'

106, 108.

JM c
Aonghuis 61.

Macbain (Mr. Alexander) 7,

10, 2i 1

,25',28-9, 58,61-2,
67, 79> 134, 138, 14^-2,

M5, i5°- 11
, i73-4i j 76,

178, et passim.
JMacbead 66-7.
Macbeatad 57

1
.

Macbeth 57, 90, 99.
Macbethad 57, 67.

JMacbiuthut? 57.

J'mac Buithed' 57.

X mac buthud '

57, 174.
Macdonald (Mr. J as.) 175,

177-8.
JMacdroian 73.
Mac Erca—romance ofg^.
JMac P'arlan 65

1
.

JMacfarren 183.

JM c
Fhionghuine 62.

JMacfingon 62.

MacFirbhisigh (Dubhaltach)
94, 148.

MacFirbis (Duald) 94, 148.

JMach 108
1
.

JMachehirb 39, 41, 108.

JMac-innes 61.

JMackinnon 62.

M cLauchlan (Rev. T.) 69
2

.

M cLennan (J. F.) 97.

JMac Nan 70.

JMacNaughton 40.

JMcNeachtain 40.

JMac N'nn Mor 75.

JMac Nun Mor 76.
Mac Uidhir 68.

Madoc (St.) 66.
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202 Index : (m)sec
— * Mevania

*

J(m)«c 23.

JMael 102, 104.

JMaelcaech 102.

JMael caich mac Scandlaiw

102.

JMael
' earth' mac Scandail

102.

Maelgwn 61, 83', 183.
Mselisi 76.
Mselisius 76-/'
Maelsechnaill 87.

Maentwrog 169.
• Maes Gwyddneu

'

169.
Maeshowe 26.

mag 47.

Mag bolg 100.

Mag Cirgin 47.

Maghbolg 178.

Maglocunus 61, 83
1

, 183.

Maguire 68.

XMaiarai 3 1.

Maine (France) 151.
Mainland 26.

+(m>iq 23.
Maldub 65.
Malduib 65.
Malisius 77.
Man (I. of) settled by Men-

apians9, 13; byBelgae46,
98; by exiles from Ulster

13
1

; by tribes of Scots 13'.

Mana. 12.

(Manafn) 12.

(Manahn) 12.

Manaind 9.

Manaind 9.

Manainn 9.

J'Manaith' 52.
Manand 9, 10.

Manandan 12.

Manann (I. of Man) 10, 12.

Manann in Scotland 10, 12,

171.
Manann- 172, 178.
Manannan—the name 1 2, 178.

,, mac Alloit 12.

„ „ Atgnai 12.

„ „ Cirp 12.

„ Lir 12, 172.

Mana(p)a 12.

Mavania ttoXis 9.
'Mavamoi 0.

(Manapn-) 12, 178.
Manau (I. of Man) 9.
Manau in Scotland 9, 12.

Manauid 172.
Manavia? 13

1
.

Manaw 172.

Manavvyd(d)an 172-3.
Manawyt 171.
Mandeure 128.

Manin 172.
Manks. See Manx.
Mann (Isle of). See Man.
Manna 13.
Mannan 9.

Mannin 9, 1 2.

Manninard 1 2.

Manninbeg 12.

Mannin Island 12.

Manninmore 12.

Mano 10.

Manond 10.

Manonn 10.

Manuscript misreadings due

to confusion of similar let-

ters 44. See also the sepa-
rate letters.

Manuscripts not otherwise

indexed under their popul-
ar titles—
Chartres

MS. 98 26, 44
3
, 98.

London
British Museum
MS. Harl. j8j9 50

1
.

Oxford
Bodleian library
MS. Fairfax 6 185.
MS. Latid misc. 610

55i 5 8 -

MS. Top. Ireland b.

1-2 176.
Paris

Bibliotheque Nationale

MS. Lat. 4126 44.

St. Gall(en)

Stiftsbibliothek 904
175-

Manx language IV (Menap-
ian), 3, 13

1

, 67, 98, 127.
Manx nation Menapian by

origin IV.

JMaolcaoich son of Scannal

102.

Mapini 108.

Mapinius 108.

maps in this volume vn.

+maq(q) 4, 23,41, 69.

Jmaqqo- 4.

maqui 178.

Jmara 39.
Marcellus of Bordeaux 6, 19,

ii3-
march-stones—5 (inscribed),

10, 65.
Marinus 169.
marks of occupancy 66-7.

JMaroleo? 54.
Marr 43.
Mars Medocius 55.

Martyrology of Gorman 1 74.

MALp] ligatured? 163.

Massilia 25, 50 (coins), 149.

§mat 116, 119.
math 119.
Matres Campestres 55.

§matu(s) 119.
Mawddach (river) 169.

MAXIM monogram 160.

Maximia 157, 159-61.
Maximian 2*.

Maximies (gen.) 160.

Maximus 2 2
.

May (I. of) 32.

Mayo (Co.) 12, 99
1
.

mc gam ait 65.

„ gobroig65, 181.

||me 113.
Mearns 48.
Meath 100, 102.

meccobrig65, 181.

m[e]c garnait65.
„ gobroig 65, i8r.

med 166.

Mediconnum 146.
Mediolanas 166 1

.

Mediolanium 166.

Mediolanon 166.

Mediolanum 166-7.

jMedocio (dat.) 56.

JMedocius—Mars 55-6.

JMeigle 42.
Meillan 166 1

.

Menai Straits II.

Menapia II1.

Menapian dialect no.

Menap(i)i, Menapians
of Belgium IV, 12-3, 15.

of Ireland 12-3.
of Man 9, 13.

of Scotland 9, 10, 12-3.
of Wales 10, n, 13, 16S,

172.
Menavia? 13

1
.

menegi II.

Menei II.

meneich it.

Meneted 10.

Meneu II, 172.
Meneu-ia 172.
Menew 173.
Menteith 10.

Menyw 172.

tmeqq 23, 69, 70*

jMeqqddrroiann 73.

Merioneth 168, 173.
Merlin 184.

§§metat I55~7» l6°-

metathesis 103 {-iuc).
metrical invocations 152-65.

*//;--Keltic §Sequanian §§Sordonic? f Pictavian % Pictish
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Index : Meyer—neasais ;o3

Meyer (Prof. Kuno) 14, ioo1
.

fmezio 133, 139, 153.

Mezzago 159.
mh sounded as w and then

dropped 23
1

, 67, 75-6.

J(Mh)gec (gen.) 67, 76.

J(Mh)aiq (gen.) 75.

(Mh)ic (gen.) 67.
mhinn (gen.) 81

1
.

mhoir (gen.) 69.

JMiat(h)i 31.

§mid 123.
Middle Irish 1 10.

„ Pictish 1 ! o.

Midmar 43.

JMigdele 42.

tMiggUp.
Migmarr 43.
Milan 166.

JMilc(h)u 103.
Miles? '45.
1 Milesians

'

45, 103.

JMiliuc(c) mocu Buain 103.
Milne (Mr. Jas.) VII.

Mineu 46
l
.

Miniu 11.
' missa

'

87.
mistletoewhen cut in Gaul 1 80.

M • M • = ' months' 124-5.
f-mmio 139.
MN ligatured 156.

Jmo- 70.

f-mo 139.

JMobhaist 70.

JMochros 38.
moco 106.

Moco Odari 68.

Moerne 47.

Moherbullog 100.

JMoingfinn 6$.
Mommsen (Th.) 44

2
.

Mon 11.

Mona (Anglesey) 10,11,1 83.

,, (I. of Man) 9.

Maiva (Anglesey) II,

Monaidh Craebi 27.
Monann 12 2

, 172.
' Movaotda

'

9
1

.

Mona(p)a II.

Monapia 9.
Movanva 9.
1

Movapiva
'

9.

Jmonath 39, 41.
Moncreiffe I tj.,,

Moncrieffe
)

*'

J'Monechata' 38.

J'Moneclatu' 38.
*

Monedo-rigi' 39.
Monedos (gen.) 39, 168.

MONED0, Monedox 39,
168.

Moneit (gen.) 52.
Mones? 168.

JMoneth (gen.) 52.

JMoneth (pi.) 39, 4 r.

JMongnnd 63.
Moni echta 38.
Moni Iudeorutn II 1

.

Moniche 38.
Monichi 38.
Monid chroibh 27.

Moniekyn 38.
Monikie 38.
Monin (Henri) VI I.

Moninnan 12 1

.

monks (Irish) at Abernethy ?

Monmouthshire largely Kel-

tic IV.

monograms. See ligatures.
monomenti 13

1

.

JMonoth 85.
Mons Graupius 27.
months in the Coligny cal

endar : their no., 118, 125 ;

their names 118, 123-4,
180; their headings 119,

123 ;
their luckiness and

unluckiness 119 ;
divided

in middle 119; their names
used as weather-forecasts

122, 1 79 ; intercalation of

one in 2^ years 118-9, 180.

months—Pliny on the begin-

ning of the Gaulish 180.

Moore (Mr. A. W.) 1 3
1
, 67

s
.

Moray 184.

Morgan 169.
Mon-ni ioo2

.

JMorleo 54.
mormaer 77, 184.

„ of Angus S7
2
.

„ of Athol 27.
Morn 69

2
.

Mor-olach 34.

tmorr (gen.) 68.

Morris Jones (Prof. J.) 136.
mosac 108.

mosag 108.

Mougon 146.

JMounth 39.

JMouren 62.

JMovvest 70.

Moybolgue 100.

Jm'qq 23, 69, 76.

JMrude 49.

M 164.

tMuccphrost ? 38.

JMucc-ross 38.

f Muckross' 38, 65.

%
l Muin' 52.

muir 33.

JMuirenn 62.

Muldowney 99
2

.

' mule' 180.

mulfran 18 0.

mulus 144.

JMunait(h) 52.

f Mund '52.
Muniekkin 38.

Muniekky 38.

Mur-Bolcan 177.

Muredagh 57.

iMuren 62.

Muret (M. E.) and Chabouil-
let (M. A.) 143.

Muriau 'r Gwyddel 169
1

.

,, „ Gwyddelod 169
1

.

Murray's Handbookfor York-

shire 17.
mutuus 8 l

.

MX ligatured ? 159.

Mynaw 171.

Mynawyd 173.

Mynewyd 173.

Mynyw 172-3.

N inside O 168.

N 116, 120-2.
v liable to be misread v 17

s
.

t'n 64, 68-9, 174.
N A ligatured? 163.

§§na? 163.

Xna,
'
of the' 20, 56.

Una, 'not' 1 1 3-4.

XNafiapov 29.

JNachton 40.
Naevius 18.

Nahhtvvda85s (gen.) 73.
Nahtudaftr 73.
NahtudaSs-dattr 73.

JNaihton 23
1

.

nails to mark time in bronze

calendars 120.

t'nainet
'

57, 144.

%-nait diminutive 57.

JNaitou 23
1

, 37
1

, 138.
names of peoples and lan-

guages do not necessarily

prove race IV.

names of persons given to

places in Keltic 41.
names of Pictish women 62.

%* namet' 58.

£Nan 70.
Nant Mynawyd 173.

NA[f] ligatured? 163.
National Museum of Antiq-

uities, Edinburgh 68, 183.

JNaughton 40.

JNaver (river) 29.
neasais 73*.

* ur Keltic § Sequanian §§Sordonic? fPictavian £ Pictish
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204 Index : Nec(h)tan
—

ox[t]antia

JNec(h)tan 35, 40, 60, 74.

82, 87.

JNecton—the name 37
1

, 60,

138.

J „ I, king of Picts 36.

J „ III,,, „ „ 8f.
Jnehht 64.

JNeh(h)ton(n) 23
1

,37
1
, 72-3,

138, 173.

Nemet-ates, -ani, or -avi 45
s
.

nemeton 141.
Nennius2 2

, i9
1
,2i-2, 26, 44-

5, 61, 98.

„ —Irish version of 53,

90, 148, 176.

JNesa 35.

vijffoi UpiT(r)aviKai 25, 149,

151'.

JNess (Loch) 34.

JNess (river) 35.

JNethy (rivers) 37, 173.
NI ligatured 66, 163.
ni miscopied for m 60.

§§ni? 163.
Niall filius Ede 87.
Nicholson (E.W.B.)—special

references to writings by
Filius Urbagen 44.

Golspie viii, 78
1
.

Keltic researches in-vii.

Language of the Contin-
ental Picts v, vi, 129

1
.

Sequanian v, 117
1
, 129

1
.

Vernacular inscriptions of
the ancient kingdom of
Alban 5, 20, 138.

Nicholson (Miss Myrtle) VII.

nighean 67.
Nimeth 45.
Ninian (St.) 57, 70.

JNisa 35.

§§Niskasi54-5,i 5 7-8,i63-4.
§§niu 160, 162-4.
N I V ligatured 163.
nix-ie 154.
Nixies 155, 157-8, 160-4.
§§Nixsa? 162.

§§Nixsas? 160, 162.

JN'nn (gen.) 75.
Jno 66.

Noguere (S.) 165
1

.

fnoi 133, I39> 153-
nomenclature of the Keltic

languages 40, 110, 128.

§§non 154-5, l6°-
Non 172.
Norfolk 17.
Norse language (Old) 73, 78.
Norsemen 68.

Northamptonshire largely
Keltic ? iv.

North Manna 13.

Northumbria 20.

Noss (The) 31.
notches as marks of owner-

ship or tenancy 66-7.

Nottinghamshire no.
Novant-ai -ae or -es 18-9.
novofactum 76-7.

novogestorum 77.
' Nrurim '

94.
NSDS I20.

NT ligatured 129
s

.

nt how treated in Keltic 19
1
,

!35> !55» 157-

§§nu 158-9.
number in tribal names 18-9
numerals in Welsh 1 9.

JNun (gen.) 76.

O with F, L, N, R, or X in-

side it 168.

miscopied for a 55.

„ „ „ ^5 22 -

how represented in ogams 7 1 .

Jo (boy)
'

grandson
'

66, 70,

140, 182.

O (interjection) 154
1
, 156.

0'Eolgi7 7 .

oc 126.

§ociomu 124.

O'Clery (M.) 98. See also

Four Masters (The).

O'Curry (Eug.) 56
1
.

JOddre(v) 23
1
, 68.

O'Donovan (J.) 69, 109.

JOdrai(bh) 23
1

,
68.

O'Dwyer (W.) 98.

J' Oenbecan
'

49, 53, 85
2

.

Oengus 79.

Oengusa (mac) 61.

JO Faren(n?) 182.

ogam-alphabet 4, 683
, 70

1
-!,

73-4, 76
1
, 78

1
, 105, 183.

ogam direction-lines 69, 73,

75, 175-

ogam-in scriptions
—

Atrebatic 16.

Devonian 19.
Irish 3, 66, 67, 104-9.
Manx 3, 13.
Pictish 68, 70-1, 73, 75,

78, 182-4.

JOgnemet? 58, 63.

O'Grady (Mr. S. H.) 174.

§Ogronu(s) 118, 123, 179.
oi represented by peculiar

ogams 683
, 73

s
, 74.

6i varied from di in Irish 65.
tOi 69.

Oing(h)us6i.
0(i)rbsen mac Alloit 12.

Oirghiall 91.
(jjKeavos

'

Aovr/KaX-qhovios^ 32.

'OKTa-ntTapcv or -norapov 11.

olann 166.

Olan-ona 166.
' Old Pictish

'

1 10.
1

„ Irish' no.
J' Olfinecta

'

49
s

,
100.

JOlgothach 49
2
.

JOlgudach 49
a
.

JOllamh 100.

J'Ollfhinachta' 49
a

.

JOllfiacha 101.

J' Ollfinachta' 100.

JOllfinsnechta 100.

JOllgothach 49
2
,
101.

01on(n)a 166.

Oman (Prof. C. W.C.) 119
5
.

omnes 154, 156.
O'Naan 70.
once (Eng.) 3.

ones (Eng.) 3.

t-6nes 147.

§onin 125-6.
||ono- 114.

||onodieni-s 113-4.
JOnuist 61.

oppidum 18.

foraiimo 133, 139, 153.
Orbsen mac Alloit 12.

ore 25.
Ore 25-6.
Orca 26.

Orcades 25, 44, 151
1
.

Orc-aib 25.
orcan 25.
Ordovices 167.

O'Reilly (E.) 20, 73*, 159.
JOret 74-5, 183.

Orkahaugr 26.

'Optcas aKpa 3 1 .

Orkney dialect of Pictish 72
2
.

Orkney(s) 26, 48, 98-9.
ornamentation 74.
Orosius 13

1
.

Osismii 150.

'_Ossianic
'

poems 54
s

.

Otadinoi 9*.

8 (tattoo-mark) 151.

JOva/copAyoi 28.

XOvapap eioxvois 31
s
.

Ovtvra 15
2
.

XOvipovfiiovp. 30-I.

XOvi(e)pov(5povp: 30-1.

JOuoAas (koKitos) 29
1
.

Outer Hebrides 29.
Ovanos 1061

.

Ovid 1201.
Oxford—

Pitt-Rivers Museum 107.

§ox[t]antia 125-6.
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Index: p— Pictish inscriptions 205

/ represented in ogams by
. . X • • by and by

105.
^ X

/—Indo-European
its changes 1.

rale of loss in modern Kel-

tic, 1; exceptions 171.
loss in Keltic 127.
lateness of loss in Goidelic

v.

preservation
—

in Allobrogic? 144.
in Atrebatic? 162

(Ep-

pillus).
in Belgic? 16 (Bratu-

spantium).
inBiturigan of Bordeaux

7> 1 13-5«
in Brigantian 19-20, 144.
in Caledonian 55, 144.
in Cenomanic of N. Italy

139, 143, 152.
in Iberian Goidelic 103-

in Icenian 17.
in earliest Irish 3, 80, 99,

103-9.
in Lusitanian 104.
in Menapian 11, 13.

in Parisian 16-7.
in Pictavian 8, 131, 134,

J 36, I39-4 1
*

T 43"5,

147-8.
in Pictish 6, 8, 20, 30,

50-1, 55. 57~8 ,
63~5,

74-7, 109, 174-5-
in Sequanian 7,121, 124,

126-7.
See also pp.

date of loss in Pictish 35,

43, 63, 74.
first dropped alter u ? 31,

no5
, 115, 146.

becoming -ph (
=

-f) in

composition 109.

becoming /in Irish at be-

ginning of borrowed
words 1 a1.

becoming h in Keltic 3, 8,

12 1

, 14
1

, 25, 72,

140.

changed to c in Goidelic

106-7.

changed to t in Goidelic ?

10.

assimilated to following qu
171.

becoming th medially in

Highland Gaelic? 10.

p for b 35 , 30, 109.

p=ph 29.

p for q in Cornish, Breton,
and Welsh 2.

p in patu, pdrn, pur 108.

paag 20.

padre 1.

Padua 139.
Padus 139, T 5 2 -

Padva 139.

fpa[dv]a 133, 139, 153.

paeda 8.

tpaeg 20.

JPaegnalaech 20.

pag 20.

X Pagele' 201
.

t'Paggle' 201
.

Pagus Pictavus 129.

pai 107.

Jpaibh 74, 107.

paida 8 1
.

paig 20.

paig 20.

paillium 12.

pairche 12.

Palladius (St.) 65.

Panegyric to Constantine 32.

,, „ Constantius

Caesar 32.
Pannonia 150.

JPant 50.

naparoXfios 45.
Paris 17 (in England?), 1 31.
Parisian dialect 137.

Paris(i)i 16-7.
Parisius (in England?) 17.

parn 109.

parochia 12.

JPartholan 46.
Partholomus 44.

Parys (in England ?) 1 7.

narepas I.

Patrick (St.)—
15 (Confession of).

30 (Bannaventa).

59 (date of his mission).

89 (converts Chorisci !).

103 (bought by a Pictish

king in Ireland).

174 {Tripartite life of).

Patrington 17.

patu 109.
Pauli (Prof. C.) 143

1

.

Pausanias 35,97.

Jpean 4, 22.

JPeanfahel 4, 21-3.
Pectavi 8, 129, 147.
Pecti 32.
Pectones 8, 147.

tped ? 10.

peda 8.

Pedersen (Prof. H.) 10s
.

pedwar 6.

*peik- 8.

jPeinalec 20'.

§§peisqi 156, 158.

Pelagius 169-70.
Pembrokeshire 14.

pen 2, 21-2.

Pen-bol 1,1.

Penguaul 21.

X' Penlrou' 22-3.
Penmachno 1 1

1

.

tpenn 4.

penna(e) 22, 24.

JPennel 23.
Penneltun 21, 23.
Pennocrucium II X,

Pentaloch 21.

Peronne (Musee de) 150.

person
- names (Keltic) as

place-names 41.

pesvar 6.

§pet 124.

Jpet, Pet-. See pet(t).

§§-petamu(s) 154-5, 164.

Peterborough chronicle 20 1
.

peth 5.

JPet ipair 174.

*petiu-? 124.

§petiux 17, 124, 127.

petorritnm 6.

Tlerovapia 17.

ipett, Pett- 5,63-5, 78, 175.

Jpette 64.
Petueriensis 17.

Jpev, Pev 74-5, 77, 107,

140.

pevar 6.

ph represented by p 29.

ph (/) for earlier/ 3.

t'Pherath' 42.

X
( Pheradach

'

filii Finleich

58.

Philip (George) and Son VII.

tpia 133, 139, 153-
Pict—the name 4, 5, 32, 80,

147-9.
Pictavi 8, 129, 147, 186.

Pictavia (in Britain) 87, 90,

94, 186.

Pictavian dialect 7-9, 19
1

, 50,

55, no, 127
1

, 129-53.
Pictavians 8, 147, 150.
Pictet (Adolphe) 6,113,127',

130.
Picti 8, 32, 148

1

, I5i
l

.

Pictish books 42, 49-50, 96.
' Pictish chronicle

'

27, 44,

49
2

, 53, 55, 84, 87-8, 93-6,
148

1

, 151
1
.

Pictish inscriptions 4, 63-78,

174-5, 182-4.
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206 Index: Pictish kingdom—R
Pictish kingdom—

chronology 47, 53-9.
laws of succession 61, 82,

85, 97-
Pictish king's fathers might

be foreigners 61, 82, 97.
Pictish language

—
past discussions as to its

character III, 3-5, 8, 20-
22.

Goidelic 2C-78.

parent of Highland Gaelic

nr, 62, 78-80.
' Pictish question 'in.

Pictish symbols 183-4.
Pictish women's names 62-3.
Picts— Tract on the 49

s
, 100.

Picts of Alba—
{See also next article)

legendary origins 44-7.
date of immigration 47.
rulers to 5th cent. A. D.

48-59-
relations with Belgae 99.
civil war in 727 or 728 96.

permanently crush Dab iad

Scots in 741 81-2.

not conquered by them ill,

82-97.
wars with Scandinavians

68, 88, 90, 94, 96.
Picts of Galloway 20, 83,

185-6.
Picts of Ireland 49

s
, 61, 75,

78, 80, 99-103.
fPictones 8,129,147-8, 151

1
,

186.

pictus 5.

tpictus 148-9.

Jpid 64.

% ,, Amoin 65.

pill- 16.

pinn-a(e), -as, -is 22, 24.

tPinnatis 24
2
.

Piskies 158.

JPit {see also Pitt) 5, 64, 78.

JPitfour 109.

JPitt {see also Pit) 5, 63-4.
Pitt-Rivers Museum 107.
Pixies 158.

place-names (Keltic) from

persons 41.

plans on stone 67
1

, 77, 78
1

.

Plautus 147.

Pliny's Natural History 9,

10,15, 25
1

,
2 7

2
, 30, 48, 104,

144, 151
1

,
180.

Plummer (Rev. C.) 20'.

Po (river) 150, 152.

poc 20.

§poc 1 26s
.

|)Og 20.

§pog 125-7.
§POGDEDORTONIN I 25.

poi 105, 107, 178.
tPoitiers 129, 162.

„ inscription 147.
fPoitou 7, 129, 142

2
.

Polemius Silvius 122.

Spoil 37.

Upolla 1 1 3-4.
noXKa 114.

tpommio 133, T39, 153.

tPont 50.

fPontidunna Vouseia 132-3,

14°. *53-

tpontis 50, 140.

Popil(l)ius 128.

Popilton (Robertus de) 44
1
.

£' Poponeuet
'

58, 144.

Poppilli 128.

Populton (Robertus de) 44
1

.

*porca 26.

Portugal 6, 104.

§§POpMA[R]A 160-2.
Posimarus 162.

f. . . POTALO 143.

tpotea 133, 140, 153, 155.
IloTtoAot 140.

fpoura 133, 140, 155.

pp (Ind.-Eur.) still repre-
sented by pp or p in Goid-
elic ? 150.

p-p becomes t in Meneted ? 1 o.

pr with Ind.-Eur. p in Bitu-

rigan 7, 113; in Brigantian
20; in Icenian 17 ;

in Lusi-

tanian 104.

pra 17
1
.

Uprae- 104.

Upraesondo 104.

praesum 104.

Uprai 104.

^Ipraisom 104.

prandium 121.

Prasutagus 17.
'

preceptum
'

87, 176.
Prellwitz (Dr. W.) 10S-9,

139, 161.

TlpiT(T)aviKai vrjaoi 25, 149,

fpriavimo 8, 133, 140, 153.

priests— figures of? 73.

§PRINI, PRlNI I201
-2, T27.

§PRINNI Il6, I20, 127.

§PRINNO 121.

§prinno(s) 121.

§PRINO 121.

Priten 149, 173.

§Prn\i 121.

|| pro 20, 1 13-4.

Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries of Scotland 5,

12 2
, 55

2
>64

a
, 7 T

> 105, 144
1
.

Procolitia 20.

ProphecyofSt. Bercha?t8o,go.
Uprosag 7

1
, 113.

||' prosaggeri' 113.

proto-Irish no.
proto-Pictish no.
Provencal perhaps has a

Goidelic element 165.
Prtanoi no, 149.

Prydain 149, 173.

Pryde(i)n 173.

Pryderi 173.

Prydyn^i73.
Urfpcurbv arparoinZov 24

12

.

Ptolemy's Geography 9, 1 1,

15, 19, 24, 27-32,452,54,
99> T 37> J 59-

tpua63, 75-7, 140, 175.

X „ losir 75-7.

puera 140.

Puiggari (Col. A) 154.

Jpuifl 37.

punctuation of ogam-inscrip-
tions 69, 71-3.

'punctum delens' 23-4.

Punpeius 105.

pur 109.

tpura 109, 133, 140, 153.

tpuro(s) 140.

purus 109, 140.
Puteoli 140.

puteus 140.

JPy (Fh)oret 74-5.

q (lndo-Eur.)
—its treatment

in Keltic 1-2, 127-8, 136.

q for qu in Manx 1.

q not found in Irish spelling
of mac later than the ogams
69 .

Qrtanoi 25-6, 149.

Qrtanos 46.

qua 160-1.

§§quai 158-9.

quattuor 6.

quattuoruiri censoria pot-
estate quinquennales 1 26.

Queen's Co. 12.

quidquid 160-1.

Quillinan 54.

§qu!mon 7, 125-7, I 39-

quinquennales 127.

quinzaine 119.

quinze jours 119.

§Qutio(s) 120, 123, 158.

R inside O 168.

R— abbreviation in Coligny
calendar 122.

*«r-Keltic §Sequanian §§Sordonic? t Pictavian % Pictish
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Index: r— S. Noguere 207

r and s apt to be confused,

45
3
-

r(p) miscopied as s{y) 56.
Racatae? 167.

Jrann 76.

fRaraunum 145.
Rasharkin 177.
Jratad 182.

Ratai 18.

fRatiate 145.

fratin 129, 130, 134.

fRauranum 145-6.
Ravenna geographer 24

s
.

§§re 158-9.
Rea 44.
Red Book of Hergest 173.
red dragon—favourite flag of

Wales 184.
Reeves (Bp. W.) 21 1

, 27,

33-4, 99
2

, ior, 176-7.

Reginald ot Durham 1 85-6.

Register of Arbroath 38.

Registers of the priory of St.

Andrew's—
(t) lost 38-43,108,174.
(2) printed by the Banna-

tyne Club 38-43, 10S1
.

Reims 108.

Remus 44.

trenn 75-6.
renom 160.

renomenar 160.

(renominare) 160.

renown 160.

renumeno 160.

Restrenen (Father Gregoire
de) 179.

Revue Archiologique VII, 154.

44^Revue Celiique 7, 33
:

117
1
, 128, 131, 179.

Revue des Etudes Anciennes

138
1
.

fReze 145.
Rhos y Bol 1 1 .

Rhys (Prof. J.) 5, 10-12 2
,

14
3

, 16, 184
, I9S21

1
, 27^9,

31-2, 35», 40, 52, 55
2
, 58,

64S6 7
2
,68V, 7o,7i,73-6,

78
1-82 1

, 93
2
, 99, 100, 102-

5, 107-8, 117, ix^-as,
128, 137, 144

1
, 148-9,

151
1
, 173, 178-9, 182-3.

rhythmical invocations 152-
65.

rl in Ireland was elected 56
1

.

ri Albain 92.
Ricci (M. Seymour de) 117

1
,

123
5
, 179.

Richard III 86.

Richard of Hexham 19.

Richborough XI.

Rievaulx—abbat of 186.

trig 4*-

rigi 39, 168.

JRigmonath 39, 41, 89.

riguus 8 1
.

rime 152.
' Rimindaca' 22.

Rinn ind aca 23.

Ripley (Prof. W. Z.) iv2
.

Riteas (gen.) 106.

Rith 107.
Ritis 106.

Ritti (gen.) 107.

§Rivri 120.

§Rivros 1 1 8, 1 1 9
4

,
1 20, 123-4.

§rix 125, 168.

§' rixri' 120.

§RIXTIO COBREX 1 25.

t'Ro'51.
Robert (Mons.) 115.

rogamos 154-5, ify-

rogamus 158.

lOges 161.

§§rogesi 160-1.

Rom 7, 131, 145.

„ tablet vii, 127, 129,

131-42, *5a-3-
Roman conquest of Cisalpine
Gaul 47.

Romance languages
—

p- preserved by them 1.

possible early Keltic in-

fluence on them 14*, 16^.

Romilly Allen (Mr. J.) 64%
182, 184.

Romonsch 181.
'

Romulus 44.

tRo[n] 51, 57.
Ron-an 51.
Roovesmore inscription 107.

rosagim 7, 113.
Rosis 89.
Ross-and-Cromarty 175.
Rossia 89.
Rostrenen (Father Gregoire

de) 179.
round towers 36.
Roux (M. Victor) 117.

Royal Irish Academy 99.

, , Society ofA ntiquaries

ofIreland {Journal ofthe)
105-6.

Run 95.
Rutland largely Keltic ? iv.

JRymont 41.

S supplanted by X 168.

s{T)
liable to be confounded

with r ([») 45
3

.

miscopied for it 56,0^185.
-s- between vowels reduced

to h 161 (ihant), and then
lost 16 1 (ia) ,

143 ( Viredios) .

-s

often dropped after short

vowel in early Latin and
in Sequanian 123

1
.

and in genitives of late

Latin inscriptions 106 1
.

-s genitives in Pictish 72.
Sacaze (M. Julien) 155.

Saegontian Hercules 14.

||sag 113.

sagim 113.

Saglio (Edm.) 121.

saig(h)im 113.
St. Andrew {Legend of) 37,

57'-8, 62, 65, 77,91,93-4.
St. Andrew's 41, 62.

chronicle written at 90.
lost register of its priory

38-43, 174.

printed register of its priory'

38-43.
St. Arnan 65.
St. Berchan {Prophecy of)

90.
St. Bri(d)gid 36, 87.
St. Cadroe {Life of) 89, 100,

St. Ciricius 95.
St. Columba 20-1', 33, 74

1

,

81.

St. David 172.
St. David's 11, 172.

,, „ Head 11.

St. ,Drostan 74-5.
S. Emile 164.
St. Ernan 65, 175.
St. Kilda (isle) 177.
St. Madoc 66.

Saint-Martin (M Vivien) 128.

St. Ninian 57, 70.
St. Ninian's isle inscription

23
1
, 69, 70, 175.

St. Olcan 177.
St. Patrick—

15 {Confession of).

30 (Bannaventa).
59 (date of his mission).

89 (converts Chorisci !).

103 (bought by a Pictish

king in Ireland).
1 74 ( Tripartite life of).

St. Tarnan(us) 65.
St. Ternan(us) 65.
St. Vigean's 74.

,, inscription 63,

74-5' io 7, HO, 182-3.
S. Amelie 164.
S. Noguere 164.

* ur-Ke\tic § Sequanian §§ Sordonic ? fPictavian J Pictish
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208 Index : Sainte-Soline— Stokes

Sainte-Soline 145.

fSaix 147.

§Samon . . 116,118-9,122-3.
sanate 154-5, 10°.

Jsan-chan 39.
.Santones 15 1

1

, 167.

§§sat 159.

§;satsi 158-9.
' Saxon' iv, 92.
Scandal 101.

,, (Feargus), king of

Munster 102.

Scandinavians 68, 94, 96.
Scannal 102.

Scannlan 102.

scaup 181.

Schrader (Otto?) 179.

JScia 29.

JScith 21, 29.

JScoan 96.
Scoria 89.

J'Scollofthes' 185.

JScollosthes 185-6.
JScone 86, 89-91, 96.
Scoonie inscription 63, 67.
' Scot' -'Tattooed' 80, 151

1
.

Scoti, -os 88, 90, 92, 151
1
.

Scotia (Scotland) 89, 92.
Scotica lingua 92.
Scotice 33.
Scotland—
name 80, 92.
Damnonian settlement 99.

Scots-

imaginary descent 44-5.
of Ireland 44-5, 47,80, 103.
of Man 13, 98.
of Scotland 75, 80-2, 85-

6, 88-91, 93, 96.
of Spain 44-5, 47, 103.

Scotta 89.
Scotti -is -orum -os 45, 88-

9°> 93
2
-

Scottish chronicle of late 15th
cent. 91.

Scottish dynasty in England
97.

.
' Scottish

*

history
—

early
memorials of 44.

Scottorum peritissimi 45.

Scythian — Scot ! 45.

fse, 'if, since' 133,141,153.
t-se 133, 142, 153.

Segontiaci 14, 18.

Segontium 14.

+Segora 146.

Segusiavi 167.
sei 141.
Seine (river) 6, 128.

~SrjKo6.va 29.

"XrjKodvav 29.

fSellus 146.

§semIvis 120.

§Semivis- 120.

§Semivisonn ... 123.

Sengand 98.
Senones 150.

Sequana 6, 17, 128, 149.

Sequani 6-8, 17, 128, 149,

151, 164, 167.

Sequanian dialect 7, 55, no,
123

1

, 127, 135-6, 139,149.

serpent on Pictish stones 183.
Serrure (C. A.) 122.

Severus (emperor) 148.

§§rEwi (?)i 5 8.

Shannon (river) 100.

Shee (Glen) 75
1

.

Shetland 48, 73.

„ dialect of Pictish 72
s

.

Shevack inscriptions 23
1

, 64,H 75-7, 105, 135S HO-
Shropshire 4 (largely Kel-

tic?), no (Viroconium).
si (Lat.) 114, 141.

||si, 'O-iP 1 1 3-4.

§§si, 'O-if 156-7, 160-1.

§§-si 159.
Sibbald (Sir R.) 38-40.

§§s[i]b 158-9.
fsie 133, 141, 153.
Sievers (Prof. E.) and Stein-

meyer (Prof. E.) 149.
Silchester 14-6.
Siluei 44.
Siluius Posthumus 44.
S'ifva Gadelica 174.

§Simivis ... 120.

§SIND 122.

§slND 1203
, 122.

§SINDIV 122.

§sindiu 122.

§sin(do)divos ? 122.

||' sipolla' 113.

JSireis canum 39, 40.

J'K ligatured ? 164.
Skene (W. F.) 4, 10-12 3

, 19,

36-40, 43-4, 46, 61, 63,

65, 77, 80-2, 85, 89
1

,

9i'-2, 96, 103, 171-4,

177, 184
1
.

%%Kr\7i ? 29.
Skuthes 46.

JSkye 2 1
1
, 29.

Slamannan 10, 172.

tSlanoll 101.

slavery 15.
Sleibine 102.

J'Sletheuma
'

39, 172.
Slethmanin to 1

, 172.

Sligo (Co.) 42.

Sluaghadach 58.

X~SfJL(pTai 28.

Smith (Mr. J. A.) 125.
Smith (Dr. W.) and Wace

(Prof. H.) Diet, of Chris-
tian biography 169.

Smith (Dr. W.), Wayte
(Rev. W), and Marindin's

(Mr. G. ¥,.) Diet, of Greek
and Roman antiquities
126.

Social England 184
2

.

Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland {Proceedings of
the) 5, 12 2

, 5 5
2
,
64

2
, 71,

105, 144
1

.

Solinus 30.

H-som 104.
Somerset largely Keltic ? IV.

son 11.

Hsondo 104.
§sonno 124.

+sonos 130.
Sordnnes 164.
Sordouic dialect? 154, 164.

(§§) Sordus 164.
sosin 141.

fsosio 133, 141, 153.
Southesk (Lord) 5, 73*.

South Manna 13.

sp for sph 29.

spadonia 15.

Spain
—Goidelic migrations

from 44-5, 47, 80.

Spanish Goidelic 6, 103, 155.

Spe(y) (river) 29.

Spike Island 100.

st—ogam for it 70
1

.

st initial (for str- see below)—
becomes / normally in Irish

79, 176.

preserved sporadically in

Highland Gaelic 79,

176 ;
and Irish 176.

st final—
normally becomes -ss or ~s

in Irish, but preserved
in Pictish 79.

Staffordshire IV (largely Kel-

tic?), in.
stale 176.
stalcanta 176.
standards of Roman army

with serpents on them 1 84.
Stanford (Messrs. Darbishire

and) VII.

Steinmeyer (Prof. E.) and
Sievers (Prof. E.) 149.

Stokes (Dr. Whitley) v, 21 1
,

24, 28, 30, 39
2

, 43, 123
2
,

128-9,1312,150,153,174,
and quoted passim.
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Index : Stonyford— Trinobantes 209

Stonyford 177.
str- initial—

becomes sr normally in

Highland Gaelic and
Irish 79.

preserved dialectally
— in

Highland Gaelic 35 '.

79, 177; in Irish 176.
Strabo 151

1
.

Stiad-kines 79.
strath 35

l

, 79.
Strathalun 79, 95.

Strathbo(l)gie 99, 177.

Strathbolgyn 79.
Strath-eren 79.

Strathspey 177.

Stravalagan 177.

Stravolagan 177.

fsu-
' swine

'

147.
su- good 17'.

tsua 133, 141, 153.

S[u]belino 147.

fSuedas 147.

+Sueioi33, 14*1 '53* l6l «

fsueio(s) 141.
Suessiones ill, 147.
Su-ietius 142.
Suobnedo 147.
Su-olanon ? 1662

.

Sussex partly Keltic ? IV.

Sutherland 28, 35
l

, 48, 78-9,

175.
svastika 67

1

, 76.
Swainson (W.) 181.

Switzerland 6.

sword tattooed on a face 151.

symbols on Pictish stones

183-4.

Synchronisms of Flann
Mainislreach 83.

JSyrays 40.

JSyreis 40.

T sometimes taller than other

letters in the Coligny ca-

lendar 120.

/ and c confused in writing

49.
t in Irish sometimes = th + th,

th + t, or t + th 103
.

t for d (after r, /, n) 185.
t for p in Highland Gaelic ?

10.

-t-=--~pp- in Mendedr

? 10.

-t- past participles in High
land Gaelic 79.

-/ becomes -dh in modern
Irish 72.

T' (honorific prefix) 65.
f-ta 134.
tabaicht 42.

tabhairn 42'.
tablets of lead for invocations

131-2, 154.
Tacitus 10, 18 2

, 26, 49, 52-3,

138.

tag- if.
Taich 10.

tailce 176.

Jtal 69.
tal 69.

JTalarg 59, 60.

„ filius Ytheinbuthib

57
1
-

talcanta 176.
take 176.
Taliessin {Book of) II, 19,

171, 173-

Jtall 69.

JTalluorr 69.

JTalorc 59.

JTalorg 59.

%Talorgan 60.

,, son of Ainfrid 82.

„ „ Ungust 85.

„ „ Vuthol85-6.
t'Tanaum' 27.

X
s Tanaus' 27.

tanistry
—law of 94.

jTaoua ((iaxv<TlS) 2 7-

JTarain 54.

ftarb- 131.

ftarbei- 130, 141.

fTarbeisonios 129-30, 144.
Tarbert Ness 31

s
.

Tarland 177.

Tarnan(us) (St.) 65.

XTapovfSovfi 30-1.
tarv- 131, 137.
tarvos 131.
tarwedd 31.
*tato- i

a
.

tattooing
—

among Britons 32 (on

cheek),

among Pictavians (on

cheek), Sequanians (on

jaw), and other tribes

of Gaul 8, 150-1.

among Picts 47*-8, 50, 52,

80, 148.

among Scots 80, 151 '.

JTaua 27.

JTaum 27.

JTaus 27.

JTay 27.

tte 133. Hh 153.

(§§)te (or Latin?) 162.-

Teamhair 100.

§§tei 154, 156.
fteionte 132, 142, 153, 156.
Teith (river) 10.

Teniusan 35.

Ternan(us) (St.) 65.
territorium 126.

fteu 133, 141, 153, 156.
th represented by d 64.

,, sounded as h 64, 72.

,, „ „ and then

dropped 67.

X' Thana
'

filius Dudabrach

42.
Thrace 99.

Thurneysen (Prof. R.) 14',

H7 1

, i2i 3
-3.

ti 125.

ttiet 133, i42
» *Sl> J 56.

Tigernach 9, io2

, 13
1

,
21

1

, 27,

29» 35» 43, 56-8> 6l " 2 »

80-1, 83, 93
2
, 96, ioo1

-2,

171-2, 186.

tii 125.
TIN ligatured 129, 134.

§tio- 125.

§tiocobrex 125.

§tiocobrextio 125.

ftiont 133, 142, 153, 156.

Tipperary (Co.) 13.
Tiro 104.

f-tis 135.

ftis-se 133, 142, 153.

§§tiu 141, 156-7, 160-1.

f-to 134.
Todd (J. H.) 90, 176.
toic 106.

Toicac 107.
Toicaci 106.

Toicapi 106.

toig 106.

toisech as grantor of land

77, 184.

tTolargg 85.

\\-ton ending of 2nd pers. pi.

imperative 115.

X' Tonaculmel
'

58.
tore (' porcus ') 10.

Jtorc (notch) 66-7, 71.
torcan 67.

XTovfffis 29.
Tours—Council of, in 461, 2

s
.

Trabolgan 177.
Tract on the Picts 49', 100.

Transactions of the Gaelic

Society of Inverness 58, 79.

Trawsfynydd 169.
Trencoss 54

s
.

Treves 122.

tri 59-
tri chet 53

s
, 57

s
.

trichet 53
s
, 57

s
.

Trier 122.

§TRINO 122.

Trinobantes 183
.
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2IO Index : trinosamsind— vo

§TRINOSAMSIND 12 2.

§trinoux? 122.

§trinouxtion ? 122.

Trinovantes 18-9.
§TRINVX 122.

§TRINVXSAMO Il6, 12 2.

Trogus 97.
Trumuini 23.
tt= tht 64.
Ttal 69.
Tuam 177.
JTuat 66.

Tuatan 66.

Tuda 20.

tul 69.

JTul-lachtna 58.
tun 23.
turlach 10.

Turpilli 105.

Tyrone 177.

tywyllwch 181.

tywyllwg 181.

u sometimes represented by
the sign for v in ogams 72.

v sometimes misread for v 1 7
2

.

Ju («=haue) 66
, 70, 140.

Jua 63.

Juaur (or vaur) 76, 135
1
.

"TSara Qepfxa 15
s

.

J* uecla' (or 'vecla') 58,

174.

Juegalac ? 1 74.

Juer (
= uper) 31

s
, 50, no 1

.

ruetla' 5 8.

Jui 41, 71-2.
V Uip \ See Vip.
'

Uipo ignaiuet
'

or '

ignauit
'

58, 144.
Uiscon (gen.) 103.
Uisiuc 103.

i'Uist'57.
Ulaid 48.
Ulster 13

1

, 45, 50, 80.

,, Annals 19, 25, 27, 51,

56-7
1

, 60-2, 66, 79, 80-1,

85, 9it3*> 96, 101-3, 155,

183, 186.

Unalli 151.

tUnggi (gen.) 76-7.

JUnggus 76-7.

tUng(h)ust—the name 43,

61, 79-

JUng(h)ust I, king of Picts

39, 4 x-3-

JUng(h)ust II, king of Picts,
brother of Constantin, and
father of Eog(h)anan or

Uuan 82, 85, 93.

JUnuist—the name 61.

JUnust( = Ung(h)ustII) 82.

||uo 113.

JUodotria (or Vodotria) 27.

||uome 1 13-4.

t-uorr (or -vorr) 69.

u(p)er3i
s
, 50, no 1

.

up^ri 50.

upo sunk tovo 31
3
, no 1

, 115,

146.
Jur 50, 56.

JUrquhart (Glen) 34.

%* Us-' in proper names a

miscopying of the preposi-
tion ur 56.

t* Usconbest
'

56.

X
1 Usconbuts

'

56.
Usnech—children of 12.

Uthr Bendragon 183.

JUuen, king of Picts 61, 82.

Juur (or vur) 50.

jUurad (or Vurad), king of

Picts 61.

J'Uuradach' (flr'Vuradach'),

king of Picts 58, 59
1

, 174.

t'Uuradech' (or' Vuradech')
58.

^Uuredeg (or Vuredeg)
—

genitive 58.

JUurgust (or Vurgust)
—the

name 35, 50, 61, 75, 79.

fuziietiao[nt] 133, 142, 153.

V shaped like Y 76.
v sign sometimes used for u

in ogams 72.
v and b in Keltic 137.
v- sometimes represented by

b- in Irish 35.
v (in German) for earlier/ 1.

VA ligatured 129
2
.

Vacalus 138.

JVacomagi 24
2
,
28.

vacuus 8'.

Vadicasii 151.
Vahalis 138.
valli (gen.) 22.

Vater 1.
' Vau '

50.

Jvaur (or uaur) 76, 135.

%
( uecla

'

1 74.

JVeda 55.

*veipak- 145.

*veipakos 10, 131.

*veipaks 181.

veipos 51, 143, 181.

*Veipos 51.

§§vel 158-9.
' Venebentanse

'

76.
Veneti (Aremorican) 151

1
.

Venetic of N. Italy 143
1
.

Jvengalac(h) ? 174.
venta 15

3
.

Venta Belgarum 15.

„ del Moro 15
s

.

„ Icenorum 15
8
.

„ Silurum itf.
VEP CORF 19, I44.

Vepi 144.

Vepi-sona 143.

Vepisones 8, 143.

JVepogeni 144, 173.

Vepomulus 144, 180.

fVepotali 143.

fVepotalo(s) 143.
Jver. ver- 31

3
, 50, no1

.

Verdun 150.

Vergil's Aeneid 2, 4, 46, 99.

JVergustus (or Uergustus) 50.
Verlucio (or Uerlucio) no.
Vernemetum (or Uerneme-

tum) no.
Verona 8, 143, 150, 157.

f Verpempnet
'

58, 144.

Verpois 117
2
.

verse-invocations 132 ; 152-3,
155, !56, 158, 160, 163-5.

Verterae 33, no.
JVerturiones 32, 48.
Verulamium no.
Vervedrum (or Uervedrum)

3i
l
.

+Vi( = Ui?)72.
vibones 48.
*Vicax 101.

Vieux Poitiers inscription

129, 134.
Vigean (iSt.) 74.

fVIIPOTALO(s) 8, 51, I43.
Vindedo 26, 145.

JVip 51, 57-9
1

, 63, 144.

JVip Ognemet(?) 57-8, 144,

174.

vipiones T44.

Vipius 144.

X
1

Vipo ignaiuet
' or '

ignavit
'

58, 144.

X
1

Vipoguenech
'

58, 144.

X
1

Vipoig nainet
'

or ' namet
*

57, J44, r 74-

fViredi(s)os 143.
Viredo 26, 145.

Virgnous 34.
Virocon- ? no.
Viroconium 1 10.

Viroduni 150.

JVirolecus (or U'irolecus) 34,

63.

JVirolicus (or Uirolicus) 34.

§§vlaten 156-7.
Vlatos 157.
vo 31

3
,
no1

.

II
vo 115.
fvo ? 146.
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fVocladensis campus 146.

fVogladensis „ 146.

Volcae Arecomici T49.
« von<£ memorise

'

76.

vono (
= bono) 76.

Jvor (
= mhor) 75-6, 135

1
.

Voreda no.

Vorgos 75
3

.

J-vorr {or -uorr) 69.

Vortigern 184.

fVoultegon 146.

IVouseia 133, 142, 153, 161.

fVouso(s) 142.
vowels—order of in the ogam

alphabet 71
1

.

vowels—shortness of, shown
in Pictish ogams by dou-

bling of following conso-

nant 72-4.

vowel-shortening in place of

infection? 68-9, 73-4.

(vritti) 107.

iVrobbaccennevv 69.

fvulta- 147.

fVultaconnum 146.

JVurad {or Uiirad), king of

Picts 75, 84-6.

JVuradach {or Uiiradach)

Fingalach (?), king of Picts

58, 174.

JVuthol 85.

X< Wagele
'

201
.

Wales 86, 110-1, 167.
Warwickshire largely Keltic?

IV.

Waterford 100.

weather-forecasts 12 1-2, 179.

X' Weinalet' 20 1
.

wells or springs connected

with goddesses 132, 160.

Wellstood (Mr. F. C.) VII,

xix, 178.
Welsh dynasty in England 97.

„ language 2-3, 127.

„ numerals 119.

„ people IV, V, 72-3,
no.

t'Wemalet' 20 1
.

Wessely (Dr. C.) 132.
Wessobrunner codex 149.
Westmoreland no.
Westwood (J. O.) 168.

Wexford dialect 181.

whiskers on Gaulish coins

151.
Wicklow 9.

„ (Co.) 100.

Wiltshire IV (largely Kel-

tic?), no.
Winchester 15.
Windisch (Prof. E.) 79, 152,

159, 161-2, 173, 175-6,
182.

%* Wmpopwall
'

58, 144.
women's names—Pictish 62.

wor 69
s

.

Worcestershire largely Kel-

tic ? IV.

X' Wradech'58.
Wredech (gen.) 58.

Wright (Prof. Jos.) 180.

wur 50.

X for S 168.

,, with value of Greek x«

„ inside O 168.

X as a tattoo-mark 150.
X—meaning of the sign in

ogams 71.
. . . X • • • and ogams

X

for/ 1 05, and fancy-ogams
for b 105-6.

X in Sequanian began name
of summer intercalary
month? 118.

yach 161.

Y Cym?nrodor 14, 50
1
,
ioo 1

,

173.

year
—lunar 118.

Yellow book ofLecan 12, T09.

Vdbos^?))
108-^^ 8 -

Ynys Prydain 173.
York 44

1
.

Yorkshire 144.

„ (West) largely
Keltic? IV.

Young (Mr. Hugh W.) vu,
78

1
.

ythern 57
1
.

< Ythernbuthib
'

57
1

.

2 = zi 133-4.
z, zi, Pictavian mutations of

di 1 38.

Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stift-
ung 85

1
.

Zeitschriftfur celtische Philo-

logie VI, 7, 44, 117
1

, 123
5
,

129
1
.

Zeuss (J. C.) and Ebel's (H.)
Grammatica Celtica 6, 31,

97, 134, 167, et passim.
ZI ligatured 133-4.
fziati 133, 142, 153.
fziia 133, 142, 153.
Zimmer (Prof. H.) 85

1
.

Zwolften 179.
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SOME SPECIAL WORD-LISTS
BRETON

gour-dcziou 179.

ENGLISH
Celt, -ic 3.

Cirencester 3.

harness 14*.
hit (-it) 72.
mule 180.

Piskies )
ff

Pixies
J

! 5 b -

FRENCH
harnasquier 14

9
.

laveurs]
lavoir

j-

181.

lavur j

quinzaine

quinze jours
renom 160.

119.

GREEK
alcopicu 131.
(K€l I38.

'E\a<]>T]0o\i&v 123.

*\ik 162.

(pl<pOS IOS, I78.

(Q}p€0) I3I.
la- * heal '161.
Kara- intensitive 135-6.
p6<xx°s 108.

noWa 114.

axoXaOTTis 186.

*HIGHLAND GAELIC

h-airgeadh 93
2
-4-

ait 23
1

, 63. %
aite 5, 63.
ann 72.
aroch 34.
h-erib 178.
fitheach 10, 181.

flath 79, 157.
-four 109.
Grant? 51.

hairgeadh 93
2
-4«

herib 178.

pag, paig 20.

stale, -anta 176.
tabhairn 42

2
.

tore ' boar' 10.

tore ' cleft
'

) ,

torcan
\

'*

turlach 10.

wor 69
s
.

IRISH

adbar, -bur 37.
aidde 63.

h-airge 94, 1 70.
ait 63.
aite 63.
aith '

planities
'

64.

aitte
j

63"4-

amm 125.

arge 94.
buailim

114.

108, 178.

M3, H5: 181

bualaim

bu(i)lle p

caille 104.
caisirne 101.

cara, carad- 185.

ceanglais 73*.
celhorcha )

cethracha
\

«5 ^'

cia11
I .»«

ciall J

l&
earb

h-eirp
fiach 10, 58
Fiacha 101.

g^r 114.

grant 51.

hairge 94, 170.

heirp 108, 178.
hiarn 161.

mosac, mosag 108.

neasais 73.
olann 166.

pam]
patu I 109.

pur j

ra if.

talc-e, -anta
\

'

ti, tii (pi.) 125.

<^
j
106.

toig S

tri (prep.) 59.
tnchet 53

3
, 57'.

tul 69.

LATIN
AND OTHER ITALIC

aequos, -us 7, 1 23.

alum(p)nus 95.

aqua 159.
-as (adjectives) )

-atis (adjectives) {
• '

bulla, -are, -Ire, 114.
deis 'goddess' 137.

I depetamus ) -

! (depetere) j

x 54-5, 164.

! ecce 137.

j

eko- • this' 138.
I enos 162.

j

inde )

I
indi-dem

\

I0*

j

lavor (subst.) 161, 1S1.

lavore(m) 160.
lenis 113.
mulus 144.
novofactum 76-7.
oppidum 18.

paeda ) Q
peda \

b *

prandium 121.

puera 140.

purus 109, 140.
puteus 140.

(renominare) ) ,

renumeno
\

sc(h)olastes, -tia 186.
sei 141.
tis 135.
venta 15

3
.

MANX
paag 20.

OLD NORSE
Allhhallorr 78

3
.

dattr 75.
NahhtvvdaStfs 73.
Nahludafir 73.
NahtudaSs-dattr 73.

PROVENgAL
renomenar 160.

ROMONSCH
lavor 181.

SPANISH
venta 15*.

WELSH
Aber 37.
dafn

dafnu
i dafyn

guor 50'.
Guotodin 9.

Gwrci 1 iol
.

gwyach 145,
Mon 11.

son 11.

tal, tal 69.
tarwedd 31.

163.

181.

9
*
excluding forms given under Irish.
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